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Our verdict on aclassic reborn...
ISHIWATA INTERVIEW
Marantz's audio guru
reveals all inside...

MP3 SOUND!
•How to get the best sound
from your MP3 player
•We test if the iPod HiFi
delivers Apple's claims

Award Winning Equipment at the www.audiosalon.co.uk

Audio Salon

The Audio Salon,
The Townhouse,
4Park Circus,
Glasgow G3 6AX
0141 333 woo / 9n6

Ayre K-ixe Pre Amp and V-ixe
Stereo Power Amp
HiFi Choice Gold Award 2005
Best Amp over £5ocro

— --

"lust when you think you've got the

"Our reference Gamut

world of hi-fi pretty much covered,
along comes aproduct that makes you
redefine just how good your system
can sound... We were truly blown away

Ayre C-5xe Universal

by the living, breathing music they

Audio Player

fine or rich as the Ayre V-ixe which
also has more dynamic kick as well.
The K-ixe pre amp's ability to separate
sound is the best we've encountered.

but worth every penny."

Stereophile's Digital Source

power amp

out instruments and to portray their

delivered. Expensive? Yes,

Just awarded not only

D200

(also a200 watter) is nowhere near as

To be frank Iwant one and Iwant it
bad."

of the Year but also overall

Jason Kennedy

3

Product of the Year;

HiFi Choice October 2oo5

yes it really is that good!
"The C-5xe, as it turned out, was
the very best-sounding product

0

Wes Phillips heard all year... [a] true
reference that combines superb sound

Esoteric X-oi SACD Player

quality with inspired and passionate

HiFi Choice Gold Award

engineering. Ihave yet to hear an

2005 Best SACD Player

SACD or DVD player that rivals it for
pure audio purity. I'd buy it for its CD
o

reproduction alone and consider the

0

0

0

0

0

0

other formats very welcome extras."

4
,

"Our gold award simply had to go
to this on the grounds that it's the
best SACD player we've ever heard:
supremely natural, detailed and
communicative. The best digital

TITAN

audio component yet devised?
It's certainly up there..."

Lyra Titan iMC Cartridge
HiFi News Gold Award 2005
Best Cartridge over fl000
"flagship model from Lyra comprises
aone piece titanium body and
diamond coated boron cantilever
A world reference pick up cartridge."

SME Model io
ProAc Studio 1443 Loudspeakers
What HiFi Award 2005 Best
Loudspeakers fl000-£15oo

HiFi Choice Gold Award 2005
Best Turntable fl000-£3000
"The Model io is engineered to

"From Gorillaz to Mahler's Symphony

absolute perfection, with asound

No.6 the sound is unforced and

quality to match and its delivery

wonderfully natural. Quality always

of the musical truth will eclipse

shines through..."

just about every other turntable
in its price range."

PIONEER UNIVERSAL PLAYEk
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YOU CAN WIN...
Sonus Faber Concertino speakers
Copland's CDA 823 CD player
Prima tuna's ProLogue One amp
I
I Transparent Audio cables
EXCLUSIVELY CHOSEN BY ABSOLUTE SOUNDS !

TO ENTER, GO TO PAGE 28 NOW »
TOP HI-FI TESTS IN THIS ISSUE...

Turntables • Speakers • CD Players
Cartridges • Amps New Pod Hi Fi
and much, much more...

TURN OVER TO FIND OUT MORE» A(
i i
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JAPANESE
CARTRIDGES
High- end head-to- head

CD DOES IT NOW!
Saxon's player packs apunch!

PURE AESTHETIX
Incredible US
C3k all-valve
phono stage
hits town

oee.
Hi-FiNevvs
SHOW
200 6

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22. 23, 24

september

IT'S SHOWTIME!

Latest news of Europe's
ULTIMATE hi-fi event

SEE PAGE 6....
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Welcome...
MOW

Iwas lucky enough to spend acouple of days in the company
of arguably the most famous face in audio - Marantis
technical wizard Ken Ishiwata. Marantz is based in
Eindhoven, Holland and it gave HiFi News the chance to hear
the superb new KI ( Ishiwata's Signature products) amp and
SACO player. • FOR THE INTERVIEW GO TO PAGE 42...

EMI

Steve Fairclough

Editor

email us at: hi-finewsfaip:media.com
Website: www.hifinews.co.uk

Bit of acheat this but seen ( for the first time anywhere I
believe) and heard the new Lyngdorf RoomPerfect room
correction system at the recent Bristol show. Imust fess up

Hi-FiNews

SHOW

and say that I'd never come across such asystem in action
before but this one was instantly impressive.
•LOOK FOR AN EXCLUSIVE TEST IN HI-FI NEWS SOON...

C-Lte

2006

Two standouts this month - the ubiquitous iPod is now
taking agood stab at hi-fi with its ' imaginitively named
iPod Hi -Fi system. This ' lump' of abox spends eight ( or
often more) hours aday pumping out music in our office

Small
wonders
-

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September

-find out how good it is on page 35. Secondly anod to the
past has come from Tannoy with its cuter than hell Mini
version of the Autograph speaker.
•FOR THE FULL TESTS GO TO PAGES 35 & 62...

hi-fi
rumours

IL record rewirow
,retable arm cart!
imiace mobte
Ciennis of Alan
Dower Blumlein

It's 20 years since that seminal Dire

Can we heat
connecting unrest

F
Í
LM MISS

Straits album Brothers in Arms put the
CD format on the map and love it or

d0
1

loathe it the * big track' is Money for

lUSSSII

Nothing'. Rarely has it sounded better

-

than via the Meridian system at the
recent Bristol show. The sound wasn't
cranked up to the max but it almost
persuaded me to invest in Knopfler's
meisterwork in anon- vinyl format.
•FOR MUSIC REVIEWS GO TO PAGE 95

HI-FI NEWS: 1956-2006
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
To find out how hi-fi rocd
the 1970s, go to pace 22

Hi Fi News... FOR PEOPLE PASSIONATE ABOUT GREAT SOUND
OU

www.hifinews.co.uk 3
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'Music is the
greatest art
created. It's ther
strongest ar
that can silo
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INTERVIEW:
Marantis

Ken Ishiwata
on all things

Hi
FiNEWS SHOW
The Hi -Fi News Show 2006 will
mark 50 years of the magazine and
feature atribute to hi-fis past with a
special hi-fi museum.
As well as agentle nod to the past
technoLogies tied up with hi-fi the
event will feature an impressive array

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
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2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 ieptember

WIN A SYSTEM !

of speakers and
special events.
This year's show
takes place from
22-24 September

i-FiNe ws

(first day is
trade only) at

WIN!
ee•
•••

the Renaissance

/

Hotel, Heathrow,
London.

•
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NEWS

NEW LINN LP12 ON THE WAY
LATEST LINN
At the recent Bristol Sound
& Vision Show Hi Fi News

is said to offer

even more

musical performance from
your CD collec:ion'.
The £ 1750 Kontrol

!heard rumours that aSpecial

pre- amp incorporates six

Edition of the legendary Linn
LP12 turntable could well be
on the way for late - in 2006.

stereo analogue inputs to
allow for connect on to
various sources and

Whilst details are sketchy
at the moment, and Linn

also offers aph.or o
stage for moving

refused to officially confirm

magnet ard mcving-

this development, Linn PR
Manager Brian Morris told

coil cartricges to suit

HiFi News: Our position is
that we are always seeking
improvements in vinyl
reproduction'.
The Linn Sondek LP12
was originally introduced
in 1972 and is regarded by
many as the most important
turntable ever produced.
Exact spec of the upgraded
L nn LP12 has not yet
emerged but Hi Fi News
beieves that there could be
al east two new arm options
on the way.
Meanwhile Linn is poised

any turntaole.
Linn has used ,its Chakra
amp technology in the £ 1450

sound
quality from

2100 powe - amp tnat is said
to: ' deliver asuperior, more

working together as the

controlled and effizient audio

Majik system they offer a

performance than other

leap in audio performance
that simply can't be ignored'.

amplifier technologies'.
The new Majik system
will be launched in May and
can be mul -.iroom enabled

part of the
Linn KNEKT
multi- room
system.
A Linn
spokesman

The £ 1950 CD player
takes technologies from
the Linn Sondek CD12 and

BELOW: Linn's new Majik
three- box system

music around
the house as

'Majik' with the announcement of anew three- box
the Majik CD player, the
Majik Kontrol pre- amplifier
and the Majik 2100 power
amplifier.

Linn • 0161 766 2021 •
www.Linn.co.uk

ABOVE: The Linn LP12 is
set for a2006 upgrade

to allow for

to weave alittle more audio

system that is comprised of

stereo music, and

explained:
'Individually
each component is
designed to
deliver
exceptional

BRITISH BOOKSHELVERS ROOM
MERIDIAN M3100 SPEAKERS
PERFECT
but their distinctive cabinets
Just out from British
audio legend Meridian are

are made from braced wood
with piano- lacquered ends

the M3100 active analogue
bookshelf loudspeakers that
can be used as surrounds in

and aluminium side panels
which are bonded for rigidity.
The M3100 is also available in

amulti- channel system or on
their own in asmaller room.

a DSP version.
The M3100 is already

Meridian claims that the
M3100s are tonally similar to
other Meridian loudspeakers

available at £ 1845 apair with
matching stands at £330 a
pair. The M3100 HC horizontal
centre speaker with twin bass

6 www.iifinews.co.uk • MAY 2006

Lyngdorf showcased its new
Room Perfect room correction
system at the recent Sound
& Vision Show in Bristol. The
first stage of RoomPerfect
is an integrated module for
the TDA2200 digital amp and
following this apre- amp and
combined CD player/pre-amp
will be available.

LEFT: The Meridian DSP3100

drivers is £ 1565

bookshelf speaker

Meridian • 01480 445678 •

0870 9100 100 or go to

www.meridian-audio.corm

www.lyngdorfaudio.co.jk

Contact Lyngdorf Audio on

NEWS
MEMORIES AND MAGIC
HI-FI NEWS SHOW
As well as being the showcase
for the world's best high- end
hi-fi the Hi -Fi News Show
2006 will also mark 50 years
of the magazine and feature
atribute to hi-fis past with a
special hi-fi museum.
As well as agentle nod
to the past technologies tied
up with hi-fi the event will
feature an impressive array of
speakers and special events.
Already certain to be speaking at the show are Marantis
audio guru Ken Ishiwata

(see 42-43 of this issue for
an exclusive Ken Ishiwata
interview), plus Hi -Fi News'
very own controversial critic
Ken Kessler and some superb
sound and vision demos from
Technical Director Paul Miller.
On top of that the show
will feature anumber of prize
high- end hi-fi systems that
must be won at the event
and the very best in new hi-fi
equipment will be showcased
from the leading hi-fi brands.
This year's show takes
place from 22-24 September
(first day is trade only) at the

UNIVERSAL CLASSIC
PARASOUND D200

I

¡

Joining the US company
Parasound's Classic line is
auniversal disc player, the
D200. Its transport is said to

be capable of extracting the
maximum amount of data
from almost every disc
format, such as DVD, CD,
DVD-A, SACD, DVD±RW, MP3,
DivX and picture CDs.

Hi-FiNews

SHOW

2006
Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September

Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow,
London. See www.hifinews.
co.uk for more information.

multi- channel audio sources
SACD and DVD-A, although
DSD bitstreams from SACD

The D200 sells for £ 1300.
CSE • 01423 359054 •
www.parasound.com
LEFT: Parasound's D200
universal player

BOXING CLEVER
MUSICAL FIDELITY KW250S
WM, "

Musical Fidelity has
released six new products
this month although this
time they are all packed into
one case. The kW 250S is
said to be the response to
suggestions for an ' all-inone product, and includes
aCD player, aDAB and FM
tuner, aphono stage, hybrid
valve pre- amp, and 2x250W
monoblock power amps.
CD playback is based on
the MF A5 CD player, and
both this and the DAB stage
make use of an upsampling
RIGHT: Musical Fidelity's new
kW250 one- box solution

24/192 D/A converter. The
twin triode pre- amp uses
'the exact circuit from kW
500 pre- amp stage', as does
the phono stage.
Two large transformers
are at the heart of the power
amp stage, again based on
the kW 500 integrated amp's
but without the bridged topology so is ' about 3dB less

The British Federation of
Audio IBFA) has announced
that the ' Best Sound'
Awards at the recent
Sound and Vision Show
in Bristol went to Focal
for Best Looking Exhibit,
KEF for Best Multi- Channel Demonstration, and
Neat Acoustics for Best
Two Channel Demonstration. Judging parameters
included sound quality of
demonstration, graphical
explanation of products,
and presentation of the
brand image.

RAVE AMP
On- board 10- bit video
scaling transforms DVD
pictures to 480p, 5'76p,
720p or 1080i size. Bass
management is included for

are also said to be sent direct
to DAC, so ' eliminating
intermediate conversion'.

1111111111111•111111

BEST SOUND

Russ Andrews Accessories
has reworked the RAVE
amplifier to bring ' vast
improvements' to the sound
available from computers,
personal music players
and games consoles. Fitted
with aUSB socket, the new
RAVE 1USB has abuilt
in high quality soundcard
which is based on the Pro
Hi -Fi Link external soundcard, enabling the computer's built in and usually
inferior soundcard to be
bypassed. The RAVE 1USB
is £ 150 and £ 199 with RAVE
2speakers. For more go to
www.russandrews.com

DENON DOCK
powerful' than the kW 500.
As asystem the kW 250S
offers astonishing valuefor- money', said Musical
Fidelity founder Antony
Michaelson, ' and will offer
real high- end performance
with no fuss, mess, wires or
high- end bullshit'
MF • 020 8900 2866 •
www.musicatfidelity.com

Denon has revealed its
£79.99 ASD-1R iPod dock
that's compatible with most
current and past Denon
mini systems and accepts
Apple dock inserts for
future iPod models. For
more details go to www
denon.co.uk

BRYSTON
PMC has revealed the new
Bryston SP2 C- Series
surround pre- amp/
processor, said to have
greater processing power
than its SP1.7 predecessor.
It has aUK price of £4750.
Contact PMC on 0870
4441044 or go to www.
pmc-speakers.com
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BOLZANO

VILLETRI

touch the sound

+

Round
Stream

Revolutionary 360° sound
output

www.bolzanovilletri.com
YBI Distributions Ltd
Exclusive Distributors for Europe
Telephone: + 44 ( 0) 20 72448240
Fax: + 44 ( 0) 20 73704828
Email: bv@ybidistributions.com

NEWS

A BREATH OF GLENAIR
TANNOY PRESTIGE SPEAKERS

The Glenair comes hot on
the heels of the Tannoy
Autograph revamp in the
shape of the Mini backsher
model Isee pages 62-64 of
this issue for aful. test) ani
Tannoy claims the Glenair
has a very moden cabinet
design' in the famous Tannoy
trapezoidal speaker shape.
Key attributes of the
Glenair are said to be: ' asbnishingly true to life performance with an open, cohere -It
and utterly involving soundistage'. The Glenair model is
available now at £ 3999

The line-up of Tannoy's
Prestige loudspeakers has
been further bolstered
with the introduction of the

Glenair speaker that employs
the latest version of the
company's 15in dual
couentric dr ver.

Denon has equipped its
audacious DVD playing
champion, the DVD-AlXVA,
with video upscaling to 1080p.
This monster high- end
universal player features the

CANTON SPEAKERS

matched by its audiophile
quality audio section - this
features full digital bass
management for DVD-Video,
DVD-Audio and SACD provided
by dual Hammerhead SHARC

latest and arguably
greatest image processing

processors.
Independent PCM and
DSD decoders are included

from Silicon Optix and Anchor
Bay Technologies.
The former applies asuite

with 24-bit/192kHz audio
DIA converters and the latest version of Denon's AL24

of sophisticated proprietary
de- interlacing and
enhancement algorithms via
the Realta NOV processor

processing circuit, which now
operates in 24-bit/192kHz on
all channels, using sophisticated interpolation algorithms
and digital filtering to improve
low-level resolution and
dynamic range. Available now,

whilst ABT takes care of upscaling via its Precision Video
Scaling ll technology.
The DVD-A1XVA's
ultra high- end video spec is

RIGHT: The new Tannoy Glenair
LEFT: With grille and in situ,

FLOORSTANDER TRIO

'BATTLESHIP' ADDS
ARMAMENTS
DENON DVD-Al XVA

per pair.
Tannoy • 01236 420199 •
www.tannoy.co.uk

this THX-ULTRA universal
player is priced at £ 2700.
•

BELOW: The upgraded Denon DVD-AVVA ' battleship'

• •
• *110*

•

101:4
.1011.

0 el NM

German speaker maker
Canton has taken the wraps
off three new floorstanding
-the £ 1000 Ergo 607DC, the
£1300 Ergo 609DC, and the
£1600 Ergo 611DC. Canton's
Head Designer Frank Gobl
explained: ' The Ergo line has
long represented the most
conservative aspects of Canton's design philosophy. New
Ergo marks the most significant evolution the Line has
seen in the past 20 years,
with dynamics to match the
finest modern sources'.
The Ergo range is also
due to be beefed up further
very shortly with the addition
of the 605 CM centre speaker, 603 and 602 compact
speakers, the 601 low profile
on- wall speakers, and the AS
650 SC powered subwoofer.
All three models are
available in asilver lacquer finish or in real wood
veneers. Grilles are made
of acoustically transparent
perforated metaL in either
black or silver.
Canton • www.canton.de

V

VV

V
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THE NAD MASTERS SERIES
Owning it Says a Great Deal about You

Introducing the Masters Series from NAD. The Masters
Series positions both technology and design firmly
into the future and sets atruly impressive benchmark
in performance and value.
NAD's product philosophy has always been to offer
audio and video components of exceptional quality.
outstanding value and unique operational simplicity.
NAD has evolved from those core values over some 35
years and the Masters Series is the finest statement of
excellence the company could make.
And owning an NAD Masters System says more about
you than you might think. It makes a statement about
you, too. This is quality that speaks for itself - and you
will recognise that fact.
The first products avaiiable are the M15 surround
processor, M25 seven- channel amplifier, M55 universal
disc player, M5 CD/SACD player and the M3 dual mono
integrated amplifier.
Ask for a Masters Series audition at your nearest NAD
authorized Custom retailer today. It won't disappoint.

masters of the art

Lenbrook UK : The UK Distributor for NAD
Unit 2, Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
Call: 01908 319360

www.NADelectronics.com/mastersseries

NAD

NEWS
NEW SPEAKER BRAND MAKES DEBUT
ACOUSTICS

A.:.oustics offering -me too
products that are no better

Q AcoLstics ma new speaker
brand frorr Armour Home
Electron cs ( HE) that is
launchng ts 1000 Series'
-ange of six models - two
000kshelf speakers, two floor
standing designs, adedGzated
centre cnainrei speaker and a
powerec sub - during April.
AhE sTechnical Director,
Steve Privett, explained: The
old brards are all companies
with long histories of rraking
great procutr.s. There would
be absolutely no point in C

than the competition. We
wouldn't enter this sector
urless we were confident we
could make aserious impact'
Privett claimed: ' We
manufactured the very best
speakers ever 3roduced at
heir respective price points.
They simply sound better'.
Every part of the new
speakers is bespoke,
optimised for each new
n-odel. Tne tweeters, bass/
rntdrarge drivers, magnets,
cone mass, cone rigid ty,

THE QACOUSTICS SPEAKER RANGE
Model 1010 bookshelf/wall mount
Model 1020 medium bookshelf/wall
mount -£129.90
Model 1030 compact floorstander

- [ 229.90
Model 1050 floorstander - 029.90
Model 1000C centre channel - £99.90
Model 1000S active subwocfer
-f.199.90

SONY VAIO RANGE
DIGITAL ENTEqTAINMENT
Sony's VAIO division has
recently launched its latest
Media Centre home
entertainment PC range,
called the XL100 series.
It's based on Intel's Viiv
technology, anew brand for
the digital home, and
conceived to enhance how
consumers enjoy, manage
and share digital
entertainment in the home.
Viiv comprises asuite of
Intel technologies that
delivers HO performance with
support for up to 7.1 channel

surround sound and
connectivity for the latest online content. The XL100 sports
aHD- Ready HDMI connection
which should mean that an
upgrade to Blu-ray or
HD-DVD will be possible,
provided Windows Vista is
installed. Core components
include aPentium D 920
dual- core processor, 128MB
nVidia GeForce 6600 GRJ,
dual analogue and digital TV
tuner, 250GB hard drive and
wireless capability. The XL100
series starts at around £ 999.
Sony • 01932 816000 •
www.sonv.co.uk
BELOW: Sony's new
XL100 Viiv

crossovers, terminal panel
and fully braced cabinets have
been oesigned to create the
very best performing,
affordable loudspeakers.
Each model is available
in achoice of black, beech or
cher -yfinishes and all boast
the same tow distor: on,
ferrc-fluid cooled, micro
polyester weave tweeter.
AdvErced L are
inkwitz-iley
usec thus
ensuring the smoothest
response at the crossover
frequencies, while the most
stringent quality cortrol
requi-es every drive unit to
be ' tcrque mountec' into the
front baffles, the .azter being
low resonance, me:I-radial
des gns up to 32mm thick
Armour Home
Electronics • 01279 501111 • ABOVE: The six- strong se-ies
wweLarmourhe.co.uk
of ICI Acoustics speakers

AUDIO FAIR
DOUBLES UP
CLASSIC MIF1
As regular as clockwork
John Howes brightened up
agloomy February with his
annual Audio Jumble 2006 in
Tonbridge - and it was one
of the best yet, so much so
that two events will be held in

of LS3/5As - abrilliant way to
spend aSunday.
Howes reckons the snow's
success was asign that he
should bow to pressure and
have two shows ayear, both at
the Angel Centre in Tonbridge,
Kent. So, in 2007 there'll be
the February event plus one
in early September. For more
details, call John Howes in
office hours on 01892 540022.

2007, writes Ken Kessler.
Over 700 hardcore braved
the cold, to find apacked hall
and some unbelievable
treasures. One lucky soul
carted off an early SME 20 for
around £ 2000, white one table
was heaving with rare Nagras
and accessories, including
mixers, 7in spool adaptors
and other highly covetable
items. Imanaged to buy the
first five years' worth of HiFi

Event organiser John Howes

News professionally bound,
and found - of all thtngs - a
nice tin-plate model Bugatti!
Isaw arare Garrard 301,
amint Thorens TD150, abargain in the form of aKrell integrated for £ 800, aWoodside
Radford STA25 Mk V. aPanor

Crowds at the February

Corp Dynaco amp, afew pairs

Tonbridge Audio Jumble
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20th Anniversary of Siltech Cables

20 years

musical pleasure for the listener

20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years
20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of love and care for our customers

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

of metallurgic perfection

NEWS

nNEXT MQNTFI

POWERING AHEAD

Hi-FiNews

PRIMARE A32 AMP
From Scandinavian audio
specialist Primare comes anew
beefy power amplifier, the
two- channel 432 offering 250W/ch
into 8ohm. With 4ohm speakers,
2x400W is said to te available.
It's adual- mono design with
ahuge 2kVA tranisfcrmer and
90,000pF of rese -vpir capacitors
and double rectifiers for each
channel create

3 *floating

ground'

for best isolation from the mains.
Two standby modes are

75W/ch amp . saaass D switch ng

reduces idle cu- rent; and adeeper

type. and operates in traditional
Primare alanced fashion.
On the f
ont are aheadphon:?

mode that turns off analogue

socket and a3.5irnm line- in jack

power supplies too
In the one- box hi-fi system

to allow easy coiinection of MP3

arena Primare no.‘i has the CD!
10 combined C] player, FM/DAB

converted to cheat, allowing bcth

available: audiophile, which only
disconnects speakers by relay end

radio and amplifier. CD replay uses
the same mech as the CD31, with
a24/192 stereo DAC employed fpr
both CD and DA3 conversion. The

players. Allanarogue inputs are
analogue aid di,gital outputs of
sources : o esent to record outputs. The CDI 10 sells for ( 150C.
CSE • 01423 359054 •
www.primareset

VALVE QUALITY

LEFT:
valve
speakers

XONIC GEAR SPEAKERS

from Xonic

Valve- sound quality ,srecognised

Li

outside enthusiast circles, as
demonstrated by this tube- fuelled
multimedia speaker system from
Swiss company Xonic Gear.
Two versions are available, the
Apocalypse 3and Apocalypse 5,
priced from £ 119. The Apocalypse
3claims 2x15W for the main
speakers and 40W for the bass
speaker, while the ' 5has 2x25W and

Both units are mains powered
and offer asingle 3.5mm audio input
for MP3 portables or PCs.
Zicplay • + 41 21 811 4500 •

MartinLogan
Vantage speakers

www.zicplay.com

50W for bass.

LISTENING IN
,
SENNHEISER

EXCLUSIVE TESTI

LEFT: The
CX 300
in- ear

' PHONES

'phones
in silver

True in- ear earphones have
become more popular as they
offer better isolation from outside
noise and good bass response,
and now Sennheiser has its first
such design, the CX 300.
Based on the company's
pro- audio stage monitors and
available in silver or black for £ 39.99,
it boasts response of 18Hz to 21kHz

Three soft rubber adaptors are included to fit most ear types.
Sennheiser UK • 0800 652 5002 •

ALSO ON TEST:
•Naim's n- Vi system
•Moscode valve amp
•Creek Destiny CD player
•GROUP TEST!
Sub- E1500
integrated amplifiers
•Hadcock Cryo arm
Hi -Fi News JUNE 2006
ON SALE Friday, 5May

www sennheiser.co.uk
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INSIDESTORY

THE TRUTH ABOUT
MP3 SOUND
In the wake of British Federation of
Audio concerns about the low- quality
digital. audio in portable players
Andrew Harrison explains the truth
about MP3 sound and gives you top tips
on how to set about improving it

LEFT: It's not the size
of the portable player
that determines sound
quality, it's how the
music being played has
been encoded

play the music
on the computer
or device of their
choice. This
openness makes
MP3 by far the
most versatile
and popular of

S

There are various lossy audio

ound quality from
portable MP3 players

compressed

formats. The iPod will play four

is not as good as that

audio formats.

basic types of audio. Another

from aCD player. Most people

•Advanced

format is WMA from Microsoft,

Audio Coding

-probably unknowingly - load

only seen on players designed

their players with adowngraded

to connect to Microsoft Windows

the cutting edge of sound quality

to replace MP3, using newer
compression techniques

[MC) - designed

lossy .version of the original

PCs, while Sony is persevering

at any given bit- rate, but it has

CD version of the music.

with its proprietary ATRAC

some distinct advantages over

The culprits in this story are

learnt since the MP3 standard

codec. This was developed for

newer, more advanced codecs.

was first agreed in 1992. It

principally the makers of MP3

MiniDisc but has been modified

players and the purveyors of

to work at low bit- rates in the

format [ the full name for MP3)

online music, who have vested

technologies land is listed in the

guise of ATRAC3plus.

was devised in the early 1990s,

MPEG-4 standard).

The MPEG Audio Layer III

interests in passing off low

'The culprits in this story are the
makers of MP3 players and the
purveyors of online music'

bit- rate audio as * CD quality'.
It can be straightforward
to improve the listening
experience, bringing aplayer's
sound closer to that of the

builds on existing MPEG Audio

AAC is now the preferred
audio format of Apple
Computer, as the company's
iTunes software - used for
making iPod-ready compressed
audio files - now has AAC

home CD player. The main issue

THE VARIOUS FORMATS

is selecting the best codec -

•MP3 - the most ubiquitous

and its biggest strength is its

selected by default. This is

freedom of use. MP3 doesn't

easily changed if necessary [ see

Ico)mpressionaedompression

digital audio format on the

include any support for Digital

-to suit the player, at abit- rate

'Top Tips'). Music tracks bought

internet and in portable players

Rights Management ( DRM)

from Apple's iTunes Music Store

to suit available capacity and

'MP3' is even used as asynonym

'anti- copy' measures, ameans

are also encoded to the same

personal threshold of fidelity.

for .intnmPt

to reduce the user's freedom to

quality of AAC at 128kb/s.

on*

Apple packs its own DRM
THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

TOP TIPS FOR QUALITY IPOD SOUND

encryption system called
FairPlay into the AAC files,
which effectively prevents a

• To attain alevel of quality that is close to indistinguishable
from the uncompressed CD minimum, bit- rate setting
for MP3 should be 192kb/s, and AAC at 160kb/s. If space
allows, opt for 256kb/s for either format.
• Avoid Joint Stereo mode, designed to create smaller files
sizes at the expense of stereo fidelity by encoding the
stereo channel difference- signal separately to the main
mono signal.
• Select variable bit- rate IVBR) to reduce file size. In
contrast to constant bit- rate ( CBR) systems, less ' bits' are
wasted when music signal does not require them, such as
in quiet or silent passages.
• If you have the space - players now routinely exceed 30GB
capacity - why not stick with full- resolution music? For

the iPod this means merely selecting Apple Lossless as the
desired audio format for ripping music in iTunes.
• Load it with music ripped from your own CDs at the highest

purchased song from being
played on another person's
computer. It does allow a

practical quality. For recent iPods, this means Apple

music track to make aone-way

Lossless. For older iPods, or to maximise storage, try AAC

journey from acomputer to any

at 256kb/s.

number of iPods

• Don't buy Apple iTMS-encoded music, or other downloaded

Apple's competitors routinely

music that falls below our guidelines of quality. Aside from

.criticise it for deliberately

the limitations of where and how you can play music that

adopting a ' closed' proprietary
format for music on its iPod

you've paid for, sound quality is lower than you deserve.
• Buy better earphones or earbuds than those supplied.

players, preventing anyone else

Our best results have been with Etymotic Research sound

from selling music that will

isolating earbuds such as ER- 4, and folding headphones

work with the iPod. In truth,

like Sennheiser PX-100.

any record company or music
distributor can sell music

16 www.hifinews.co.uk •

SPECIAL REPORT
root of the problem of low-grade
audio being so commonplace
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solid-state memory was limited
to 32MB or 64M B, giving asong
capacity that was measured in
mere minutes ( about 30 or 60
minutes, respectively).
Apple boldly began

Note Tors ,ersss
sr«
rs mop
dose•oad ad cen dte Crude, 6, pc 5.ore

ABOVE: Setting the preferences for audio encoding in

advertising its first iPod, with

iTunes; if you have aplayer with plenty of memory,

its 5GB ( gigabyte) hard- drive, as

why not choose Apple Lossless for best results?

capable of holding ' 1000 songs*:
now, the 60GB player boasts
*15,000 songs' capacity. These

uncompressed WAV format that

and storage gets bigger, this
is becoming much less of an

version, Windows Media Audio 9
Professional, can capture 24/96

tallies are predicated on afew

will play perfectly on the iPod.

issue.

audio in up to eight- channel

assumptions: that every 'song' is

surround, although this codec is

four minutes long, and encoded

so is afear of the legitimately

several lossless audio codecs

not compatible with legacy WMA

at 128kb/s AAC. While music

downloaded music being copied

available now, which carry

decoders. File names use a

encoded at 128kb/s AAC will

between listeners.

the benefit of uncompressed

.
.wma .or ..
asf'

sound better than MP3 at the

WAV but typically occupy about

been described as being second

same bit- rate ( approximately

half the space of the original

in popularity with respect to

equalling 160kb/s MP3), this

tracks in MP3, AAC or even

•Lossless - there are

What prevents them from doing

•Audio Interchange File
Format ( AIFF or WAV)- the gold
standard for digital audio, as
it is the computer- recognised
wrapper for PCM, the raw
format of CD, is Apple's version
of uncompressed WAV, and in

suffix. WMA has

'The makers of portable MP3 players
tend to overestimate the quality of
compressed digital music'

With abit- rate of 1411kb/s

quality. But at least Apple's
128kb/s MC benchmark is not
obviously sonically flawed.
When Sony released its flash
memory Network Walkman

this context is usually in 16bit/44.1kHz form.

is not audiophile, or even ' CD'

file. These include Apple

the number of devices on the

portables two years ago it

Lossless, FLAC ( Free Lossless

market that are supported.

advertised its 1GB memory
player as having acapacity of

for stereo audio, resulting in

Audio Coding), and WMA

one minute of music taking over

Lossless. Lossless coding is

THE CD QUALITY' MYTH

695 songs. This looks sufficient

10MB of disk space, AIFF or

the audiophile's best choice if

Both the makers of portable

for dozens of albums but the

WAV has traditionally been seen

compression is required.

MP3 players, and the purveyors

small print conceded that this

of downloadable online music,

figure was obtained using Sony's

•WMA - Microsoft's own

as too inefficient for streaming
over networks or storing on

closed format has attracted

tend to overestimate the quality

proprietary ATRAC3plus codec

limited- capacity players.

criticism for its objectionable

of compressed digital music.

at apunishingly low 48kb/s data

However, as networks get faster

sound quality. The latest

This practice, arguably at the

rate. Sound quality at this rate is
poor, well below that of 128kb/s
MC. Using Apple's yardstick of

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

PIRGONBUSTIER

capacity, the same player would
hold just 260 songs.
Music companies selling

BIT- RATE - the number of bits per

CODEC - asystem for compressing

restored exactly the same again. A

second used to describe an audio

data before storage or transmission,

lossless system cannot compete in its

waveform. For example, 128kb/s stereo

and an inverse decompression system

compression ratio but creates afile

mid quality ( 128-160kb/s). If

usually means that each channel

to restore the original data, or in the

that, once expanded again, is

customers were made aware

is assigned 64 thousand bits each

case of alossy codec, aperceptually-

bit- accurate with the original.

that the downloaded ' CD quality'

second. To calculate how much space

similar version.

music online usually do so at

version was noticeably inferior
MPEG - Motion Picture Experts Group,

to the CD, it may impact upon a

music, multiply the stereo figure by

LOSSYKOSSLESS - alossy

astandards organisation that oversees

service's popularity. Some sites,

160/81 to give afigure in kilobytes, eg.

compression system discards some of

the development of video and audio

such as www.allofmp3.com, offer

128 x60/8 = 960kB - 1MB per minute.

the original data, never to be

encoding systems.

higher quality downloads, up to

is required for one minute's worth of

lossless quality.
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LETTERS

SOUNDING OFF...
This month there's an ID problem, Anglophile Kessler bites
back and the AV yhi-fi debate rages. Send your views on all
things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi -Fi News, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ or email: hi-finewsfaipcmedia.com
-please remember to name your email Letters'

DAB BATTLE
RUMBLE
Iwas absolutey captured by
your ' battle of the DABs' piece
[Hi Fi News, January 2006), so
here are some suggestions for
even more enthralling features;

IT'S ALL MUSIC

'wrangle of the Ronettes .[ gasp!
mature readers only!) ' remote

Idon't understand people who are interested in listening to quality music reproduction who want a
publication that only deals with two- channel audio, and when they go to ahi-fi show they do not want
tarnished with AV stuff or what the latest is in ICE.

roundup'. Or better yet, give us
af**kin .break, as the exquisite
Ken would say.
Michele Surdi, Rome

Are we to assume that outside of their two- channel equipment they are not interested in quality
music/sound production from their car stereos, televisions, DVD players and personal stereos? Mayb
they are so mentally weighed down by keeping up with the two- channel stuff that when it comes to
televisions and other items in the home that produce sound they simply wander into their nearest sh
and buy the first thing that has aspecial deal on it.
I'm very close to getting my two channel system where lwant it after anumber of years and soon
Iwill replace my 15 year old Philips TV and Akai VCR with the best and most up to date my pocket can

Steve Fairclough replies: ' Watch
out for 'speaker shoot-out', 'amp
war' and 'turntable tussle' in
future issues.., only joking. To
quote the Bee Gees 'It's only
words'.

stand and Iam always looking for aDAB tuner/CD for my car that will still enable me to keep my info
display, but Idon't want to be buying three different publications or be visiting three different shows to
be informed, so Isay to Hi- Fl News keep up the good work and take it further with periodical sections
on what is available in other areas of quality sound reproduction. It's all music!
David T., by e-mail

GARISH COLOUR
Ifelt it sensible to allow the ' New
Look' magazine to settle down
before rushing into print and I

ICAN'T RESIST...

will be brief. In the February 2006

I'm going to regret this, Iknow, but Ican't resist pointing out that the
picture from John Crabbe's column [
Hi Fi News, April 2006, page 89)

of colour garish in the extreme

edition Ifind the extravagant use
making the print on some pages
difficult to read - 29, 37, 41, 45,

issue was incorrectly captioned. Clockwise from top left it should
read: Laurie Fincham, John Crabbe, David Stripp, Mike Balance, Jim

49, 51, 57, 74, 79, 83, 90 and 91.

Rogers and John Borwick. Iknew I'd regret it....
Andy Giles, by e-mail

There is nothing better
than black print on awhite
background for clarity and to

WONDERFUL QUAD PIECE
Your article on rebuilding

What your readers want

communicate information easily
to the reader. Splashing colour
around in the expectation of
of loudspeakers to get good

attracting attention is counter-

the Quad 33/303 [
HiFi News,
February 20061 was very

is more and more matters

sound quaLity.

productive as far as Iam

dealing with music equipment,

R.J. Smith, Worthing

concerned. Ihave no intention

interesting, re- reading the

especially of the past; there are

carefully worded article made

plenty of very fine pre- amplifier

me decide to plump for the

Steve Fairclough replies: 'Glad

and amps, speakers etc from the

read the pages or ignore them. If

Quad rebuild only. Quad does a

you enjoyed the Quad piece and

past years. You certainly don't

my memory serves me correctly

wonderful job of rebuilding and I

have to spend £40,000 on apair

yes, Iagree more hi-fi coverage
is vital. Keep reading'.

your predecessor attempted a

use it alot.
You are printing more and
more pages of Audio Vision
-eight this month. What has this
got to do with hi-fi reproduction
of music? Iam not the least
interested in TV. Just remember
that 90% of BBC TV broadcasts
are rubbish.

16 www.hifinews.co.uk • MAY 2006

of straining my eyes - I
just skip

similar garish make over some
years ago within afew months

BELOW: Net Audio yQuad

had to ' tone it down'.

rebuild, Feb ' 06

D.R. Driver, Stroud
Steve Fairclough replies: 1take
your comments on board. We are
constantly evolving the title to
make it the best hi-fi magazine
on the planet'.

YOUR VIEWS

KESSLER HITS BACK
Regarding Grosse Fatigue's'

KESSLER IS
EVERYWHERE

would be no watches at all.

This has nothing to do with

letter in the April issue,

Even the Swiss will tell you

concerning my deep and abiding

this. The English devised

hi-fi but thought Iwould write.

hatred of the French. Isee that

nearly every single important

Tonight Iwas watching The

he lives in the USA. Thus, he may

escapement, and Harrison

O'Reilly Factor on Fox News

be unaware of such concepts as

alone changed the course of

and at the end of the show

the Common Agricultural Policy

history with the chronometer.

as he always does, Bill was

and Sangatte, let alone Vichy and
the Dreyfuss Affair. Or how the

reading emails from viewers.

3) England is artless? Hmmm.
Should we work backward

As Iwatched and listened, I
heard Bill read the name of

British and the Americans saved

from Francis Bacon or just

France's ass twice in 30 years,

dive in with Turner and

The Fab Four: 20th Century

another writer, Ken Kessler

yet the French still do all they

Constable?

cultural icons, and British

from Canterbury, England.

can to undermine NATO.
Isimply cannot allow

4) Monsieur Fatigue should
also know that London alone

Monsieur Fatigue to insult

has 36 Michelin- starred

my adopted country through

restaurants, the second- most

Now it could be another
many American TV shows are
poor clones of Britisn shows.
But Monsieur Fatigue saved

his ignorance of music, art,

important theatre district in

his worst shot for last: my

watchmaking, etc:

the world after Broadway,

knowledge of Breguet. Alas,

1) There was no other force in
popular music as culturally

and Hollywood owes so much

he fluffs it again. Not only was

or artistically important in

to England for special effects,
acting talent, script salvation,

-but most importamitly, he was

the second half of the 20th

etc, that it's almost shameful.

driven out of Paris by the French

So many of the USA's top

because he was aHuguenot.

century as the Beatles.
2) If not for Harrison, Arnold,

editors are English that it's

Breguet Swiss - not French

Now if he had rubbed my

Dent, Tompion, Graham,

laughable, and Monsieur Fatigue

nose in Catherine Deneuve....

Mudge and others, there

would simply die if he knew how

Ken Kessler, by e-mail

.Ken Kessler, but Ifeel pretty
'certain that the writer was
'-'ilone other than the KK we all
know and love, one of my very
favorite writers on the subject
'.pf music reproduction, your
.Kof HiFi News.
ih
.

At least one viewer did

ecognize his name when on
•
esmall screen tonight, and
,
m glad he also watches Fox
ews Channel, my favourite
.'source

of news on TV.

John Romans, Flossmoor,
Illinois

BRILLIANT BASIS
Over the years Ihave seen

Ican now say that this is

engineering point of view these
are beautifully constructed and

DOWNER
ON DAB

several good reviews of Basis

avery serious piece of kit. On

Turntables in your magazine

music Iwouldn't give house

built turntables and are acredit

[and afew in others). But

space to, Iactually listened to

to the builders and creators.

Ilike the new format - that's the

P. Martin, Bolton

compliment, here's the moan.

never having seen one, let

the whole side of the album.

alone heard one Icould not

The feel and the texture of the

really comment. After hearing

instruments were so realistic.

Steve Fairclough replies: ' To

system that has failed to live up

the new Basis 2200 at arecent

If Ihad taken my credit card

find out what Mr Martin is

to the hype. This system, with

Manchester Hi -Fi show, Ican

with me rd own one by now, it

talking about see pages 56-58

its ever increasing broadcast

now comment!

sounded that good! From an

for the Basis 2200 review'.

stations and subsequently

DAB is an out-of-date digital

decreasing bit rate, should
be consigned to the kitchen.
That's if you can find aspot
where it works. Irecently heard
DRM at Brookmans Park twin
transmitting station holding its
own - even in its washed-up
form - against DAB at its paltry
best at 192Kbps. The BBC has
painted us into an aural corner.
FM, for all its technical
drawbacks is worth spending
time and money on. The more
you spend the more you're
rewarded. Not so with DAB,
you're stuck with adigital dead
duck. Please don't give any more
column inches to this system.
S. Horsburgh, Coventry
• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of Hi Fi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondent, using e-mail are asked to give their lull postal address [ which won't be published). Letters
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our 08A pages, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone, by post or by e-mail.
.1•11,
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OBJECTS OF DESIRE

Grand designs
A mix of one- box, home theatre and iPod friendly pieces,
plus some thunderingly well designed speakers from
Eclipse in this stylish round- up...

ARCAM SOLO • £ 1000
Yes, its not anew unit but the achingly
stylish Arcam Solo one- box is here as it
has just walked off with one of Europe's
major product design awards - the IF Award
-from amongst 2000 products from 37
countries. The Solo is also now also iPod
compatible via Arcam .siPod dock and the
blue screen display indicates this.
www.arcam.co.uk
WE THINK: A stunning one- box combo of
looks and performance

18 www.hifinews.co.uk •

IXOS XMI518 iPOD STEREO SYSTEM
•£49.99

COVERTEC NAPPA LEATHER CASES
•£ 24.99

Probably better known for ranges of audio

Made for the iPod video model these leather

cables Ixos has just brought out this iPod

cases come in achoice of ten different

speaker system that looks familiar to

colours from understated black through to

previous iPod friendly * doughnuts but has

vibrant red, blue lagoon or even gold. These

atad more class. Designed for use with the

luxury pouches allow clear control and

Mini, 15/20GB, 30/40GG, Nano and 5G video

screen access, and have aheavy-duty inner

iPods it also features a3.5mm stereo jack

lining, plus 360° swivel Beltclip.

for use with other audio devices.

www.widget.co.uk

www.ixos.co.uk

WE THINK: Reliable iPod protection with
eyecatching overstitching

WE THINK: A nice mix of affordability,
flexibility and style

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

ECLIPSE TD50811 SPEAKERS • £ 600
(A PAIR)
ntipse speakers are said to be favourites of
musiciar Brian Eno and given that's he's abit
of an egghead lbrainwise that is) that's little
surprise. Replac'ng the TD508, the Time Domain
50811 speaker looks great and is said to have
better dynamics, improved bass, and better
spatial imaging than its predecessor. Available in
achoice of white, silver or black.
www.ectipse-td.com
WE THINK: Eggs-cellent style and finish, could
be sonically stunning

ELGATO EYETV for DTT • £99
We were mightily impressed with the
Elgato EyeTV 400 [ reviewed in HiFi

TANNOY HTS200 • £ 549
(FULL PACKAGE)
British audio giant Tannoy

News, June 2004], alittle box that

has just produced two entry-

adds digital Freeview TV to any Apple

level home theatre packages

Macintosh computer, effortlessly and with

-the £ 399 HTS100 and

breathtaking quality. Now the company is

HTS200. The 200 package

selling this USB 2.0 version from Terratec

shown here - 5.1 system with

[software for Windows also available),

sub - is said to be ideal for

an even smaller widget for the job but

both movies and music in

here's the rub: Elgato .supdated software

larger rooms in oraer to get

now adds digital radio support. So what?

the fuller acoustic benefits

Well, in astrange irony of modern UK

of the floorstanding tower

broadcasting, radio over digital terrestrial

loudspeakers [ these come

TV is better quality than that through

with floor coupling spikes

dedicated DAB services...

and metal cups te protect

www.elgato.com

floor surfaces)

WE THINK: Listen to and record digital

www.tannoy.com

radio at better than DAB quality. Oh,

WE THINK: Highly affordable

excels at TV too!

and well finished
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Award winning technology

Made in Switzerland and Germany

Oehlbach have won awards from every
Audio

l
e
Al

Oehlbach cables and connectors are

major Hi -Fi magazine in Europe,

made in Switzerland and Germany.

li including twelve ' Golden Ear'

awards from 'Audio' magazine.
Three Levels of Performance
At Oehlbach, the end result, not the
technology, is the measure zl

or 5

? Never less.

superior affordable cables.
premium cables,

5

3 ,

3

4

for

r

They approach a quality and

SENSE
THE
DIFFERENCE
WITH
OEHLBACH

is

offering inherent quality beyond
that of simply using expensive

Lifetime warranty equals great sound
and vision for life

Biggest Range in Europe

it win

Established for 30 years and No.1 in
Oehlbach have a cable

leaves all our competitors behind,

metals or arcane rites of passage!

offers

audiophile territory.

Germany

consistency of construction that

il

meet all needs and price levels.

-dewGermany's finest

range of cable connections
for the home cinema,
hi-fi and computer

Every Oehlbach cable is
sold with a lifetime warranty
on performance. So you're guaranteed
great sound and vision for life.

For more details and a
colour brochure call

020 8863 8979
or e-mail

info@acoustat.co.uk

CI=HLBACH'
-

GET CONNECTED

I Choose the right connections for
your home cinema, hi-fi or
computer with the help of t
gig

Oehlbach Cable Configur.

Lwww.cableconfi

www.oehlbach.de

LI15.

UP!

IN MY OPINION

Useful accessories
versus all mod cons
The re- appearance of two tried- and- tested tweaks finds
Ken Kessler revisiting the subject of accessories where he
manages to dig up asmall collection of real gems

S

wall, there was an

about the candidates for

adaptor or acleaner

the Hi -Fi News Accessories

LEFT: The ATI Precise Sound Meter is

For every dot on the

orne years ago, Igave
up choosing and writing

great for measuring and matching
sound levels from speakers and
costs under £ 25

or something

when reviewing, and for setting
levels with five- channel systems.
Iwouldn't be without it.
Third is alifesaver I
discovered when shopping for

Club. The accessories were

else genuinely

accompanied by far too much

worth having.

bullshit even for amarket as

So why would

single- row type, a

gullible as audio. Yes, I - like

such innocent

collector's item in

I've needed XLR-to-RCA [ phono)

its own right, in the

adaptors to get me out of

of the original,

microphones for the portable
Nagra Iuse. More than once

many of you - sampled the

and/or logical

wares of [ alphabetically) ART.,

products be

pink packaging - the

jams. It turns out that Neutrik

Belt, Golden Sound, Harmonix,

tarred with the

edition without a

offers every phono-to-XLR

velvet inner layer.

combination: male- to- male,

RATA, Shakti, Tice and dozens of

same brush?

others. Some were legit, some

Simple: their

were comically bogus; I'll let

manufacturers

worth having just for

you decide which was which.

weren't happy

your museum, and

Stu Wein at Audioparts in the
USA sells them for $50 per pair,
plus $ 7shipping costs. There's

At around £ 7, it's

female- to- female, male- tofemale, female- to- male.

But Kierkegaardian leaps of

with the ' it

your LPs. Iuse one

faith ceased to be an option

does what it

all the time.

after Irealised that, overall, the

says on the

charlatans outnumbered the

can' approach,

DaySequerra

it was Stu who bailed me out in

righteous. So Idrew the line at

so they, too,

provided another

record time.

Shun Mook, never looked back,

attributed

almost- lost- classic.

and Ihave been amuch more

supernatural

balanced individual ever since.
BASIC COMPONENTS

David Day of

found out that

probably aUK source, too, but

AND THE LATEST...

properties that

Radio Shack was

Lastly is the newest item in

overshadowed

discontinuing their

the batch, just in time for

great analogue SPL

the real benefits.

Keith Howard's study of valve

BLt there are some that defy all

meter', he told me, ' to focus

microphony. I've always used

above are without merit. I'm

of the nonsense. Here's aquartet

only on the digital one'. Because

some form or other of valve

simply stating that Ino longer

of them, around- up inspired by

DaySequerra made antennas

damper, but the EAT Cool

want to be among those who

the reappearance of two oldies

and other items for Radio Shack

Dampers purport to damp

up until recently, he was able to

the valves against air- born or

his is not to say tnat trie

Few will fault the cleaning

think that dots on the wall are

action of Decca carbon- fibre

'ask around at corporate level to

mechanical resonances, cool the

components of source/amp/

record brushes, with micro-

see who had made it for them

valves and provide RF shielding.

speakers. What happened, !

fibres that got down into the

found, was that the sensible,

groove better than anything

practical accessories were

before, and which also happened

suffering from what Ican only

to discharge static. What the

call ' bollocks- by- association'.

distributor found was asupply

more important than the basic

j

and see if they would make it for

Idon't want to pre-empt Keith's

us with afew modifications.

findings, but Iwill say this much:

tweaks we could find for this

at £ 15 each, they won't break the
bank. And whether they work or

meter on the internet and tested

not, they look, er, cool. CI

'We downloaded all the

them all separately. We decided

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...
1) Round spirit level, e.g. Mana

TOP 10 ` TOOLS'
size you'll probably ever need

Acoustics, for levelling turntable

51A roll of electrical tape

which mods were improvements

CONTACTS

rather than just tradeoffs and
implemented them'.
Now branded the ATI Precise

All SPL Meter - www.atiaudio.com
Decca Deram Brushes - Hi Fi News

61 Adecent wire stripper
71A pack of Bostik BluTack ( E2.9 0!!!!)

Sound SLM-100 SPL Meter, it

Accessories Club 01234 741152

is an update of the Radio Shack

EAT Coot Dampers - Pistol Music

8) Asoldering iron
Kontak socket and plug cleaner

land ADC) classic, but with a

020 8971 3909

blue microphone surround and

Neutrik adaptors - Audioparts

4) WBT WBT-0481 Torque Screw

101 An AVO meter - British, Bakelite

rotary control. The price is only

001 561 642 0414 ( East Coast) or

Driver Kit, with every head type and

and atrue classic

US $39.99

audiopartsfaadelphia.net

21 Technics SH-50P1 Electronic Stylus
Gauge, alas, now an eBay treasire
31 The Victorinox Cybertool 34
Swiss Army Knife

under E25! Iuse

it for matching playback levels
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HI-FIHISTORY

THE 1970s

Adecade of indulgence
The 1970s was ' the decade that taste forgot' but also saw
hi-fi becoming self-indulgent. Ken Kessler dons his flares to
remember it all in ahighly personal way

T

BELOW: Lion's LP12 turntable was probably

he 1970s marked the
point when hi-fi became

the standout product of the 1970s

self-indulgent. That's not

to say that specialty audio wasn't

of domination it still maintains,

self-indulgent from the outset,

he unleashed adestructive force

but there was always asense

of arch bitchery that, tragically,

of restraint before the 1970s.

found its fullest flowering on th:s

With ' the Decade that Taste

side of the Atlantic.

Forgot', everything was thrown

America's underground

out, including price and size

magazines had to be purchased

limitations, journalistic integrity
and, most sadly, the whiff of

concerned,

'gentleman's club that was

Mark Levinson

represented by men like Peter

in the USA emerged as

Walker, Raymond Cooke, David

the single most important force

Rafter and others of that calibre.

of the decade. In an alarmingly

BARBARIANS

via subscription, or found in
hi-fi stores. The noisier U,K
publications were actually
found in proper newsstands, to
the amusement of American
was the

short time, he championed

US ' underground' press.

Class- A electronics, huge amps

Stereophile, under the aegis

As an analogy, imagine a

'As far as high- end is concerned,
Mark Levinson emerged as the most
important force of the decade'

Romans ybarbarians situation,
the Empire threatened by an
unruly mob. Some could argue
that as much good as bad came
out of it: hi-fi turned into a

observers, who were amazed
that the British press could get
away with what it did.
LINN ARRIVES
Meanwhile, aforce emerged in
the UK that would forever alter
the way audio was designed,
employed, reviewed, sold and

free-for-all, no longer the sole

that - unlike the behemoths of

domain of the scientists, and it

of J. Gordon Holt, was the

regarded. Spearheaded by Linn,

the previous decade - actually

would be changed irrevocably.
As far as high- end audio is

drove loudspeakers and costly,

most important of these nonnewsstand, outsider magazines,

whose LP12 turntable arrived

hand- made m- ccartridges, all of

but it was The Absolute Sound,

which knew no price limitations.

amandatory possession kr

founded by Harry Pearson,

Levinson has his detractors,

any self-respecting audiophile,

that elevated the alternative
magazines to aposition of

the ' political party' consisted of

by jealousy as are those with
specific complaints. But love him

power. By ' alternatives', I

any other brands found in stores

mean that they opposed the

that sold Linn.

or hate him, he sired the extreme

measurements- based reviewing

high- end as we know it.

of the mainstream titles like

retailers who wouldn't sett

BELOW: Mark Levinson was arguably the
player in 1970s hi-fi

but as many are motivated

Concurrent with Levinson's

in 1972 and which was deemed

Rega, Nam, Nytech, Arcam and

Legiop, are the stories of

Stereo Review and Audio,

customers acassette deck until

arrival, and necessary to convey

which paid scant attention to

his message because he was

they first bought an LP12, or who

actual sound. Pearson raised

anathema to the mainstream,

ridiculed customers for not using

subjective reviewing to the level

spikes with their equipment.

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

But that's history. Linn is now

1970S HI-FI HIGHLIGHTS

1970 • B&W built its first monitor entirely in house. It was
called the DMC70.
1971 • Denon demonstrated 18- bit PCM stereo recording
using ahelical- scan video recorder.
1972 • Electro Voice and CBS are licensed by Peter Scheiber

happy fitting sound systems
to Aston- Martins and yachts,

1976 • Dr. Thomas Stockham of Soundstream made the very

while the LP12 barely figures

first 16- bit digital recording in the United States at the
Santa Fe Opera.

Among the memories that

1977 • Mobile Fidelity, among the most important of the
'audiophile' labels, is launched.

without leaving abad taste,

in the modern consciousness.
linger from that terrible decade,

to produce quadraphonic decoders using his patented

1978 • The first EIAJ standard for the use of 14- bit PCM

matrixes; Linn is founded and released the legendary LP12

adaptors with VCR decks is embodied in Sony's PCM-1

are m- cartridges, Nakamichi
cassette decks, aplethora of wild

record deck.
1973 • The Sequerra Model 1FM tuner arrives.
1974 • DuPont introduced chromium dioxide ( Cr02)
cassette tape.
1975 • Quad released the 405 power amplifier.

consumer VCR adaptor; 3M introduced metal- particle cassette

Japanese tonearms, and the first

tape; Michaelson & Austin and Sirac power amplifiers herald
the valve revival.

on the debit side are the birth

1979 • Monster Cable is founded by Noel Lee - it's now the

of the cable industry and - deep

largest specialty cable company in the world.

breath - the earliest digital

signs of the valve revival, while

mutterings_ CI
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Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

MERIJIAN MI

CHAIR

E-AMPÁ
TUNER II
PHONO STAGE
I
PAWER

CD AND LP
STORAGE

THE SYSTEM
•Ayre C-5xe universal player
•Brinkmann LaGrange turntable
•Brinkmann tonearm
•Brinkmann-modified EMT cartridge
•Ayre P-5xe balanced phono stage
•Trio KT- 917 tuner
•Meridian 101B pre- amp
•Meridian M1 active loudspeakers
AdditLonal items:
•Nakamichi 6827X rivaspeed
cassette deck
•Sony DTC-55ES DAT recorder
•Ayre K-5xe pre- amplifier
•Ayre AX- 7e integrated amplifier
•Marantz 22658 ieceiver
•Nakamichi 610 pre-amplifier

Ever since witnessing bands like Pink Floyd and The Who play live

•Pioneer PDR-509 CD-Rrecorder
•Yamaha CR2020 receiver

in the early ' 70s, Howard Popeck has been chasing a certain sound'
in his head. Steve Harris drops in just days after the delivery of a
Brinkmann LaGrange turntable to see if that goal has come nearer

www.hifinews.co.uk
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READER SYSTEMS
twas aspecial occasion.
Howard Popeck's

I

fact that the record player was

Prinzsound amp from Dixons

and used an astonishing and

mono and you couldn't get the

and Wharfedale Linton speakers.

long-awaited Brinkmann

possibly unequalled range of

volume. There was something

LaGrange turntable, with

high- end equipment, far too

else that was missing.

balanced arm wiring, had

much to even list here. But it

been delivered from Germany.

had to start somewhere...

Installed and run : n, and Iwas
nvited to listen to it. ' Ithink, he
said. *my quest for ultimate vinyl
reproduction has ended:
As proprietor of Subjective
Aucio in the 1970s and early
1.98.0s. Howard was aleading

Over the years he has owned

'When Iwas astudent at
Manchester, Iattended somc

'And all of my adult life, I've

'After the Connoisseur, Iwent
to Audio Tand Ibought aFans
CQ30 with an SME arm. This was

been trying to achieve asound

before the days that people said

that gave me the excitement of

turntables sounded different to

anything from alive rock gig to a

each other, but nevertheless,

'All my adult life, I've been trying to
achieve a sound that gave me the
excitement of a live rock gig'

Lordon hi-fi deaLer. After that,

it was apparent to everyone
that the Fons was avery
significant improvement. And I
did fiddle around with various
Linns, without any degree of
satisfaction at all, and moved

he started asuccessful software

tremendous live gigs - The Who,

live piano recital. Something that

over to Pink Triangle. Ibought

business, whicn today brings

Pink Floyd The Kinks, all that

gives

secondhand aPink Triangle.

him avery comfortable income.

kind of thing. Ihad aDansette

no conventional music replay

PT1 with aBreuer Dynamic

But Howard couildn't stay away

Corcuest auto record player.

system could do. That was the

8tonearm and avan ien Hut

from audio. He reappeared on

Anc Irealised - as any idiot

qi_est. To try to get this at home'.

the scene acoule of years ago,

would - the yawning difference

first as an enthusiastic hi-fi
reviewer, then as the creator

between the excitement of the

FIRST STEP

the greatest vinyl reproducing

live perlo -mance and what

sounds I've ever heard.

of asuccessfu. /web- based

you cou.d get at home on your

Heward .5first step up from
the Dansette was with a

ousiness, Simply Stax.

record player. It wasn't just the

Ccnnoisseur BD1 turntable,

it, but sel. it Idid. Iended

3 level

of satisfaction tha:

MC1 cartridge. Which even
today, from memory, was che of

'And I've no idea why Isold

MAY 2006
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SWEETSPOT
LEFT: Nakamichi 610 pre-amplifer is also a

just waiting for two 30kg granite

microphone pre- amp and mixer. It offers five

slabs, one to go under the

line inputs, two phono inputs plus inputs for

support table, and one to go

three microphones

under the turntable itself'.

of the Breuer. It had three

his system, apart from the

different counterweights and

turntable, as ' work in progress'.

Howard still describes

aconsiderably larger range of
adjustments.
'Anyway, it was time to
move the Orbe on ( Igot bored
looking at it, frankly) and I

This is where I've got to. I've
been chasing aspecific type
of sound in my head since, I
suppose, 1973 or 1974. Idon't
make any pretence about it

thought, right bite the bullet,

being accurate I'm not even

buy aBrinkmann. So Iwent

sure Iknow what ' accurate'

to see Mr. Brinkmann in
Germany and was shown how

means any more. Iwanted
something with unlimited

the turntable was built. I'd taken

dynamics, tremendous power

years the Breuer had apiece

my arm back to them and on a

reliable Michell Engineerirg

capability. Iwanted everything

of BluTack with ahalf- pence

whim, asked them whether they

turntables. Ihad aHydraulic

really, that combined the best

coin on the headshell. It looked

could build an XLR five- wire

of the Spendor BC3 ( one of the

with aseries of utterly

Reference, aspecially- made

terrible, but it sounded great.

electrically balanced tonearm

marble Electronic Reference, a

greatest passive speakers made,

And then one day somebody

Prisma ( which wasn't much of a

offered me an irresistible

for me. They said they'd be
delighted to.

success), then various GyroDecs

be fast enough) with the best

amount of money, £ 1850 cash,
for the Breuer. Iwondered where

they have sunk the XLR sockets

and ultimately an Orbe SE.

'With extraordinary precision,

'The first Michells had SME
arms on them, normally 3009s,
but eventually the first and
subsequent Gyros ended up
with another Breuer Dynamic
8, which Ibought secondhand,

`The Breuer tonearm had a piece of
BluTack with a half- pence coin on the
headshell. It sounded great.'

bass, but treble too harsh). I've
'I've come back to the
Meridian M1 speakers again
and again. Ihave had this pair
for 30 years, in fact. Sometimes
they've been in corners while
I've gone down cul de sacs with

-aDenon 103D - and the sound

to get areplacement. Then it

quality was fantastic.
was such acantankerously

of the Yamaha NS1000 ( superb
got pretty close to that now.

with apretty humble cartridge

'But because Mr. Breuer

but you couldn't get the bass to

into the solid metal mass of

other speakers. But Iloved them

turned out that one of Breuer's

the arm base. What's more,

the moment Iheard them and

previous importers was aguy

the EMT cartridge Ihave is a

Ibought them there and then.

called Helmut Brinkmann.

'racing' version, what's called

In 1977 they were £ 1250, an

anude EMT. All the innards

enormous amount of money, but
Iwas hooked on active speakers
from that point on. Ithink it was

miserable man, he point-blank
refused to build any different

BRINKMANN VERSION

are exposed. And Igave it to

counterweights. Meanwhile,

'Brinkmann had built a

Helmut, who modified it. He put

the counterweight that was

10 1
/
2in version of the Breuer

in titanium plates and various

supplied would not balance out

the tremendous bass extension

Dynamic 8, but it didn't have

other things.

any normal cartridge, so for 20

and grip that really hooked me.

any of the idiosyncracies

'The combination gives by
far the best turntable sound I

'These Mis have been
modified over the years. The

have ever heard. And it's not

bass and the midrange remain

even optimally set up yet! I'm

the same. The KEF tweeters
started to wear out and became

LEFT: Brinkmann LeGrange turntable
RIGHT: Also in Howard's collection
is this rare Orpheus amp,
designed by Boothroyd
&Stuart before they
founded Meridian
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rather harsh, and Colin Howard

READER SYSTEMS
THE SYSTEM
SONY DTC 55ES DAT RECORDER

AYRE K-5XE PRE-AMPLIFIER

AYRE C-5XE UNIVERSAL PLAYER

BRINKMANN LAGRANGE TURNTABLE

AYRE AX- 7E INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

MERIDIAN 101B PRE- AMPLIFIER

AYRE P-5XE BALANCED PHONO STAGE

MARANTZ 22658 RECEIVER

STAX ENERGISER

NAKAMICHI 682ZX CASSETTE DECK

MERIDIAN M1 ACTIVE LOUDSPEANERS

TRIO KT-917 TUNER

PIONEER PDFF-509 CD RECORDER

NAKAMICHI 610 PRE-AMPLIFIER

of London Hi -Fi Services

doesn't aim at pinpoint stereo

mean I'm going to give up digital.

room just to look at it! Icouldn't

replaced them for me, with
Scanspeak units. I've partnered

imaging, but it certainly delivers

But that turntable combination...

believe Iowned one.

the emotion Howard seeks.

Iknow it sounds pathetic to say

'That's the Brinkmann. Its

this, but on the first few days I

the culmination of everything I

had it, Iused to go back into the

was looking for'. CI

the Mis with araft of different
pre- amps and I've ended up with

'And I've rediscovered the joy
of vinyl,' says Howard:Doesn't

acustomized Meridian 101B:
HOWARD POPECH
MODIFIED MERIDIAN
Colin lthecolinhowarablue
yonderco.uk) specialises in

What was the first pieco of hi-fi you
ever bought?

classic Meridian kit, and he also
equipped Howard's unique

'A Connoisseur BD1 turntable, which had

aesthetics. Can I
give two answers?
For sound quality, it's the Meridian

a10 inch platter, arather Jodgy-looking

M1 speakers. From the aesthetic

blue- finished 101B pre- amp
with balanced connections using

arm and some anonymous cartridge.

standpoint? Lecson AC1/AP1 pre-/ power

Closely after that Ibough', aPrinzsound

amp combination. For visual elegance

1
/
4in

integrated amptifer - that was made by

and simplicity, it's the benchmark'.

jacks, to drive the six power

amplifiers built into the Mls, so
the system is now balanced from

Mum - and some Wharfedale Linton
loudspeakers'.

What would be your dream kit?
*That's easy. Beveridge 2SW-2 full- range

cartridge to speakers.
First album bought?

speakers, probably driven by aBeveridge

ABOVE: '
My number one!'

'Ah! I
think it was the oriçinal My

RM1 pre- amp and as many Levinson

-Howard with Lecson AC1

Generation by [ he Who on Brunswick'.

ML2A power amps as lecessary. A

unlimited extension and freedom
from any boom or overhang.

tremendous line- source speaker, 8ft

incidentally, say has never come close

What's your favourite piece of hi-fi?

tall, 2ft diameter cabinets. Asound that

And the overall dynamics could
be astonishing too. The system

'A difficult question to answer. It
depends on the sound quality and the

most of the people who I
respect in the
industry, including Helmut Brinkmann

to being captured today. Nothing built
recently has ever come close to what

It clearly works. The bass
performance from the Mis is
really special, with seemingly

that Beveridge could do'.
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COMPETITION

Win this
dream hi f
system
PrimaLuna's ProLogue One

outstanding DACs and analogue

integrated amplifier from

amplifiers as its predecessor,

Holland. and Transparent Audio

but with double resampling

speaker and interconnect cables

and reading speed introduced.

from the USA - the system looks

Increased over- sampling of

and sounds an absolute dream.

In this month's competition we have a
stunning high- end system featuring
stylish speakers, aclassy CD player,
an amazing integrated amp and quality
cables. Read on to find out more....

.1

. his month HiFi News has
teamed up with the world
famous high- end audio

distributor Absolute Sounds
to offer you astunning system

The Sonus Faber speakers

192kHz is used to avoid the loss

of energy and transparency

are atwo-way bass reflex design

in acomplex analogue output

tuned by alarge front mounted

filter. The CDA823 also allows

port with power handling of

for future updates of firmware

30W- 150W without clipping

through flash programmable

and nominal impedance of 4

microprocessors.

ohms. They were reviewed by

The output amplifiers

Martin Colioms ( in HiFi News,

are apriority in the design

November 2005) who concluded:

of this audiophile CD player.

Sounds .Managing Director

'Full-bodied vocals, sparkling

Operational amplifiers with their

Ricardo Franassovici exclusively

treble, punchy, tuneful bass and

fixed working conditions and

for Hi Fi News, so it comes with

all from aspeaker with much

sound qualities can becárne

the highest pedigree possible.

of the stature of sound of larger

an obstacle when the designer

Combining superb

and more costly designs.... The

worth over £ 4600. The system

wants to be in control of the

components from around the

Concertino Domus is areal

was put together by Absolute

world - Sonus Faber Concertino

winner'.

final performance. The CDA823
employs discrete class A input

Domus loudspeakers from Italy ;
the Copland CDA823
CD player

amplifiers with carefully selected
OUTSTANDING CD PLAYER

operational points for the

Copland's CDA823 is an

specific electronic environment

from

evolution of the renowned

in which they have to perform.

Denmark;

CDA822 CO player with the same

The output circuitry provides
both fully balanced and single
ended outputs.
Ken Kessler got his hands
on the PrimaLuna
ProLogue One
in the July 2004
issue of Hi Fi
News and
this 35W
per channel
integrated
stereo valve
amp and

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS SYSTEM

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS SYSTEM PRIZE: ENTRY FORM

£4623

abssolutesounds

Complete this entry form Iplease answer all the questions) and then send it in to Absolute Sounds System Competition,
Hi -Fi News, PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive no later than Friday, 5May, 2006!

Please answer the following three questions:
3. How many watts per channel does the PrimaLuna
ProLogue One amp offer?
• 5
• 25
• 35
CI 45

1. What is the nominal impedance of the Sonus Faber
Concertino Domus speakers?
D 2ohms
• 4ohms
• 8ohms
El 16 ohms
2. What type of input amplifiers does the Copland
CDA823 player employ?
D Class A
D Class B
D Class C
D Class D

Name
Address
Postcode
Daytime Tel
e-mail

Competition rules
-ng

date tor entries is Friday. 5May 2006 II The

at the time of going to press. WC Media cannot be
held responsible for any errors or discrepancies
di the winner will be selected shortly alter the
closing date and will be contacted by past 51 the

•Qetition is open to UK readers aged 18 and over.
iipt employees of WC Media. Absolute Sounds
'lour agents Overseas readers are not eligible to
2] there is no cash or other alternatwe to the
-fforer•pe. 4• eve., Tf'01
ir7iiP in

Editor sdecision will be final and binding and no
carrespondence will be entered into The winner s
name will be published in the July 2006 issue of

Hr- Pr News 61 Tho winner should be prepared to cooperate with publicity arising as aresult of wining
the prize Ti Entry to this competition implies
acceptance of the rules All entry forms submdted
become the property of IPC Media
H- Fi News magazine. published by IPC Media.
will collect personal information to process your

stated: ' Ihave no alternative

this prize system are two 15ft

but to state that the PrimaLuna

Transparent Audio Music Wave

ProLogue One is now my

loudspeaker cables and one

affordable reference amplifier'.

1m Transparent music Link

Built in China but from the Dutch

interconnect.

PrimaLuna stable the 15kg unit

please tick here 0
Hi-li News magazine and IPC would like to
contact you by re or telephone to promote and ask

youropneoricurmaguaeseo. , ,
here if you prefer not to hear from us J
IPC may occasionally pass your deta ls to
carefully selected organisations so they can contact
you by telephone or oast with regards to promoting
and iesearching their pn]ducts and seeeree Tcir
here dyou prefer not to be contactec J

YOU CAN WIN THIS SYSTEM!
• Sonus Faber Concertino Domus speakers
WORTH £ 787 1
• Copland's CDA823 CD player

To be in with achance of

oozes quality and forced KK to

winning this superb system just

write: ' It's so shockingly good'.

answer the questions below on

The final two components in

entry Would yoE like to recede e- mails from Hi- h
News magazine and IPC containing news, special
offers, and product and service information and take
part in our magazine reseaich via e-mail if yes.

WORTH £ 1750

1

• PrimaLuna's ProLogue One amp

the entry form and send it in.

WORTH E899

1

• Transparent Music Wave IMW) speaker cables
(two xl5ft) WORTH £ 499 EACH!
absolutesounds

• Transparent Music Link IML) interconnect cable
Om long) WORTH £189

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS AND CONSULTANTS FOR SPECIALISED
HIGH- END AUDIO AND HOME CINEMA SYSTEMS

PeZ'o•

1

1
1—^IINI

CoelarKi C0823-V8
20 tracks, 69:35
0,r;

•

PTA

,

0

0

0

0

0
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TURNTABLE TEST

Decked to
Impress

12in arm is closer than the arc

of a9in arm to the ideal straight
line of the LP cutting head. It's

geometry so simple that even
Ican understand it. And if you

want numbers, SME's general
manager Reg Edey calculates

Add three inches to a9in tonearm and
you gain big improvements not just
in angular error but distortion. The
trade off? An arm too heavy or not stiff
enough. Until now. Ken Kessler has the
exclusive on the SME solution...

0

C

DETAILS

larity is ; ne quality that
most exemplifies SME's

SME 20/12 & 312S

©

Alastair Robertson-

£ 11,132.63 ( package)
www.sme.ltd.uk
01903 814321

e

had appeal mainly on cuit level.

that a12in arm is 27.23% better

As AR- A explained, ' in the

than a9in arm for both angular

past, there have been many

error and distortion.

12in tonearms used especially
in record manufacture. They

TRADE-OFF

lost popularity because their

So, while

extra length meant that they

happily employed the 12in

were either too heavy or not

Ortofon, the SME 3012, M2-12 or

stiff enough, and it is only with

even the regular 312 - or other

some

the advent of our magnesium

12in arms - we have had to deal

tonearm that these problems

with atrade-off: substantially

were addressed.'

reducing the distortion due to

Alastair thus had an impetus

the tracking error of a

for pursuing once again the

9in arm [ see chart,

benefits of 12in arms, in the

p32]. while having

Aikman, and on many

form of ultra -light, ultra strong

to deal with the

levels. ft's aproperty of the

magnesium; you can stand on

inevitable increase in

sound reproduction of his

a9in SME pressure die-cast

the effective mass

company's products, of the very

magnesium tonearm tube

of the longer arm.

instructions contained in SME

and it will not bend nor break.

owner's manuals, and - above

The benefits of amere three

all - it applies to Alastair's

inches? Primarily the reduction

312S arm and latest

Sound quality, build, looks

thinking. It's this clarity that

in tracking error that occurs

SME power supply

is embodied on not one but

because the

Rig rack needed, that's all

two new products from SME,

arc that the

acompany that is positively

cartridge

Quad -like in the rate at which it

follows

introduces new models.

in a

REVIEW SYSTEM

And they are never introduced
Source: SME 10/ Series Vtonearm

*just for the sake of it

SME 30/2/SME Series Vturntables

anew model arrives because

Amplifiers: Musical Fidelity

AR- A had abrainstorm while

Nu- Vista, McIntosh C2200 pre- amps,

tweaking his system, avision

invariably,

McIntosh MC275, AudioValve Sunilda

that results in some canny

and Audio Research PH5 phono stages

device which iis éclaircissement

Speakers: Rogers LS3/5A,

will render so obvious that

MartinLogan Vantage and

you can only marvel at the

Wilson WATT Puppy System 7

ingenuity. This time, the
two products are so closely
interrelated that the words

ALTERNATIVES

'chicken' and egg* might
spring to mind. But, in fact,

SME 20/21E4416.671 and Series '9

the first to arrive was the

arm (£ 1731.461: Like the man says,

3125 tonearm.

the short wheelbase version

SME has had 12mn

SME 30/24 1E13,672.011: Still the
ultimate expression of SME-ness

tonearms in its
catalogue for over 40
years, but they've always

30 www.hifinews.co.uk
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of us have
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RIGHT: The 20/12 with

SME 20/12 & 3125 • £11,133
The arrival of the 312S, however,

error that make 12in arms so

with its arm tube made entirely

appealing, once they're free of

of magnesium, enables the

concerns about effective mass.

increase to be sufficiently off set
and no longer be an issue.
AR- A notes that, ' The

SME merged elements of
the Series V, including its arm
tube and damper, with the

tonearm fitted to the 3125,

counterweight assembly and

including the headshell,

detachable headshell of the

weighs 48g. This compares

Series 300 to create the 312S.

with 75g if it were made in

Increasing the Series V's arm

aluminium, making it unsuitable

to 12in status involved fitting an

for cartridges of normal

extension to the basic Series

compliance, that is, between

Vtube, using pressure fitting

20 and 25cu.' So now we have

and an adhesive, the arm then

a 12in arm, probably the lowest

finished entirely in black.

mass 12in tonearm ever made,
that is comfortable with the vast

THE 20/12

ABOVE: New arm features smaller excursion of the counterweight, higher contact

majority of cartridges in the

Which begged the question that

loading of the bearings, plus agreater range of movement when adjusting VTA

'normal' weight range of 6-12g.

led to asecond new model:

Other benefits that are
provided by the 312S are said
to include asmaller excursion
of the counterweight, higher
contact loading of the bearings,
greater length in which the
acoustic signal generated in the
arm can dissipate, areduction in

To what can it be fitted? The

any extension SME would

SME 10 was out, because

fashion would be as robust as

'SME calculates that a 12in arm
is 27% better than a 9in arm for
angular error and distortion'

susceptibility to warp/wow, and

under no circumstances

one could possibly want, but

agreater range of movement

would AR- A countenance an

Alastair does not approve of

when adjusting VTA. So it's not

armboard extension floating

arm- boards supported only

just the reduction in tracking

out in the breeze. ( Of course,

at one point.] And the SME

30/2? Because it was conceived
as acohesive source component
with the Series V, and because
its performance is so far ' out
there' as to obviate any need for
improvement, that combination
was left alone. For the time
being, at least.
SME had introduced new
power supplies for the entire
range in late 2005 [ see
'The Inside Track, p33],
so tne turntables were
all ' up to date.' There was,
however, asubstantial
price difference
between the SME
20/2 and SME 30/2.
Adapting the former
to cope with a12in
arm presented a
perfect opportunity
to fill the gap. So
AR- A chose the
middle model,
the SME
20/2, as the
candidate
for what he
wryly calls
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TURNTABLE TEST

WE LISTENED TO
Ray Charles & Cleo
Laine: Porgy & Bess
(Classic/Rhino/Jazz
Planet JP- 1831)
Jose Feliciano:
Feliciano! ( RCA
LSP-3957)

to have its width extended. Its

toe ARII DAlA
EFFECTIvE Ra53

new proportions can be likened
to those of the 20/2's, as 16:9

OFFSET »elf
LIOSO OFFSE'
Prel TO SITIAS
SPor.E OPITAOS

ece Mee<
2,5

widescreen video images are
to 4:3. But it also means that

evemum

tz fre

owners will need space for a
record spinner with afootprint of
375 x520mm, compared to the
320 x420mm of the 20/2.

,72,e, '
AlISADA

I

Tre /ea "t•PV
SERIES 30c RoDEL 312
TRACtre MEOR

î
g

°

e

LISTENING
-2

so

SO

sec*

RO

1•0

00

RAMS r

IriOS

NULL OMER
0341534E

15*1 Ou/ER
n945722

The Crickets:

Having duly prepared just such a

Bubblegum, Bop,
Ballads & Boogies

space, on arobust GM Accessori
table, Ifed the SME 20/12 and

(Philips 6308149)

312S into Audio Research and
AudioValve phono stages. And

ABOVE: Distortion error of the 9in SME 309 and 312 arms, shown in green and red
respectively; the arc acartridge follows when mounted in a12in arm is closer to the

Taj Mahal:

thank goodness for detachable

ideal straight line of the LP cutting head and so distortion is reduced

Recycling The Blues

headshells. The one made for

&Other Related
Stuff ( Pure Pleasure
PPAN31605)

the 312S bolts securely to the
tube, so, please, let's not even

Broadening the 20/2's chassis
to accommodate a12in arm
resulted in amodel deserving
anew model designation: the
20/12. With the new power
supply in the mix, added to the
increased chassis size, the
longer arm, and alarger platter
than the 20/2's, SME's efforts
produced what is, effectively, a
new design. Even the chassis
mass was increased, to offset
any decrease in rigidity due to
the extra width.
Quite unexpectedly, a
non- sonic benefit emerged: the
new look of the 20/12 emerged
as acosmetic makeover. As one
visitor to SME noted, it looks
more ' right' than the standard,
almost square ' 20, as if the
deck had been waiting all along

edition. So Istopped worrying
about pecking orders and just

boon when listening to the
exotic instruments found on

re- open the fixed-vs- detachable

sat back to revel in qualities that

debate. Iappreciated the ease

were new to my ears. All my 12in
arms are of the Jurassic variety,

Taj Mahal's Recycling The Blues
& Other Related Stuff. That
LP features apreponderance

and work well only with massive

of fast and del:cate sounds,
many with an almost liquid
clarity, and they benefited

the SME 30/2 with Series Varm.

moving coils of the Ortofon SPU
variety, and they're mounted
on aged idler wheel decks, so

While Iwas expecting minor
differences, Iwas certainly not

the reduction in tracking error
was anew sensation. And I've

with which Icould move from
the long wheelbase version.

ANGULAR ERROR - DISTORTION

the Transfiguration Orpheus
and Blue Angel moving- coil
cartridges Ihad been using in

marginally but repeatedly from
the added arm length. Both
cartridges were affected by
this, more so the Blue Angel

'This arm/turntable combo is the
most graceful-sounding
analogue front-end I've heard'

also enjoyed short spells with

ready for the slight change
in character that will make

benefits from the reduction in
tracking error.

choosing between the 20/12 and
312S package and the flagship
30/2 with Series Vsomewhat
easier. It's obvious that direct
comparisons are almost
impossible to make because
the 312S has no direct 9in
equivalent, and the 30/2 doesn't
exist in along wheelbase

been living with an SME 30/2
with Series Varm for years; the
sound of it is as engrained in
my consciousness as that of my
wife's voice.
Because the SME 20/12

than the Transfiguration, but I
the Denon 103 ! conical stylus)
and the mono Lyra, and with
both you could still hear subtle

ROBUST
Hard to separate from this is
the influence of the deck itself.

with 312S exhibits slightly
less distortion due to reduced

The performance is so stable,

tracking error, Inoticed

bass acts almost as much as a
platform for the mid and treble

slightly more focus, control
and speed in the top end, a

so grounded, so robust, that the

as it serves its own musical role.
BELOW: Nine- inch arms can be used with
the 20/12 by rotating the cut-out
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SME 20/12 & 312S • £11,133
There's asolidity that doesn't

Woman,' which was equally

just hint at the sturdiness of

detail- rich, the SME pairing
extracting some low-level

the Model 30/2 — it comes so
close that you'll need atruly
wide bandwidth system, with

information that many systems

unconfined dynamic contrasts,

particularly seductive here;
I'll admit to

to appreciate the differences.

skate over. Percussion was

SHEER FINESSE
But the most impressive
aspect of the 20/12- plus- 312S
machine is its sheer finesse.
I've been listening to more and
more acoustic guitar lately so it
was ano bramer digging out a
mint original of Jose Feliciano's
ABOVE: In
true S1E style,

eponymous classic and listening
to his unplugged Latin guitar
work. The nuances found in

having

his simple strumming, the air
around the performer, the sound

been

on the guitar body, the character
of the strings themselves: if you
truly value ' in the room' realism,

years, but hearing
it via the SME was

the SME 20/12 and 312S will
allow your cartridge to retrieve

educational.
So whither the SME

and reproduce it with alarming

30? The ' 30 still has that
last ounce of extra mass

authenticity. This arm/turntable
combination is, by alarge
measure, the most gracefulsounding analogue front-end I've
Please note the use of the
word ' graceful' in its dictionarydefinition usage: ' elegant and
easy; marked by apropriety and

slightly darker silences, slightly
faster attack. Presentation

fitness: This is aturntable that

is almost identical, with both
exhibiting wide and cavernous

from the system. For assessing

soundstages. The line of the
sound was in the same positon
relative to the speakers. But the

its competence with vocals, I

20/12 has aslightly lighrer touch,

pitted Ray Charles against Cleo

the 30 more command. ds one
better than the other? In other

Laine, with their utterly opposing
textures. They never confounded

words, the SME 20/12 plus 312S

the SME combination, and the

fits exactly where SME wanted it

warmth and expressiveness

to be in the line-up.

came through, such that you
DECK ALONE

could imagine their smiles in the
studio without referring to the

Altnough SME prefers to see

LP sleeve. 180° away from Porgy

the 20/12 turntable and 3125

and Bess is the fuzzy, hard rock

arm sold as apackage, for
£11,132.63, the 20/17 nn hE

of the Guess Who's 'American

cut-out. But the 312S, which by
purchased
on its own far
£9,724.26. This rrrght
appeal to users who
already have decent arms,

'The 20/12 with 312s is, beyond
doubt, one of the three or four
finest turntables on the planet'

ever experienced.

doesn't just reproduce music. It
respects it.
Icouldn't tear myself away

one in each supporting column

distracted
by the vocals
for over 35

of fingers on strings, the thumps

sub-chassis motion is
controlled by fluid dampers,

such as aSeries Vor an M-2,
which can be accommodated by
rotating the armboard for the 9in

deduction costs £ 1408, will only
be sold to 20/12 owners. Will
AR- A one day relent, and make it
available to non- 20/12 owners?
Don't bank on it.
Far more important a
question is: will there one day
be an SME 30/12? Wher asked
of AR- A, all you get is atwinkle
in the eye. For now, the 20/12
with 3125 will more than suffice.
Because it is, beyond doubt,
one of the three or four finest
turntables on the planet. Best of
all... it's the least expensive. D

DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
Design
Speed range
Mains voltage selactor for .
Power consumption
Dimensions

suspended subchassis
33 1
/
3,
45, 78
AC 115 & 230V-110%
9watts
520 x174 x375mm (whd)

Tonearm weight

48g inc headshell

Tonearm suitable for cartridges

5-12g

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

POWER SUPPLIES

Prejudiced as I
am toward SME turntables and arms, I
can accommodate and justify

The new power supplies add clever

but the new supplies for the Models

this bias with long-term experience of the 30/2 - my reference and the reference of

fine- speed adjustment for all models,
plus 78 rpm and magnetic braking for

20/2 and 30/2 are completely different
from the originals. Existing 29/2 and

many other audiophiles for anumber of years. The 20/12 complements it perfectly,

the Model 10. Existing owners of Model

30/2 owners can, however, purchase

10s can have their power supplies

the new power supplies separately,
without any ' trade in' allowance. AR

confidence. If behaviour at the Etreme top end and cartridge setting to amblecular
level matter to you above all else, you must audition this turntable. And once people
get used to its refresningly sweet top end, you can anticipate aflood of new 12in

decks now ship with the new suppl:es.

tonearms for SME's rivals.

factory- upgraded, probably through an
exchange program to be determined,

and with the 312S it eddresses the matter of tracking error with breathtakirg
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WANTED
for
AMIT

I

.(Eeyore) The soft.spoken mastermind

VERNON

DAVID

(Pooh) With the
bear- like grip

The look,- out

KEITH

MATT

(Robo rabbit) ( Rabbit)
Teccie whizzkid
Hard-bitting golfer

let

JOE

PHIL

("Tigger
Smooth talker

(Philly the Kid)
The charmer

These are the men behind the most
renowned crime in the audio visual

The Victims:

appreciate the difference quality can
make. But a year is a long time and

world - the Unilet Blue Murder Sale.
After the sensational scenes that

No one is safe! Ex- demonstrators,
previously- owned, factory specials and
many virginal examples from some of

every Spring they decide to have a

greeted the 20th Blue Murder Sale last
year, rival dealers were hoping the
authorities would apprehend these
villainous price- slashers and put a
stop to the Blue Murder Sale once and
for all. But the news on the streets is

the best families around will fall prey to
the manic price- cutting spree that lasts

good clearout to make way for even
more models.

from April 29 right through to June 3.

Everyone must go!
Everyone who's anyone in the hi-fi world

that, due to public demand, New
Malden High Street will once again

The Motive:

already knows there's absolutely nothing
like the Unilet Blue Murder Sale. The

All year, the gang at Unilet try out the

witness the return of the hunters
searching for yet more bargains on

very best sound and vision systems
they can find. They play them in their

'regulars' will be queuing early to grab
the super specials. If you are serious

some of the most prestigious hi-fi and
home cinema equipment yet released.

demo rooms to the type of audio and
home cinema buffs who really

REWARD

about quality when it comes to audio
and home cinema, you can't affbrd to
ignore the sale that's like no other.

! For your free copy of the sale price list, just phone
020 8942 9567 or email us at bluemurder@unilet.net

SALE STARTS APRIL 29 \,.. v‘ilet
4C;
www.unilet.net
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
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The hidden hi-fi store where you'll find all the best brands including: Acoustic Energy (AE), Accoustic Solid. Anthony Gallo, Apollo. Arcam, Arcam FMJ, Atacama, Audio Lab, Audiovector, Beyer.
Bosendorfer, Boston. Bryston. B&W, Cable Talk. Celestion, German Vega. Chord Electronics, Choro Cables. Denon, Deron Gold Dynavector, Ecosse, Future Glass,1-leed Audio, Heybrook, Insert Audio,
IsoTek, IXOS. JAMO, JBL. KEF, KEF Reference, Koetse LAT. Lexicon, Marantz. Marantz Prern'um, Merdian, Medal Cables. Morduant Short ( MS). Michell Engineering, Mission, Musical Fidelity. NAD,
Nordost. Optirnum, Ortofon, Panasonic, Parasound, Pioneer, PMC, Pnmare, ProAc. Proiec, Pure, QED, Ginad, Duadraspire, REL, Roksan, Roksan rurntables. Robi, Sennheiser, Shure. Siltech Cables,
SME, Sonus Systems, Soundstyle, Spendor, Stands Unique. Stax, Sunfire, Supra, Talk Eltronics, Tanroy, Target, Teac. Threshold Audio, Townshend Audio, MN. WBT. Wilson Benesch. Yamaha.

IPOD SPEAKER TEST

iPOD HI-FI

£249

Sounds from
the big Apple
I

t's now almost five years
since acomputer company
showed the world its

portable music player. Since
that time, the Apple iPod
has not only consigned the
cassette Walkman and its CD

Not content with making the most
successful portable digital music
player in history, Apple now wants to
reinvent home stereo...
Andrew Harrison tests the iPod Hi -Fi

DETAILS

© Apple iPod Hi -Fi
It £249

www.apple.com

counterpart Discman to the
history books, it has also proved

and beat it. Sony, Creative Labs,

from their pods... but to date,

an embarrassment to every

Microsoft, iRiver, Samsung, Dell;

every copycat has simply proved

consumer electronics brand

even the mobile plhone

that thinks it can make anything

handsets makers

as good, let alone better.

of Nokia, Motorola

mainstream IT

and Sony Ericsson

and consumer

Every competitor, it seems,

that they don't

#

0800 039 1010

0
e

Big, stress-free sound

get it'. Where

has at some point been accused

have added music

electronics

of developing an ' iPod killer', a

playback to phones

brands remain

portable to take on Apple's icon

to prise the public

ignorant of

Lacks true HF extension

»
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.

F.
N

PIONEER UNIVERSAL PLAYER • ¡OKI' LATEST • ROTEL AMPS
Italneon to to,'

the speaker's top gives a
one- stop music and control
interface. For non- dock models

Fin
nn

or any other audio product,
there's a3.5mm minijack on the
back of the box. This connector
doubles as adigital input too,
taking aToslink connection
through this hybrid analogue/
digital 3.5mm optical socket.
This should allow auseful link
from, for example, Apple's own
AirPort Express wireless base
station with its music streaming,
allowing aconvenient multiroom
system to be assembled for
around E350 total per room.
If an iPod is connected at the
same time as an external input,
the remote can switch between
inputs using its Menu button.

Nemmummuumummommue.
ABOVE: Centre- speaker- like, it stands 168mm high and 432mm wide ( about 6
2 by 17in)
/
1

sizes, turning the personal

ERGONOMICS

portable into astandalone music

While it doesn't have the cute
coloured curves of the original

the recurring blunders that

product live up to this kind of

system. So Appie's new iPod

turn off seas of potential

glib hyperbole'?

Hi -Fi is really anatural addition

¡Mac or the tactile hand- filling

to its line, yet at the same time

comfort of an iPod, there's no
mistaking the iPod Hi -Fi - this

Ibut technically- uninformed)

As the iPod came to

customers, Apple keeps things

dominate the market over this

something of asurprise, as it

simple. Simple and stylish.

last half decade - thanks to a

takes Apple another step away

Now Apple has turned its
attention to completing ahome
entertainment system, with the
addition of aone- box amplifier
and loudspeaker system.
Dubbed the iPod Hi -Fi, this white

'There's no mistaking the iPod
HiFi - this is an Apple product
through and through'

is an Apple product through and
through. From thoughtfullydesigned packaging that
impresses like Japanese
gift- wrap, to the way you can
swipe an iPod off the top while
it's playing without the speaker

and black plastic box is being

combination of good sound,

from personal computer maker,

trumpeted by the company as

great ease of use, no techno

toward mainstream consumer

its plain to see that care has

not only ' hi-fi', but as capable of

babble in the marketing,

electronics brand.

gone into the product and its

delivering audiophile quality, no

and clean classic design

less. In hi-fi circles where the

-awhole industry has risen to

VISUAL IMPRESSIONS

hence battery consumption,

term originated, ' audiophile' is

supply accessories to satisfy

First visual impression of an

automatically ramps down when
on battery power. Drop in one of

cones jumping out the box,

presentation. Power output, and

not used lightly, being reserved

iPodmania. Among all the cases

iPod Hi -Fi with its grille removed

for serious high- quality sound.

and cables and remotes and

is that of ahome cinema centre

the latest video- enabled iPods

Apple may be riding the wave

headphones, avery popular

speaker. The detachable grille

and you find that volume level,

of mass- market audio success

addition has been dockable

is well designed and impeccably

adjusted from either touch-

right now, but how well does this

speakers in all shapes and

finished, snapping into place

sensitive + and - buttons on top

with four rounded studs into

or from the Apple remote, is

recessed clips in the front baffle

clearly displayed on the iPod's

BELOW: Nice touch - the front grille is held in place by satisfyingly snug polished clips
RIGHT: Small but effective remote, same as supplied with ¡ Mac and Mac mini

The box's front baffle
is actually asolio plate of

There's no video link between

blackened aluminium, and

products though, so if you plan

rebated into it is an infra- red

to watch video from anew iPod

receiver for remote control, plus

on anearby TV, you'll need to

alarge LED which acknowledges

use the combined audio/video

receipt of IR commands with

output on the headphone

agreen flash, and steadily

socket to tap into the external

pulses when the unit is muted.

composite video feed.

And if you turn the volume to

My biggest issue with basic

near maximum, the LED even

operation of the system is the

switches to red, just to let you

way the iPod will flex backward

know you're redlining the amps!
Any iPod can be connected,

36 www.hifinews.co.uk •

colour screen.

in its mount when its buttons
are pushed. True, for simple

although its really designed

track skipping and volume

for third- generation and later

control you can use the very

models, as the docking point on

useful remote control, but

¡POD HI-FI • £249
this will not allow navigation
across menus, so you still need
to ocassionally undertake the
wobbly pod experience of an iPod
in its cradle.

TECHNOLOGY
Apple is fighting shy of providing
some of the usual technical
specifications for the iPod Hi -Fi
There is no amplifier rating,
for example, the casual tyrekicker's figure to gauge quality
and/or volume of sound. This is
not such abad thing really, as
power ratings can't give atrue
indication of performance, and
are more likely to be used in
bragging contests than in quality
benchmarks.
Three drive units are
employed, but there is no
mention of how many amplifier
channels are present to drive
them. Apple spokesman Bob
Borchers, Senior Director of iPod
Ecosystem, could only tell HFN

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...
Apple included video playback capability
with its last revision to the main iPod
line late last year, giving buyers atotal
choice of seven models from three
distinct ranges. The entry-level model
is the iPod shuffle, starting at £49 for
512MB (' 120 songs'); the iPod nano,
also relying on solid-state memory,
comes in 1GB C240 songs'), 2GB
('240 songs') and 4GB (' 1000 songs')
varieties. And the iPod with video, as
seen here, still uses an internal harddisk to allow impressive capacities of
30GB ('7500 songs') and 60GB ( 15,000
songs'). The two lead models are priced
at £219 and £299.
Compared to the previous full-size
iPod, the new form has slimmed to
just 11mm thick for the 30GB version
(and only 14mm for 6068), making all
previous models look positively chunky.
But the real reason why the latest
version may draw more longing looks
is that extra wide LCD screen, 2.5in
wide and bright and pin-sharp, giving

LATEST iPOD WITH VIDEO

Lilliputian cinema performance for
watching music videos, TV programmes
and even complete films. Apple itself
is now selling downloadable ORMrestricted music videos specifically for
the iPod for £1.89 ($ 1.99 in US). And in
the US only, TV episodes such as Lost,
Batttester Galactica and Desperate
Housewives, also at $ 1.99 each.
Many pundits are now predicting
that Apple will shortly be unveiling a
full-blown film and TV show download
service in other territories, offering a
large selection of Hollywood movies.
This may coincide with agenuinely
video-orientated iPod later this year,
with alarger screen to better enjoy
motion video. In the meantime, it's
possible to take aOVO film, extract
the video to acomputer, recompress
and downsize the picture, then upload
to the iPod. There are numerous thirdparty programs that will automate the
process for you, for example, OVD2Pod
and Handbrake for Macintosh.

Graphics capability aside, the
latest iPod also distinguishes itself
with slightly improved sound quality
over recent offerings. Subjective
listening tests with each iPod model as
they've appeared has shown amild but
disappointing erosion of sound quality
since the first generation 5GB model.
But the new iPod with video, while still
missing out on the dynamic swing,
clarity and sparkle of the original,
probably comes the closest yet to the
sound of that first model.

that apassive crossover directs

'No joins, seams or removable
panels anywhere, aside from a
flap to cover the battery bay'
LF below 175Hz into the reflex-

may not be as big aproblem as

ported 130mm dual voice- coil

the spec- obsessed might first

bass driver, leaving two 80mm

think, as Idiscovered.

mid drivers to cover midband

The cabinet feels very solid.

3kHz. Despite its prevalence,

particularly sensitive. So when

this configuration can be marred

Apple unveiled this design, Iwas

by the presence of acrossover

heartened and intrigued to see

network in the part of the audio

asingle driver working through

spectrum where the ear is

midband and treble ranges.

SECOND OPINION

PATRICK FRASER

Slamming an iPod Mini into the dock
and dialling up arange of material,
first impressions were alittle ' ho hum'.

hammered and
slapped their
way towards me
while vocals at
last began to
stand free of the

and top. Apple cites an upper

Its adual- wall enclosure, said to

response reach of 16kHz, ± 3dB,

have polycarbonate ABS outside

and that figure demonstrates

and aglass- filled composite

The sound was toe-tapping, yes, and
satisfyingly of apiece, but to these

what is apparent when

inside. Intriguingly, there are

ears the iPod Hi Fi remained stubbornly

listening: with no dedicated

no joins, seams or removable

high- frequency drive units, the

panels anywhere, aside from

'Hi -Fi does not have the treble

aflap to cover the battery bay.

extension that even tiny desktop

There really is no sign of how

speakers can provide. But this

this thing is put together!

lacklustre when played at low volumes.
Nothing to scare the horses then, but
nothing to make it amust- buy.
But turn up the volume beyond
background listening levels and you're
greeted with abig, cohesive, warm
presentation easily able to drive a
modest-sized living room with sound.
There was apleasing 'plosive' sound to
kick drums, basses were fruity, brass
sections enjoyed satisfying rasp and,
with lossless uploads at least, treble
while at times spiffy, remained clean
enough to reveal detail while never

The amplifier's) employed are
aClass D type, efficient enough
to run the unit from six D cell
batteries. Apple gives no guide
on battery life, but HFN was
told to expect about five hours
with the speaker running flat
out and up to 14 hours for more
conservative use.

SOUND
A modern history of hi-fi
loudspeakers would show how
popular the two-way speaker
has become, incorporating one
mid/bass driver and atweeter

sounding steely, edgy or sharp.
And then things got really fun.
Whack up the wick via the remote
control till the red warning light starts
flashing and you're into PA-in-theparlour territory. Basses ripped out
of the unit, kick drums and toms

driver cabinet.
Okay, so you're
now beginning to
hear afair deal
of congestion in
absolute terms, but never did the sound
set the teeth on edge. In short, the iPod
HiFi simply makes music.
Is the sound here audiophile
quality? Certainly not. But it's asound
that grows on you, and if you're after
something that allows you to enjoy
your hunes collection away from your
computer, can't be bothered to get into
AirTunes and wireless get-ups and want
to be rid of those headphones once
in awhile, then the iPod Hi-Fi's big,
rhythmic and ear-friendly presentation
demands alisten. It's portable, too.
Now, if only it wasn't so damned
ugly. iSore anyone?

that blend together at around
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Agile and dynamic is the

iPOD HI-FI • £249
cheap metal- domed tweeters.

character of the iPod Hi -Fi, it

By keeping whistle- blowing

possessing formidable upper

tweeters out of the box, Apple

bass punch when playing pop

has made aspeaker that allows

music. Thanks to that sturdy

one's ears to be preserved from

cabinet construction, there was

the edgy, metallic sheen of

no sign of stress even with the

distorting treble.

volume turned up high - which

DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
Max SPL ( 1m)

positioning the Hi -Fi, obvious

that the iPod Hi -Fi sounds best

but useful advice for unschooled

when it's cranked up loud. At

listeners such as placement at

lower volumes, it showed amore

ear height, away from side walls.

muted quality, like an old- school

Listening on- axis showed more

Roberts radio: smooth and

treble presence, levelling the

mellow but lacking some detail.

sound balance alittle. Moving

53hz-16kHz (± 3dB)

Inputs

Apple provides guidelines on

is an easy temptation given

108dB ( 102dEl on batteries)

Frequency response

3 ( Dock/3.5mm/TosLink)

Colour

white

Dimensions

167.6 x431.8 x175.3mm ( 6.6 x17 x6.9in) ( hwd)

Weight

6.6kg ( 14.51b) without batteries

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

around the room the overall

An unexpected hi-fi product from acomputer company, which is surprisingly good

MIXED IMAGING

balance remained relatively

in key areas of solid- feeling engineering and ease of use. Another step toward the

Stereo imaging was curiously

constant with no obvious dips

impending takeover of iPod as an audio format? Who knows, but for the moment this

mixed. With some music it

or troughs as can be obvious

looks and sounds like an effective and relatively compact solution that will keep

would cast awide soundstage

with some speakers when heard

many happy - even audiophiles in their less critical moments.

with instruments clearly placed

off- axis.

outside and to each side of the
box. Yet other tracks found the

NEW FORMAT

'Hi -Fi offering little or no sense

Steve Jobs, Apple Computer's

discs need aplayer, plus amp

of stereo width at all. Isuspect

mercurial founder and CEO, is

and speakers, to form amusic

pairing of the word audiophile'

that while the main 80mm

pitching the iPod Hi -Fi to iPod

system, the iPod needs only

to the iPod Hi -Fi should really

drivers are spared the vagaries
of phase- messing crossover
filters, preserving amore
phase- coherent midband ( and
with associated improvements
in pinpoint stereo), the speaker

'There was no sign of stress even
with the volume turned up high
-which is an easy temptation'

is still battling with aphysical

to go with these things'. But the

only be seen in relative terms:
it's the most dynamic, loudest
and heavy iPod speaker we've
heard, no doubt, but it's not
going to knock a £ 1000 hi-fi
system off the bookshelf, if
sound remains the main priority.

speaker separation of only

users who want to base their

something like the iPod Hi -Fi.

272mm. Also, human hearing

music system around what is in

'I'm an audiophile', said Jobs

must be congratulated for

uses the highest frequencies to

effect anew format. The iPod

at the product launch, Tye had

bringing user-friendly touches

provide directional sound cues,

device and the music it holds

stereos costing... well, Iwon't

into an audio product that,

so with acurtailed top end there

can be seen as analogous to a

say, you'd think Iwas crazy, but

some deviation from audiophile

alot! And I'm actually getting

excellence aside, is atruly great,

rid of my stereo that cost alot

big- sounding, little speaker. CI

must be some compromise
here. Most welcome, though,

shelf- full of CDs or LPs.
But whereas those

On the other hand, Apple

was the freedom from tizz and
fizz, the all- too ugly outcome
of the unholy marriage between
digital compressed
music and

JBL. Encounter ( right): Looks like a
couple of alien visitors on your desk.
Sound is out of this world too. In a
good way, considering more modest
£149 price.

ès

Bose SoundDock ( right): Bose is
an opinion divider as aserious audio
company but this f249 product is said
to give renowned Bose quality sound
from your iPod'.
Monitor Audio iDeck ( right): A
three-piece system from British
speaker brandwith rakish two-way
speakers, also priced at £ 250.
ABOVE: Chunky
handles make lugging

Arcam Solo: Much further upscale,

from shelf easy

price- wise, this £ 1000 amp/CO/radio
now has iPod integration.
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TECHNOLOGY TEST

LIGHTSCRIBE

Light fantastic

41101

'>'\,1111111111111.1

Lightscribe is anew technology that allows professional
looking printing onto CD and DVD discs - without using a
printer. Andrew Harrison flips some discs...

U

4W

•

nless you only ever play
pre-recorded CDs and

in label positioning which wilI

and dedicated design software

cause unwanted increases in

to assemble your creative ideas

DVDs, there's every

disc vibration when spinning at

of text and graphics. Templates

ABOVE: With Lightscribe technology you can

high speed.

are included to start you off but

give burned discs aprofessional look

chance you'll be dealing with
music or video on aCD- R or

A new solution to disc

the sky's the limit fora final

DVD-R disc at some point.

labelling is called Lightscribe.

While it's now straightforward

It requires special discs whose

to get professional results

heat- sensitive label side can

SILK SCREEN

onto the playing side - music

be burnt' from the same laser

Using aLaCie external DVD±R

in their silk-screen quality.

compilations, complete copies

that imprints the data. At the

drive, and LaCie LightScribe

Drawbacks are the print contrast,

of albums, home-made DVDs

moment, results are limited to a

Labeler software for Macintosh

not as good as true label printing,

with menus, you name it - the

two-tone effect.

[Windows PCs use SureThing

and the long print time per disc.

To create alabelled disc you

label design.

sharpest contrast but takes
longer than the Normal setting
The results are admirable

CD/DVD Labeler), Iwas able

Discs are alittle more expensive

need aLightscribe-enabled CD/

to create various label ideas

than standard types too; expect

masterpiece. Printed paper

DVD burner connected to your

quickly. There are two levels of

to pay around £ 1for acompatible

labels are an option, but beware

computer, blank Lightscribe

quality available when actually

CD- R and £ 2-3 for DVD+R ( DVD-R

of even minor eccentricities

CD or DVD recordable media,

'printing*: Best setting gives

is not supported).

label side will usually betray
the domestic origin of your

D

KSL-NEIRO
8WATT STEREO INTEGRATED VALVE AMPLIFIER £23.500.

definitive audio
Complete systems from £5,000 to £300,000 Marine enquiries welcome

t: + 44 ( 0) 115 973 3222
e: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk
13
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Monamorphic
marvel
DETAILS

\=.

Slim, cool- running but with adevastating punch,
Rotel serves- up another slice of ICEpower.
Paul Miller orders six...

Ratel RB-1091 power
amplifier

•
C) £ 1000
www.europe.rotel.com
1#101903 221600

t's third time luck; ,fcr HFN

ICEpower ,000 modules in a

tucked away in acupboard. It's

readers as we present the

minimalist, monophonic chassis

also possible to mix -nmatch

last in our exclusive trilogy

that's rated at 500W/8ohm but

the RB-1091 with the stereo

of Rotet's new Class D. power

capable, as my Lab Report

RB-1092 for five or seven -

amplifiers, ashort suies

illustrates, of delivering in

channel applications as both

that began with the seven-

excess of 630W/8ohm. The fact

amphi ers have the same gain
(+27.15dB, to be precise).

Effortless, speakerwrestling power

®

Treble could be sweeter

channel RB-10771Dec ' 051

Ihat Rotel uses this technology

and stereo RB-1092 [ Apr ' 06f.

to deliver sJch power while

models. The £ 1000 RR-1091

maintaining acool ambient

is the most affordable bLt

ttemperature makes the slimline

simplest of the trio,, employing

RB-1091 perfect for custom

based on ICEpower modules is

any speaker, play fast and loose

installatiors where multiple

thoroughly appropriate because,

with the volume control and

like thE apocryphal iceberg, the

yoult be pickirg bits cf : weeter

deceptively small chassis of both

out rom under your eyebrows

just one o BO's

boxes will be

RB-1D91 amplifiers is ro real
HIDDEN DEPTHS
•use amplifiers are

the RB-1092 and

indication of their hidden depths.
Hock either amplifier irto almost

long tefcre the ' berg has worked
up asweat. You also need to be

ABOVE: Slim, immensly powerful, and with asound able to bring out
the best with plain vanilla CD, multichannel IDVD-A/SACO and movies,
Rotel's RB-1091 could be the home cinema bargain of the year

40 www.hifinews.co.uk
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ROTEL RB-1091• £ 1000
DETAILS

DATA FILE

00

SPECIFICATIONS

00

Design

Class D

Power

500W per channel

Dimensions

432 x92 x407mm

REAR PANEL

Weight

The RB-1091 is about as close to plug- and- play as you'll get with asingle phono

7.8kg

input and achoice of twist- and- lock Speakon plus parallel pairs of ( mono) speaker

LAB REPORT

outlets. In keeping with Rotel's policy of home integration, the RB-1091 is also

As if to demonstrate that the performance of B&O's ICEpower modules is truly

equipped with 12V triggers to emotely switch this, and other, components.

consistent, regardless of how many are stuffed into one boo, the technical
specification for this mono RB-1091 is almost identical to that of the RB-1092
reviewed last month. You may compare for yourself by downloading the OC Suite

cautious of the 4mm speaker

quality, the crisp transient

reports from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. Specifically then, this mono

outputs, which are floating

attack of each note followed by a

chassis still delivers the same 630W/8 ohm output ( unchanged under dynamic
conditions( which increases to 1.2kW and 1.58kW into 4and 2ohm, respectively.

(balanced). Do not, under any

collapse into silence that seems

circumstances, connect them to

to suck the air from the room.

Furthermore, with amean - 0.02 ohm output impedance up to 10kHz, this means

aloudspeaker with an earthed

An analysis of the electrical

the RB-1091 will continue to deliver its flat 20Hz-30kHz/8 ohm response into

chassis/crossover/treble

signal reveals transients

'Living with a six-pack of
RB-1091s is akin to experiencing
your very own Tango advert'
unit, rare though these are.

lasting 50msec or less, during

For adescription of Class D

which time the RB-1091 could

amplification and ICEpower,

be sustaining clean peaks of

please refer back to the sidebars

several hundred watts within

in our last two reviews.

mean output of just 10W.

real- world loudspeakers and with adistortion lin the midrange at least( that's
<0.1% from 1W to 600W. As is the nature of Class Damplifiers, distortion does
increase at higher frequencies [ 4.3% at 10kHz and - 0.6% at 20kHz) but noise is
low and the A-wtd S/N ratio very wide indeed at some 117.5dB ( re full output).

Power output into Bohm
500W
1000W
250W
Manufacturer's
Spec. 500W

A conventional amp would
SOUND DUALITY

Power output into <ohm

iN sSpec
1200W

t
•
SSMIC
630W

simply clip, blunting the

As astereo pair, the RB-1091

impact of these instantaneous

is typically very easy-going,

dynamics. You'd not hear aburst

painting its musical canvas with

of distortion, but neither would

agarrulous spirit, aboundless

you experience the very clean

enthusiasm barely contained by

and crisp articulation of these

its kilowatt capacity. Living with

notes. And the tougher the load

asix-pack of RB-1091s is akin

or less sensitive the speaker, the

to experiencing your very own

more apparent is the scale of the

Tango advert - often surprising

1091's advantage, whether yo.

0.05%

550
DID lent. half-rated power

Damping Factor OK, 201ill

0.04%
003%
3001
OM%
200

001%

Manutactuters
Spec IX

Spoor 413%
ODD%

PiNs Spic

10,

if not shocking in its liberation

are listening to plain vanilla Cl

of great slaps of multichannel

multichannel DVD-A/SACD or

power. But let's kick off with CD

settling back to have your cag•

and even aslightly compressed

rattled by agood movie.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Employment has aweight and

CUTTING- EDGE CINEMA

The RB-1091 is, in every respect, the answer to every custom installer's prayers

eagerness that belies the grungy

And it's in this guise where a

-easy to accommodate, cool- running and monumentally powerful. And,

quality of the bass, allowing you

clutch of five or more RB-1091s

pound- per-watt, it might easily become the home cinema bargain of the yeai.

to get to grips with the sparkling

has the capacity to evolve a

electricity of the music.

very good home cinema into an

recording like the Kaiser Chiefs'

Then again, while the

experience that's truly state-

RB-1091 is never phased by

of-the-art. Take my favourite

AVTech cinema, but no other

busy- sounding materlal, the

chase sequence ( Chapters 22

amplifier has delivered the

latent headroom of the ICEpower

onwards from The Island) where

gut- wrenching impact of several

module is only truly revealed by

Ewen McGregor rolls those iron

tonnes of rusting iron bouncing

Universal DVD player

music populated by substantive,

rail carriage wheels from off

off the tarmac with quite this deft

Amps: Arcam AV9 processor/pre-amp

dynamic contrasts. It need not

the articulated trailer into the

efficiency. Ichallenge anyone

Speakers: B&W Nautilus 802/804

be acomplex orchest -al CD, for

path of his pursuers. Now the

not to at least flinch from these

loudspeakers

even the steel strings of Michael

'1091s might not sound quite as

images, seemingly hurled by the

Cables: Townshend interconnects and

Hedges' guitar (
Breakfast in the

sweet or well-rounded as the

'1091's inexhaustible energy out

Field) take on atruly stunning

six Arcam Pis that populate the

of the screen and into the room

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Denon DVD-AlXVMk II

OED speaker cable
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ON LOCATION

Marentzes
music man

For the first of anew series of location reports
Steve Fairclough visited Marantz's European HO in Holland
to talk to the company's famous audio guru Ken Ishiwata

up with them. Its been quite some
time since Ifound something very
interesting but Idid with this 7001
amplifier and SACO player'.
HFN: So the amount of product
in the KI line is literally down
to your decision?
KI: 'It is, yeah. Because something
like that doesn't happen that often
so that's the reason why you don't
see so many KI products'.
HFN: Do you think that the
SACD and DVD-Audio formats
are dead in the water?
KI: 'Every format is dependent

Hi -Fi News ( HFN): As

on software companies. We

peeding down aGerman autobahn at 240km/h in Ken
Ishiwata's BMW sports car you quickly realise that this is

somebody who designs audio

don't see any OVO Audio discs

equipment do you have an

in store, do we? So, that means

aman who seriously knows how to handle machines But

ultimate goal in design or have

death. At least with SACO it's a

you ever got close to that?

small section but when you go

Ken Ishiwata 1K11: 'If we had the

Surprisingly the section of LPs
is bigger and it's getting bigger

S

it's not cars that Ken Ishiwata is famous for; it's as the technical

audio genius behind the Marantz brand in his role as ' Brand
Ambassador' for the company.

to the record store you see it.

In person he resembles asort of diminuitive Japanese Karl

same tastes you would have

Lagerfeld with anatty line in clothes and aslick ponytail nestling

aproblem - you would start

You'll have noticed that one and-

down his back - basically he's aman with style Although in his

fooling around with the same

ahalf years ago we introduced

late 50s he's full of energy and humour and you instantly find

girl (laughs). So it's the same

an LP player (the TT- 15.51)

yourself hanging on his every word simply because he talks so

for the taste for sound as well.

because Icould feel when Iwent

much sense in such aknowledgeable way.

You can't really have "this is it".

to the record shop that LP was

When it comes down to the sound

going into bigger sections, so I

tuners, systems etc - comes to market until it has had the ' green

character Ileave it down to the

said: " This is the moment, let's

light' from .K1. In addition certain Marantz products are hand

individual's taste because they

do it". So we came up with it

picked by Ken Ishiwata for special tweaking before appearing as

have to know what they want, but

because let's face it, we serve the

KI Signature models

our job is scientific accuracy'.

consumer Whatever the source

day in his listening room,

HFN: What are the plans for

playing it. In one company Ithink

to chew the fat and

the KI line? Is there anything in

we are the only one that offers

hear the new Marantz

the pipeline?

all the possibilities - from LP,

No Marantz product - amps, CD players, turntables, receivers,

Hi Fi News recently spent

is we must offer the possibility of

SA7001K1 CD player

Super Audio CO. even OVO Audio

and PM7001K1

KI:'Sometimes we (Marantz)

if you want to. We cover that.

amplifier. The room

launch up to 50 products a

That's our job'.

is in the bowels

year and some are basically

of Marantz's
European HQ

designed for different
price points, 399 or 499,

in Eindhoven,

whatever But then

Holland and was

you find some with big

set up with the
aforementioned

potential - if Isee such
;aproduct I'll make a

HFN: What can we expect next
from Marantz in terms of
high-end audio?
KI: ' We always try to do high- end
and bring it down to the rest of the

recent additions

KI version. That's the

ranges, so it's what we call a "top-

to the KI Signature

condition Iagreed with

down" approach. This year we are

range, plus the

the company. That's

redefining our high- end again so

TT15 turntable and

the only way Iwould

apair of ALR Jordan

agree to commercialise aKI

Note 2bookshelvers

product. It's like afootball

we are going to come up with new
monoblocks, pre- amplifiers and
SACO. Once that is introduced

on stands. The new KI

player - sometimes

the following year it will trickle to

CD and amp sounded

you find talent and in

the rest of the ranges. This year

terrific but before
listening we spoke

asimilar way Ipick
products and come

we are going to bring avery, very
new type of amp which Icannot

to ' Marantz's

tell you about (laughs). Ican show

Music Man...

you this amp later and talk about
it. Today's way of life has changed
completely so we have to think

42 www.hifinews.co.uk
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see that the two- channel market

TIMELINE ,

is much stronger now, which is

KEN ISHIWATA

very encouraging Ihave to say'.
HFN: We are coming close to

1968 Came to Europe to work

the 50th anniversary of stereo

for Pioneer

tin 20081 - will there be any

Early 1970s Left Pioneer

plans to celebrate that in any

and worked for the company

way?

that was military market
representative for Sony,

KI: ' Three years ago we

Pioneer, Minolta and Canon.

celebrated our 50th anniversary

1975 Set up business as a

because the Marantz company

fashion photographer

started in 1953, so we did that

1978 Joined Marantz as

in 2003. But the most famous

Technical Coordinator

Marantz amplifiers are called

1979 Took additional

Model 7, Model 9and Model 8

job working in speaker

so, yes, we may consider doing

development

ABOVE: KI's own Kls! The new Marantz PM7001KI integrated amp ( left) and SA7001KI

something unique. Who knows?

1980 Became involved in

CD player ( right) in situ in Ken Ishiwata's listening room. TT- 15S1 turntable is far right

Yes, why not? That was an exciting

product development for total
Marantz range

about what kind of features, really

`Music is the greatest art created.

convenient features which benefit

It's the strongest art that can move

Senior Product Development

emotions. No other art can do that'

1996 Appointed Brand

the end consumer, we can bring
in. We are sound specialists,

1986 Appointed Marantz
Manager

but we do not forget how people

Ambassador for Marantz

actually live today'.

especially due to space and wiring

period. Icertainly wish today was

-all those things are troublesome

like that time'.

HFN: What is your feeling on

for the consumer How often da

surround-sound systems? Are

the majority of people watch

HFN: Finally, what are your

they are selling music through

people buying music to hear on

films? They listen to more

thoughts on the future of

the net as well so the amount of

surround- sound systems?

music out of such asystem than

audio and the hi-fi industry?

money spent by people on buying

watching films. That's also the

For example, in ten years will

music has increased drastically.

KI: ' The majority of people buying

reason that in the last 18 months

everything be digital?

In my opinion it's apositive point.

surround- sound is for home

many people came back to

cinema, but people buying home

two- channel. Maybe you heard

KI: ' The LP is still there and

of their life. Ithink music is the
greatest art created. Music is

way you can scrap that! Of course

People still want music as apart

cinema receivers doesn't always

about it - the shift of product

also new LPs for DJs are very

mean that they buy home cinema

sales from multi- channel

popular Young people who go

the strongest art that can move

speaker kits. Many people only

to, gradually, two- channel is

to discos and hear those discs

emotion in people. No other art

end up with one pair of speakers,

happening. So you've started to

want to play them back in their

can do that. That's the reason why

house. So there are still going to

there's so strong aconnection'.

BELOW: When HiFi News visited, Ken Ishiwata's listening room was set up with apair of

be alot of LPs and alot, alot, a

ALR Jordan Note 2alongside the array of Marantz equipment

lot of CDs. Ithink those are the

•This is an edited version of the

two major formats that will exist

exclusive Hi Fi News interview

for acouple of decades. Think

with Ken lshiwata. For afull

about how many CDs there are

version go to www.hifinews.co.uk

out there in houses - there's no

now to read even morel

FAVOURITE PRODUCT

CD63 MRII RI

When asked what Marantz product

The number we sold was unbelievable

Ken Ishiwata was most proud of he

worldwide - I
think we sold almost

replied: ' I
think its always the product

300k - and that was really very unique.

that people buy and from that point of

Iknow from apurely scientific point of

view I
think in Marantz the best selling

view

CD player ever was the CD63 Mk Il KI.

it was very musical, very balanced'.

that CD player was not neutral but

•www.hifinews.co.uk 43

are you ready for the truth ?
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The new ARIA from

Ink:I-omega

A

is no ordinary CD Player. It represents

I.

I

A

the first in anew range of reference next-generation products. An
Integrated Amplifier and Tuner will follow as will aPre-amplifier and
Power amplifier later in the year.

Acacoustics

Audio Destination

Shadow Audio

47 Chartley Avenue

32B Bampton Street

21 - 22 Cadham Centre

If you are ready to know the truth and ready to hear what CD is really

Neasden

Tiverton

Glenrothes

London NW2 7QY

Devon EX16 6AH

KY7 6RU

Tel:020 8830 6509

Tel: 01884 243 584

Tel: 01592 744 779

Shadow Distribution

AngelSound Audio

Musicology

21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY 76RU, Scotland
tel: 01 592 744 779 fax: 01 592 744 710

2Hamilton Road

12 Vernon Terrace

Hunton Bridge

Brighton

capable of, then you are ready for the : romega AP/

2150).

infoeshadowdistribution.co.uk www.shadowdistribution.co.uk
'subject to conditions '

Kings Langley WD4 8PZ

BN1 3JG

Tel: 01923 352 479

Tel: 01273 700759

3te DAY

money back
luarantee*

CARTRIDGE TEST

MY SONIC LAB/AUDIO TEKNE• U750/£2995

Rising Suns
Fine moving- coil cartridges from Japan have always
commanded acertain cult status among the vinyl
cognoscenti. So will these two rare and wonderful
pick-ups make the grade, wonders Andrew Harrison

T

0

the turntable there were names

(C) £2750

here's acertain rnystiquc
attached to Japanese
high- end pick-up

DETAILS
My Sonic Lab Eminent

cartridges. In the glory days of
like Grace, Supex, Nagaoka,
Denon and Dynavector to
conjure with; and then there
were the legendary names
like Koetsu and Kiseki, whose
products commanded prices
well out of reach of the normal
music lover. Nowadays, the

#

01903 872288

0
e

Sweet, detailed yet
neutral, and punchy
Difficult to fault

Koetsu name continues and we
have other brands producing
finely crafted cartridges, such
as Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Lyra/ScanTech and Zyx. But
there are other less well-known
pick-ups coming from Japan
today that rarely see the light of
day in Europe, including the two
reviewed here.

0

Audio Tekne MC- 6310 &

©

£ 2995

AUDIO TEKNE
The MC- 6310 from
Audio Tekne is alow
output moving- coil
output voltage is so Low

01903 872288

-the manufacturer gives a

0
e

figure of 100pV 5cm/
sec 1kHz) - that a
dedicated MCT-9401B
step-up transformer is included
The casework of both
transformer and cartridge is
made from an unusual * carbon'
material, grey in colour, for

Audio Tekne MCT-9401B

www.audiotekne.com

cartridge. In fact, the

in the UK price of £ 2995.

DETAILS

'With the Audio Tekne overall
soundstaging was deliciously
involving with plenty of air'

Smooth, forgiving
Lacks some detail

the volume knob be to tweaked
alittle further to the right
than usual. Applying more
amplification to acartridge can
often result in more noise and

which no technical information
Stylus pressure is given as

hum. Fortunately, used with the

in English seems available. But

is acountless hole in that

if you dare risk the amusement

particulate itself, has the feature

1.5-2.0g and internal impedance

of automated on-line translation

which is superior in spread and

as 2ohm. Other than that,

box into either Chord Symphonic

services, you'd discover that its

absorption of the oscillatory

there's little to know about what

or GSP Audio Era phono

use may be for some resonance

wave. There is ro strain in

has gone into the design.

stages, there was no cause for

control properties, as ' the

the rebounding sound by the

carbon with the spherical

oscillatory wave and does not

demonstrated the low output

of low-level hiss audible with the

particulate, because there

make the signal become turb .cf.

aspect right away, requiring

volume turned up high.

The Audio Tekne

matching MCT-9401B step-up

complaint, aside from awhisper

MAY 2006 • www.hifinews.co.uk 65
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CARTRIDGE TEST

The sound of the Audio Tekne

MY SONIC LAB/AUDIO TEKNE• £27501£2995
bronze, abeautiful rendering

was very mellow and gentle, with

of percussion that had air and

captivating musicality that gave

luster written right across it.

DATA FILE

no hint of grain or hardness,

Kate's high voice rang out clearly

although some may feel it slides

with no hint of break-up, the

SPECIFICATIONS

too far the way of rosy and

cartridge's clear, open midband

Audio Tekne MC- 6310

euphonic. In contrast to some

letting through female vocals

Output voltage

pick-ups, old and new, which

transparently.

Stylus pressure

attempt to dredge every detail
from the groove at the expense

This clarity was particularly

100 ( 5cm/sec lkHz)
1.5-2.0g

Internal impedance

2ohm

remarkable as the SME arm is

of listenability', the MC- 631 0is

not noted for its pure audiophile

My Sonic Lab Eminent

the kind of cartridge that you can

openness, nor expressive bass,

Output

return to over and over for its

but that's just what Idid find

Frequency response

less technical presentation and

with the Eminent assuming

Stylus pressure

1.9-2.2g

Internal impedance

1.8 ohm

sweet open sound.
Individual images are far from
being over- etched, instead being
alittle soft focused, though
overall soundstaging was stilt
deliciously involving with plenty
of space and air in evidence.
Dynamic expression was good,
but not as dramatic as that of a
high- quality moving- magnet or
high output moving- coil.

'My Sonic Lab?
Clear stereo
separation,
wide bandwidth
and a galloping
dynamic range'

500pV
10Hz to 50kHz ( no limits specified)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
While the Audio Tekne MC- 6310 gives atraditional mellow, sweet euphonic sound
that can beguile, reminiscent of smooth moving- coil classics, the My Sonic Lab
Eminent takes the art of vinyl reproduction astep beyond what many will have
heard, balancing power, dynamics with incredible resolution and musicality. This is a
cartridge that comes heartily recommended.

MY SONIC LAB
The Audio Tekne may suit

Little is known about the
Eminent cartridge, except that

amore purist listener who

the ' My* in My Sonic Lab is said

wants asmooth relaxed sound

to refer to its designer, Mr Y

at all costs, with minimum

Matsudaira, who has worked at

glare or edginess to colour

Tokyo sound, Supex and Audio

the presentation, but for me

Craft. The cartridge body is

the clean dynamics and sweet

assembled from metal, with

presentation of the My Sonic

anatural silver body and blue

Lab Eminent was the more

coloured top mounting plate.

universally satisfying sound.
If you find an opportunity to

Meanwhile, it has astylus
profile of semi- line contact,

hear one of these stunning

3x3pm. Overall weight is

pick-ups, grab ahandful of

9.0g, and the output pins are

favourite records and hear for
yourself what agreat Japanese

rhodium plated. It has alow
internal impedance of 1.8 ohm,

LEFT: Smooth versus

m- ccartridge can bring to the

suggesting only afew turns of

sweet - Audio Tekne

art of musical reproduction. CI

wire in the generator, but its

(top) and My Sonic Lab

relatively high output level may

REVIEW SYSTEM

At:*

be down to the use of ahigh
magnetic flux core based on a

Sources: Michell Orbe SE turntable,

neodymium magnet and using

SME 309, Rega RB300 Incognito

what the company calls SH-uX

tonearms

core material.

Amplifiers: Music First Audio passive

Mounted in the same SME

pre- amplifier, Chord SPM 1200C power

309 tonearm, the Eminent was

amplifier, GSP Auoio Era Gold/Elevator

more modern sounding than

phono stage

the Audio Tekne, from its deep

Speakers: B&W fi802 speakers
Cables: Nordost Valhalla cables

secure bass that suggested
the needle was hugging the

the cartridge

crisp incision and

groove through every corner, to

position. The

the precise and extended high

overall sound put me

frequencies that rose so sweetly

in mind of agood Transfiguration

into the room.

cartridge, such as the Temper V

*musicality*. The reviewer's

[see Dec ' 031, where there can

glossary can be tossed out of

Clearaudio Stradivari £1690

Kate Bush's ' Room for the Life'

be found awelcoming balance of

the window when you find a

Van den Hut Condor £2500

and you could appreciate the

great hi-fi qualities - clear stereo

cartridge th;s good, which just

Zyx R1000 Airy £1500

fine sound of drumstick on

separation, wide bandwidth,

sounds ' right .!

Take the ride cymbal from
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agalloping dynamic
range - alongside the less

ALSO CONSIDER

easily described attributes of
Transfiguration Temper V£ 1995
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1. CD500
Reference Valve
CD Player

2. A500
Reference Solid-state
Integrated Amp

•A massi‘e 16kg chassis
houses aCDM1 210
sers)) system.
spur ific ally designed
and unique to the
CD3(10.

Each element has been
painstakingh chosen on its sonic
nit .ruts:

•Top loading s‘ stem

e

ith multiple anti-

onstrur lion.

Weighing in at astaggering 7)(11.14, the lull\ aluminium all(
isolates and allrms liii state-ot-ilit.-art iomponents to ix.riorin to their
ma \ imum.

•Hand-seler led NPC SM3847 osersampling and filter hip.

•Ty ou. ustinn-made pos er transformers, 150\ \ rater Ifor the pre-amp alul 80(1\
rated for the liouvr amp turn ide aseparate. tulls isolated, indepenélent pOUer
Stipp' \ for each set lion. Eight massne 00000' El..\1-\ apir ¡ tors take care of
the filtering.

•BurrBrown SRC-11

•The pre-amplifier and ixmer amplifier can lx used separatek.

•Separate power supplies for tlw digital and analogue rift uits emplovimg
ustom-made R-« ire transformers.

44.1 KI iz 192 Kl LI upsampling thip.

•Four Burr-Bromi
A1 I70-1K DA( s, tvo per thannel tor kith balan (xi
output, ensure the S(.1"
signal rit ) 1(
•Tuo El 16922 Sakes ss ith14 iii Iplairll pins are
stage.

(1(1)11 i
s

on the output

•Si \ pairs of top qualih Sanken xmer transistors 2SAI2tt and 2tiC ; 2.64 in
parallel. pros ide massi‘e pimer output: 2y260W into Hollins. 2s400W into
4ohms. 2s600W into 2ohins. Enough to satish usen the most Ix mer-hungn
nulsi)eakers!

•Fulls Bolan( eu land Singleended outputs.

•-1 )s ' mini( Bias Control" for pouer
are ilk') ins ddi
pure Class-A.

•lialant ed and Single-ender IdigitalloutplliS.

•Full

•

4821V1

Tile ( 1)300 is sel

,

x

«MI( /

10411.111111.

to redefine the terisi • reieren«.' for .1single-lio\ design.

grau. e. The tirst

iriant 2(1 uatts

Balanffll and Single-ended inputs.

•Dimensii -1821‘‘ x482idi x 180ihimm.
The Ni0(1 is set to recloine the tern) ' releren( e' kif an integrate( it esign.

Real hi-fi is also the official UK Distributor for the following brands:

11

Audiophile AI'S .'4. Bias King

&teeé kÍk'I: 0870 YOY 6777

3. Heart I6. Horning I7. Hyperion I8. Musk First Audio

For pricing, dealer list and further information please conta( Ius.

9. Meta ‘. e.

\‘,ww.realhi-ii.c um
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Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.

CP 8872 II
4- way system 2e8' low- bass woofers, 7' woofer
2' sof" dome midrange and 1' Be dome tweeter
sensitrvity: 90 dB tie) 1watt / 1ny
noreinal impedance 4ohms

With the music.

fre4-.0arcy response (- 3ciB): 25 Hz — 30 kHz
power handling: 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
werght: 92.7 kgs ( IncludIng base)

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

dimensions (wad nh): 32 croo 96 cm x152 cet

CP8871 II
3-way system. 2x8' low- bass woofers
T mid- low woofer, and I Be dome tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB

1watt / 1m

norm-al impedance: 4 ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 28 Hz -- 30 kHz
power handling. 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 300 Hz and 2.5 kHz
weight 77.5 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (wed xh): 32 cm e85 cm x137 cm

CP8571 II
3-way system: 8' low- bass woofers
7' mid- low woofer, and I' Be dome tweeter
sensitivity : 87 dB (g) 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (- 3dB): 30 Hz -- 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies: 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (wad eh): 32 cm x60 cm x112 cm

USHER
67 Kai•Fo

UDIO TECHNOLOGY
g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan TO:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherams11.hinetnet

HIAudi

9 Soverei n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax:
443 231458 Mob:07968 272614 Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

ACCESSORY TEST

ISOL-8 • £2195

Current affairs
The aim here is the perfect power supply, not by filtering
the mains passively but by regenerating electricity from an
add-on standalone box. Ken Kessler reckons the Isol-8 is
one accessory that reveals its worth immediately
DETAILS

more vivid than those of mere
mains filtering systems. Like

®

Isol-8

©

£ 2195

those from PS Audio, Accuphase
and p-ecious few others, the
PowerStation is an actual
mains regenerator, not asimple

®

filter, which should ensure an
absolutely perfect 240V/50Hz

#

020 8856 8856

0

supply ... or whatever else you

Immediate sonic benefits

from most is that it has atruly

might specify. Where it differs
separate ' channel for two

(>111 For sorted systems only

p

DATA FILE

components, rather than a

SPECIFICATIONS
Specification:
Input voltage

supply as is practically possible.

230 Volts ± 1.5°/e ( 60Hz)

Output frequencies

50, 60, 67.5, 81 and 100HZ

Output frequency accuracy

Remote in

get as close to the perfect power

350VA

Output voltage

PERFECT POWER

is not acondition to

6VA

Maximum power requirement

shared set-up.

Nic said that his goal was, ' to

48-62Hz

Stand by power requirement

Rated output power

reoccupation with
mains- borne intrusions

220, 230 or 240 Volts ± 10%

Input frequency

0.05°/0
100VA per channel ( resistive load)

Maximum operational temperature
Size

62° centigrade
8-24 Volts AC or DC on pins 1&2
445 x145 x420mm ( whd)

Weight

19Kg

which I'm enslaved. Ilive in the

Passive filtering can achieve

countryside, my listening room

only so much by working with

has separate, dedicated mains

what is already there. Inside

supplies wired with politically-

the PowerStation are three

Despite the big- ticket, this agood looking product that uplifts performance of
source components simply by doing what it says it will on the tin. But sort your
system out first, otherwise you won't hear half its benefits.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

correct cabling and sockets,

microcontrollers to generate

and the AC distribution lump for

and oversee the operation of

the neighbourhood - located in

two * ultra stable waveforms

my back garden! - provides a

of purity ( 0.05 °/0THD) that are

players sounded sharper, faster

constant 241V to 246V supply.

simply unobtainable from your

and better controlled. Indeed,

mains filters that can strip sound

But then I'm always open to an

domestic supply:

it's the sort of device that

of its nuances, there simply is no

reveals its worth immediately.

downside here.

opportunity to improve my lot.
Isol-8's Nic Poulson

Every single device Itried,

registers. Best of all, unlike some

including the Audio Research

The most obvious gain is a

suggested that Itry his new

PH5 phono amp, Musical

reduction in noise and ' hash,'

VALUE TERMS

PowerStation, feeling that I

Fidelity Nu- Vista pre- amp,

but other benefits include the

A price tag of £ 2195 might seem

might find its improvements

and Musical Fidelity kW25 CD

aforementioned precision,

steep for what is an accessory.

greater clarity and atangible

Nic, though, puts it into context:

BELOW: The Isol-8 will provide two source components with their own direct,
high- peak current supplies with no risk of cross contamination

gain in control in the lower

*In value for money terms, the
unit should be regarded not as
amere mains purifier, but as a
high quality, 250W- per- channel
power amp, with two precision
microprocessor oscillators and
two output transformers thrown
in for good measure!'
My advice? Given the size of
the investment, it's worth every
penny, but only if you've sorted
out your key components first.
If this is the case than borrow
aPowerStation from aretailer.
Here's betting that you won't be
able to give it back. CI
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DVD PLAYER TEST

DETAILS
Pioneer DV-989AVi
Universal DVD player
©

£ 800
www.pioneer.co.uk

#

01753 789789
Open, articulate and
expressive sound

(
4
g) Muted video quality

Pioneer's flagship universal DVD player is not
only for blockbuster movies, but will also move
you with its music. Paul Miller settles back

.0 O (
000

1:1

1coo
o II con

111

C

amplifier (
Audio Vision, Feb ' 061
CO, Dolby/DTS bitstream, DVD-A

chroma delay/level, gamma.

player, Pioneer's range- topping

and SACO formats through the

black/white levels, black setup

VIDEO QUALITY

universal model looks positively

common iLINK connection.

10IRE), hue and HDMI detail.

While all DVD players equipped

ompared to the brutal
engineering of Denon's
massive flagship [WO

also accommodate the HDMI

channel 48kHz/96kHz you really

which also supports the same

output with adjustments for

wanted off that DVD-A.

On the audio side, HDMI

understated. At £ 800, the sleek

with HDMI v1.1 outputs conform to

DV-989AVi is also considerably

SETTING UP

either delivers its audio content

more affordable, though not as

The HDMI setup is found

transparently ( HOOP encryption

mean they are indistinguishable

lightweight as its appearance

under the Options menu and

should not be confused

from one another. Deinterlacing

might suggest.

only becomes activated when

with watermarking) or with

and scaling all have an impact

connected to an HDMI sink like

bitstreams converted to LPCM.

and the DV-989AVi's images,

Within its triple skinned,

Similarly, the default

astrict specification, this does not

while detailed, do lack the

10kg chassis is araft of

aprojector or AV receiver ( see

technology, including both

OSO screenshots). Depending on

two channel, multichannel or

ultimate colour saturation and

HDMI v1.1 and two iLINK

the specification of your plasma

CD layer of SACO media can

highlights revealed by the very

digital connections to support

or projection device, the ' 989AVi

be specified along with either

best machines. Hooked into an

uncompressed, multichannel

offers 576i/p ( PALL 720p and

DVD-Video or DVD-Audio priority

HD- Ready plasma, this player will

audio and HOOP- encrypted

1080i outputs along with both

during DVD playback. This

still knock your eyes out, although

digital video. It also makes the

12- bit component and full- range

will prevent you accidentally

the differences between this and

perfect partner for Pioneer's

ROB colour space settings. The

auditioning the Dolby 5.1

the best from Marantz and Denon

impressive VSX-AX4AVi AV

three video memory settings

channel mix instead of the 6-

may still be apparent with atruly
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PIONEER DV-989AVI • £800
DETAILS

DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
Supported audio formats

Dolby Digital 5.1, DIS, CD,
SACO, OVO Audio

AV connections

Coaxial/optical S/PDIF, HDMI v1.1, iLINK,
component video, composite video, S-Video, SCART

REAR PANEL

Digital video outputs

Pioneer still provides separate stereo and multichannel analogue outputs,

Weight

together with the requisite composite, component, RGB-compatible SCART and
S- video connections. On the digital side, the HDMI v1.1 port now offers encrypted

480/576i/p, 720p, 1080i

Dimensions

119 x420 x337mm ( hwd)
10kg

multichannel audio and digital video lup to 720p/1080i) while the two new iLINK

LAB REPORT

IFireWire) connections also allow SACD audio data to be piped directly to a

Whether stereo or multichannel, Pioneer has covered all its technical bases in

partnering AV receiver

the DV-989AVi, which passes every test with flying colours ( download them all
at www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech). Distortion hits alow 0.001% with CD
and 0.0005 0/0 with SACD at - 10dBFs, just as jitter remains alow - 120psec and

ON- SCREEN DISPLAY

-70psec with the same media, respectively. The A-wtd S/N is limited by the
analogue stage at 104dB but the stereo/multichannel responses are very flat
-just - 0.2dB/40kHz with 96kHz DVD-A, - 1.5dB/80kHz with 192kHz OVO Aand
some - 9dB/100kHz with SACO.

IP111===len CrI=C=Mln

Low-level resolution is good to within ldB down to - 110d8Fs with all media

rel=s=m)
=MUM = 1.Mneele.

and distortion just - 0.06% with 16- bit CO and - 0.03% with 24- bit OVO at a
low - 60dBFs. Dolby decode performance is spot-on with distortion as low as

1=1INIMP011e

0.0009%, flat main channel responses I-0.09dB at 20kHz) and anicely executed
bass management that punts main channel bass to the sub and LEE to the front if
the sub is muted. If only all high- end' exotica was so well designed!
•••••••••

"
Multichannel output level

Mee

.L.,..01Yre

Total Harmonic
Distortion la
lkHz

toata...

The HMI setup is found under the Options menu and only becomes ictivated
when connected to an HDMI sink such as aprojector or AV receiver
Manufacturer s
Spec 2V

high- end, projection- based

and decay, but while the timbr(

home cinema

of wood and metal rings clear
and true, neither is there any

SOUND DUALITY

hint of hardness, of coldness or

Its possible to hook the Pioneer

fatigue. Instead, the DV-989AV'

into your system either as a

paints avery comfortable but

CD/DVD/SACD transport or

open and acoustically intriguing

as an analogue' front-end,

atmosphere, that invites you

delivering either multichannel

to spin disc after disc. Sure,

SACD and DVD-Audio or stereo

other players deliver the same

CD in analogue form. If you

message with agreater punch

choose a mix of HDMI and iLINK

and tonal contrast, but there's

connections to deliver stereo

something very engaging about

and multichannel data to a

the ' 989's softly- softly approach

partnering AV receiver, then the

to rendering atapestry of

'sound' of the DV-989AVi will

multichannel detail.

HAIS Spec
00065

ItiWaSenc•
211I

CV

0%

130d8

1300

"leMelk`n

Dynamic Range Ire. - 60dlifsl

120dB

Airtd Signal- to- Noise

120d11

110a
So«. 1

IIFIrs Spec: *
11401

100dB

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Pioneers DV-989AVi is aclassy- sounding player, one that may tack the weight and
gravitas of Denon's flagship but that has an invigorating spirit, alife and energy

largely be determined by the
processing and analogue stages

SMOOTH CD

that ensures its music is free- flowing, engaging and entertaining without ever

of the amplifier. Which would

CD software sounds

becoming harsh or taxing. Its purpose-built to head amodern, home theatre/

be apity, for the DV-989AVi has

equally smooth and gently

multichannel audio system.

asmooth, toffee- rich sound

detailed despite lacking the

that rolls out into the room in a

encompassing ambience

manner that would seem lazy if

achieved by multichannel DVD-A

the intimate atmosphere of the

it were not so articulate.

and SACD. The McCoy Tyner

piece remained unmistakable,

focused, the colour distinct and

Quartet's New York Reunion la

punctuated by the rasp of tenor

yet wholly believable. Not bad

Taylor's Hourglass SACD has a

Chesky CD) may have settled

sax and lifted by the lively patter

at all for a universal DVD player

satisfyingly crisp sense of attack

into the front of the room, but

of the percussion. Its imagery

that provides CD ' for free'!

The percussion from James

is solidly projected and sharply
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The 'must-have book on
the history of hi-fi. If you
love hi-fi you'll love
Sound Bites...

•50 years of HiFi News and hi-fi folklore
•Written by legendary hi-fi scribes Ken Kessler
and Steve Harris
•Histories and information on classic kit
•The most informative and entertaining book on
the history of the hi-fi business ever written
•Packed with anecdotes from John Atkinson,
John Borwick, Geoffrey Horn and many more

You can also order it by post, fre
p&p, from Black Books.
Tel: 01562 69296; fax: 01562 630592 o
go to www.aarons-books.co.uk
You can order Sound Bites online a
•www.amazon.co.uk
•www.amusicdirect.com
•www.hifiaccessoriesclub.co
The Hi -Fi News Accessories Club can ,
be contacted at 01234 741152 or you
can e-mail your orders to:
sales@ hifiaccessoriesclub.com
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COUSTICA
Ht-F, &
_

HOME CINEMA

rcam ART tAudiolab AVID Avre B&W •

Classé FocalIf Lab Linn Products \TJ Acoustics Uonitor Audio
Nairn Audio Nautilus

Pee

Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel

Shahinian • Spendor Sugden Thiel Wadia
Naim ri -Vi all in one AV package
Now on demonstration
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

01244 344227
www.acoustica.co.uk
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Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

01785 258216
www.acoustica.co.uk

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

0121 224 7300
www.griffinaudio.co.uk

LETTER FROM AMERICA

IN MY OPINION

Talking quality sound
with college kids
This month Michael Fremer is preparing to return to his old
college to chat to Cornell University students about high
performance audio and vinyl playback

W

Sears flip- down ' record players'.

ithin an hour of having
fileo my last column

I'd rather listen to MP3s on
computer speakers. Out of 52

about the University

kids in 26 rooms, there were

of the South's William Ralston
Listening Library project, Igot

only two audiophiles: me and
akid named Lincoln Chen.

acall from Steve Rowell. He's
the owner of Audio Classics
lwww.audioclassics.coml, an

He had aThorens TD- 124. I'm
not telling you what ihad, but
the cartridge was aSonotone.

audio store in Vestal, New

They also made hearing aids.
So perhaps there was only one
audiophile on the floor, with the
other aspiring to being one.

York that specialises in vintage
gear, particuarly from the US
audio giant McIntosh. It's hardly
surprising, s'nce Vestal is next
door to Binghamton, where

THE TRACKING ANGLE

McIntosh was born, raised and

Also planned for the Co-nell

thankfully st;ll resides.

appearance is ameeting with a
group called StudPubs. When I

Rowell had called me on
behalf of Kent Hubbell, Dean of

was at Cornell that might have
been aby- invitation- only 'jock
fraternity' drinking group, but
these days it refers to ' Student

Students at Cornell University
in nearby Ithaca, NY, inviting me
to speak at Cornell about high
performance audio in general,

Publications Consortium', a
group of student publications.
From me they'll learn the
secrets of losing money

and vinyl playback in particular.
'Is that something you'd want to
do?' Rowell asked, not knowing
that al talking to college kids

self- publishing afull- colour,

about good sound has been an

glossy award- winning music

idea floating around the high-

magazine (
The Tracking Angle).
Readers used to tell me their

end audio community (via
email for years, and that b) i
had g-aduated from Cornell
back in 1969 ( originally it was
the class of ' 68, but iwas having
too much fun).
SERIES OF LECTURES
Iimmediately got in touch with
Dean Hubbell, along time
audio enthusiast ( also from

favourite music magazines were

'I had graduated from Cornell back
in 1969, originally it was the class of
'68, but Iwas having too much fun'
We're going to arrange for
ahigh performance system to

the eass of ' 69), who told me
about the lecture series, which

be in the room and I'll bring
some LPs and VPI Scoutmaster
and Rega P5 turntables to play

would include afield trip to

for the group. Word spread to

McIntosh and appearances by
others, including my Stereophile
colleague Art Dudley. Hubbell

MOJO and The Tracking Angle.
That's like saying ' My favourite
automobiles are by General
Motors and Fred's cars'. CI

BIOGRAPHY
vIICHAEL FREMER
Michael Fremer is aSenior Contributing
Editor at Stereophile magazine, a
Contributing Editor at UltimateAVmag.

Fremer appeared on the History of Audio
documentary on The History Channel

agaggle of on campus ' vinyl
junkies', who plan on attending.

corn, and Editor/Owner of the online

and has also been on MTV, The Today
Show, CNN, and hundreds of other radio

music review website www.musicangle.

and television shows throughout the

corn. He's also contributed to The New

USA talking about the high-end audio

told me that he planned to
open the series of lectures to

My upcoming visit to Cornell
brought back memories of my

York Times, The San Francisco Chronicle,

freshman dormitory. While there

Consumer Digest, and rhe Bergen Record

listening experience, home theatre and
the ongoing, unlikely resurgence of LP

audiophiles ' throughout the
region (all four of them).

was plenty of vinyl, most of it
was played or awful sounding

(New Jersey) among others publications.

vinyl records.
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TURNTABLE TEST

1

Signature
tunes
the company since 1998. The

self- damping, the meter

turntable is asuspended design,

as asolid block and then stress

though not one employing a

relieved for absolute stability.

suspended subchassis as the

entire chassis is supported atop

Basis is back in the UK after aseven
year absence, boasting abrand new
turntable. In aworld exclusive,
David Allcock discovers adeck that's
set to redefine the sub-£ 4000 market

0

DETAILS

Basis 2200 Signature

©

£3795
www.basisaudio corn

"lnie'

0

Select Audio
01900 813064

Speed, presence, value
Nothing whatsoever

ici

ucl

As for the motor, this is a

240V AC synchronous design

four fluid- damped suspension

housed in afree-standing

modules. Also shipped with the

enclosure with the only

review sample was the optional

connection between motor anii

Calibrator base with cable

platter being via aprecision-

isolation system, available as a

ground flat- section drive- belt.

Cl 200 extra.

While acommercial design, thr

The four suspension pods
on which the suspension floats

motor has been mocified with
anew magnet assembly and a

are known as Resonance

precision balanced armature

Annihilators. These comprise

to reduce motor vibrations and

in the world of high- end

athick-walled tube into which

cogging still fcrther.

audio manage to stay

is inserted aspring, piston and

p

., i.'L I :_,j
. L, iCW

companies

The main bearing is a

in business for 20 years; even

damping plate that runs throJgh

precision oil well design with

fewer do so while continuing

silicon fluid. They work rather

the fit of the bearing tolerancect

to offer acomponent from its

like acar's shock absorber: the

to 1/1 0,000th of an inch - 1/40th

original line-up of products.

spring compresses freely, but

the thickness of the paper his

Basis ALdio, founded by A J

is damped on its return. This

Cont:, is one such company, and

illows each pod to

magazine is printed cn. The
platter's locating surface is

the fact that it has achieved this
tells you that you're dealing with
amanufacturer that has got
things fundamentally correct
from day one.
Milssing from the UK since

'The 2200 Signature turntable is
a tour de force. Its sound is
never less than outstanding'

1'199, Basis is now back,
boasting anew distributor and
brand riew turntable. What s

be optimised independentli.

bearing has been assembled,

more,. tne 2200 Signature is

from clear acrylic, designed tc

ensuring the accurac, of the

!hie first all- new deck from

be extremely stiff yet

bearing is maintained once

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

THE HISTORY OF BASIS

Basis founder AJConti worked in the

suspension system, asealed, oil welt

aerospace industry from 1979, for a

bearing with aplatter individually

In 1990 Conti closed his retail
business to concentrate solely on Basis

division of Rockwell International and

balanced for its bearing, and abalanced,

production as the Gold Debut Standard

Teledyne. This didn't stop him running

removable arm board This turntable

was joined in 1989 with the lower cost

ahigh- end audio dealership part-time

was designed to allow the critical

but now discontinued, Overture

Becoming increasingly frustrated with

vinyl/stylus interface to be effectively

the turntables he carried falling out of

isolated from its environment, and this

tune, having unpredictable performance

suspension could be easily tuned to a

affordable 2001 - with the 2500 and

and requiring constant attention, his

resonance frequency of only 4Hz

Vacuum 25110 joining in 1997 The entry

tnoughts turned to creating apersonal
reference turntable
In 1985 he had the first prototype,

only finally machined after the

The chassis, meanwhile, is made

3

Conti did not go out of his way
to promote the deck, but it came to
the attention of alarge electronics

It took _mid 1996 for another model
to be added to the range - the even mote

level 1400 was launched in 1998
The radcal Vector Mk 1tonearm,

ABOVE: Ai Cont, of Basis with
the Work of Art turntable

Conti's vision of an ideal tonearm, was

and by 1986 had afinished product

manufacturer who wanted to use it at

launched in 2001, with the Mk 3model

In 2005 the Calibrator base and the

which he sold to one of this ctients

CES The order book quickly filled and in

unveiled in 2003. The 2001, 2500, 2800

2200 Signature were launched, and this

This deck was the Gold Debut Standard

1919 Conti left his day job to ensure that

and Gold Debut were all upgraded to

year Basis is launching its ultimate

It featured aunique fluid- damped

the orders were met.

Signature series in 2003.

turntable, the Work of Art
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BASIS 2200 SIGNATURE
the platter is installed. Like

combination and was never

the chassis, the platter itself is

less than highly impressed.

machined from asolid block of

The delicacy and subtlety which

stress- relieved acrylic

this turntable was capable o!

Assembly is effortless,

has been matched by very, very

courtesy of the excellent

few analogue replay systems

instructions and the fit and finish

I've heard. The breathiness of

of the individual components are

Beth Hirsch's vocals on 'All

downright superb.

£3795

Need from Air's Moon Safari
mesmerized, with each chorus

LISTENING

displaying subtle cifferences ir

From the off Iwas taken aback

intonation and emphasis. Her

at the sound that sprang from

voice was so intimate you ccutd

the speakers. Fitted with the

almost feel her breath on your

relatively modest Roksan Nima

face, while the acoustic 9u:tar

tonearm and Benz Glider L2

on the right channel was totally

cartridge, the deck offered an

focused and believable.

incredtly open window into the
music Stage depth and even

Yet this turntable is about
moré than micro dynarnics

illumination were excellent and

Mark Shreeve's ' Legion' ram

there was clearly discernable air

the album of the same narre is
apercussive minefield yet the

around each musician.
Iquickly swapped over to

2200 hammered home the bass.

the Hadcock Cryo tonearm with

line with aspeed and energy

ABOVE: Both chassis am platter are machined from separate blocks of acrylic with

Nider L2 cartridge, and things

that would not onty embarrass

only the bei connectirg the motor and platter; arm here is the Origin Live Encountu

irurcived still further. There

most digital replay systems but

was grea:er bass extension,

most analogue ones too The

driven to naishness ri the

vinyl: adetailed, multi- layered

more textural information, and

final crescendos of this track Left

upper midrange ard high

treble region with layers of

further polishing of the superior

the air molecules in the room

frequencies, yet when provoked

nformation that car dissolve

midrange transpErency so

virtually sizzling.

with adicitally mastered

.rito ahigh- frequency scup on

atbum liKe Sharpe and Numar

lesser turntables. E3Jt while

connecting me mor?. directly

With its phencmenal handling

with the performance. Ispent

of transients, you might th rik

.4utomat'e the 220C smply

this was smoothly presented

agreat deal of time with this

that the 2200 could be m5

revealed whiat was hidden on the

there was absolutely no sense

ly

BELOW: Chassis is suspended on damper
pods tie work like car shock absorbers

e

j

41

fi

r

'110.

y

TURNTABLE TEST

BASIS 2200 SIGNATURE • £3795
of curtailment of these upper
frequencies.

DATA FILE

Just when you think it can't
get much better, A JConti pulls
afurther trick out of his toolkit
in the form of the Calibrator
base. On the face of it this looks

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions

Mark Shreeve

like ashaped piece of thick

Weight

Legion

acrylic with adjustable feet and

Motor

Jive Electro

cut-outs for the suspension pods

HIP 28

and motor. Oh, and aprice tag
of £ 1200. And you'd be largely

424 x240 Type

suspended chassis

x381mm ( whd) Chassis

acrylic

16kg

acrylic

AC synchronous

Platter

Colour.., clear acrylic, silver trim

correct. Only also included is

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

Automatic

the cable support system which,

The 2200 Signature is what every turntable should be: sonically stunning, completely

Polydor

when used with an appropriately

dependable and built to last alifetime. This is one of the finest turntables I've had

839 520-1

equipped tonearm, isolates both

the pleasure of reviewing, and is one of the only turntables I
would consider trading

the arm and its cabling from its

my Debut Gold Standard for. This is simply the strongest recommendation I
can give

surrounding environment.

any turntable. AJConti and his team at Basis should be justifiably proud of their

Sharpe and Numan

Dido

achievement.

Life for Rent
Classic Records

CALIBRATOR EFFECTS

RTH 2015

And its effects? The already
stunning soundstage was

REInEW SYSTEM

High frequencies went largely

expanded still further in both

untouched by the Calibrator,

best it could be at the price.
The result is that with £ 4000 to

lateral and depth planes and

except for asubtle improvement

spend there is no other deck I

with no loss of focus. Indeed,

in air, removing any hint of

would want to own right now,

roll- off in the upper frequencies.

while with the Calibrator Base

Sources: Graham 2.0, Roksan Nima

the Calibrator only served to

and Hadcock Cryo tonearms.

delineate further between

Music Maker Mk III,

layers, heightening the feeling of

CONCLUSION

under El 0,000 that can better

Van den Hut Condor XCM and Benz

sonic holography of which this

The 2200 Signature turntable is

this deck's performance. CI

on board, Iknow of nothing

Glider L2 cartridges

turntable is capable. The entire

atcur de force. Its sound was

Amps: Klyne System 7PX3.5 and

dynamic range expanded too,

never less than outstanding,

Lehmann Silver Cube phono stages,

while bass seemed to drop a

regardless of arm/cartridge

Krell KRC-3, Bryston 3B- SST and

few more Hertz. In fact it was in

combination used, and the
performance with the modest

14B- SST, NuForce Reference 9

the bass where the effects were

Speakers: Martin Logan SL- 3,

heard most, with the low- end

Roksan Nima arm was simply

Hyperion Audio Design HPS-938

sounding alittle quicker and

breathtaking. This turntable

Cables: Atlas Elektra, Signature,

more agile and benefitting from

was designed from day one to

Chord Company interconnects,

greater grip. Also, the upper

this price point — it is neither a

Townshend Isolda bi-wire and

bass and lower midrange now

scaled- up 2001 nor acut down

Chord Company Signature bi-wire

carried ashade more weight and

Debut Gold — and as such every

loudspeaker cables

clarity, while vocals fleshed out

single part was designed and

ABOVE: Interchangeable mounting plate

and became more solid.

manufactured to be the very

allows wide range of arms to be used

In
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R EFERENCE

SERIES

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always

arrays, with elliptical dome tweeters. Titanium

been different. As the name imDlies, its about

dome Hypertweeters — .Ultra- low distortion

an absolute standard. Objectively verifiable

motor systems. Adjustable boundary

performance, not marketing hype.

control - the Reference Series bristles with high
end technologies to achieve one simple goal;

The latest range raises the benchmark higher

totally accurate reproduction of the

than ever. With aperformance envelope that

recorded signal. If this is what matters to you,

extends way beyond the limits ,
of human hearing,

chose KEF Reference.

they're crammed with technologies found
nowhere else. Radical new Uni Q point source

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

KEF Audio ( UK), Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent, ME IS 6QP U.K.

T: + 44 ( 0) 1622 672261.

040 0000.
F: + 44 ( 0) 1622 750653

www.kef.com

Hi-Fi News

SHOW
CbEr,l

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September

n

-

One show, one venue...
If you love hi-fi you'll love the Hi Fi News Show 2066! This year you will be able to experience
apotent mix of high- end audio pleasute including the first showings and demos of the world's
newest and best hi-fi equipment - all under one roof. In addition to enjoying exclusive demos

of hot new hi-fi you'll also be able to listen to some of the most famous names in hi-fi talking
audio and be in with the chance of winning some stunning high- end systems. As well as all of
that to mark the 50th anniversary celebrations of Hi Fi News we have put together an exclusive
display showcasing some of the classic pieces of hi-fi equipment released over the years. All in
all it's an experience you won't want to miss...

Celebrating 50 years of audio excellence
News: 1956-2006
www.hifinews.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Small
wonder
What's this? A genuine Tannoy dual concentric
speaker costing just over agrand and standing
inches over afoot tall? Yep, you heard it right.
nK

ler falls in love with amini marvel

DETAILS

£1250 ( apair)
www.tannoy.com
#

01236 420199

T

here it was, all crea
coloured grille and
1950s- look woodwo

It was photographed against
awhite background, another
model in the Tannoy Prestige
ser:es of classic coaxial
speakers. Then Iclicked opened

BELOW: Dual Concentric driver

the second image. Only this
time,it was sitt:ng on atable.

measures just 4in across

What the f-?!!? It couldn't be
much more than afoot highl
Why would Tannoy produ
ascale model of the 1954
Guy R. Fountain Autograph? I
mean, I'd seen cute, miniature
point- of- sale material before,
including aQuad ESL the size
of apaperback novel, and a
Magnepan panel not much
bigger than an LP sleeve. But
those companies didn't send out
press releases.
EXOUISITE REPLICA
Nuh-uh: this was areal
loudspeaker. A genuine Tannoy
Dual Concentric driver, in a
pointed- back cabinet.., but with
dimensions of only 13 Yibin tall
and afootprint of 8 !Ain wide by.
5Vsin deep - not much larger
than an LS3/5A. There were few
precedents Icould think of oth
than the 1990s Minox reissues
of classic Leica and Contax
cameras - '/3rd scale reductio
that actually worked with Minox
'spy' camera film. They, too,
were gorgeous and covetable.
But the Tannoy Autograph Mini
isn't just for collectors with a
penchant for miniaturisation.
No, the Autograph Mini is are
world speaker that just happe
to look like it was stolen fro
Lilliputian listening room. :

6
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TANNOY AUTOGRAPH MINI • £1250
an abundance of treble energy. It

REVIEW SYSTEM

LEFT: Cabinet is hand finished

is breathtakingly fast and crisp,

in birch ply and sports gold-plated,
multi- way binding posts to the rear;

with the sort of attack that will
having you pulling out Alvin Lee

Marantz CD12/DA12 CD players

Van den Hut silver cable is used inside

LPs to test their speed with his

SME 20/12 turntable, 312S arm,

guitar licks. And what it does for

Transfiguration Orpheus cartridge

trumpet ... wow!

Amplifiers: Audio Research PH5

Sources: Musical Fidelity kW25,

As with all Dual Concentrics,

phono pre- amp, Musical Fidelity

the tweeter is positioned on

Nu-Vista pre- amp, McIntosh MC275

precisely the same axis as the

and Quad 909 power amps

bass section. It's fitted with a

Speakers: Rogers LS3I5A speakers,

neodymium magnet system,
also unavailable to GRF way

PMC DB1+ speakers
Cables: Yter, Acrolink and Kimber

back when, and is said to deliver

interconnects, Atlas speaker cables

asmooth response up to an
'incredible' 54kHz. Suffice it
of aRed or aGold. It doesn't

to say, the Mini never sounds

Autograph Mini as ' ahugely

have Alnico magnets or cones

dull. 99.99% high purity Van

scaled- down but aLthentic

made from recycled Penguin

den Hul silver cable is used

version of aloudspeaker that

paperbacks. We're beyond mere

to wire the tweeter to the

was famous throughout the

nostalgia, and recent Tannoy

system's ' minimalist' crossover

audio world 50 years ago.

Dual Concentrics have been

network, which features low- loss

Overturen ( Deutsche

marvellous ( oh, to have the

inductors and specially- damped
audio- grade capacitors. At the

104-20) CD

Tannoy describes the

Reduced to afraction of the size

'You can rock your tush off with
this speaker without having to
feed it £ 5k-plus worth of power'

Claudio Abbado/London
Symphony Orchestra

back are solid, gilded, multi-way
binding posts.

Keb' Mo': Peace ... Back
(Okeh EK92687) CD

10mm and 13mm thicknesses
with hardwood veneers and solid
hardwood mouldings make up

Mr. Big: Lean Into It
(Atlantic 7567-82209-

of the immense and revered

the aforementioned, hand-

original Tannoy Autograph, this

for the record, yes, this is the

finished enclosure, and the Mini

exquisite replica is the ultimate

smallest Dual Concentric ever

conveys an aura of fine furniture.

modern retro audio product'. I

manufactured.

This is not aspeaker you'd

Size is the only difference, for

Grammophon 423

By Popular Demand

High- density birch ply of

space for the Churchillsq But,

second that. Even if you don't

Mendelssohn

2) CD
Taj Mahal: Recycling The
Blues & Other Related

want to hide. However, Tannoy

need apair, you'll want these.

Tannoy wouldn't compromise

is mooting aversion of the Mini

They'd tug at your heartstrings,

on anything else. It's built

in contemporary trappings for

like acute little kitten. And that

upon aheavy cast alloy frame,

the sort of cold, heartless,

lust will affect afew gazillion

containing a ' multi- fibre paper

Stuff ( Pure Pleasure
PPAN31605) LP audoph

Ca

audiophiles in Japan. With their

pulp' cone to cover midrange

BELOW: Bass is extended in the Mini by use of rear port; while this means speaker cannot

limited room size, the world's

and bass. Tannoy regards the

be used in close proximity to walls, asupplied plug allows you to tune out any bass 'sag .

leading Tannoy wannabees, from

material as ' traditional but

Kagoshima to Sapporo, must be

high tech' and able to ensure

staining their futons.
It's as if CNC and MDF
neve - sullied the art oi speaker

'subtlety with stunning detail
and expansive imaging'. It's not
kidding: the most immediate

cabinet making. The cabinet

impression you'll get of the Mini,

build and finish ooze the sort

especially if you go into the room

of craftsmanship that marked

blindfolded, is that of ahuge

vintage Tannoys. Even at E1250

speaker, for both scale and bass

or so per pair the woodwork

delivery. The new Tannoy is ' mini'

seems too expensive for the

in name and dimensions only.

price tag. And inside is no c-appy
$2- per- unit driver but agenuine,

FAST & CRISP

bona fide Dual Concentric driver.

What differentiates it most from

Because Tannoy never

Dual Concentrics of yore is the

stopped making Dual

titanium domed high- frequency

Concentrics, and because so

compression horn driver, a

much has happened in terms

development of Tannoy's work

of materials, the quality of
sources and amplification,

with super- tweeters. In fact,
Tannoy's Tim Lount told me that

listening habits and other

Iwould find the company's add-

determinants since the days of

on super- tweeter superfluous,

Mr Fountain, the new 4in unit

and he was 100% correct: if

is not apint-sized surrogate

anything, the Autograph Mini has
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

TANNOY AUTOGRAPH MINI • £1250

SPECIFICATIONS
Recommended power
Power rating

20-100W
50W RMS; 200W peak

Maximum SPL

105dB at 1metre for 50W RMS
111dB at 1metre for 200W peak

Total harmonic distortion

Less than 2% at 50W RMS
(100Hz to 20kHz)
88dB

Sensitivity ( 2.83V Id 1m)
Nominal impedance

8ohm

Minimum impedance

5.5 ohm

frequency response

68Hz- 54kHz (- 6dB)

Crossover point
Crossover type

2.3kHz
2nd - order compensated low-pass, 1st order

ABOVE: Tannoy Westminster and Mini Autograph to show scale

compensated high pass
LE 100mm ( 4in) mixed fibre pulp cone

Got To Be Free'. The Mini can fill

HF 19mm ( in) titanium dome with neodymium magnet system

the space in front of you, in three

Dual Concentric Driver
Enclosure Type
Cabinet dimensions

ported
210 x345 x130mm ( whd)

Cabinet volume

3.51 ( 0.0124 cuit)

Weight

4.0kg ( 8.81b)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
Matching issues aside, I
adore this speaker. How much? I'm going to use them as
my reference in the [ 1000- plus sector, ano-brainer for people who want LS3/5As
but need loudness, too. But that's irrelevant: you, like I, might want apair just
because they look so damned wonderful.

dimensions, witn,palpable mass.

Stirling LS3/5A (
circa £ 1000):

Kodo drums and house might

Latest incarnaticn of atrue great

upset it abit, but there's aplug
for the rear part if you need to

mini, and abargain

24in-tall IF stands, optimised for

PMC DB1+ (( 625): An astounding

tune out any 'sag.'. Aflow ahalf-

Second-hand Tannoy corner

metre from the walls, and use

horns: If space isn't an issue

abit of toe.-; n, arid everything
will snap into focus, without
disturbing the bass balance.
All of tnis is down to the Dual
Concentric driver: the dispersion
such that these drivers always
convey ahuge space, and there

glass .n.chrome ' lofts beloved

ALSO CONSIDER

forgiving I've heard this side of
aWilson WATT. In fact, it was
so transparent and open that it
made the Tannoy something of
adevil to match. This speaker

seems to oe plenty of travel in

is fussy not about wire, nor even

the woofe- element. Add to it

amps, but about sources. It
did not get on with the Musical

of those who only read fashion

LS3/5As, and the top plate's size

reasonable impedance, medium

mugs and still listen to Sade.

was ideal.

sensitivity and decent power

Fidelity kW25, sounding edgy

handling, and you'll find that

and aggressive, but it loved

even medium- power amps like
the Quad 909 and McIntosh

analogue sources, there was

Those who go retro will
be torn between playing the

WEIGHT AND EXTENSION

speaker without the grille

Then again, why stuff it in a

-to see that nifty driver and

corner when it has adequate

MC275 amps will drive it to

the design fillips recalling the
original's baffle - or to leave the

aclear preference for the

bass? OK, so aswitch to a

Transfiguration Orpheus over the

true full- range design like the

levels that border on the absurd
in a12 x18ft room Yes, dear,

grille in place, which tames the

MartinLogan Vantage reveals

you can rock your tush off with

treble by atiny amount.

the Mini's limitations, but trust

these speakers, ard do so

REALLY SING

me: at no point will you mistake

without having to feed it the sort

cannot do is be positioned

Once you nail it - and this means

this for anything smaller than

of power that costs £ 5K- plus.

in acorner like its bigger

that retailers are going to have to

asealed two-way with an 8in

granddaddy. That's because the

driver. It has almost enough

size and shape demanded a
rear port, so the Mini ought to

What the Autograph Mini

Then there's the retrieval of

the Marantz CD12/DA12. With

Decca Gold and Blue Angel.

be careful about demonstrations

detail. At times, the Autograph

(software and hardware) - the

weight and extension to convey

Mini is so reveaLng that you'd

Tannoys can really sing. They

the mass of ' The Hebrides,' and

swear you were listening to a

be sited away from walls, either

brought out all the rich texture of

certainly enough to deal with the

pure studio monitor. Its fast,

on stands or shelves. Iused the

flowing funk of Keb' Mo's ' People

Keb' Mo's voice, the sweetness

extended treble is the Least

of Kyu Sakamoto with his

THE INSIDE TRACK...

ON ADDING A SUBWOOFER

classic ' Sukiyaki', and, best of
all, were utterly convincing with
the acoustic gtAar in Mr Big's

Tim and I
discussed using the Autograph
Minis with asubwoofer and he

'pretty low, at around 65-70Hz; but

seemed to compensate for the slightly

'To Be With You': in the room,

found that, maybe in purist terms there

prominent top end.

concurred that they love it.

was abit of ahole between 70-85Hz.'

twanging with all of the energy

The amount of information from the

The only reason Imention this ! s

aguitar can muster, following

Allowing for the accuracy of the

because I
can see people buying six of

Autographs combined with exceptionally

settings on subs, it's best to experiment;

the dynamic swings effortlessly,

these little speakers for ahome cinema

controlled and tuneful bass truly

even at serious playback levels.

I
gave ' ern atwirl with the MartinLogan

system, turning one on its side for the

made the ultimate sub- sat system!' he

It's here's that you don't mind

Descent, crossing over slightly higher,

centre- channel and using the sixth for

enthused. He set the crossover point

the surfeit of detail. A guitarist

and it was magical. The added weight

the rear in a6.1 set-up.

would probably even be able to
tell you the make of strings. U
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TRUST

YOUR

SENSES

PURE INSTINCTS. PURE SOUND. NO DIRTY DIAPERS...
"Imaging is superbly spacious and "out of the box", with precise
focus and good depth layering."
"...Helicon 400 is unquestionably one of the most neutral speakers
we've encountered..."
"The Helicon 400 is downright competent, Isimply left them in the
listening room doing their thing, and they left me wondering whether
there was any good reason to opt for something more costly and exotic."
Paul Messenger

Hi Fi Choice

March 05

"No compromises has been made in the technical or aesthetic aspects."
"This DAL! speaker is brimming with talent and seduction."
'A new candidate in the world of top- of- the-range speakers at competitive prices."
Robert Lacramp & Jean Hiraga

Revue Du Son & Home Cinema
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TECHTALK

IN MY OPINION

An accident just
waiting to be heard
Engineers in the 1920s recording on to wax discs would for the
sake of safety cut two discs simultaneously using two mics. If
the result is accidental' stereo Barry Fox wants to hear more
axos has now done what
EMI shouid have done 20

N

when Kay tried to release some

years ago. That's when

classical recordings.

Californian record collectors

An engineer at EMI's

Brad Kay and Stever Lasker

Abbey Road studios found

came up with the theory that

amatched pair of discs of

Lawyers threatened legal action

some old mono reccrdings were

Sir Edward Elgar's Kingdom

accidentally made in stereo.

Prelude recorded in 1933.
EMI's Classical Division was

In the 1920s and 1930s

!;;1

112,;11 .cmithict, 1.1ear

mina

it up with the part on the
hard- drive, and perform an edit.

Edward
EL( AR

Irecall about six such edits over
that four- and- one- half- minute

Enigma Variations

side. Iwould try to line the

(nduly...1r Iberian.

tracks up by looking at the wave

Prang and tireunndancr
\larch,. 1.5

41.1 eldélOrrhr4rar
I.
nne

N.a.anorr.

IOU •emplerom 1.11ne-Ire
Ed...d

Elgar

forms on my digital hard drive at
the point of attacks on notes.
'Since this recording is out
of copyright in most of the

studios cut wax disc:s_ They

so impressed by the stereo

played it safe by simuttaneously

effect that acompany press

cutting two discs; sometimes

release promised ' apreviously

extra safe by us'ng two separate

unpublished true stereo

ABOVE: Naxos CD with bonus

Brad Kay loaned his original

microphones, one for each disc.

version'. Inside EMI there were

'accidental stereo' recording

alternate- take disc.

Brad Kay hunted down

world, Ididn't need to get EMI's
permission to do the transfer.

mighty disputes. Iwas getting
The Naxos recreation was

NEW MATERIAL

matched pairs of ofd discs

mocking postcards from some

and tried playing one as the

EMI people and encouraging

done by Mark Obert-Thorn. who

left channel and the other as

phone calls from others. The

explains: ' Idid it digitally using

Naxos disc will prompt EMI
and Sony-BMG to go into their

'I hope that the release of this

the right. Some engineers

release was cancelled. ' We

ahard- drive recorder. Ifirst

who heard his ' accidental,

knew what the result would be

pitched and taped one of the

vaults, synchronize and release

stereo' thought it was just

-only fake stereo', pronounced

two matching pairs onto one

the accidental stereo material

an illusion created by slight

aspokesman. Why not be

channel. Then. Irecorded the

that has already been identified,

phase differences betweel two

scientific and give us all a

second part of the pair onto a

and perhaps discover some new

identical recordings; others

chance to hear the effect, I

CD- R, and played it back using a

material in the process'.

thought the stereo sounded too

argued, but to no avail.

speed- adjustable CD deck while

Recently Iplayed the disc

recording it onto the second

at ameeting of the Institute of

Christopher Breunig spotted

channel on my hard- drive. The

Broadcast Sound. A room full

TAPED EXPERIMENTS

that Naxos had released aCD

second track vareo slightly

of sound engineers was pretty

Iwrote about it in HFN ad

of Elgar's recordings ( Naxos

up and down throughout the

persuaded the BBC to broadcast

8. 1110221 with a ' bonus track',

side la function of the weight-

evenly split between those who
thought the effect was stereo

some taped experiments. The

the Cockaigne Overture from

and- pulley system used by EMI

and those who thought it was

only commercial release was a

1933, in accidental stereo'.

originally to drive the cutting

phase- difference pseudo stereo.

Recently HFN record reviewer

real to be written off.

'Listeners can judge for

collection of out-of-copyrignt
Duke Ellington tracks or an L°.

themselves', says Naxos.

THE INSIDE TRACK ON..

tables). I'd have to stop, re- pitch

But no-one mocked. EMI please

that portion on the CD- R, match

take note. (
3

STEREO HISTORY
1932 • Bell Labs in the USA record two

Beecham conducting Mozart's ' Jupiter

1943• German radio engineers use a
modified Magnetophon tape recorder,

the inventor

short extracts of Leopold Stokowski
conducting Scriabin's ' Poem of Fire' in

Symphony' at EMI's Abbey Road studios.
1935 • Blumlein makes test stereo films

made by Telefunken, with BASF tape, to

of stereo

stereo sound.

at Hayes, including aplaylet performed

1933 • Blumlein makes test discs in

by alocal dramatic society.

record stereo in Berlin.
1944• Herbert von Karajan recorded on

stereo at EMI's laboratories in Hayes,

1940 • Bell demonstrates stereo sound

stereo tape conducting Anton Bruckner's

Middlesex. The same year Bell uses

from film in Carnegie Hall.

Symphony No 8in Cminor.

athree- channel cable system to

1940 • Walt Disney's ' Fantasia' movie

1958 • The Record Industry Association
of America and Westrex re- invent

LEFT: Alan
Blumlein,

1931 • Alan Blumlein of EMI filed his

replay Stokowski in stereo live from

extravaganza is released with

famous patent (
BP 394 325) on the idea

Philadelphia to Washington.

three- track stereo and afourth

Blumlein's system and make it the

of stereo sound.

1934 • Blumtein records Sir Thomas

surround-sound effects track.

standard for stereo LPs.
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PHONO STAGE TEST

The Rhea
Thing

Purist valve amplification meets
microprocessor control in this flexible,
remote- controlled, high-performance
phono stage. Martin Colloms has his
prejudices overturned

•amplification The idea of ahigh
gain, moving- coil compatible
phono equaliser executed
entirely with ‘..alves and with

Aesthetix Rhea
©

ometimes areview
product arrives with great

inbitiwely doubted that it could

familiarised rnitse: with the

far fare, all noise and

'The sound via the Rhea was free
flowing, punchy and dynamic,
with beautiful expression'

to dive in. On another occasion

01252 702705
Superb sound, flexible
control, excellent build

e

Nothing at the price

68 www.hifinews.co.uk

much of adangerously diverse
technology mir. Yeti
.once Ihad

enthusiasm, you can hardly wait

www musicalsurroundings com

MAY .2.1106

remote control seemed to be to

to De rather improbable, and

bluster and, duly fired up with

£3000

amicroprocessor-interfaced

but Icensidered this device

S

DETAILS

but not before some [unplanned
delay. Iam not sure exactly wny,

it may turn up, unsolicited,
Lnannounced, accompanied by
alow-key suggestion from the

work er ectivey. This lack of

Lontrols, the ei« ,i.r.,G)Hic cjibpluy.

confidence on my part very likely

importer along the lines of you

the facilities ani the rather

delayecf it.; use. Conceived by the

awkward and utilitarian remote

might wart to try this one out.

experienced UPS designer Jim

handset it was Lund to run

This was the Aesthe i
:ix

White, he Rhea is named after

Rhea, which has found tself

suteetly and acDomplished all

one of Saturn's moons and is a

that it set out to do.

connected, operated, and has

fascinating marriage of high-

now quietly anc unobtrusively

tech m croprocessor-confrolled

you could have it connected to

rsinuated itself into rn}, system.

versatiy with traditional triode

alive audio chain with a500W

Iwas astonehed to find that

AESTHETIX RHEA • £3000
to experiment with tube type.

standards including choke

switch cartridges, input loading

comes with no fewer than

Meanwhile, there are nine

filtering for the critical input

and gain, the latter right up to a

three cartridge inputs, and four

choices for input resistance

stages. Mains input is via a

high 75dB, without hardly aclick

outputs, of which two output

from 75 ohm to 47k ohm but

detachable IEC lead, with alocal,

from the speakers. Moreover,

pairs are balanced. It is solidly

not capacitance, though a

rear panel power switch.

without astep-up transformer,

built in an aluminium case and

dealer could probably add

it accepted the direct input of a

the top is user detachable via

some preferred values to the

MUTE POINT

moderate output m- ccartridge,

unusual Velcro fixings. These

selection); and seven for gain,

Attention to detail is shown in

my trusty Koetsu Rosewood

worked well enough however,

38dB to 75dB. Other functions

the muting of microprocessor

Signature and provided agood

and provide ready access to the

include display off, automatic

clocks when not actively in use.

signal-to-noise ratio with a

tubes for trial and replacement.

cartridge demagnetisation,

The substantial build is reflected

particularly low hum background

Those fitted were quiet and

standby, ( designed to prolong

in the 37lb ( 16.5 kg) weight, while

when set to 68dB of gain.

well behaved so Ichose not

tube life( and mute. The Rhea

adecent place on asound rack

amp, put on an LP and blithely

This remarkable device

DETAILS

FRONT PANEL
Buttons for display mute and standby
are to be found on the fascia, plus
RHEA

buttons for each of the cartridge
inputs. All are controllable via the

3

remote handset, as are the Demag',
'Gain' and Load buttons. Avelcro
fastening system allows quick removal
of the lid for easy tube maintenance

REAR PANEL
No fewer than three cartridge inputs
grace the rear panel of the Rhea along
\ESTHETIX

with four outputs, of which two output
RIGHt , HANNEt

um
taeo (eottlitée)oc (AR*

pairs are balanced. The extra line
outputs could be used to connect a
recording device or headphone amp
direct to the unit for the purest signal

BELOW: Under the lid the Aesthetix boasts physically separate boards for right and left

is clearly aimed at the audiophile

is required for its relatively large

channels and uses no fewer than ten Sovtek valves, including the highly regarded 6922

group, though not those with
hugely deep pockets, as it retails

x114mm).

at about £ 3000.

size, 18 x17.5 x4.5in ( 457 x445
A Shure V15V sounded as
good as Ihave heard it via the

VALVE COUNT

m- m settings, while Iimagine

A total of ten standard Sovtek

alow- output moving- coil would

tubes are used - apair of

be borderline for input noise,

12AX7LP for the high- gain
single- ended input stage. Stage

and most might feel the need

two is adifferential amplifier with

address this. Iused an Audio

a12AX7WB leading to the passive

Note AN 54 with very good

RIAA equaliser network. A second

results though this £ 2500 choice
probably represents overkill.

differential gain stage follows,
leading to the more powerful
balanced output buffer where the

for amatching transformer to

Returning to my main
listening with the direct input

popular 6922 is finally brought

Koetsu, Iwas impressed by the

into play. A double mono unit,

way the Rhea went about its

there are physically separate left

business without getting in the
way. All was in harmony and

and right channel circuit boards.
Selected low- hum
low- saturation power

balance, faithful to the essential
nature of the programme,

transformers are used and

replayed without exaggeration

the complex power supply

of any one part. Self-effacing

is constructed to audiophile

almost to afault, there was
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PHONO STAGE TEST

AESTHETIX RHEA • £ 000
quality, noisy, loud, ' flattened',
with broken rhythms, softer

DATA FILE

bass, and compressed dynamics
-so much for 30 years progress
for the inexorable march of
digital audio!
Some infrasonic filtering
must be present since my bass
cones were not waving about
very much yet the bass sounded
crisp, extended and well
balanced: in fact, judged first
rate for analogue replay.
Meanwhile, the midrange was
ABOVE: High grade passive components
are used while signal path is all valve

Inputs
Outputs

3 Remote Control
2x XLR, 2x RCA

Loading Settings
Max. gain

Power Supply

LAB REPORT
Having performed so dependably on audition, I
was interested nseeing how
well this sonic sophisticate would check out in the bench tests. As it happened,
it sailed through! Noting that some results are interactive, dependant on
certain settings, the outcome is distinctly positive.

As regards timbre, the unit

17.5kg

Dimensions... 457 x445 x114mm

nicely transparent, certainly fine
both clear and clean, being low

yes
internal

9 Weight
75dB

for the price while the treble was
in perceived distortion.

R EVIEW SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS

Total harmonic distortion readings were possible, pointing to low noise,
and were actually better than 0.03% mid- band with afine 0.1% or less
everywhere else. Distortion was not significantly affected by the gain settings.

did not colour the sound, nor

I
got slightly higher than advertised gain, about 3dB more for an unbalanced

Sources: Naim CCS3, Marantz CD- 7

add false hardness. Neither

CD players; Linn LP12, Naim Aro arm;

output, measured on the ' 38', ' 44', ' 62' and ' 75' dB settings. Via the balanced

did it try and make LP sound

output you get an expected further lift of nearly 6dB so the flat out maximum

Koetsu Rosewood Signature,

more modern' and the innate

gain is ahigh 81.3dB. Aoutput voltage of about 18V is possible before clipping,
providing agenerous dynamic margin.

Shure V15V cartridges

characters of the Linn LP12, the

Amps: Conrad- Johnson CT- 5, Krell

Naim ARO arm and the Koetsu

Evotut.on, XTC Pre 2pre-amps with

cartridge were read clearly in the

Conrad- Johnson Premiere 15, Krell

loudspeaker output.

Evolut,on, Conrad- Johnson 350SA,

Compared with the finest

Naim NAP 250 power amps, Cyrus

references, it is not quite as

aE07 plus Cyrus PSX-R phono stage

sharply focused or dynamically

I
checked the cartridge nemag .function and found asensiole result
-up to 13mV open circuit [ but rather less when loaded by acartridge] at an
inaudible 24kHz. This ramps up for a20 second ( approx) duration and then
slowly fades to zero as it should, to wipe remnant magnetism.
I
checked the pre- selected input impedances and found values close
to those indicated, eg: 76 ohm for ' 75', 117 for ' 125', 240 for ' 250', 530 for

Speake -s: B&W 800D, Avalon

resolved, but what it does

'500'; lk ohm for 1
k', 2.4k for ' 2.5W, 4.5k for ' 5', 8.3k for ' 10k' and 47k for

Diamond, BBC LS3/5A loudspeakers

achieve is highly commendable

'47'. The parallel shunt capacitance is set at aconstant 400pF. The RIM disc

at the price.

equalisation demonstrated anear- perfect match between channels, together
with avery gentle down- tilt with rising frequency. Still making close tolerance

more than sufficient rhythm and

TOO CLEVER?

±0.2dB limits for the aurally critical 50Hz to 15kHz span, it was + 115dB at 20Hz

structure to readily confirm the

Ihad thought this tubed

and - 0.5dB at 20kHz. It held level to 10Hz lie, no IEC rollout( but was nicely

proverbial vinyl superiority over

phono equaliser would turn

standard CD.

rolled off in the ultrasonic band, - 12dB by 50kHz. Left and right channels

out to be too clever by far,

agreed within aline's width, with perhaps 0.07dB between them. Channel

but all my misgivings have

balance was excellent at within 0.04dEl at 62dB gain setting.

Recently working with the
B&W BCCD and aMarantz

been swept aside. It operated

CD- 7CC) player Iturned to

flawlessly throughout the

73dB over the entire band, commendable. Maximum output, SE, was about

Channel separation was clearly designer defined, held steady at afine

Ricki Lee Jones' Pirates, on

testing, proving incredibly

Warner, comparing the LP with

7volt, sourced from astable moderate 2.5k ohm output impedance.

versatile with multiple matched

the CD. The CD is not the best

Pre- amplifiers with an input impedance below 20k ohm might be less suitable

and gain programmable

match for the Rhea.

transfer for this period of Warner

inputs for multiple turntables

production but the contrast in

and cartridges. It even has

Input overload is dependant on the gain setting, for example at ' 44dB'
(m- ml the overload margin was fine at 20dB IHF, and measured 26dB at gain

performance was substantial

duplicated balanced and

38. At a ' 62' setting for moving- coil, I
chose the 0.5mV IFIF reference and got a

when heard using the Rhea

single- ended outputs for pre-

14dB margin which is still fine for a200pV output cartridge.

phono equaliser.

amplifier and separate recorder

The background showed low hum levels at moving- magnet gain. IHF

connections. Then there

signal-to-noise ratio of 77dBA, this averaged between channels; [ome was

With the latter the
sound was free

is that very useful,

alittle noisier than the other] and for moving- coil ( at the higher 62dB gain

flowing, punchy

if slightly awkward

and dynamic,

setting) aquite satisfactory 64dBA average. No wonder afairly good output m- c

remote control, the

with beautiful

cartridge like my Koetsu RS worked fine on this setting without the 7ieed for

display modes and

expression and

astep-up transformer. I
would, however, recommend the latter for cartridges

the high sound

having avery low output (< 150y VI.

raw power to

quality, which is of

Jones' vocals. The

awholly analogue

tracks sounded

nature. CI

lyrical and stylish,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

with expressive

LEFT: Handset allows gain

bass and Teat

With excellent build quality coupled to easy and inexpensive tube maintenance,

and impedance loading

timing. The CD

the highly musical Aesthetix Rhea comes confidently recommended. In fact, it is a

to be adjusted remotely

replay was judged

no bramer for the LP enthusiast, particularly with up to three independent inputs,

while record is playing

each of which may be pre-programmed.

half as goad with a
compressive hardened
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natural beauty
MBL Radialstrahler Speaker

MBL 101 Speakers, 9011 Power Amps, 6010 Pre Amp, 1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

MBL Speaker Technology
A circular array of petals, made of Aluminium and Carbon- Fibre, driven by a
moving coil, generates an unbelievable spatial and three-dimensional sound
stage.
Like real instruments, the Radialstrahler speakers radiate their sound omnidirectional through your room.They don't add - they don't omit; just pure music.
Natural beauty.
This spacious sound stage is paired with truly magnificent sound quality.

Have your demo now!
Hearing is believing
Visit us at The Heathrow High Fidelity Show
at the Park Inn
1-2 April 2006.

Proudly distributed by

SOUND VENTURE
Audio Systems
MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: + 44- ( 0)1932 - 86 45 48
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales©.soundventure.co.uk
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Want to track down classic Wharfedales or decide on whether to keep
your Quad amp? Our hi-fi team of query busters is here to help...

Access alt Airedales

KEN KESSLER
US- born Ken

Q I've

In 2002 Wharfedale revived the

Kessler is

alnico magnets. The more

Wharfedale Airedale speakers

Airedale name with two products

the

but as the old Wharfedale

conventional- looking Airedale

using modern drive units and

S. Thompscn

Neo uses a300mm bass

company has gone I've been

technology For the 1215mm high

of hi-fi'

unable to find out their date

unit with a 75mm soft dome

Airedale Heritage, Wharfedale 's

Eno writes

midrange. Our original Airedale

of manufacture and their

Head of Engineering, Steve

exc.L.sively

pic comes from Dave Whittaker

operating impedance. The

for Hi -Ii hiews as cur

Hewlett, retained the hexagonal

of Auckland, New Zealand,

speakers are numbered 1482

cabinet form of the original and

Senior Coltributirg Editor.

whose system was described at

and 1484 respectively.

an upward- firing tweeter, as

Watch an.t for answers with

http://aca.grIpop whittakerhtm.

Hugh Mundell, by email

well as the combination of a

His Airedales are rear speakers

15in 1380mml bass unit and an

-the front pair are the legendary

Bin 1200mm) midrange using

Beveridge electrostatics!'

-Iunter

purchased apair of

attitude!

A Steve Harris replies:
STEVE HARRIS

'Standing 39 inches tall and

Ste ,,e. -lams is

27 inches wide 1685 x991 x

the Coinsultanit

356mm, whdl, the Airedale

Editor of /-11-Ff

omnidirectional or corner

News and

speaker was atop model in the

editec the title

Wharfedale range through the

between 19306

late 1960s, when it cost around

and -ritd-2005.

£70. But the market trend was

He has probably f3rgotten

towards smaller speakers with

more alDADJ:

conventional forward dispersion

t-ian most

of us can -enemter

and by 1972 it had been dropped.

PAUL MILLER

the date of your pair, but the

BELOW: The original ( left) and the Heritage ( right) from 2002

Unfortunately we can't pin down
Paul f.it lier is

nominal impedance was the

the inventor of

then- standard 15 ohms. Drive

Hi Fi News' lab,

units are a 15in 1380mmi bass,

test eguipmeit

an 8in (200mml midrange and a

-the CC

3in 175mml treble, with crossover

Suite - and

frequencies 400Hz and 3kHz

is Technical
Director 311h? magazine.
He's also awhizz atoll
aspects of .e\/ techno:ogy.

Do Ikeep my Quad?
Q My

ANDREW HARRISON
Andrew

current system

your thoughts. Would Ifind an

drive most power amps. As I

comprises a Meridian 508.24

improvement replacing the 502

don't need tape loops or even

CD, Meridian 502 balanced

with the 909's more natural

extra line inputs maybe this
would do the trick. What do you

1-11arriscn

pre- amp and aQuad 909 power

partner, the 99 pre- amp,

joined H" -Fi

amp driving apair of Sonus

even though the 502 is twice

News ir 1998

recommend?

Faber Cremona Auditors. I

the price? How does the 99

as -echinical
Editor an d

Russell Marshall, by email

admit it may be an unusual

compare to the 502? Perhaps

combination, however it

I'd be better off replacing the

has. been

all seems to work together

A

909 with a Meridian power amp

909 is aterrific power amp, so
if Iwere you I'd stick with it.

Ken Kessler replies: ' The

Deputy Ecitor for the 3ast

reasonably well. Ithink

although Ido believe the 909 to

five years He's agoldmine

'reasonably' is the operative

be awonderful amp and well

of inforrra hoin on high-

word here.

Unfortunately you don't say what

suited to the Cremonas.

your analogue front-end is, but

fidelity audio and home
entertainment technolog
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I'm concerned about

Any budget would probably

£1000 would easily pay for anice

the ' synergy' of the various

be about £ 1000, so that a new

valve phono stage, like the EAR

components of the system

99 of aused avalve phono

834P, and it would leave you with

and I'd very much appreciate

stage which they claim will

some change, too!'

READER QUERIES

Each month the best tweak
tip wins acopy of the superb

Readers Tweaks
This reminded me o'

Iwas irteres:ed to read

polish. W th aslightly

the tweak offered by

aneat tip given to me by

damp clo:h, use : he

by Ken Kessler and Steve Harris that tells

Pete- Zuo.yets in your

A-thur Khoubesserian

mixture to polish out any

the history of hi-fi and Hi -Fi News. You can

March ss,e where he

o'

email your ' top tweaks' to:

talks nowt using the

remove scratches fror-

acts as an abras ve while

hi-finewsraipcmedia.com or

abrasive qualities of

tbe acr/lic lid of my PT

the Pledge polishes out

post them to our usual office

toothpaste to remove

turntatte. Take alittle

the imperfections.Orly

address marked ' Readers'

scratches from the

Brassoand mix it with

use on Perspex : hough!

Tweaks'.

surface of CDs.

some Pledge furnish

I.

book Sound Bites, worth £ 14.99,

scratches. The Brass°

Pink Triangle to

Ruchatsya, Datientry

bite;

A call for arms

Cartridge choice

Q My system

QI
am

comprises aDunlop

looking to replace my

latter may be alittle too effervescent

Systemdek XII turntable with

damaged Linn Asaka moving- coil

though. reiativety speaking, especially if

original fit ' Profile' arm, aMarantz

cartridge and am considering the

you are used to an old Asaka. You could

CD6000 KI Signature CD player,

Klyde or the Ortofon Rondo Bronze.

look at Ortofcris more even-handed

NAD C370 and C270 amps Ibi-

My system comprises Linr LP12/

ampine and B&W DM603 51 speakers.

Ittok, and the Meridian 502 with

Kontrapunkt range, especially the £450
A model, as well as the Benz Micro Ace

Denon DL103 cartridge in January 2006's issue

would you advise or what alternatives

at £395. The Lyra Dorian at (495 has a
following and tits within the same budget

for aSystemdek Il would also be agood match
for my Systemdek XII/system and whether

would you suggest?

although fhave no experience of this

Ken Davis, by email

cartridge'

Iwondered if your recommendation of a

atonearm upgrade would be beneficial? I'm

ageing M2 speakers. What cartridge

also thinking about replacement floorstanding

A Andrew Harrison replies:

speakers - can you recommend any you feel

cartridcjes you mention are very different

The two

are suitable? Icould stretch to £ 1400!

beasts - the Linn Klyde at E600 being a

Jamie Coombs, by email

very smooth, warm- sounding pick-up

A

high- frequency

with subjectively little
Ken Kessler replies: ' The Denon DL103 is a

superb cartridge, and its under £ 100 so go for it.

extension, while

I'd stick with your amps and speakers and maybe

the new Ortofon

use the rest of your budget on anew turntable/arm

Rondo Bronze

combination. Something with aRega arm like an

f£50C» is amuch

entry-level ClearAudio, or one of the Pro-Ject or

more lively

Thorens designs might suit. If you want to consider

and forward-

ABOVE: The Ortofon

new speakers, check out suitably-priced models

sounding design The

Rondo cartridge range

from PMC, B&W and Mordaunt-Short'.

Asking for an amp
Q To compliment my regular

notice that Icon Audio offers

to play with. so I'll try to be

CD/transistor based system

avalve phono stage that it

sensible here: In addition to

I'm putting together aclassic

claims will drive most power

Icon Audio's offerings, also

vinyl/valve set up. Ihave a

amps. Idon't need tape loops

take some time to check out

Thorens TD124 turntable,

or even extra line inputs, so

Leak Stereo 20 and Rogers

maybe this would do the trick.

Croft, and you absolutely must
consider the EAR 834P phono

LS3/5A115 ohm) speakers.

What would you recommend?

pre- amp - no extraneous inputs

I'd like avalve pre- amp but I

John Pickford, by email

and adecent volume control! I

gather the old Leaks aren't
really up to the job these days.

A Ken Kessler replies:

I'm happy with used kit but I

don't state abudget for me

You

have to say Iutterly adore it. For

ABOVE: EAR's 834P phono

more information on EAR just gc

pre- amp gets the thumbs

to wwwear-yoshino.com'.

up from Ken Kessler

GOT A Hi -Fi QUESTION? WE CAN HELP YOU
If you have any hi-fi query you can email your question to hi-finewsfaipcmed acorn' and mark it ' Cl&A Alte.matively you can ' snail ".
:mail'

us at: Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House,, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ If you want aparticular expert to answer it please

make this clear and we'll get it sent to them for an answer. We regret that due ta time pressures we can't answer any technica',
: queries

by telephone, email or post. Sorry!
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True beauty.
revealed

At Leema Acoustics, we ar
passionate about sound. Years
of research and endless testing
are reflected in every Leema product.

Perfection is a standard requirement.
When you listen with Leema, the
true beauty of your music is revealed.

LEEIVIA ACOUSTICS

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
UNIT 6&7
LIANBRYNMAIR W ORK SHOPS
LIANBRYNMAIR, POVVYS
W ALES SY 19 7AA
TEL/Fax: + 44 (0)1650 521882
INFOPLEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM
VVVVVV.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

CD PLAYER TEST

DETAILS
Saxon CD500 CD player
£800

SAXON CD500 • £800

W

hile Saxon has a
brand image all of

and core digital technology but

facilities. Don't get confused by

with progressive improvements

the up/down volume keys on

its own, the company

to both the digital and analogue

the partnering remote because

is not entirely autonomous. In

power supplies and analogue

this handset is used across

fact, Saxon is essentially the

output stages.

the Saxon range, including its
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CD PLAYER TEST

SAXON CD500 • £800
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SPECIFICATIONS
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Philips 1:1210

Peak output level:

2V

Crystal Clock Error:

-± 5Oppm

A-wtd Signal-to- Noise: ...>100d8

Total harmonic distortion

Dimensions: ... 440 x87 x300mm

rd1Hz:

Weight:

< 0.008°/e

6.5kg

FRONT PANEL
Bluff silver fascia and attractive blue fluorescent display lends the player acool,
clean look. Don't be misled by the up/down buttons on that remote as the handset
is common to the entire Saxon range, including its amplifiers

LAB REPORT
If this player has adegree of character' then the intriguing balance of its
technical qualities are very clearly revealed by the OC Suite report ( download
from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtechl. On the face of it, the jitter figure
of - 850psec is rather higher than I'd like, but look closer at the graph and
you'll see avery sharp central peak with no low- rate or noise- like jitter at all.
This is what endows the CD500 with its sharp, clear stereo imaging while the
100Hz sidebands ( caused by rectifier switching) embue the player with added
warmth. This, of course, is at least partially countered by the built-in bass

REAR PANEL

roll- off that reaches - 4dB at 20Hz - deliberately engineered to give the player

Apair of fixed single- ended outputs can be found to the rear of the Saxon player.

aquicker, 'snappier' sounding bass register. Distortion is low but not the lowest

The balanced XLR outputs that are available on the more expensive CD700 are

achievable at - 0.006%, but the figure is at least consistent over the top 30dB

blanked off here while digital output is Toslink optical only

of its dynamic range and from mid through to high treble. And this, from a
subjective point of view, is far more important.
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SOUND QUALITY
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HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

help deliver some subjective

midrange that cuts to the heart

Thanks to its heritage from Talk Electronics, the design team behind Saxon is

whack', so too does the 00500

of the music without tingeing the

able to hit the ground running with an intriguing series of CD players. So while the

have aslick and punchy upper

instruments with any hardness.

CD500 is not the roost neutral player available, its character is never less than

bass, lending the impression

Indeed, the distinctive reediness

endearing, inherently musical and sufficiently impressive to warrant an audition by

of power without rib- tickling

of the clarinet and what was

the committed audiophile.

weight. Rarely does the CD500

described as the ' inhuman

get bogged down with aheavy or

quality of the trumpet player'
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presence that ensures the overall

of the 00500's smooth and
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articulate or perfunctory, but

alittle more haunting in the

Goodwin's ' Big Phat Band'

that extend into its sweet but

involving. KT Tunstall's ' Eye to

past, but the 00500's upbeat
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subtly- detailed treble.

the Telescope' provides aperfect

and realistic sense of the

Quite the reverse, for while

and while the CD500 adds a

Vocals, too, are not only

.1.er

etched quality of her fretwork.

example of this; her voice struck

dramatic makes for an engaging

little warmth of its own to the

clearly projected and keenly

firmly into centre stage, framed

alternative. And that's arguably

bass section, the smack of the

focused but have asatisfying

by the crack of percussion and

the toughest trick of all. 13
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Singing
Along
If your system uses avalve amplifier, it's almost certainly

from the system's loudspeakers
and thereby represent adelayed
version of the signal itself.
While lip- service is widely
paid to valves being microphonic
in this way, and there exists a
variety of products that
promise to suppress valves'
sensitivity to vibration, little or
nothing has been published
that investigates the nature
and severity of this problem, or
whether tube dampers deliver
on their promises.
MICROPHONY
Many moons ago ( in a * 70s issue
of Popular Hi Fi if Iremember
correctly) Noel Keywood briefly
examined microphony as part of

affected by vibrations from your loudspeakers. Is this
microphony something you should worry about, and if so what

areview of aLux CL32/MQ3600
pre/power combination, using
oscillographs to illustrate the

can be done to alleviate it? Keith Howard investigates

I

when the vibrations originate

difference in output waveform
when the amplifier was used

the pickup cartridge that plays

nan ideal audio world
every component in the

the disc. For everything else,

valves contain avariety of thin

Within their glass envelopes,

loudspeakers or removed to the

record and replay chain

vibration would be of zero

metal electrodes, all of which

next room. Since when Idon't

would be resolutely insensitive

consequence. But some hi-fi

are prone to resonate as aresult

recall seeing any attempted

to vibration, save for the

components fall short of this

of being subject to external

measurement of this effect.

microphones that capture the

utopian behaviour, one of the

vibrations. These can arrive

original sound and, in the case

most blatant examples being

via either structure- borne or

before transistors gained the

of vinyl- based replay systems,

valve amplifiers.

air- borne paths and threaten

ascendancy, tube manufacturers

to colour and muddle avalve

published various studies on

amplifier's sound, particularly

in the same room as the

During valves' heyday,

microphonics, two of which
you can read about online ( a

LEFT: Prologue Three pre-amp
with its triode and rectifier
valves, as used for this test

1951 Electronic Engineering
article at wwwpearl-fi.com/06_
Lit Archive/01_Audio Notes/
Measuring Microphony.pdf,
and adescription of Multard's
work in the early 1960s at www.
thevalvepage.com/valvetek/
microph/microph.htm). But it is
difficult to relate these to the
likely behaviour of complete
valve pre- and power amplifiers
-which contain multiple valves,
often of different types - under
likely domestic conditions.
So whenever I've been asked
whether valve microphony is a
significant problem, and if so
whether tube dampers provide
asolution. Ihave had to admit
that Idon't know. Until now.
Because recently I've conducted
some experiments on this issue,
with some revealing results that
every valve amplifier owner will
be interested to know.
Subjects of these
experiments were the
PrimaLuna ProLogue Three

VALVES AND VIBRATIONS
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Fig 2. As Fig 1but this time with the volume control turned to maximum

Fig 1. Cumulative spectral decay obtained from the PrimaLuna ProLogue Three pre- amp,
using the test method described in the text, with the volume control set to zero
pre- amp and ProLogue

PrimaLuna units tested here

acumulative spectral decay

amplifier is instead operated,

Four power amp which, with

are any other than typical in

'waterfall' which reveals how the

in effect, as amicrophone, with

distributor Absolute Sounds'
approval, Iwas able to divert

their microphony behaviour, it ; s

resonant modes within avalve's

its input shorted and its output

inevitable that different results

structure behave in the time

connected to the MLSSA card's

for acouple of weeks after KK

to those I'm going to describe

domain - afactor that is just as

input. MLSSA's autoranging

had finished reviewing them

-perhaps substantially different

important as their amplitude.

A- to- D converter then adjusts

[see HFN April ' 06]. The Three

results - may be obtained

uses two 12AX7 and two 12AU7

from other valve amplifiers.

valve amplifier in the same way

double triodes, plus apair of

As microphony testing is not a

as aloudspeaker and achieve

method is equally suited to use

5AR4 valve rectifiers; the Four

stanaard element even of those

meaningful results. If you pass

with pre- amps or power amps,

Likewise uses two 12AX7s and

equipment reviews that include

the MLSSA test signal through

with the output of the latter

two 12AU7s, plus four EL34
output pentodes. All of the valves
carry PrimaLuna's own logo so
their manufacturer is unclear.
These details - valve type

That said, you cannot treat a

its gain so as to capture the
microphonic output. This

connected to arepresentative

"Modern measurement tools make it
much easier to measure microphony
than back in the 1950s and 1960s"

but inert load that isn't itself
vibration- sensitive ( that is,
not aloudspeaker, unless it is
placed in aanother, quiet room).
Iused an 8ohm dummy load,

and supplier - are relevant
measurements, it is difficult to

the amplifier and route its output

connected to the ProLogue

of valve, even nominally

predict the range of vibration

both to anearby speaker that

Four's 8ohm output taps.

equivalent devices, differ in

sensitivity that exists among

provides the vibration source

their microphonic behaviour.

modern valve products.

and back to the MLSSA card's

because different designs

In fact production tolerances
METHOD

cause even the same valve

OUTCOME

input for the measurement, all

Results for the ProLogue Three

you discover - at least in the

pre- amp are shown in Figures

type from one manufacturer to

Modern measurement tools like

case of the PrimaLuna pre-

1and 2, measured with the

display varying susceptibility to

MLSSA - which is more normally

and power amps - is that the

volume control set to zero and

vibration, typically by afactor

used to assess loudspeakers

microphonic effects are too low

full respectively, and with the

of 4:1 according to Mullard's

or room acoustics - make it

in amplitude to be resolved. So

MLSSA test signal subjecting

research. Microphony can

much easier to measure and

adifferent method has to be

the pre- amp to ahigh sound

also vary according to avalve's

visualise valve microphony today

used. A second, microphonics-

pressure level of 100dB.

chosen operating point and may

than it was back in the 1950s

free ( that is, solid-state)

worsen as it ages. So while there

and 1960s. In particular they

amplifier is substituted to drive

the amplitudes of the many

is no reason to believe that the

make it possible to generate

the loudspeaker and the valve

visible resonances - which

Fig 3. As Fig 1but with the frequency axis zoomed to show

Fig 4. As Fig 2but with the frequency axis

the main concentration of microphonic resonant modes

zoomed as in Fig 3

The first point to note is that
Ca
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VALVES AND VIBRATIONS
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Fig 5. Cumulative spectral decay for the ProLogue Four power amp. Note that the dominant
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Fig 6. As Fig 5but with frequency axis zoomed to show main concentration of resonant modes

resonances are of lower frequency and higher amplitude than for the pre- amplifier
appear as ridges in the graphs

severest resonances occur

-are much lower relative to the

much lower in frequency,

signal than is usually the case

which strongly suggests that

with prominent loudspeaker

they are due to the EL34

modes. The MLSSA output

output pentodes, whose larger

level was set to 0.96 volt for the

electrodes would be expected to

measurements, which means

resonate at lower frequencies

that the vertical amplitude scale

than the smaller electrodes of

is almost in dBV (
le, decibels

the 12AX7s and 12AU7s used

referenced to 1volt = OdB).

in the pre- amp. The group of

The top of the amplitude scale

higher frequency resonances

1-54dBI therefore corresponds

visible in Figure 5may well be

to an output voltage from the

due to the 12AX7s/12AU7s in the

amplifier of about 1.9 millivolt,

ABOVE. Its the electrodes in

stages preceding the ProLogue

and the bottom of the amplitude

valves that can resonate with

Four's output stage.

scale 1-90d8) to an output of

the music played in the room

about 30 microvolt.

ADVICE
different in nature to that of

are very different. In the first

loudspeaker resonances.

place, the amplitudes of the

unlikely that valve resonances

Figures 3and 4show the

resonances are much higher.

will couple with low frequency

the resonances are of very

same results as Figures 1and

The top of the amplitude axis

standing wave modes in the

high Q. In other words, they are

2but this time zoomed on the

1-36dB) here corresponds to

listening room - an effect that

excited only by an extremely

frequency axis to show the

avoltage output of about 15

would make the positioning of

LONG DECAY
A second point to note is that

narrow range of frequencies
but, once excited, they are
virtually undamped and so take
along time to decay. The time
axis here reaches to over 100
milliseconds ( 0.1 sec), whereas

'If you must use valve amplifiers
close to loudspeakers then it will be
best to place the amps behind rather
than to the side of the speakers'

resonances at similarly high

The good news is that it appears

valve amplifiers particularly
sensitive. But it makes sense
for any valve amplifier user to
prevent it being exposed to high
sound pressure levels. This
means keeping the amplifier(s)
well away from the speakers.

frequencies in loudspeakers

main area of interest between

millivolt, and the bottom 1-72dEl

If you must use the amplifiers

(the features below 200Hz in

lkHz and 10kHz. This makes

to an output of 240 microvolt.

close to the speakers then with

the decay spectra should be

even clearer how the ProLogue

But bear in mind that the gain

conventional forward- radiating

ignored as they may be hum-

Three's microphony worsens

of the power amplifier is 29dB

speaker designs it will be best

related artefacts) would usLally

as its gain is increased. Only

(manufacturer's specification),

to place the amps behind rather

have decayed over the same

those valves downstream of the

and that this must be subtracted

than to the side of the speakers,

amplitude range within afew

volume control contribute to

in order to compare the relative

as their inherent directivity will

milliseconds. It isn't possible to

Figure 3, whereas all valves in

contributions of the pre- amp

then suppress the amplitude

say from these results whether

the circuit contribute to Figure 4.

and power amp when subjected

of the high- frequency sound.

the valve resonances are likely

to the same sound pressure

Here, microphony might also be

PROLOGUE FOUR

level. On this basis, the pre-

reduced by placing the amp on a

music programme - you would

Results for the ProLogue Four

amp's prominent resonances

compliant isolating platform, to

have to simulate them to answer

power amp, shown over the

are effectively alittle higher in

shield it from floor vibrations.

than question reliably - but if

full frequency range ( 100Hz-

amplitude than the power amp's.

they are indeed audible then

20kHz) in Fig 5and zoomed

The other big difference

fit valve dampers. But do they

clearly their effect will be quite

over 200Hz to 2kHz in Fig 6,

with the power amp is that the

work? Find out next month. O

to be audible or not on normal
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The other obvious tactic is to
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to create that elusive magical
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creating truly great sound systems.
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Afforable Hiqh-end Valve Proutit•it

or

from PrimaLuna

SPECIAL OFFER!!!!
Buy any PrimaLuna product before the end of May and we will give you
4 x EAT Cool Dampers worth £60 absolutely free.
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I!

.
1

I

u

ProLogue Three

ProLogue Two

40W integrated amplifier
Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and 4 KT-88
Inputs: 4xline. Outputs: 4and 8Ohm

Stereo fully dual- mono line pre-amp
Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and
2x5AR4. Inputs: 4xline. Outputs:
tape-out +2stereo sets RCA
single-ended

ProLogue One
35W integrated amplifier
Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and 4xEL-34
Inputs: 4xline. Outputs: 4and 8Ohm

.‘i

1771
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iïtThi

ProLogue Five
40W stereo power amplifier

Ili,

ri;

ProLogue Six ( NEW)
70W mono power amplifier
Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and
4xEL-34. Input: RCA single-ended
Outputs: 2, 4and 8Ohm

Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and 4xKT-88
Input RCA single-ended. Outputs: 4and 8Ohm

41111111111.MMIIIMMUMW
ProLogue Four
35W stereo power amplifier
Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and 4xEL-34
Input: RCA single-ended. Outputs: 4and 8Ohm

ProLogue Seven ( NEW)
70W mono power amplifier
Tubes: 2x12AX7, 2x12AU7 and 4xKT-88
Input: RCA single-ended. Outputs: 2, 4and 8Ohm

MM pl-ono preamplifier with RIAA
correction for mounting in PrcLogue
One, Two and Three models. Requires no extra plugs or connectors,
fits on existing RCA's of any input.
Superior sound quality on atiny
footprirt.

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVE TO LISTE\
sit

our web site for the latest information on new/used equipment

House
Park End Street
Oxford
OX I 1JD
Cantoy

Opening Hours
Mon-Fri: 10am - 6pm
(closed Thursday)
Sat: 10am - 5pm

Tel:
01865 790 879
Fax: 01865 791 665
info@oxforda udio . co . uk
www. oxforda ud io.co. uk

The Cool Damper is aradical
new device for the tube accessory
industry from EAT Carefully
chosen materials for our Cool
Damper device allows using
it as atruly effective vibration
-consuming damper. This results
in reduced distortion from the tube
circuit, as well as vastly reducing
the tendency of most vacuum
tubes to act in amicrophonic
manner. At £ 15 each, it is the
ultimate upgrade for users of valve
equipment.

Established in 1988, Oxford Audio Consultants are one of the
leading specialist hi-fi outlets in the UK, specialising in audio,
home cinema, audio-visual and multi-media installations.
We are very proud to represent world-class products from Absolute
Sounds (www.absolutesounds.com). As an Absolute Sounds Studio
Dealer, you can be 100% sure of our exceptional service, backup,
long-term support and awide-selection of many of the world's most
renowned hi-fi products.
From asingle component to acomplete system, Absolute Sounds and
Oxford Audio Consultants have the answers and just as important,
the solutions.

INSIDEVIEW

IN MY OPINION

Can hi-def hardware
show true cotours?
Why buy new generation hardware when all it does is reveal the
shortcomings of the incoming signals wonders Jon Thompson

I

'If the next generation is going to
be the leap forward that VHS was
to DVD, then outmoded 4:2:0 colour
encoding will not cut the mustard'

cannot get around the problem

plasma, the 50in PDP-5000EX,

almost toxic. This suggests a

system called Real Color

at that, rather than the YUV

fed by its prototype Btu- ray DVO

lack of colour information in the

which allows adjustment of the

Blu-ray content.

projector's white point while

BELOW: Pioneer's PDP-5000EX

maintaining greyscale tracking

hampered by colour encoding

recently attended the launch
of anew, high-def;nition
plasma display. This is not in

itself startling or newsworthy,
but the observations Imade
were interesting. Pioneer

of poor colour encoding systems
used in consumer playback
devices. It is about time that
full bandwidth colour was used
in the consumer space and
preferably an RGB colour space

was launching ahigh- end HD

BELOW: ProjectionDesign's

Pioneer's incarnation of

Model One offers display

Blu-ray uses a4:2:0 colour

(see ProjectionDesign Model

calibration via Real Color

encoding with the green channel

One review, Jan ' 061.

(also the luminance channel) at
full bandwidth, the blue channel

USER DEFINABLE

at half this resolution, and the

In Real Color, the projector is

red aquarter the resolution of

characterised at the factory

the green/luminance channel.

and allows the user to enter

With the very high resolution

any desired colour temperature

that HD can offer, any lack

between avery warm 3200K to a

of subtlety in colour detail

cold 9300K with adefault colour

becomes very apparent and is

temperature of 6500K. The

not helped by adisplay that has

system also utilises xy colour

its colour saturation wound up

coordinates on aCIE chart.

far higher than it should.

Unfortunately, this scheme does

REAL COLOR

which is otherwise required for

not take luminance into account,
player. A true

As ameans of providing a

acompletely accurate profile,

it looked stunning, with sharp

level playing ( or viewing) field,

defined as CAPXYZ.

detail, good contrast and agood

'display calibration' has become

dynamic range. But two things

abuzzword in recent years.

6500K is x=0.3127 and y=0.329.

video has been around for well
over 10 years now, but if the

HD device ( 1920 x108C),

The default setting for D65 or

colour space. Consumer digital

became apparent. The master

But calibration is only as good

Yet the industry standard for

display showing the Blu-ray

as its implementation and very

digital projection is not D65,

next generation is going to be

content looked over:y saturated,

few consumer devices offer

but acolour temperature of

the leap forward that VHS was
to DVD, then using outmoded

so when the trailer or Charlie

realistic colour management.

6200K which is x=0.314 and

and the Chocolate Factory was

ProjectionDesign has now

y=0.351. So while this system

4:2:0 colour encoding will not

shown the colours looked

launched acolour management

is areal step forward, it still

cut the mustard. CI

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

HISTORY OF HDTV

1964 • Japan's NHK Labs begins
research into HDTV.

19E9* Full scale MUSE Hi-vision 11251
HDTV service begins in Japan.

tape format is given HDTV record and
playback capability.

1970 • First public demonstration af
HDTV in Japan.

19 93• FCC in the USA begins project
to define an all- digital HDTV service,
while in Europe the HD- MAC system is
abandoned through lack of interest.

1999 • Japan follows global trend and
begins transition to digital TV and HDTV.

1984 • Japan's MUSE analogue satellite
HDTV transmission system developed.
1986 • The European Commission
attempts to establish the MAC broadcast
system fur SDTV and HDTV ( HD- MAC(
throughout Europe.

1995 • Japan's Hi- vision debuts on
LaserDisc.

2004 • Euro1080 begins trial HDTV
broadcasts throughout Europe in digital
1080i, BSkyB announces intention to
start HDTV service in early 2006.

1998 • USA begins HDTV 720p & 1080i
digital service and JVCS D- VHS digital

2005 • European Information &
Communications Technology Industry

Association IEICTA) announces its
'HD Ready compliance specifications for
HDTV display products. These include:
•Anative resolution of 720 physical
lines in wide aspect ratio.
•Analogue and digital High Definition
component inputs.
•The latter through High- bandwidth
Digital Content Protection IHDCPI
compliant HDMI or NI.
H-1
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AV RECEIVER TEST

DETAILS
Yamaha RX-V2600
AV receiver
£900
C) www.yamaha-audio.co.uk
#

01923 233166

S

taying competitive in the
AV market means never

manual and automated options.

in its power output, ability to
handle difficult speakers or

be selected from the GUI,

Its various inputs may also

far as sub- E1000 AV receivers

ir the myriad cinema DSP

along with the stereo/surround

are concerned, means full
HDMI decoding and switching,

modes available to tickle- up

mode and second Zone routing.

stereo, multichannel music

Finally, all these choices can

full analogue/HDMI video

and movies. But all these new

be bundled together as one of

upconversion, acomprehensive

and very powerful facilities are

six possible system settings

in- roam compensation regime

still brought to us at asaving of

that are committed to memory

and at least. seven independent

some £ 100 over the older model.

power amps. A second zone

sound

remote woLld be handy, too.

Pulling together this wealth
of funct;onality, including the

COLOURFUL MENU
But there's more to distinguish

support reouired for HDMI in
both audio and video domains, is

features are what distinguish

the RX-V2600, which includes

hardiy atrivial accomplishment,

Yamaha's latest RX-V2600 from
the RX-V2400 we reviewed in

quite the most detailed, cotourful

but to do Sc with aslick and

and highly animated set-up
menu of any amp or processor.
Aside from avery natty ' Signal

navigalle OSO is rare indeea.

The frst two blocks of

®

menu is broadly divided into

discover, there's no real change

taking your eye off the
technological ball which, as

Expressive but gentle

Jitter and reduced
multichannel power

AVTech (
August 2004). As well

thltown o

'nia' box that details the bit- rate,
sampling, channet count arid

Yamaha nas also tickled- up
the audio performance of its
*V2600, for not only is the front,

scaling of the various digital

centre and surround channe
imbalance now corrected but the

audio and video inputs, the top

'pipe-and-slippers demeanour

Yamaha's top AV receivers have had the HDMI
treatment, bringing them in line with modern
HD- Ready home cinemas. Paul Miller ticks off
the features on the latest model
We

to 1. ,etele

Ilige!elete
qbliree•

le‘o7,01,8 t ,
1
%,

8

id§ teleta ‘,

11111 2111101D *le t
ell C
I
111 ,
11 8 13

ABOVE: Plug-in
mic allows auto
set-up to be used
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YAMAHA RX-V2600
DETAILS
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£900

DATA FILE
SPECIFICATIONS
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o oo
o oo
0

Q
c4,»
- oo oo (do - p

a det

No of amp channels

7 Radio tuner

HDMI inputs

2 Dimensions... 435 x171 x438mm

AM/FM

HDMI outputs

1 Weight

17.4kg

LAB REPORT
Depending on how you choose to read the specifications, Yamaha looks to

REAR PANEL

rate the RX-V2600 at some 130W per channel, afigure easily exceeded by the

Two -( DMI inputs now grace the RX-V2600, supportin9 multichannel D'ID-A and

2x155W/8ohm delivered in stereo mode but not met in multichannel guise

Dolby/DTS soundtracks, plus HDCP-encrypted digital video. The composite,

where five of the power amps muster some 116W each.
On the other hand, this amplifier has ahuge dynamic headroom which

S- video and component video inputs may be deinterlaced ( 480p and 576p) and
upconverted ( 724/10800 before being re-routed in digital form via Yamaha's HDMI

allows clean peaks of 245W in all modes and explains why it sounds beefier

mon:tor output. Eight- channel line inputs and outputs are also accommodated

than the basic spec might suggest. This is also one of the few amplifiers that
really benefits from being auditioned in ' Pure Direct' mode for here the levels
of digital jitter fall from - 2400psec to - 720psec. You can compare the plots

ON- SCREEN DISPLAY

by downloading the OC Suite Test Reports from www.milleraudioresearch,
com/avtech, but it's pretty unusual to witness this sort of difference in other
manufacturer's ' Direct' modes. Yamaha is evidently switching off awhole lot of
DSP when that little blue LED is Lit...
100W

250W
5channel power output Bohm

•

225w

130W

120W

110W
Manufacturer's
Spec: 130VI
100W

mg

screen, the RX-V2600 is ajoy to set-up and use

Manufacturer s
Spec 165W

175W

11FNs St
24

150W
*ereale
160

005%

With on- screen navigation that would not look out oplace on anew plasma

Dynamm power
output Bohm

THD 20Hz.20k Hz, 65Wilobm

150

Dill e° Fad

or UHT)

004%
140
130

003%

of the older V2400 is replaced by

when listening to music. If

something with alittle greater

you are running adigital link

punch and energy.

between aCD player and the

The runaround between

*V2600, then it's certainly worth

120
002%

Ob

Manufacturer's
Spec <004%

i

1158's Spec
002%

001%

HIM'sSpec
145
100

Marlin and the illuminated

hitting the ' Pure Direct' button if

Angler fish ;ri Finding Nemo

only to squeeze- out some of that

was revealed with asurprising

debilitating jitter. And Iwould

sense of drama by the ' V2600

reatly not recommend using

which had the action flying

HDMI for multichannel DVD-A

past our ears like it was or

as, Jnlike sync- locked iLINK

The voicing of this AV receiver is just alittle better suited to Dolby or DTS decodes

rails, and all underpinned by

transfers, jitter is higher still.

of movie soundtracks than the higher resolution demanded of uncompressed

....411/11111.111111.n^

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

music media like CD, SACO and DVD-A. Movies enjoy afeeling of power that's

atangible, grumbling weight

comfortably contained while music, ironically, can sound comprehensively

from the subwoofer Centre

UNIVERSAL PLAYER

charnel dialogue is also clear

If you have a universal player,

detailed without ever really being given its head. So it's 15- love to home cinema in

and distinct, regardless of the

then connecting to the RX-V2600

Yamaha's game of multichannel tennis,

incidental music and action, a

via six conventional analogue

quatity that this amplifier uses

leads is realty the only way to

to build abusy but detailed and

go. Use S/PDIF for CD, however,
and the allegro strings from

part of atightly- knit ensemble

an apex of tension, the amplifoer

Vivaldi's Four Seasons [
Belmont

playing with not alittle passion

will insist on capping- off any real

of atmosphere and occasion

Recordings) not only sound that

and flair.

with this amplifier at the helm,

bit sweeter but they also spark a

sure-footed soundstage.
There's always agrand sense

Nevertheless, like its

sense of urgency. So while the
amplifier tries hard not to get in

which is just great for watching

mure convincing sense of space,

predecessor, the V2600 will not

over its neck, this is often at the

movies, even if there's also just

the feeling that these are not

be hurried, so when the highest

expense of some vim, vigour and

a little caution that manifests

disembodied instruments but

strings are attempting to craft

sheer spontaneity.

cb
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1
Solid Tech

Radius

Aim&
1.1111111111
aragl'

a2t
air tangent
amazon
amplifon
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio aero
Shanling
audio physic
Some of the most stunning products in
black rhodium
recent years have come from this small
bocchino
specialist manufacturer, from the flagship
breuer dynamic
limited edition CD- T300 " Omega Drive"
brinkmann
at £ 3999 to the humble but extremely
cartridge man
popular ( and superb sounding) CD-T80
cawsey
at only £ 650. All their products use valves
clearaudio
Solid Tech
for anatural but exciting sound, and, in this
consonance
What we really don't need is another brand of
age of " plastic" products, all feature sturdy
decca london
equipment stand! Agreed, unless it's very specia.
metallic construction finished to avery
dueve
as we believe Swedish made Solid Tech to be
high standard irrespective of cost.
dynavector
Solid Tech
ear yoshino
funk firm
Rack of
goldring
Silence
graham ( tonearms)
The ultimate in
graham slee
equipment isolation.
hadcock
No solid shelves to
heart
resonate, and up to
heed audio
Horning
three stages of
horning
The Horning SATI Ultimate Transference turntable only just available
isolation.
hyperion
in the UK shows what can be achieved by adedicated specialist
A totally modular
incognito
manufacturer when not constrained by price. As well as being highly
design which can be
isolda
exclusive ( it is only possible to make very small numbers) this turntable
expanded as your
jadis
is one of the finest we have ever heard, having aneutrality coupled with
needs grow. There
kr electronics
incredible detail retrieval which has to be heard to be believed.
is no better stand.
klimo
koetsu
The Horning Sati 300B amplifier ( one chassis is the amp. the other the
lavardin
power supply) is equally impressive. Even jaded cynics ( like ourselves)
lyra
magneplanar
will be hugely impressed by the refreshing neutrality ( a Horning trademark)
together with the insight available into the performance. We really are very
mcintosh
pleased to be able to demonstrate these superb products!
michell engineering
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
opus 3
origin live
ortofon
pro-ject
rega ( turntables)
A2T
revolver
We have the amazing A2T Mezzos on
ringmat
demo now. These beautiful French made
roksan
compacts ( with astudio pedigree) offer
shun mook
wonderful detail levels whilst sounding
shanling
utterly natural at aprice lower than the
shelter
performance would suggest. These just
sme
Funk Firm
might be the answer to all your speaker
solid tech
The
new
Funk
V
(
V
means
Vector.
not
problems!
something solid
"five") is astunning looking and affordable
sonneteer
turntable (£ 750 without arm) that some of us
spendor
have been waiting eagerly for since the sad
stax
demise of the designer's previous company.
stirling broadcast
Pink Tr..! Looks are striking, performance is
sugden
stunning. well worth waiting for. Come and
sumiko
hear it now whilst it's still easily available.
tannoy
tci cables
tom evans
What else is Hot right now?
townshend audio
Stirling Broadcast 3/5a, marginally updated version of the classic BBC monitor
transfiguration
Tannoy Autograph Mini, adelightful scaled down Autograph. only 14" high!
transparence
Graham Phantom tonearm. proving itself one of the top arms in the world
trichord
Audio Aero's latest CD and SACD players are absolutely stunning
van den hul
Bocchino cables, outrageous interconnects from the well known plug manufacturer
voodoo
wireworld
We deliver by City/ink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT
xlo
Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our website for more info (even if we don't update it often enough').
It looks like other
smart modern
stands do. until you
realise that virtually
concealed between
shelves and frame
is acunning and
flexible adjustable
suspension system
which really does
isolate individual
components from
each other, and from
the outside world!

••••••••

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

www.walrus.co.uk

WISE WORDS

IN MY OPINION

FM, dynamics and
notes on Da Vinci
Could Leonardo have been the first to explore pitch/string
relationships wonders John Crabbe, and does TV audio via
Nicam always sound better than that served up on FM?

A

"The key work
was the 4th
Symphony, played
under Sinaisky. It
was a shattering
performance..."

ragbag of comments,
corrections and
clarifications this month,

starting with my February
reference to Leonardo da Vinci

This triggered several enquiries
concerning the suggestion that
he might have been able to put
Gaffurius right in the matter of
string tensions. Its true that

superb - in fact distinctly better
than that normally available on
FM. Hence my rave notice here
last September regarding sonic
aspects of aCovent Garden
ballet filmed for BBC2.
Yet on rare occasions,
Radio 3rises from its
uninspiring norm to great
audio heights, as happened

there's no evidence of Leonardo

LEFT: BBC principal guest

on January 18 in the first of a

having tackled the subject, yet

conductor Vassily Sinaisky

series of concerts presented

he was investigating various

as acentenary tribute to

modes of sound generation

syndrome. Also, his measured

Shostakovich. The key work was

at around that time and had

8dB of compression tallies well

the composer's 4th Symphony,

designed several stringed

with my subjective finding that

played in Manchester's

instruments, so could perhaps

wide-ranging music commonly

Bridgewater Hall by the BBC

have been tempted into

DAB, but Ilisten frequently

needs expanding by between

Philharmonic under Vassily

examining the pitch/tension link

to Radios 3and 4via FM, and

6dB and 10dB.

Sinaisky. It was ashattering

if the subject had been raised.

always monitor the sound of

But Iwas only speculating.

serious TV music programmes

business is heavily dependent

captured on all fronts, with the

Of course, this whole

performance, magnificently

via the main stereo system.

on how the music's dynamics

strings at the final diminuendo

inadvertently omitted from the

And like Jim Lesurf, Imake

relate to the listener's preferred

fading into an incredibly hushed

end of my March piece. Iwas

apoint of switching back and

overall loudness, with some

silence. If there was any upward

comparing the deficiencies

forth whenever there's aTV/FM

folk benefiting from contractive

squashing here, it was managed

in prints of paintings with

simulcast in order to note any

manipulation which they might

with afinesse to be wondered

their sonic equivalents in

sonic differences. But whether it

otherwise feel impelled to

at. But there's unlikely to be a

music recordings, noting in

be then or during more general

impose via the volume control.

commercial recording, as the

conclusion that the latter

listening, Ifind that when Radio

may or may not convincingly

3is dynamically wanting, the

whether or not apiece of music

replicate the sounds produced

limitations usually seem to

calls for compression, TV audio

Prom, with aCD thereof issued

in the recording venue. But

fit Jim's squashed upwards'

via the NICAM system can be

as one of BBC Music Magazine's

Next, some words

There's no doubt though, that

selfsame work and performers
came together at aJuly 2000

monthly bonus discs.

the sentence stopped short at
'produced', thus obscuring the

BELOW: Sound generation da Vinci style, shown by his

intended meaning.

sketch of an automated multi- beat military drum

STACKED MATS
Finally, prompted by Ken

SOUND ON VISION

Kessler's reminders of his

More positively, in that same

enthusiasm for employing

issue Iwas much taken by

Blu Tack at loudspeaker/stand

Jim Lesurfs ' Sound on Vision'

conjunctions, Iwould suggest

article, which included some

as an alternative using two

intriguing measurements

or three stacked raffia mats.

regarding compression of

These are available in various

dynamics on Radio 3FM in

square and circular sizes at

comparison with what happened

around 7mm thickness, have

to the same material delivered

apt damping properties, permit

via other transmission media.

easy loudspeaker re- angling,

Alas, in my Pennine valley

and readily accommodate any

location there's still no reliable

surface irregularities. 0
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through an intermediary who
represents it on aglobal basis.
And for an industry- leading
organisation with market
dominance in admittedly a
small niche market, the lack of
attention to its website is, for the
uninitiateo, disappointing. What
message is it trying to convey
to the world'? Well, probably,
nothing at all. It's an information
site. In short, all you are left with

appea

is asense of mystery.
THE FACTS
So what do we know? What's
the legend built on? The single
word is 'sound'. In nearly
everything it has have ever
built, the resulting sound
is exemplary. But what
does that mean in
practice? Well, not

While best known for its Earpieces
and Energiser headphone systems,
STAX has also produced tonearms,
CD players and abattery- driven
electrostatic speaker to boot.
Yet it is acompany of few
employees and one that
remains inscrutable to the last.
Howard Popeck investigates...

as easy an question
to answer as you
might at first
think. That's
because there
are two eras of
STAX: pre- 1996
and post- 1996.
Depending on
your predudice,
allegiance,
affection and so
on you might

A

sk any studio engineer and producer about
their my- career- depends- on- getting- this- right
studio monitoring and mastering toolkit and

invariably they'll say STAX. Even if they don't actually

own one of the company's Earpieces aid Energiser
headphone systems, tney'll respect the brand and
what it stands for. It's
the same with music
lovers in the home.
Given this,
you'd think STAX
would by ncw be
some vast Sonylike conglomerate.
Very wrong. It is

'You'd think
STAX would
be a Sony-like
conglomerate.
Very wrong. '

tiny and employs
fewer than 20 people. There are
just ahandful of dealers
in the UK, thei- second
most lucrative market after
Germany. The USA has for
some years seemed to be
an afterthought And then
there's the mystery aspect.
Either by design or accident
you never get to talk to STAX
direct. Never. Everything is

90 www.hifinews.co.uk • MAY 2006
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STAX TREASURES

BELOW: The mighty DAC-X1T uses valves
and boasts no fewer than

'WM

STAX PRODUCT FIRSTS
Post- 1996 STAX has only produced earspeaker ( headphone) systems, but prior
to that it was responsible for anumber of ground-breaking designs such as...

three power supplies

• The world's first and only electret and condenser cartridge. Apparently
unsurpassed even today for musicality but has questionable reliability. It
needs specialist STAX ancillary devices to operate.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The world's first RF modulation cartridge system.
World's first electrostatic full- range earspeaker system.
World's first diffuse field equaliser for electrostatic earspeakers.
World's first closed- back full- range electrostatic earspeakers.
First full-function pre-amps with electrostatic earspeaker outputs.
First carbon-fibre arm tube tonearms.
First full- range electrostatic loudspeaker system.
First 600W RMS Pure Class Amono power amps.

consider pre- 1996 the golden

GENERAL TONEARNS

and mounting templates are

three separate IEC mains inputs.

era. And yes, there is aplausible

There were 22 models clustered

crucial. Never buy aSTAX arm

Twelve were imported into the

without these. Never!

UK but were never for sale. In

reasons to support this if you

under main groups such as the

value true innovation highly.

UA -7series. There were 12in

On the other hand post- 1996

and 9ih versions, carbon- fibre

STAX, while undoubtedly less

versions with both straight and

DIGITAL REPLAY
This is asource of dismay to

other STAX DACs were okay

technologically innovative, is

'S- curve .variants. It's not clear

me. How and why did STAX let

for the time but very transport

the USA they sell, 20 years after

dependent, with Meridian 500

certainly more focdsed.

PRE -1996 STAX
Before 1996 STAX boasted Sx
categories of products. These
were: general tonearms, digital

launch, for around $ 7k. The

'Digital replay is a source of
dismay to me. How did STAX let
this opportunity drift away?'

and 500.2 transports preferred.

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
Stunning is avery over used
word. Not in this situation. Think
of stacked Quad 57s plus abit of

replay, full- range electrostatic
earspeakers, vinyl replay

if STAX actually built these arms.

this opportunity drift away? Stax

cartridges and tonearms,

The smart money says these

made two CD players, both ugly

integrated, and atop end that

amplification and Earspeakers.

were built by ACOS. Generally

and without digital outputs. The

seems to stretch to infinity. Big

speaking STAX tonearms don't

Quattro never reached the UK

as room dividers and needing

sound as good as the look.

but the Quattro 2did. It received

lots of space, these are products

They were designed for non-

agreat review in Hi Fi News. The

to weep over. Why? First you

LEFT and BELOW: Unlike today's
Earspeakers, which plug directly into the
Energiser, pre- 1996 designs took
their signal from an
amp's speaker
outlets and
used some of
that signal
to power the
energiser

suspended decks and
replacement arm
external
cables

added bass weight seamlessly

sound is almost pure analogue

weep because of the punishing

without succumbing to the then

inefficiency and impedance.

characteristic Linn LP12 bass

Once that's sorted you weep

bloat. However, the Quattro

because you know you have to

2nearly always goes wrong

go to work and yet you can't tear

-laser failure mainly. These can

yourself away from the sound.

be repaired and it is worth it.
Contact ' the man' at ATW, based
in West London, 020 8746 2600.
STAX built one of the greatest
DACs of all time. The DAC-Xl T.
It is huge, employs valves and
boasts three power supplies with

14 IF:111) 4 wMg(
Stax never throws anything away.
It has the plans and blueprints for
everything it has ever built.
This does not mean it is prepared or
able to repair everything.
It does not accept service work
directly from end-users. Equipment

A high percentage have
failed because the Mylar driver
membrane is susceptible to
atmospheric pollution. As far as
Iknow, they can't be serviced.
And how about this for
'break every rule' genius?

STAX FACTS
has to go back through adistributor
if that distributor's engineers can't
fix it locally.
• Despite requests from some very
wealthy people, Stax has resisted
all invitations to re-issue any of its
full- range electrostatic speakers.
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STAX TREASURES
TIMELINE
SIGNIFICANT STAX PRODUCTS
1952 RF modulation type condenser pick-up system CP-20, CP-30 and
matching tonearm LA- 24.
1954 Electrostatic- type tweeter
1960 First electrostatic earspeaker SR- 1. First integrated amplifier with
earspeaker outlets, the SRA-4S.
1963 RF condenser- style stereo phono cartridge ( CPS 40) with matching
oscillator/detector ( Pod 6 > 10) and dedicated tonearm SA- 228
1964 Three full- range electrostatic loudspeaker systems: ESS-3a, ESS-6a &
ESS-12.

ABOVE: Designed for non-suspended decks, the UA 7range of tonearms were probably

1965 Its first tonearm for general, that is, non-STAX use UA3. SRD-3

built by ACOS; generally speaking, STAX tonearms don't sound as good as they look!

earspeaker energiser.
1966 SRA-7s integrated amplifier with earspeaker output.

Consider the EL.S-8X-BB. BB
stands for battery drive. The

the DMA- XI is the holy grail of

1967 More advance electrostatic full- range loudspeaker: ESS-4A.

power amplification. It looks like

BB designation signifies a

something out of alaboratory
and is so heavy it needed

1968 UA3N tonearm, SR- 3earspeaker, SRD-5 energiser and SRA-3S
integrated amplifier.

refinement of the ELS-8X - using
dry cell batteries!
It was the first, and Ibelieve
the only
battery- driven
bias ci-cuit
electrostatic
loudspeaker.
VINYL
REPLAY
STAX built a

castors. The extraordinary device

1970 UA 7 & UA70 tonearms. Also, RF condenser- style phono cartridge and
SR- Xearspeaker.

is amono Class A/B delivering

1974 DA 300 stereo Class Apower amplifier.

'The holy grail
of power amps,
the DMA-XI
was so heavy it
needed castors'

range of phono
cartridges like no other. It used
RF, condenser and electret
technologies and carts can't be
plugged into aphono input. All
models need one of avariety of
STAX proprietary interface boxes.
Some of the more obscure ones

600 watts RMS

1976 DA 80 stereo Class Apower amplifier and DA 80M mono derivative

into 4ohms

1977 SRA-12S integrated amplifier, UA-7CF ( probably the world's first
carbon- fibre tonearm) CP-Y/ECP-1 electret phono cartridge system. Sigma
panoramic earspeakers.

EARSPEAKERS
Imagine tiny

1978 First self- bias earspeaker energiser, SRD-6SB. Fui range electrostatic

Quad ESL- 57s
on your head.

loudspeakers ELS-8X, ELS-4X. State-of-the-art pre- amp, the CA- X.
1979 CA- XPro. Carbon- fibre tonearms, curved and straight pipe UA 90 &

Well, that's the
STAX earspeaker
technology

VA- 9. CA Ypre- amp with super- shunt power supply. SR- Lambda
Semi- panoramic earspeakers.

and sound. Modern STAX
earspeakers are mains- driven

1980 DA 100M ground reference type Aclass DC power amplifier. Various
tonearms inc UA 7N, UA 70N, UA7CF, UA90N. Full- range electrostatic
loudspeakers, ELS-F81.

via adedicated amp and require

1982 SR- 84 & SR- 34 earspeakers with SRM-1 Mk 2energiser. SR- Lambda

aline- level output from asignal
source or tape output from a
pre- amp or integrated. Earlier

Pro; STAX's first PRO- bias earspeakers.
1984 ELS-F81 ( improved) loudspeakers.
1985 SRA-14S advanced pre- amp with suite of dedicated input modules.
Gamma Pro and SRX Mk 3earspeakers released.

need STAX proprietary tonearms.

models took their signal from
speaker outlets and converted

Allegedly, the sound quality has

some of that to power the

1986 First portable energiser SRD-X Pro.
1987 ELS-8X BB; world's first full- range push-pull electrostatic loudspeaker

energiser. It works surprisingly

using battery bias. SR- Lambda Signature earspeakers. DMA- X1 Pure Class A

well even today.

600W per channel mono power amps, on castors.

an impact like no other.
AMPLIFICATION
No STAX integrated has
loudspeaker outputs. Integrated,
in STAX-speak, is afull- function

The pre- 1996 ones are well
worth seeking out and, although
reliability is high, spares are

1988 ED- 1, world's first diffuse field equaliser for electrostatic earspeakers.
First STAX CD player in the UK, Ouattro-2.

becoming rare. Modern STAX

1989 State-of-the-art 20-bit/8 times over- sampling external BAC, DAC-Xl T.
1990 DMA- X2 Class Amono power amps. DAC-Talent affordable BAC.
1992 CLASS Model2 three-way full- range electrostatc earspeaker system.

pre-amp with outputs for its

earspeakers are

earspeakers. The SRA-14S is
amagnificent design while the

delighting studio

1993 Omega series 1earspeakers. SRM-T1S valve energiser. Battery drive

engineers and

operation option for DAC-Talent.

SRA-12S goes for woefully low
money on eBay.

'civilians' alike.
A few moments

1994 Lambda series electrostatic earspeakers: Nova, Nova Signature, Nova
Classic. SRM-T2 state-of-the-art energiser.

The pre- amps, CA- Z, CA- X
Pro, CA Yand CA- Z, are equally

of listening with

1995 SR- 001 Mk 2first portable electrostatic in- ear system.

them tells you

1996 Company changes ownership. All development work on everything

sought after and with good

exactly why. CI

other than electrostatic earspeakers and energisers is abandoned.
1997 Concentrating on various portable electrostatic systems.

reason. STAX used very advanced
components and circuitry
for the time. Some of these
components are discontinued

RIGHT: ELS-F81

1998 Omega- 2and matching 007t valve energiser.
1999 Short-lived SRS- 5050 released; SRM-T1W valve ene•giser with SR- 404

speaker from

earspeakers. SRS-4040, 3030 & 2020 systems released.

and have no direct replacement.

1984; operates

Substitutions can be made, but

on the same
principal

2000 SRM-717 Pure Class Asolid-state, state-of-the-art energiser released.
2001 4070 studio- derived closed- back earspeaker system.

they do influence the sound.
STAX built some of the

2003 SRM-310.

as the

2006 2050 II system released to replace SRS- 2020 and 3030 systems.

greatest power amplifiers ever

company's

SRS- 4040 systems reach end of production. Due for replacement...

made. For those that know,

Earpieces
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"It is an extraordinary
turntable in many ways,
from the innovation of

EAR/Yoshino
Coombe Grave Farm
Ermine Way, Arrington
South Cambridge, SG8 OAL
Tel 01223 208877
Fax: 0122:3 208761
www.ear-yoshino.com

its design to the gripping
clarity of its sound. "
"Make no mistake: this
is a high- resolution deck,
yet the music always
comes first - whatever
tonearm ( tonearms) you

HIFICHOICE
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choose."
Jason Kennedy, HFC Feb 06
Master Disk Turntable Review

a. Master Disk Turntable
b Primary Drive Speaker System
c. 912 Professional Pre amo
d acute Valve CD Player
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as far as I'm concerned
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Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com
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Musielleviews
PLETNEV •

BARENBOIM

•

THELONIUS MONK •

SHOSTAKOVICH

DAVID GILMOUR •

Shostakovich's timpani motif is a

Symphony 11

recurrent and haunting ingredient tying

Russian National Orchestra/

all movements. Pletnev's timings are

Mikhail Pletnev

close to Mravinsky's and he conveys

Pentatone PIC 5186 076

BYRDS •

CREAM • WHO

à111HOSTAK

more human warmth in the memorial

62m 07s SACD hybrid £ff

Adagio. His use of antiphonally seated

Produced in Brussels last

violins is very effective in the massacre

February, this is the third live recording of

section of ( ii). And he holds the work

Shostakovich.'s symphony The Year 1905'

together over its ( as edited) unbroken span,

RUSSIAN NATIONAL ORCHESTRA

MIKHAIL PLETNEV t

in multi- channel format. This wcrk is an

ie

enormous challenge to conductors, given
the quantity of slow, brooding music and

Il

the problems of perceived banality in some
of the folk- material used ( to Western ears];
its weakest section is in the last movement,
'Tocsin', with its tolling bells - as the

even though the recording puts us, as it

Praga note for Mravinsky's uniquely

were, high up at the back of an auditorium

authoritative 1967 Czech Radio recording

with an acoustic rather like that of London's

has it, ' the future ... remains athreat'. I

Festival Hatt. This release supersedes the

share the writer's view of this score as

Lazarev/Linn and Rostropovich/LSO Live

like the soundtrack for an imagined film
by Eisenstein - incidentally, Pentatone's

SACIDs, but the tatter has its admirers. CB
Recording

translated note is barely adequate.

Performance

BEETHOVEN
00,32

ENDE WON
QUARTET
Volume 1

iii
BEETHOVEN

finale are especially enjoyable.

overtures Le Corsair and Roman

tapes have slight hum. You can

In the A minor, their care for

Carnival, '
Marche hongroise'

just hear Paray singing along to

internal balance and lyricism

(Damnation of F&Jst), '
Trojan

the music in

reminds me of the Ouartetto

March', all from adWerent

Ita:iano's Beethoven. But they

recording venue. And for rnulti-

dissonance 1m 19s into ( iii(

fait short of the Hagen's ( DG)

channetlers there is the discrete

and deplored Paray's choppy

in the great Thanksgiving slow

centre channel formerly folded

string phrasing at the start of

movement, which is rather

in to the stereo rniix. The original

'safe', and in the air of madness

sleeve- notes are recycled - out

match this at 1m 59s. CB

that haunts tne second. CB

of date in describing Les Troyens

Recordings gi

Recordings 1141•••

as hardly known'.

Performances

Performances • • •

Op.132

BERLIOZ
Symphonie fantastique etc

String Quartets - Op.18:3 •

-although he asks cellos to

•t

In the symphony you don't
get those niceties which place
Sir Colin Davis's LSO Live ahead

RatingsPerformance/Becordinçr

of the competition: all repeats;

Outstanding
Very Good
Good

Endettion Quartet

Detroit SO/Paul Paray

the optional cornet part in the

Warner 2564 62196-2

Mercury 475 6622

Waltz. More senstile tempi too

67m 19s (EC

75m 54.5 SACO hybrid CC

Engineered at Potton Hall by

In and out

Tony Faulkner last April, this is

more than once ( on a ' liked/

HFN Aug 19931 the shortest

Vol.2 in aprojected Beethoven

much disliked' basis( Paray's

version on disc and there's a

cycle, again coupling early and

1959 Symphonie fantastique

tendency to whip up tempi for

late quartets. The scores used

does deserve classic status.

excitement's saKe; the Witches

contain recently researched

It would be nice to see it as

Sabbath is more sirister at a

corrections as described in a

part of Speakers Corner's

slower tempo. But the Detroit

note by Jonathan del Mar. The

\trbyt catalogue, but Universal's

playing is excellent and for

Endettions are exemplary in the

midpriced transfer at least

audiophiles there's some

early quartet; the Minuet and

nas extra material - the

remarkable low bass, even if the

my collection

JC also noted aslight oboe

-Paray's is ( says our resident
Berliozian John Craobe:

Moderate

Poor
Reviewers
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BRELINIO
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS
ROCK JOHNNY BLACK, AHARRISON
AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Prices
EEC full price CC mid puce
£ budget price
Especial special price set or disc

MAY 2006 •
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ATLAS RETAILERS

London & South East England

Central England

•Ashford (Kent)

•Banbury

01233 624441

.Aylesbury

Soundcraft Hi Fi

01295 272158

www.overture.co.uk

Noteworthy Audio

•Birmingham

Music Matters

•Guildford

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.pjheco.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow

Harrow Audio

020 8863 0938

www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

Bartletts Hi -Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7607 2148

First Stop AV

•London SW11
020 7978 6262

•London SW14
020 8876 7632

• London W1
•Sevenoaks

Hyper is the latest in our award-winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.

.Worthing

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the exper ence.

ATLAS Cables
atlascables.com

Lasyl

Hi -Fi Care at Shasonic

0845 634 0340

advanced speaker cable.

Sound Seduction

01732 456573 www.soundseduchon.co.uk
01903 245577

Phase 3 Hi -Fi

www.phase3hiftcom

01202 555512

Suttons HiFi
www.suttonshifi.co.uk

•Bournemouth

Movement Audio
01202 529988 ‘ww.,movement auclio.co uk
•Poole
Movement Audio
01202 730865
www movement audio co uk
•Salisbury
Salisbury Hi -Fi
01722 322169

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth
01305 785729

0121 429 2811 ,n/ww.musicmatters.co.uk

*Solihull

0121 742 0254

www.saltsburyhiftco.uk

Phase 3 Hi -Fi
www.phase3hiftcom

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield
0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.co.uk

British Audio Products

www.brdishaudio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Huddersfield Hi Fi

01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhiftco.uk

•Hull

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.

01482 223096

www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead (metro)
0191 460 0999

South West England
•Bournemouth

Overture

wwwsoundcrafthiftcom

01296 422224 www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.

COMPONENT VIDEO CAW
Asa, Perrem • SUry 2004

*****

DIGITAL IMIIRCONNICT
Alin Compass • Auoust 2002

Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.

svoTO CAKE
•41.1ft 2002

MeereiM
e.

SMARR GALE
Atlas Ascent • 0,•

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper

t
I

IBES
1
WHAT VIDEO

*****

HIM Inter•ons•rt, )(NU N JON,

•Sheffield

Lintone Audio
wwwlintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048

Scotland
*Aberdeen

www morgateacoustics co uk

Holburn Hi Fi

01224 585713

.Glasgow

0141 332 4707

www.holburnhdi co.uk

Glasgow Audio

www.glasgowaudio.com

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Acton Gate Audio
www.acton gate.corn

Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weymouthhdtco.uk

Demonstration Room 2

sounds

Tel: 01435 865212

music

Fax: 01435 865213

www.sounds-of-music.c,o.uk

What is the best way to buy HiFi?

Demonstration Room 4

Find a dealer who
1. Has the best selection of products in the UK from the
best manufacturers.
2. Offers o one-month home trial exchange system. *
3. Gives free delivery and installation.
4. Will give extended guarantees for free.
5. Has free all day parking at the door.
6. Will buy back your original purchase at 75% of the
price paid if upgrading within 2years. *
7. Has over 50 years of experience so you can be
assured that our advice is always correct.
8. And most of all has 8of these!
Demonstration Room 7

Demonstration Room 5

Demonstration Room 6

Firgrove Business Park,
Firgrove Road
Cross in hand,
Nr Heathfield
East Sussex,
TN21 OQL
By appointment please
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There's no
other way!
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than Gustav Mahler) from

BEETHOVEN

original voice/piano sources.

Symphonies 4and 7

Thus ' Revelge' and those

Concertgebouw Orchestra/Carlos Kleiher

also in Symphonies 2, 3and 4

Philips 0711100-9

are claimed as 1991/3 world

72m DVD Eff

premiere recordings, since

If you have wondered what

the commonly used Universal

does aconductor do?', these

editions are reworkings from

live performances from 1983

the orchestral versions.
It is Geoffrey Parsons'

should provide some answers.
Of course, much of the doing'

playing that holds the attention

took place in rehearsals

more than the singing, as

and Carlos Kleiber [ sadly

Hampson is variably convincing

of the long Bruckner symphony

missed) was ajoyous podium

here - at times he seems to

that would follow after the

figure, disinclined to stab out

run out of vocal colour. There's

concert interval.

orchestral cues - indeed, at

asonic oddity too towards the

3m 58s into the first movement

end of the disc where sibilants

3iulini played as an orchestral

of Beethoven 7he takes astep back on tne ConcertgebouWs

create ghostly echoes to the

violist perhaps did not include

minuscule carpeted podium and lets the players just get on with

right of the soundstage.

Toscarin„ an influential

it. Then he's back, arms sweeping to the impetus of the musc.

The original pressing has

The conductors under whom

Brahrnsian at the time of the

It's part instruction, part subtle approval, part aballetic

these too; although the new

Edinburgn Festival performance

re-enactment of the contours of the music; in both symphonies

one struck me as generally

included here: rather as with

he makes quick cat- like sratches that convey Beethoven's

somewhat edgier, just as the

Kara¡an's VPO Firs: from 1959

shifting stresses.

scaled- down booklet is poorer

(Decca) it has an unflagging

in quality than before. CB

ters,on, and is more exciting

in his 1982 Bavarian State Orchestra live performance ( Orfeo)

Recording • •• •

than GiJlini's Pnilharmonia

but its the Seventh which stands out: awarmer, more flexible

Performance • S•••

studio alternative made 18

With the Concertgebouw Orchestra nis Fourth is finer than

account than , nhis classic VPO/DG recording - although there,
he had divided strings.
Picture quality is abit fuzzy by modern standards and the

MOZART
Symphony 36 Linz'

months earlier.
The leader's solo, maybe
separately niked, , sperhaps too

colour has aslight greenish bias. A 5.1 Surround option has

BRAHMS

been created from the original analogue stereo soundtrack.

Symphony 1

make athrilling effect. CB

Philips should have commiss,oned anote that better reflected

Philharmonia Orchestra/

Performances â00•

the stature of these performances. CB

Carlo Maria Giulini

Recordings • •

DVD quality

BBC Legends BBCL 4175-2

Performances 611111101111

76m 15s part mono EC

MOZART

This coupling ( RAH 1982/Usher

prominent in ( id but the timpani

MAHLER

Hall 1962, mono) adds a

Violin Concerto in A, K219 •
Piano Concerto in C, K503

Mahler Fourths from Abbado's

Mozart symphony to Giulini's

Frank Peter Zimmermann, Christan

Symphony 4 (arr. Stein)

to Sze

discography. Mike Ashman's

Zacharias, WOR Orchestra/Gary Bertini

Christiane Oelze, Thomas Christian

scaled- down version? Well,

note quotes Klemperer on his

Capriccio 71069

Ensemble

partly because the skill in

colleague's fastidious repertoire

60m 44s SACD hybrid af

MDG 603 1320-2

translation is in itself intriguing,

'Three sacred pieces' - which

Caprice .°is issuing aseries

55m 23s if(

but principally because Tnomas

makes asplendid Verdi joke into

of live recordings with the

In 1918 Schoenberg formed ar

Christian's group sound so

the bargain! His Mozart 40 does

Israeli conductor Gary

Association for private music

idiomatic - most of all its

not prepare us for the generally

Bertini, who led the Cologne

performances of modern works,

clarinettist, Alois Brandhafer.

sprightly tempi; and it is good to

broadcasting orc4estra from

mostly in transcriptions. Thus

This is ahugely enjoyable disc,

have the first- movement repeat

1983-91. His Mozart shares

Mahler's Symphonies 6and 7

with the soprano voice perfectly

observed. One might argue that

the virtues and character of

were heard as piano duets, the

balanced in the finale. CB

the finale deserved more time:

Sir Colln Oavis's and the violin

Fourth in achamber reductior

Performances •••••

maybe everyone was conscious

concerto especially has alert Ca

by Erwin Stein for 13 players

Recordings là ••••

-strirg quartet and bass, three

bother with a

wind voices, p,anos, harmonium

MAHLER

and percussion II believe

Des Knaben Wunderhorn

the first recording we had of

Thomas Hampson, Geoffrey Parsons

Association material was by

Warner 9031 74726-2

the Boston Chamber Players

73m 06s ££

in musc by Johann Strauss

One of aseries of five Hampscn

arranged by Berg, Schoenberg

reissues - Mahler, Schumann

and Webern for afund-raising

and American composers - this

event; it was .ssued : n 1979 by

has 15 songs from the Arnim

DG, on CD 463 667-2.)

and Brentano Wunderhorn

So why, in the iPcd era when
we can upload any number of

anthology ( which also attracted
settings by composers other

•www.hifinews.co.uk 97
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Prac tical

David W. Speirs
Practical Hi -Fi PLUS
88, Bridge St, Warrington Cheshir ,

I

Tel:

oF

H

01925 632179

PLUS
A Winter of musical content(ment)
Newly arrived in Warrington is the fabulously built and superbly presented range of Deli loudspeak-

ideas, from the drive system to the bearing, even a new platter material (again!). The results are

ers. These are proving to be areal surprise to all who have taken the time to listen. Easy to drive with

astounding and anyone thinking of upgrading or changing their record deck really should audition this.

low power amplifiers (valve or otherwise), this range has rapidly become part of our " core" product in

It is not only superb to listen to. but also a real tonic to look at too! " Funky" is a serious understate-

the loudspeaker category!

ment on how this deck looks.

We currently stock models from the Ikon and Helikon ranges, and we have to admit that many aBritish
manufacturer could learn a thing or two about the art of presenting a specialist loudspeaker to its

Its also good news to anyone who currently owns aPink Triangle or Linr LP12 as many of these new

potential new owner! Not only is the packaging nothing less than exquisite. the fit and finish and

"Funk" innovations are upgradeable for these " super- decks". Now that is offering long time commit-

indeed overall quality of the components used is very impressive. Oh, and the sound... They offer

ment to vinyl isn't it?

transparency, a new level of openness at the respective price points, and combine this with a real
sense of tonality and timbre.... A very musical loudspeaker indeed. Please book ademonstration, after
all hearing is believing!
Another new name to Practical Hi Fi PLUS is the small South Coast manufacturer Anatek Acoustic,

4811111111X-1 •1110

who have introduced apair of mono- block amplifiers and stereo pm- amplifier. Again, we urge you to
take alisten to this warm and inviting combination. The technical spec offers around 60 Watts of pure
class A output utilising anew and patented circuit! We think this newcomer is definitely onto something.... Once again those who have listened have been more than pleasantly surprised. Initially alittle soft sounding. but then the listener is " drawn in - to athree dimensional world of music, tone. and
dynamic range that is presented in avery natural and organic manner. You have to listen...

Well done Arthur!
The arrival of this deck is imminent, and we shall be taking orders immediately. One thing is for sure.

We were recently treated to audition some prototype amplifiers from class A transistor stalwarts

with the resurgence of interest in the " black wax pizza" this record player is certainly going to con-

SUGDEN. The new electronics comprised aCD player with a new and intriguing digital filter before

vince the most hardy of CD owners that there is indeed more to this " old - technology than meets the

the DAC. It sounds very, very natural.. only time will tell when this new product will be in the shop,

ear!

but we expect it within acouple of months. A new pre and power amplifier sounded extremely promising. to come in above Masterclass, again sounding very organic, and non electro mechanical. OF

Which brings us back (again) to the Townshend MAXIMUM SuperTweeters. whether you are into CD,

course the company are enjoying success with the recently introduced 21 SE series, and rightly so. At

SACD. Vinyl or DVD-A, here is a device that you can strap straight onto the input terminals of your

the given price points, there is little in the transistor world that competes. Why not book a dem to

loudspeakers and instantly enjoy more an, and ambience.., indeed more music. Surely amust have
for those who are serious about the ultimate performance of their hi-fi system? Home trials a pleas-

audition the 21's with the amazing Deli Helikon 400?

ure as always....
Regular readers and visitors to the store, will know that we have a real passion for all things with
valves in the circuitry. The Audio Aero CD players from France are currently winning more listeners

Please don't hesitate to call to discuss your requirements. no matter whether it be digital. analogue,

over to CD than any other machines at the moment. Starting at around £ 1300 for the Prima this

valve or transistor, moving coil. ribbon or electrostatic, we have the knowledge and enthusiasm, as

machine includes Burr Brown DAC technology and a pair of 6021 " mini" tubes on the output stage.

well as the experience to get things right for you in your system.

Its bigger more expensive sibling the " Capitole" also acts as a compete line stage preamplifier too,
with balanced output included. We can recommend this player to anyone currently using any high

Enjoy the music

quality active loudspeakers, or may require abetter source for the power amplifier!
David W.Speirs
Due in to the store soon, is the most exciting thing to happen to vinyl since the original Pink Triangle
of the early " 80's. Yes at last we see the return of Arthur Khoubesserian with his new company " The
Funk Firm". This is the man that turned the whole record player debate upside down with his very lateral thinking... Around 25 years after he started Pink Triangle. Arthur has come up with many new

:Less i--eeti

Practical HI Fi PLUS, 88, Bridge St, Warrington. Cheshire. WA1 2RF
01925 632179
practicalhifiplus@fsmaffnet

frurre...

Pass Labs amplification is tube amp- like ii its simplicty of
circuit design, only two stages of gain and no feedback
to smother the natural timbre of the instruments.
Gorgeous styling and peerless construction make these
some of the most coveted amplifying devices in the
world.The new X.5 series is now available in the UK
exclusively through the Musicology dealer network.
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much publicity in 1993; he had

RACHMANINOV

those in Lugansky's also very fine recent Warner

Piano Sonata 2 •

recording [ 2564 60613-2]. Neither disc allows

much poetry. These concertos,

Variations on atheme of Chopin etc

selection of every variation; BIS's tracking
reflects Sudbin's view of the set as effectively a

effusive complements to

three- movement sonata structure. CB
Recordirg

than we get with Conlon. Pay

Performances

the identical programme in

Yevgeny Sudbin
BIS BIS-SACD-1518
64m 02s SACD hybrid f£E
Here, in along essay, the 25- year- old

technique in spades but not

Ravel's, need alittle more garlic
the extra, as Idid, to discover

St Petersburg pianist tries to dispel the

knockout performances by Eric

dismissive view of Rachmaninov - the one

Le Sage, Frank Braley and the

past composer he would most like to have

Liège orchestra under Stéphane

met. Besides the two main works, the Sonata

Denève, a 1994 BMG CD [ 82876

performance modelled on Horowitz's conflation

603082] which richly deserves

of the original and revised versions, Sudbin
plays two song transcriptions by Rachmaninov,

its Diapason d'Or sticker. CB

'Lilacs" and ' Daisies', and his close friend

Performances • •

Recordings • ••

Kreisler's Liebesleid and Liebesfreud.
Sudbin's reading of the sonata hasn't the
nail-biting drive of Horowitz's but is more

ROSETTI

RACI 1MANINOV

8Symphonies

searching and melancholic. But it is the early

Concerto Kehl

set of variations on Chopin's C minor Prelude
that reveals the range of his musicianship
and tonal command. He takes the composer's

Warner Apex 2564 67551-2
133m 39s two discs f
A budget set amalgamating

suggested options of omitting the fugal
Variation 12 and the coda to 24 - you can hear

two Teldec CDs co- produced in
1995/7 with DeutschlandRadio
Mtn, by the city's period-

interplay between soloist and

MOZART

orchestra, with the episodic

Piano Sonatas K330, 331, 332, 457

instrument group. Antonio

111111

Rosetti [ actually Anton Roster
from Bohemia) came in his early

finale well knitted together.

Mikhail Pletnev

twenties to the Swabian court at

A pity then that this 1989

DG 477 5788

Wallerstein, and was appointed

Leipzig Gewandhaus tape has
something of aswimming- baths

70m 36s fff

Kappellmeister in c.1786.

Alfred Brendel is fond of
quoting Schnabel on Mozart's

With two exceptions these

acoustic overlay; there's also a
slight right- channel bias, with

Ptetnev

keyboard sonatas: ' Too simple

Zimmermann rather forward
and seemingly placed right

for children; too difficult for
artists'. Pletnev, with his

of centre. In K503 ( Gurzenich
1982) the piano quality is good

fabulous technique, has little to

sr r

o'zjt rt-

Men( 10,4tRS

symphonies were all for the
orchestra there. However, one in
Eflat with especially demanding
horn parts [A27] was possibly
for the Berlin court, whilst

fear from the exposure. He has
chosen aBlüthrer and i' would

new tempi that at times Ifound
these familia- pieces as difficult

appear that his dry, dynamically
reined performances are a

to follow as if some new score.
The C minor, K457, is the least

simulation of what Mozart

scathed. Others have regretted

cadenza is not identified. He has

himself would have known.

the omission of trio repeats in

symphonies, inventive,

made alater recording directing
the Lausanne CO from the

Whether the composer would

the A major with Rondo alla

charming, very much of their

have recognised his own music

Turca', K331. Beautiful sound,

time. Much as Ilike Bamert

keyboard MDG). CB

is another matter. Pletnev

and the LMP in this sort of

Recordings • •
Performances • • • •

introduces so many rita -dandi

strange interpretation. CB
Recording •••••

and pauses, then taking up

Performances • •

has less music and now costs
more. Period instruments count

but the accompaniment is
more recessed - Ilistened to
two- channel only. Zacharias's
interesting first- movement

POULENC
Concerto for two pianos • Piano
Concerto • Aubade

the more heavily scored ' La
Chasse', with its hunt depiction
in the finale, was composed in
Paris for the Concert Spirituel.
These are instantly appealing

repertoire, their Chandos disc

here too. CB
Recordings ••• •
Performances ••••

François- René Duchâble, Jean-Philippe

•

Collard/Rotterdam PO/James Conlon
Warner Apex 2564 62552-2
59m 18s f

Resent
8Symphonies

j

These 1984 Erato recordings
make quite an acceptable
budget reissue, although I
wished Collard had had the
lion's share of the piano parts
-Duchâble was an opinionated
figure who dumped his career
and his piano, into alake, with
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visit our web site for second hand listing

Ar

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.

k coustic
rts

Independent audio consultants

Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.
Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts

SCOTT
(_o clics
Li a I

will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

001
•

•
FOCAL

densen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

focal electra 1007be

ii

martin logan summit

10:00 AM to 530 PM t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest . aloia . b&w . beyer . blueroom clearaudio copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . harman kardon . hutter. kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

with... I •

e

auchoaero
Hear your music as never before

The new Prestige, Capitole and Prima models:
24bit / I
92kHz DAC, CD and SACD players,
with the unique STARS 2resampling process.
Exclusive Distributor: The Audiophile Club - PO Box 6477 London - N13 4AY
www theAC co.uk - sales@theAC.co.uk - Tel: 020 8882 2822
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THE RAMALLAH CONCERT

felt encore prompted by the fact that his first

Music by Mozart, Beethoven and Elgar

marriage took place immediately after the

West- Eastern Divan Orchestra/Daniel Barenboim

Six- Day War, when his Elgarian mentor Sir John

Warner 256462792-2

Barbirolli attended, twonder?
The Beethoven receives afiery performance

205m DVD two discs EEC
This August 2005 concert - Mozart's Sinfonia

fiIfTArli

RS

tiBiRlfATU HAN
ORCHESTRA

with alikeable fast tempo for ( i) but the ' fate'

concertante for winds, Beethoven's Fifth

motif slowed when it occurs: aFurtwangler trait.

Symphony and • Nimrod' from Elgar's Enigma

The string ensemble in the scherzo has been

Variations - is also available on CD ( 2564 62791-

praised but what Ienjoyed more were its softer

a but the DVD is the version to buy. It includes

woodwind passages. Repeats are observed and

Paul Smaczny's 93m film ' Knowledge is the

Barenboim has his violins divided across the

Beginning', which is essentially areworking

stage. Iprefer this Fifth to the one in his Berlin

SESSIONS

and updating of the material issued with the

Staatskapelle cycle. In the Mozart there is some

The Black Maskers

orchestra's first Warner release ( 2564 62190-

delightful interplay between oboe and clarinet in

McPHEE

5), but worth watching not least for Daniel

the solo group which is apleasure to watch. CB

Tabuh-Tabuhan

Barenboim's courageous speech at the Knesset,

Documentary

Eastman- Rochester Orchestra/Howard

where the culture minister icily accuses him of

Performances

Hanson

being an enemy of the State of Israel.

Speakers Corner SR90103

In other new footage Barenboim talks of

LP Cif

losing ( to leukaemia) his closest trend Edward

Fairly prolific in the 1950s,

Said - the West- Eastern Divan Orchestra was

Roger Sessions is more

their shared project.

characteristically represented

The concert DVD picks up where the earlier

in two current Penguin Guide

film ends: asecond attempt to perform at

recommendations, but The

Ramallah proves atriumph, although the young

Black Maskers, his first major

musicians from Palestine, Israel, Egypt, Jordan,

orchestral score, was our

Lebanon, Spain and Syria must travel in two

introduction to his music on

groups using Spanish diplomatic passports, via

LP ( 1961). A reworking of a

Tel Aviv or Jordan.

longer suite composed in 1923

We see Barenboim standing in the road to

for astage performance of

welcome his players and bidding each farewell

Leonid Andreyev's drama, it

as they finally separate, whisked away from

is intriguingly scored: much

Ramallah after the concert under armed escort.

influenced by Stravinsky it holds

This orchestra cannot bring peace. It can

the attention more by colour

bring understanding ... we aim for achange in

than material content. Alas, the

thinking', he says in aclosing speech, gently

coupling fails to do the same.

countering the Palestinian deputy prime

Colin McPhee was crazy

minister's optimistic forecast of resolution in

about Bali - he built ahome

the Middle East. ( Not even the players want

there before returning to the

to yield on political tenets.) Was the heart-

States at the outbreak of war.
Tabuh-Tabuhan, alarge-scale
toccato premiered in 1936,

SHOSTAKOVICH

of heart regarding the work's

in space', as David Fanning puts

uses aconventional orchestra

Symphonies 5and 10

autobiographical significance

it. The whirlwind scherzo almost

to resonate with agamelan

Hallé Orchestra/Stanislaw Skrowaczewski

or merely ( like the changes in

matches that in Ancerl's classic

group set, in this Eastman

Hall CD HLD 7511

Klemperer% performances over

Czech PO recording and this

Theater production, at the front

99m 32s two discs LC

the years) the ageing process

Hallé Tenth ranks with the more

of the staging. McPhee deploys

As the packaging confirms,

it is hard to guess. Ifind the

potent earlier Karajan recording

Latin-American or jazz rhythmic

these are reissues with

Minneapolis reading more

(both DG). These new transfers

patterns to root the piece,

newly commissioned notes

pointed: more dance- like in ( ii);

need ahigh replay level. CB

as it were, in contemporary

of 1990 recordings produced

more affirmative in ( iv). With the

Recordings • ••

American soil.

by John Boyden, first issued

Hallé, Skrowaczewski presents

Performances ••• •

on the Pickwick/IMP label

aplainer, less subjective view.

These recordings are
50 years old, and thanks to

-each aGramophone CD

Like it or not, it's areading that

Speakers Corner's cutting

Guide strong recommendation.

commands respect.

expertise still sound pretty

Skrowaczewski, principal

His Tenth, though, is pretty

remarkable, especially in the

corductor of the Hallé from

waves of percussion sounds

1984-91, was before that music

most beautiful horn solos in

which build and decay at the

director of the Minneapolis

the cryptic Allegretto motif we

start of the McPhee finale.

Symphony. They recorded the

now know to stand for one of

(Distribution is now by Pure

Fifth Symphony for Mercury

the composer's pupils. Piccolo
and flute intone DSCH, his own

HAUL
SHOSTAKOVICH

SYMPHONY NO5 IN D MINOR
SYMPHONY NO.10 IN EMINOR

STANISLAW SKROWACZEWSKI

marvellously played, with

Pleasure Records Ltd.) CB

in 1961 with an overall timing

Recordings • ••

5m 25s shorter than here.

initials, as these motifs finally

Performances •••••

Whether this reflects achange

combine ' in time, but still apart
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Grass
Dance

Where mus

AUDIO

will move you

darTZeel
call . Ol764 650 573
On regular
demonstration;
Avalon Acoustics
Karan Acoustics

WARNING!! Do not listen to this amplifier
unless
you
can
afford
it.
Every
demonstration we have given has resulted
in a sale. The brainchild of Herve Deletraz,
the NHB-108B is hailed as one of the
world's finest amplifiers.

GUARNERI MEMENTO
The legend lives on Wen Sonus faber
launched the Guarneri Homage more than
12 years ago, it unleashed a revolution in
loudspeaker design. Now it has been
reworked, revitalised and reborn with the
benefit of a minimalist crossover and the
finest drivers. Just beautiful.

conrad johnson
Reimyo by Harmonix

We o:"ÚP' 6

ynergtsti

products all of which are capa
of delivering musical truth and
pleasure.

Cardas

We are delighted to have been

Magnum Dynalab

appointed

finite elemente

Scotland's exclusive de

Andrew Lee design

for; Rogue Audio pre and

Shun Mook

power amps Lavardin pre

Accoustic Arts

and power amps & Amphio

Zanden Audio Systems

speakers

Selected second
'hand pieces;
Conrad Johnson
ono blocks
7,000
onrad Johnson
>
Premier

16 LSII

Line stage

Laboratorium-Yter
If ever there was a perfect cable for
Sonus fabers, this is it. A silver and
palladium design as used in the Stradivari
and Amati, this lovely cable is utterly
captivating - and by high end standards,
very affordable.

mint condition £3,950
.,dcs Elgar plus DAC
'Latest spec
mint condition £4,750
4cs Purcele upsampler,
Latest spec

Our customers tell us that we

mint condition £2,000

create the most beautiful soun

•
Goldmund cd 39++
Integrated cd player

KRELL FBI - it's here1

Zanden Audio Systems 2000 PCD Trans

mint condition £4,000

they have heard.

also

Call us to arrange a

Cardas power cords

demonstration.

interconnects and

krell, audio research, jadis, sonus faber, martii,
logan, copland, wilson audio, darTZeel, mimetisii
koetsu, synergistic research, chord cable,
transparent, yter, bcd engineering, futureglass

Tel: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
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SOLVE 1G
SLETTAHJELL SLOW
MOTION QUINTET

Upon A Star'

In the middle she

deconstructs ' Don't Explain'
and gives us an outstanding

Pixiedust

cover of John Hiatt's ' Have

ACT

A Little Faith In Me' The

44m 53$

remaining numbers come

This is the stunn ng singe-' s

from Slettahjell's soncwriting

third album with her Slow

collaborater Peder Kjellsby.

Motion group, though the first

And yes, they are lexcept the

to be distributed outside her

upbeat ' Count The Days',

natKe Norway. Siow Motion

and the gently bouncing title

Orchestra 12001) and Silver

tune) all in slow motion. This

12004) reworked awide range

album is beyond quirky, but its

of standards: this time there's

impeccably played and it works.

atheme. Slettahjell opens witn

because of SlettahjelTs utterly

ACOUSTIC TRIANGLE

her own arrangement of the

gorgeous warm voice' and

Resonance

Emi.y Dickinson poem Hope Is

emotional commitment SH

Audio- BABCD 5017

The Thing With ceathers and

Recording 10111111,111

70m 02s

closes with ' When You W sh

Performance 0000

Dorchester Abbey and Romsey
Abbey, where these tracks
were recorded, were just two

instrumental piano trio numbers

followed- up the previous years

of 28 venues this trio filled

[three alternate takes have

excellent Blue Bogey, Gaynair's

with acoustic music on their

been added for this CD). They

debut album on the Tempo

2005 ' Tour of Sacred Places'.

range from light, boppish takes

label, if Tempo hadn't folded.

Leader Malcolm Creese plays

on standards like ' Stranger In

Here Gaynair's big, Dexter

bass, with Tim Garland on

Paradise' and ' That Old Devil

Gcrdon-ish tenor sound,

saxes and Gwilym Simcock on

Moon' to ingenious Allison

R'n*B-tinged bebop mastery and

piano - except on the haunting

originals like ' Ramble' and ' Old

sheer vitality make this another

soprano- sax- led arrangement

Man John', which somehow

great record and afascinating

of Allegri's Miserere Mei, where

hint at what he'd get up to later,

trip back to the pre- Beatles

he adds an atmospheric French

when he added his own lyrics

world of British modern jazz. SH

horn. The music is mostly

to his tunes and his real career

Recording 0000

dreamy but varied and never

took off. A curiosity. SH

Performance *0000

vapid, the standout being Stan

Recording 000111

Tracey's ' Under Milkwood'.

Performance 00411

Maybe this could have

'official' output from this period,
and heartily recommended. SH

THELONIOUS MONK

Recording 300

The Classic Ouartet

Performance 00000

Candid CCD 79551

but we don't hear enough of

WILTON BOGEY'
GAYNAIR

38m 04s

TERJE RYPDAL

acoustic instruments in real

Africa Calling

Its the presence of Charlie

Vossabrygg

space today, so you've got to

CancBti CCD 79552

Rouse, the most Monk-

ECM 987 5381

applaud Acoustic Triangle's

44m 24s

compatible tenor saxophonist

68m 03s

efforts. Especially if they help

Not areissue, but the first- ever

ever, that justifies the ' classic'

The title means ' Vossas

alert more people to the danger

release of along- forgotten

tag. Previously issued on CD

Brew' - Rypdal's Opus 84 was in

of some wonderful buildings

London sessior which teamed

(recently as Thelonious MonA

fact an extended tribute to Miles

benefited from multichannel

being pulled down. SH

the Jamaican- horn saxophonist

1963 In Japan), this set was

Davis, and specifically to Bitches

Recording

with fellow West Indian

extracted from the videotape

Brew, performed at Norway's

Shake Keane on trumpet ano

of aTokyo TV broadcast, and

Vossa Jazz festival in 2003 with

flugelhorn, plus Terry Shannon

has an immediate ' live' and

trumpeter Palle Mikkelborg

MOSE ALLISON

on piano, Jeff Clyne, bass, and

communicative sound quality,

among other stars. The first

Ramblin' With Mose Allison

Bili Eyden on drums. This June

though it's hardly audiophile

movement, Ghostdancing'

Prestige OJCCD 1109-2

1960 recording could have

grade, with Butch Warren's

takes you straight back to that

»SO

Performance 411111111111

52m 50s
When this was recorded

ddie
.
,

bass too loud and ahint of

brooding birth of jazz -ock, with

distortion on the piano.

abackdrop of electric piano

But the music is great,

in 1958, Mose Allison, the

and Hammond for some sparse

pianist, had not yet became

from the fantastic split-second

but tough guitar and Milesian

Mose Allison, the star singer-

rapport between Rouse and

trumpet. More modern sounds

songwriter. He came up with

Monk on an unusually extended

creep in as the guitarist's son

just one characteristic, wryly

'Epistrophy to the typically

Marius Rypdal contributes

delightful unaccompanied Monk

electronics, samples and

humorous, bluesy vocal - on

Wilton `I
Boge/
'Gaynair
- ‘

ballad solo, 'Just A Gigolo',

turntables. It's an enveloping

A Right To Cry' - before filling

where you hold your breath

work that could grow on you. SH

the rest of the album with nine

waiting for the final cadence.

Recording 60600

Better than much of Monks

Performance

the Joe Liggins number ' IGot

*Oil
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French flair!
elerldh

Following in the footsteps of the famous ul
now legendary Duo and Trio models, the
new single-chassis ARIA is sure to make its
mark just as those have before it.
Awards to follow shortly but for now, why
not reward yourself with one of the most
significant CD Players to appecr
' :•
few years.
Iri some ways it always feels
,
ore rewardina to re,4ev\ a

Chinese Grace

CHOICE
igtffiL

American Beefcake

Monkey says: " Twiggy isn't the only stylish model
to come out of Neasden"

acacoustics, 47 Chartley Avenue, Neasden, London, NW2 7Qr
Tel 020 8830 6509 linfo@acacoustics.co.uk Iwww.acacoustics.co.uk'

eetylt-ovteef 5A-14 etio
presents

'The Vpsifon SZ7-100'Mite

endkihyéranionoé4m
ampfib-ers.
'The cAssical; arcAitecturafsWm'q is
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CLAP YOUR HANDS
SAY YEAH

DAVID GILMOUR

Clap Your Hands Say Yeah

On An Island

WICHITA WEBB099CDP ( 38m 47s)

EMI 0946 355695 ( 51m 36$)

Here's apleasant change - an

Third solo album from the

indie rock band that isn't a

Pink Floyd guitarist and

bunch of corporate lickspittles

singer has that pervasive

masquerading as indies by

Floyd feel, but with amore

floating afake indie label on

soulful, feel- good factor next

music biz multi- national cash.

to the lyrical introspection

They released this invigoratingly

The title track has the best

marvellous album using their

developed arrangement,

own hard-earned cash and, with

including tasty dual- lead

including the backing vocal

alittle help from areview on

guitar soloing. Turn to Take

of Crosby and Nash, Floyd

the estimable Pitchfork Media

aBreath' though and you'll

keyboardman Rick Wright

website, plus afew blog raves,

find yourself in darker Floyd

(Hammond and vocals), Jools

more US chart entries, ' On A

they sold 25,000 copies.

territory, down to the dirty

Holland, Phil Manzanera,

High' and ' Half Life'. He has

Subsequently, they've scored

guitar lines first aired with

Robert Wyatt - even Biob

never troubled the UK's charts

adeal with arather bigger indie,

Obscured by Clouds, plus a

Klose gets aspot, original

at all and although his sixth

Wichita, apersonal favourite of

hint of the sound effects and

guitarist of proto-Floyd when

album is afine piece of work,

mine. Much of the time CYHSY

psychedelic ' noodling' that
have tickled the ears of fans

they were still called The

it probably won't change his

Abdabs. The inspired sounds

fortunes here. Sheik is very

of aman who's rich, happy

much an old- school songsmith,

They're brash, loud, simplistic

since the post- Barrett sound
developed Otherwise, GAI is

and in love. AH

on the sensitive side, fond of

(in aclever sort of way), tuneful,

more apastoral, easy outing

Performances • • • ••

abig melody and athoughtful

singalongable, innovative and

Plenty of guest turns here,

Recordings •• •• •

lyric. The tender and beautifully

sound like the band you want
playing live at your next party.

evocative ' IDon't Believe In

yet clearly grounded in some of

Ghosts' is probably the highlight

the greatest bands in the entire
history of rock music, from the

like The Stereophonics were

DUNCAN SHEIK

of this set, but for the most

Velvet Underground to Television

headed for the middle of the

White Limousine

part his songs are abit, well,

and Talking Heads.

road but last year's album,

ZOE/ROUNDER EUROPE 01143-1086-2

dreary. A good craftsman but

Language. Sex. Violence

(55m 32s(

lovely though his voice is, there's

occasionally lets his exuberance

Other?, and the arrival of new

American singer- songwriter

something alittle too earnest

Vocalist Alec Ounsworth
lead him into singing off-key but

drummer Javier Weyler seems

Duncan Sheik has enjoyed a

in lines like, ' How much longer

there's so much imagination

to have re- charged their failing

couple of sizeable bites of the

this empire of night' and any

and passion going on here that

batteries. Recorded on 2005's

cherry in his homeland. He

song that opens with ' Turning

it's easy to forgive him. Watch

L.S.V.0? tour, Live From Dakota

was Grammy- nominated in

the wheel to emptiness' is way

out, though, for the mischievous

offers admirably warts'n'all

1998 for the massive hit ' Barely

too pseudo- mystical for me. JB

track one which bears virtually

rawk'n'rowull, with no tarting up

Breathing', then slipped out of

Performances • • ••

no resemblance to anything that

from studio overdubs.

sight until 2002 brought two

Recordings •••

So determined are they to

follows it. JB
Performances * 006
Recordings • •••

keep things raunchy that it's
not really until live tracks into

THE HOLLIES

Burnette even injects ahea

CD1 that the characteristic

STAYING POWER

dose of the blues.

THE STEREOPHONICS

diversity of their studio .31bums

EMI 0946 355983 22141m 37$)

Live From Dakota

begins to display itself with the

'Audiophiles aren'[

include aSouthern- fried

V2 VVR1038098 141m 42s + 50m 30s1

prominently loopy keyboard riff

overburdened with asurfei`

version of Peter Green's ' 0

A couple of years ba ,k, it looked

of Mr. Writer pushed well to

of rockabilly or vintage

Well', ' Bye Bye Love' and his

the fore, after which things just

rock'n'roll, so this twangy

dad's smash for Ricky Nelson,

keep getting better.

treasure from the son of one

'It's Late'. In short this is a

of the genre's pioneers is

stunning disc, especially if

The heart of the bano,
guitarist/songwriter/singer Kelly
Jones, has an extraordMarily
4

,welcomed

recompense.

Imagine aless frenetic

versatile voice, switching

approach than Brian Setzer

between Jim Morrison crooning,

and you've got it nailed. Hell,

Stand- out tracks here

you ever wore aDA. JB
Performances
Recordings

Rod Stewart croaking and

•,,

all-out HM roaring according
to the song demands. Double
live albums are usually the last
resort of desperate men, but
this might join the small elite of
concert recoraings that enhance
aband's reputation. JE

STEREOPHONICS

4

•

.11MI.

•

Performances •• •
Recordings 0000
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"It is, quite simply, the most impressive
mains filter we've ever heard."
HI- FINEWS Gil TITAN

Discover another 20-40%
of musical information in
your system for only 10%
of the cost.

Low - COSE
beLLer sound
The damage caused by VIBRATION
in audio systems is poorly tackled
by nearly all companies. Token
efforts are made with rubber
suspension and damped panels but
they're missing the point.

For your free
IsoTek brochure call:

01635 291357

800130N
rem 00 Nan

2001 ft-F' Choke

2002 1440 Nome

2003 What Ri-Pr1

21:04 »at 18-13?

1803 W100110443

8000 W410401

leall• 01 Woo,

NMI» ray...

be. Mow...

Mo.

2033 8.-F1 Choke

2003 Vert N-FR

1003 11141380100

Always setting new standards

111314

Is ciTe
wwwisoteksystems.com

Transformers and motors VIBRATE
and think of the energy created by
loudspeakers! Metal in the cables
linking components then conducts
MECHANICAL NOISE round the
system, thousands of times more
efficiently than air.

THE DAMAGE to critical elements in
the music IS HUGE. We use cables,
filters and supports from VERTEX
AQ to trap and subdue vibrations.
Glassy, edgy sound disappears and
fine, CLEAN DETAIL now defines the
start of notes, deeper and tighter
bass, atruly 3-D soundstage and
wonderfully improved musical flow.
Benefits are immediate and obvious.
These Vertex components DWARF
THE DIFFERENCES between similar
CD players or amplifiers and are
the FOUNDATIONS for improving
any system — at any price, proven.
Remove the supports and swap the
cables, even for good alternatives,
and the system sounds ragged, hard,
slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.
There's too much hype in hi-fi so
use our TRY FREE OFFER: test a

'
I" h e
. h
íg h t

R

Note

mains cable for the CD player or vltt%tt
i
the links for abi-wireable speaker.
Invariable result? "AMAZING."
t

it,

Customers say they hear some of the BEST
SOUNDS ever in our studio, so you know

41>

we can do the same in your home. Our
advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

13
01225

874728

or lo-cost
0845 230 7570

CD :ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
P8I, ELGAR, DELIUS P
URCELL,

118
taudio.co.uk
hotmail.co.uk
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VERDI, VERONA), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM, THE
GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPEC IAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL
CANTO, CAT,DNM ,DK DESIGN, GAMUT, HALCRO, HOVLAND, S
ONNETEER.
LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, GAMUT, NEAT,TOTEM.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.
MAINS: Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

REVIEWS • AUDIOPHILE LPS

THE BYRDS

the time the Byrds went full

Mr. Tambourine Man

which included spatial

Sundazed 195197 180g vinyl, mono

effects as well as esoteric

pelt into experimentation,

Turn! Turn! Turn!

instrumentation - both jazzy

Sundazed LP5198 180g vinyl, mono

and psychedelic.

Fifth Dimension

Mainly, though, the listener

Sundazed LP5199 180g vinyl, mono

will find that these all benefit

Younger Than Yesterday

from the more in- your- face,

Sundazed LP5200 180g vinyl, mono

forward presentation

Notorious Byrd Brothers

imparted by mono because

Sundazed LP5201 180g vinyl, mono

the added punch suits both
the jangly guitars of the first

No, Sundazed isn't milking

two albums here and the fifth,

the Byrds catalogue Although

prolo country rock set that

it reissued the early Byrds

bookend this grouping.

albums in glorious stereo,
there were enough differences

Yiup, you'll want these
mono mixes even if you have

in the mixes, but especially

the stereos And not just to

in the sound, to warrant this

appreciate the engineering

quintet of monos. And after

craft that's gone on at the

all, if the original mixes were

mixing desks.

made in mono then isn't mono
the way these recordings were
meant to be heard?
What might cause abit of

They are, after all, one of
the most important boches
of work in the history of
American rock music. KK

head- scratching is the thought

Recordings 6110111111

of staying with mono even 'by

Performances 00000

CREAM

AMAMI

Who's Next, this is aknockout

entlIAMICIO

deserving more recognItion.

Royal Albert Hall London
May 2-3-5-6 '05

There are too many stand-out

Reprise 49416-1 180g vinyl, 3LPs

tracks to list, but * ICan See For

This just had to come out on

Miles' is atreasure, and this

vinyl: their sublime DVD/CD

is by no small measure the LP

of last year's reunion concerts

that moved them from asingles

sounds absolutely terrific in

band to an album band.Th.e

analogue form. As Iwrote in

mono- vs- stereo debate takes

March, Cream proved, 37 years

on new weight with these mixes,
but Iprefer the latter.

after they split up, that they're
still the supergroup to beat.
Even if you have the DVD

Overall, pretty damnea close

their finest album, with the title

performances and timeless

track made famous by Lenny

sound. If you already know Taj

to amint original, too, and

(or the CD) the packaging àone

Kravitz, and it begs for the label

Mahal for his purist take on the

Classic has included the run-

will have you lusting after

to add afew more. Please listen

blues, this half-studio/half-live

out groove material and aclassy

it: three fat discs, gorgeous

to this, so they're remembered

LP will show you how broad is

psychedelic poster.

sleeves.., but what would

for more than siring Bachman-

the canvas on which he paints.

Classic Records have added

Turner Overdrive. KK

Some gospel flavouring, some

as extras'? KK

Recordings 000

rural blues, some African

Recordings 00000

Recordings 00000

Performances 000

material - and no less than the

Performances 0000

Performances 00000

THE GUESS WHO
American Woman

Still one of the most
tasteless covers ever! KK

Pointer Sisters as guests. KK

TAJ MAHAL

Recordings 0000

Recycling The Blues & Other
Related Stuff

Performances 000

Cisco LSP-4266 180g vinyl

Pure Pleasure PPAN31605 180g vinyl

THE WHO

Finally, some respect for the

Ycu just gotta love this,

Sell Out

sublime Canadian rockers who

unbridled roots/world music

Classic Records 612.002 200g

charted with alarming frequency

recorded nearly 35 years ago,

Ouiex SV-P vinyl ( mono)

in the USA in the 1960s and

but sounding like something

Classic Records 613.002 2001

1970s, but who always had

that Jools Holland or Andy

Ouiex SV-P vinyl ( stereo)

to work twice as hard for

Kershaw mignt discover

Long-awaited by Who fans

credibility. Cisco has remastered

this morning • timeless

who prefer it to the overrated
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Hi-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 - HiFi News' vital buying
guide section. Its here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest-cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/yearl
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800. go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at wymhi-finews.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player —
best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

Arcam CD33

£1300

Arcam Diva CD73

£399

TB

The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

09/01
AH

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

Chord DAC 64

£1960

07/0
AH

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminatesptter. AH concluded, ' It's
not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

Creek CD50

£700

07/03
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

12/99
AH

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware.
pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

Inca Tech Katana
SE

£995

12/0
DA

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899

08/0
DA

Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V'3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation tha' gives areal
impression of depth and power. Voca Is sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Naim CDS3

£7050

10/03
MC

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player - high- resolution format or otherwise
-- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Naim CD51

£825

^004

Naim's niost affordable player excels in the areas for Mich the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and tming. For many
listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.

Perpetual P- 1A/
P-3A

WOO/
$800

Rote) RCD-02

£380

Unison Research
Unico

£1100

incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

Diminutive DSP ( P- IA) and DAC ( P- 3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the ibusion of real
musicians. The P- IA is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to

resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-VIDEO, DVD-AUDIO & SACO PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DV88 Plus

£1 000

02/03
AG

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24 bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Arcam DV29

£1600

03/05
PM

clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

10/03
PM

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely competent
performa nce for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at th is price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon DVD-2900

£850

09/03
PM

Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

Ma rantz SA- 11S1

£2000

05/05

Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural midband. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

Pioneer DV868AVI

£1000

02/01
PM

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

05/04
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding &Utica' by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Roksan Radius 5C850 ( 1-IFN Nov'03)
Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses

Still the best player under four-figures, with an airy,

new materials in an unusual configuration. The main

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub-chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,

Holographic soundstage with palapable wall-to-wall

while the Mima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin-walled alloy main tube with internal wiring

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

is capable of handling good m-ccartridges too, thanks

more expensive Artemiz arm.

to that Mima tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Price

Tested

How we rate it

Avid Diva

£1100

o
111

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the
engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and
translucent platter ( no dust cnver), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/9/
BK

C!assic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

£2413

01/05 Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe- tapping timing of the
Allcompany's AC- powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-mcartridge. 'No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

orfc .
TP,

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

£1000

09/04
TB

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

ir
IA

thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£3580

12
EAt

Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet
for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

Roskan Radius 5

£850

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Pro-Ject tavDurite receives arevamp courtesy oían acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition
!
eween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems are a

Back in the1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged (there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
il/ I
f Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
AH
contrast ard timbrai colour:ng, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam DT81

£650

0in..
AH

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening upa broadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

Creek T43

("inn

iy,.
iv

Asimple hiss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are
displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'

Magnum Dynalab
MD106
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£3750

(1

UI
011
Aot

Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but mow sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.
It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner ofour three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 ( FIFN Oct'04)

l
l
'

Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer from
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion across
the audio band to make aneutral, natural-sounding integrated amplifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pre/power statement. Fine looks,
mu-Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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Make/model

A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMP. PREAMP. POWER AMP.
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01> MUSICAL FIDELITY

NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M1 TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM

Hi-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Price

Tested

This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of
speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

£1100
£/00
£4000

udio Research
ef Two

£10,000

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher-power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality wa.top notch aswell. ' It comes close to being astate-of-the-art
piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to light-

SPassion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
K-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£5000

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis ata highly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

Croft Vitale

£350

EAR 864

£1500

Aphonoinclusive pre-am plitier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with is XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise free operation.

GRAAF GM5013

£3950

This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market thanks
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts are& affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the
finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible seventy of some solid-state counterparts.
ru,
DP,
99
s'a

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big orothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see
if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with ' ransparencyto music's inner workings.'

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve preamp.

UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode. TB liked
its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural- sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

Krell KAV-30011_

£3900

Krell KAV 400xi

£2698

This ' entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the I
30W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic
speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1385

Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and utters plenty of user-friendly features.

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£625/
£750

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (
AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Naim NAC 552

£11,150

Naim NAIT 5

£800

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos 11 RR

£3250

about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers rye heard, regardless of price'.

Primare A30.1

£1500

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC 24/
Ilforty

£4000

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02

£250

TacT Audio RCS
2.2X

£3195

Scintillas...1would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state am plcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

Utilitarian looks belie aprod Jct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features

Musical Fidelity does itagaiiwith aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80Wich into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku ovvners can only dream.

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by is dramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any
other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound ' comfortable', instead you get '
bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, ard is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT38s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp
lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precÈion
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,
and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC. to idealise the system's response at the listening
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Price

Avantgarde Uno

£7350

ATC Anniversary

£12,120

Avalon Eidolon

£23,000

B&W 800D

£13,000

B&W DM603 S3

£600

B&W DM303

£180

B&WNautilus
802

£6000

Tested

How we rate It
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 4-0cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction and accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While
it's not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high quety amplification on board.
Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the
tailored directivity and fine dynamics of arroving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.
Adiamond tweeter andnew materials usen for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship to n:.v.,heights, banishing colorations of the original model and
making fora tighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for aspeaker with its overall capabilities.
An excellent general purpose speaker thatis sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride. but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harder
when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast ar:d slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

One of B&w's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801 simply
won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

£130

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2032 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

Dynaudio Contour

£2460

The C,ontour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handfing and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

Energy Encore 2

£750

Epos M12

£500

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

Tz.5

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but aiso adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 ases the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and excitirg sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

'Compact' orly by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayer ,.
ell: Il ..
boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

Jamo D830

£1500

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even
when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

1mlab Utopia
Alto Be

Leema Acoustics
Xavier
Linn Katan

£11,000
£1995

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful po;itioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and
scale, yet its unusually smooth treble maces it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.
One to dominate aroam physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy wher it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolvingabkies of treble can prove fatiguing.

£635

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with ur i
usual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

Martinlogan
Prodigy

£8970

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably Nib most successful, musically. MC found ithad 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

Martinlogan
Clarity

£2500

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound
dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching buta fantastic loudspeaker!

PMC DB1+

£625

Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DE11. Aclass winner at the price.

PMC GB I

£995

PMC builds on the success of the OB1 with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.

Quad ESL-989

£400£

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,
but one that many prefer for long-term .::omfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

Ruark Etude
Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari

Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid constructieen. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

£5001
'2.000

Spendor S6e

£1495

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

£6500

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.
You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of
Son us Faber's founder, Franco Serblir., it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was
especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tan noy's
Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding alility to cast astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.
Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

An opinion divider. KK found 'asounctstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

Wharfedale
EVO-10

£320

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the coke is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband and
smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the bestat the price.

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather
bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7

£22,500

Even compared with the excellent Seem 6, the reengineered System 7was tholight substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so a 'wry good amplifier is anecessity.
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HIGH DEFINITION TV
'The biggesL revolution
in home viewing since
colour television'

THE MAIN HD CHOICE
Whatever you want to watch
• Movies

e

• Sports
• Drama

dios
NEW InFocus

We have the answer
• Plasma
• LCD
• Projection

Sim2

H79 "Excellent
image quality:
strong
specification
and easy to
use - aterrific
projector... You
must check this
one out."

Sim2 Multimedia is aworld- leading manufacturer at
the forefront of home cinema technology and a
name synonymous with high-end home cinema
projection.
HT300E
"Spectacular, in
aword...
Another terrific
projector from
Italy's finest."

Screen Play
From the worldwide leader in digital projection
technology and solutions, InFocus ScreenPlay
DLPTM projectors are changing the face of home
cinema offering market-beating performance,
specification and value at every price point.

SEVENoa<s

IN76

The InFocus IN76 projector fills your screen with bright, vivid and crisp images,
capturing every detail. This 720p resolution projector includes DVI and HDMI
inputs, which provide the easiest and highest quality video interface available
from DVD players, HD receivers and new HD game consoles with HDCP,
bringing the big picture experience to home entertainment and gaming.

••••••••1

Themescene
Since its launch, the multi-award winning
ThemeScener" brand has rapidly established afivestar reputation for uncompromised image quality.

1
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HDTV
Pioneer
PLASMA

Pis

NO\

•Class Leading Picture Quality
•Twin HDMI sockets
•Wall or Stand Mount

JOIN THE
HDTV
REVOLUTION
WITH
SEVENOAKS

•43 or 50 inch
•Integrated Freeview Tuner
•What Hi Fi Award-Winner

rem« tr
AWARDS 200S

"Pioneer's latest is also its
greatest: this is a truly
wonderful HD- Ready TV."

Samsung

April 6 - May 31

MILANO II

amajor HDTV

LCD TVs

product promotion in

•Superb Quality LCD TVs

all SEVENOAKS stores

•Stunning and Innovative Design
•32 or 40 inch
•EISA Award-Winner for Best
LCD TV

EISA

• SEE HIGH DEFINITION IN
ACTION - JUDGE THE

PRO
B
E D
SU
200, 2000

DIFFERENCE

r•

• TALK WITH OUR EXPERTS
"Nothing distracts from
the superb image quality."

LEARN WHAT HDTV WILL
MEAN TO YOU
• VIEW THE RIGHT
OPTIONS FOR YOU

Panasonic

HD
reedy

Sharp Aquos

TX32LXD60 LCD TV

•Integrated Freeview
•32" Screen
•Twin HDMI Inputs

Toshiba

LC-45GD1E LCD TV

•Integrated Freeview
•45" Screen
•Home Cinema Choice Award-Winner

32WL56 LCD TV

•HDMI Input
•32" Screen
•What Hi Fi Recommended

HD
ready

2

SEVEN0a<S

HOME CINEMA
SYSTEMS
ENHANCE YOUR HDTV VIEWING
THROUGH SUPERB SOUND

Yamaha
World leader in both audio and home
cinema equipment. Yamaha's range
includes NV receivers, amplifers, and DVD
players plus the innovative Digital Sound
Projector speaker systems.
MD-52500

Arcam
Arcam offers the movie and music lover the
most complete range of high-performance
home entertainment solutions from any
specialist manufacturer.

DVD PLAYER

"The rock solid Yamaha produces fine
picture and sound."

•DiVA DV79 DVD PLAYER
"Great movies aound and vision, and
the DV79 serves up fine music, too."

RX-V2600 AV
"Amazing - could well be the new
class king, and is certainly a real star."

•DiVA AVR250 AV RECEIVER
"Excels in the key area - sound quality."

J

Denon

Monitor Audio

Denon has established an enviable reputation for the performance of both its hi-fi and home
cinema products, winning numerous awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which all other are judged.

SILVER RS RANGE

Denon's range includes the award- winning DVD-1920 DVD player and AVR-1905 AV receiver
and Smart Life S-301 all- in- one home cinema system.
!UMW
MAIDS 2000

Meeting the needs of the most
demanding music lovers and home
cinema enthusiasts, Monitor Audio's Silver
RS speakers take performance to the next
level with stunning design, construction
and driver engineering.
RS6AV
"This system will
give you truly
exceptional sound."

r"—ae4

•SMART LIFE 5-301 AV SYSTEM
"For many people this could be
the future of home cinema."

AMPS MI
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B&VV
With acombination of
the latest R&D
techniques and a
passion for music, B&VV
produces adiverse
range of products
befitting the largest
audio manufacturer in
the UK.

•MINI THEATRE MT30
"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the MT-30 (and
especially the PV1) could well be heading for iconic status."

SEVEN

3

LEADERS IN
QUALITY HI-FI

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

111

VISION

EXPERTS IN HI-FI COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS

•Amazing sound from an integrated system
•With exceptional quality CD, FM and DAB
digital iadio
•Integrated iPod connection - hear how good
your iPod can sound
•From Arcam, agreat
British company

Teac

(R-250 DAB CD RECEIVER

•Superb one- box unit
•DAB Radio & CD Player
•Optional Speakers

Buy an Arcam Solo music system with Arcam Alto speakers
and receive aFree 1GB iPod nano (RRP£109)

KEF

IQ5 SPEAKERS
•Uni Q technology
•Finish options
•Floorstanding
•What Hi Fi
award-winner

Marantz

Marantz is introducing ahost of
new products ranging from highend hi-fi to HD- ready DVD players

"The iQ5s are
little stars,
providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...
The iQ5s are
fully deserving
Products of the

and AV receivers. The two main
products groups are the ' premium'
and ' nange' series.
Latest additions to its hi-fi range
include the CD5001 OSE CD
player and PM4001 OSE amplifier
offering ataste of high- end audio
at an incredibly competitive price.

Year."
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Sonos

DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM

Sonos is the first and only digital music system that lets you play all your digital
music, all over your house - and control it from the palm of your hand. Best of all,
you don't need a PC in every room, amusic server or wireless network. Just a
Sonos'' ZonePlayer and speakers in the rooms of your choice and aSonosTM'
Controller in hand to access all of your digital music, no matter where it's stored.
"Simple to set-up,
great to use... Sound
qualizy is first-rate."

4
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111‘ MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE
MAKE THE INFORMED CHOICE TO ENHANCE
YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE
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If you've enjoyed listening to
music before, try listening to it
through aCyrus system. With
every product tuned by ear,
Cyrus represents aquality of
sound, which is rare at any
price. Invest in aCyrus system
and you'll be rewarded with a
wealth of sound you wouldn't
have thought possible.

CC

Primare
Primare Systems has built aworldwide
reputation for producing innovative
audio and video products that break
with convention. Each product is a
statement of its desire to be different.
In offering aunique blend of
sophisticated, timeless Scandinavian
design, class-leading build quality, and
proprietary state-of-the-art

1

technological advance, out of necessity.
11.1:"Le!fir
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AWARDS 2003

Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of
Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers
offering one of the most targeted range of hifi and home cinema loudspeaker systems on
the market today.

GOLD

SIGNATURE RANGE
Thirty years of experience
at raising the bar for the
world's most demanding
consumers, has inspired
Monitor Audio to
introduce Gold Signature,
anew flagship range that
reaches unprecedented
standards of design,
innovation, performance,
technical excellence,
build quality and value in
its class.

WMfla

n'

AM.. 2004

The new six model line-up comprises astand-mounting speaker,
the GS10; two floor standing speakers, the GS20 and GS60; adual- mode surround speaker,
the GS-FX; adedicated centre-channel speaker, the GS-LCR; and a1000W (RMS) active
subwoofer, the GSW-12.

Project
Project, one of the world's leading
suppliers of turntables, range
includes the Award-winning
Debut, Xpression II, Perspective
and RPM Series.
Yeneretr
AWARDS 2003

"The Debut is a superb valuefor- money package."

"The legendary AE1 lives on in this
groundbreaking new version... It sets
a new standard for small speakers."

The right
accessories
can make or break
your system. Our
carefully selected
range will ensure you
get the very best
performance from
your system.

SEVEN
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Acoustic Energy

Monitor
Audio
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Who are Sevenoaks?

SEVEN0a<S

Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one of
the leading independent home ertertainment specialists in the UK
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VISION

We have 49 stores and are specialists in:• Hi Fi

NATIONWIDE STORE GUIDE

• Home Cinema
• Custom Design and Installation

Exceptional Product Range
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products from
leading brands.

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

• 57 CROWN STREET OPEN sunioAr

• 69 HIGH ST, CI1Y CENTRE

BEDFORD 01234 272'779

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

• 29-31 ST PETERS STREET

• 19 NEWGATE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

• 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

• 29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

• 928 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

To find out more:-

• 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

• Call in to one of our stores

OXFORD 01865 241773

• 39A EAST STREET

• 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770
S17 BURLEIGH STREET

• Call us on 0800 587 9909
•

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

Log on to www.ssay.com

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899

Our

• 107 CORNWALL STREET

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466
• 403 KINGS ROAD

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best

• 14 PITÍVILLE STREET

results effortlessly.

• 34KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

• We visit your home to review the best options
• Agree asystem specification and cost
• We manage the Installation
• You have years of enjoyment

Sevenoaks Guides

• 369-373 LONDON ROAD

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

EALING 020 8579 8777

• 109 113 LONDON ROAD

• 24 THE GREEN OPEN SUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

• 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPEN SUNDAY

• 5THE GRASSMARKET

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

EPSOM 01372 720720

• 149 151 STRATFORD ROAD

• 12 UPPER HIGH STREET OPEN SUNDAY

SOUTHAMPTON 02'3 8033 7770

EXETER 01392 218895

• 33 LONDON ROAD

• 28 CO WICK STREET

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

• 77 CHASE SIDE

New 2006 Editions

• 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

Pick-up acopy of our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema or Custom Install
Guides at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store. Alternatively,
either can be ordered via our Website and posted to you ( UK mainland
addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

• 738 NORTH STREET

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

55-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

• 144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET OPEN SUNDAY
KINGSTON 020 8547 0717
• 43 FIFE ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

• 21 NORTHWAYS PDE FINCHLEY RD OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543
• 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

• 478 ST ALBANS ROAD

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE

you can find the same products and excellent service at alower prise, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

WATFORD 01923 213533

• 62 NORTH STREET

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive. Ir the event

STAINES 01784 460777
•4THAMES STREET OPEN SUM«
SWINDON 01793 610992

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

f PRICING POLICY

PRESTON 01772 825777
READING 0118 959 7768

• 32 THE BOULEVARD

or Multi- Room system

POOLE 01202 671677
•LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET
• 40 41 LUNE STREET OPEN gam

CRAWLEY 01293 510777

• We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema

• 36-38 PARK ROAD OPEN SUNDAY

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

• 104 106 ALBANY ROAD

Custom Design and Install

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525
• 43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

LINCOLN 01522 527397
e20-22 CORPORATION STREET (OFF HIGH STREE17

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE

LOUGHTON 020 8532 0770 NEW

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

• 79 GOLDINGS HILL

• 29 30 CLEVELAND STREET

MAIDSTONE 01 ,
622 686366

YEOVIL 01935 700078 NEW

• 96 WEEK STREET

• 14 SILVER STREET

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.ssay.com

FLEXIBLE FINANCE OPTIONS

Spread the cost of buying. Flexible finance opt ons'are available on
the majority of products we stock. ' Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balance f400. Subject to status..

PLEASE NOTE

Some products/brands are not available at all stores.

Please call to confirm or visit our website before travelling.
Special Offers and Sale Offers - Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advert valid until at least 04/04/2006, E&OE.
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Cables and Nola Speakers'
Ihave never devoted most of an advert to cables. as Iusually
use a mixture of interconnect and speaker cables, and often
they are very different, but last year at the Novatet Show Icame
across a new brand with the interesting name of
'Abbey Road Cables', and they very kindly loaned me four

A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...
...the only de

rin the world specialising

purely in th

world class products

sets of Speaker cable and one interconnect.
Their cables come in a ' Monitor' range and a ' Reference' range.
but as they only had the Monitor Interconnect at that time,
that was the only one Igot, and Ionly received the Reference
at the Bristol Show, end of Feb. The cables have needed running in,

Extensive s
range on
pre- loved

ction of current Nairn Audio product
onstration and the largest stock of
im Audio equipment on the planet

and it's not easy to find time to sit down and evaluate different
cables. but Ifeel the single wired Reference Speaker cable and
the Monitor interconnect are now run in, as they have transfromed
what was anyway an excellent sound. For some time Istill
used my favourite Orpheus Silver interconnnect, as that

• Part exchanges very welcome
• Friendly help and advice
• Open 7days till late

seemed better, but now the ' Abbey' is run in, the synergy
between them is wonderful.
They aren't cheap at £ 135 ( 1m) for Monitor interconnect,
and £ 452 for 2m pair of Reference single wired speaker cable,

• Compare current with previous Naim ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities

Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

but are user friendly, and work wonderfully with my Nola Lotus
Elite Signature speakers. and from a brief listen, with the
AVI Trios. The Nola Pegasus, by the way. has just received a
'Product of the Year Award' in February from Hi -Fi + Magazine
Isee www.nolaspeakers.com). At £ 39K we haven't got them in
stock yet, but the smaller models come remarkably close.
so if interested in hearing something really out of the ordinary
(with Abbey Road Cables). just give us a ring

New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.com for details

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

(01563) 574185
VI

www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
Demonstration by appointment

high performance
audio specialists

Me

r‘

e
..., - (
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/41J•
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audio research // avi // copland // dartzeel // // koetsu // leema acoustics // electrbcompaniet
lyra // MartinLogan // mimitism // naim audio // neat acoustics // sme // stereovox // vpi
sonneteer // sonus faber // spendor // sumiko // the funk firm // wadia // wegg3
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ACCESSORIES CLUB

RF, dirty mains and alook back in time...

ir

or some years now, in conjunction
with Ben Duncan and his extensive

the Duncan stable this month are the

writings on the topic, we have been

series of publications. Ben has

signal indication and transmission,
their specifications,

first three of his new 'Audio Archive'

addressing the thorny subject of mains

been trawling his extensive Audio

electricity and the connection of quality

library looking for books and other

connection drawings
nd base schematics
plus tables of direct and
near equivalents. Also

audio equipment to asupply

publications that would appeal

that is by degrees becoming

to audiophiles and those with an

included are rare circuit

interest in historic and vintage

diagrams, receivers,

dirtier and more
contaminated.
Most customers

audio equipment but which are

scopes' power supplies

no longer in print.

nd flash units.
Radio Valve and

The Williamson Amplifier,

would look towards a

Transmission Data,

covering DTN Williamson's

solution that included

9th edition contains

filters in one form or

legendary amplifier, was originally

another; fine as far as that

published in two parts in 1947.

atings, operating

goes, and the ideal answer for TVs and

Ben's reprint comprises the

onditions and

computers, but in audio terms, strictly

whole compendium, amplifier

limited. Certainly, we have not yet found a

design and construction with

filter that, when applied to aquality audio
system, could not be heard, usually in

the full complement of articles

terms of reduced dynamics.

and ceramic inputs, tuner feeds, and

connections for
:100s of early valves
and semiconductors.
Compiled in the late

covering tone controls. RIAA stage, LP

1960s, AM Ball's book
covers the widest range

later modifications and notes up to

Bens solution has looked toward

factive devices for RF

1953, enlarged to A4 format.

isolation rather than filtering. His Pure

receivers and transmission,

The Mullard Valve Service

Power units are renowned for their ability to

audio applications, thyristors,

reduce and remove levels of RF, DC, spikes

Reference Manual is the second edition first

and other extraneous noise without the

published in 1951. Originally compiled for

associated problems of dynamic restriction

repair workshop reference, this rare book

associated with other less well engineered

provides in depth data on 320 different

STOP PRESS! Decca Deram Carbon fibre

transformers. His trick is to engineer units

Mullard valves, audio, RF, rectification,

record cleaning brushes now in stock.

diodes, rectifiers et al!

that are specifically designed for the audio
industry where power amplifier current

Accessories Club Order Form

draws for example can fluctuate by afactor
of eight, virtually instantaneous changes
in power requirements that simply cannot
be handled by standard industrial designs.

PRODUCTS

Core size, winding techniques and their
unique construction all contribute to Ben's

THEWILLIANSONAMPLIFIER 119531
MULLARDVALVESERVICEREFERENCEMANUAL I'

industry benchmark isolating transformers.

£22

RADIMLVE ANDTRANSISTOR DATA 919 EDITION

E160
(16
£22

PUREPOWER 50 VA

DECCA CERAM EARBONfIBRE RECORDWANING BRUSH

£6.50

The range to date has been aimed at
whole system requirements, units available
in 150VA, 500VA, 1000VA and 2000VA

I

Name

L

Address

ratings. This month sees the aunch of the
50VA conditioner, designed to isolate the
supply to small, front-end components,
allowing these to be isolated from other
equipment in the system, reducing any
chance of cross contamination between
the very different power requirements of
different pieces of electronics.
The 50VA Pure Power unit is housed in

Post Code

(1k Orders

Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

'HFN Accessories
Card Number

Club' or please charge

_I II Lin

m

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

my Access/Visa/Diners/Am jA It!eletel
—

EILIE11111

n

get FREE

Postag e &

Packing

asimple extruded aluminium enclosure
(see picture bottom left), tinished in black,
size

4x 6x 3m, input via an
individual 13A plug
and output being
taken from
an IEC
socket.
Also
out of

Signature

Expires ( date)
TO ORDER Please send

form to: 01234 742028

UK SALES All prices include

Where applicable they

completed order form (or a

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

VAT. Accessories Club prices

will be free of VAT (Sales

photocopy of the form) to:

OR e-mail: saleslahifiaccesso

include postage and packing

Tao), but will be subject

HFN Accessories Club & CD

riesclub.com

for all items, whatever their

to additional shipping at

Service, PO Box 200, Bedford

OR Visit the secure order

size, anywhere in the UK.

cost. Please contact us for

MK40 1YH, UK

facility at

EXPORT SALES Export sales

quotation. Delivery subject to

OR Fax your completed order

ennv. hi
It ac
c
es s
ones cub corn

at ealways very welcome.

availability. E8OE.

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.cpm - e-mail orders welcome
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BASIS
Because vinyl enthusiasts know...
...there's so much more still to come!

The world leading performance of
Basis turntables can only be experienced at
your nearest Basis specialist.
There you can also audition the new,
meticulously engineered Basis Vector
unipivot tonearm, adesign that has already
achieved distinction for it's impeccable
tracking abiliy, at every point ofthe groove!
Youll also discover Basis cables and
interconnects, certainly the best we've ever
heard - at any price!

Within the range of Basis models,
you'llfind aturntable specewally designed
to far exceed the budget expectations of
any discerning vinyl enthusiast.
Vinyl continues to reward us with the
most natural reproduction of recorded
music, so it's not surprising we think
especially carefully about our record
collections and how best we can appreciate
their value.
With that in mind, can we invite you
to visit; www.basisaudio.com

S ELECT A UDIO
Distributors ("Superior Audio Equipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE •
BASIS
in
BASIS CABLES u EMILLE
GERSHMAN •
HANNL
u KINGSOUND •
LUXMAN

For details of your nearest specialist retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

Shadow Awn.)
Call 01592 744 779 for the best part- ex prices!
List changes daily so visit ,
,
vvvv.çhadowaudior
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ro
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o
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o
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ro

regularly!

Audionet ART V2 CD Player unmarked. (£2500)
Roksan Caspian CD player (£ 1103)
Cyrus CD8 in silver, excellent eondition, stunning
Marantz CD94, boxed, manual 9/10 condition
McIntosh MCD205 5disc cd player. ex-dern.(£2405)
Sugden Bijou CD Master, unmarked. (£ 1299)
Shanling CDT- 100 (3D acc UK mode LE1600)
Copland CDA 289 cd player ( r:1850)
Marantz SA1151 Flagship SACD prayer ( 12000)
Audio Analogue Maestro ,CD ,player (£.1795)
Musical Fidelity X10v3 11 be buffer stage (£299)
Meridian 508 20bit cd player', as new (f1500)
Talk Electronics Thunder 4+ Whirlwind 3 cd+ upgrade PSU ;£ 1500)
Nairn CDi, boxed in excellen5conoidon :£ 19991
Wadia 302 CD player, boxed as new. £4001
3)
Advantage CD1S in black, ust.fully serviced (£4595)
Cyrus CD6, crackle black firish„ unmarked (E650)
Bel Canto PL1, boxed as new, ex-dem.186990)
Bel Canto PL1Universal CD/DVD-ASACD f£9490)
Audio Analogue Paganini (£950)
Roksan Kandy MKIII silver/black es-dem

ne9s

Musical Fidelity kW (6112)Tube Pm ii.33C0(
Musical Fidelity kW750 ipowe ,ampifier (£ 5999)
Croft Syntegra hybrid integrated, exd (£ 2500)
Croft TS1 with Epoch Pie (£ 3000)
McIntosh MC501 Monoblcksrpiie). ex-d (£ 7800)
Roksan Caspian Integrated amplifier ( 510001
Consonance Cyber 810C Monoblocks(Valve) if 3k)
Mark Levinson 26s 2- box ref ye-amp(£8000)
Graaf GM50 Integrated Va.ve Amp ( 54000)
McIntosh MA6900 integrated amp (£4549)
McIntosh MC252 power amp (i£M-SZ)
Conrad Johnson PV14L pre ( f25801
Electrocom pa niet AW220 power a ( f1500)
Shanling STP-80 intec -ated arso 141 300)
EAR 834L de- luxe line" stage /eve pre (£ 1123)
Musical Fidelity A3cr pre and power(1200G)
AVI Lab Series amplifier, boxed as new (£ 1SOO)
Cyrus 3integrated amplifier; blace (£ 500)
Musical Fidelity A308cr pre-airrp ; r:2000)
Krell KAV500i integrated, ver„ vei yrare
Musical Fidelity kW5C0 (£40001 "
Audio Analogue Primo Setarta, si!ver. ex-dem (5475)
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta (-1950)
Musical Fidelity A3cr per Unmarked :oncition
Stello M200 Monobloc, silver, NE'A unused
Unison Research Unite SE int amo, ex-dem (£ 1395)
Croft TS1 hybrid power amp, md, unmarked(52000)
Bow ZZI int amp, unmarked, black,{£3350)
Pass Labs X3503, supplied by us new ) 57600(
Chord CPA2200 pre amp, Avert inmarked (£3710)
Rogue Audio 99 Magnum ore boxed, i'ver (£2495)
EAR V20 integrated amplifier (4359_9
McIntosh MA2275 valve int (£5773)as new, ex-dem
McIntosh MA6500 int amplifier, ex-dern .£3361i
Pathos Classic One m1.11, boxed es revy ( f140)
McIntosh MHT200 8x140 wattsdesedemr(£650:')
ATC SPA2 150 power amplifier 13400)
Audio Innovations 2nc, Audio Moncbecks (£3000)
Linn Wakonda pre amplifier
Bel Canto Evo4, boxedas new, eederin(£3499)
Bel Canto Pre2, boxeo as revs er-den' £.29994
Bel Canto EVO 2i, boxed as newi(£27501
Hovland HP100 pre+builtin orristae ,
f5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifie, 1.,(9‘esf
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (£ 7325i
Audio Analogue NewiMaeste(LI 750)

£1995
£3795
£1250
01595
4P0A
£395
£1995
£2495
£2795
£2895
52495
£995
£895
£895
£695
5795
£995
£195
5795
£1995
£2999
£295
£695
£395
£P0A
£895
£995
£1495
£4995
£1895
£995
£1995
£P0A
£P0A
£995
f3950
£1995
£1200
5395
£P0A
fPOA
fPOA
£3595
£4995
£4995
£1255

Zingali Overture 35, boxed, es rew condition (£4000)
Quad 11 Lspeakers, p•emiun =iris eie maple
B&W 805s loudspeakels,ON(X 211
.1F-SCID( boxed as new, take, mi.-e.
Price inc stands- ParkingtuiDres.kaaucht broacside (ask for details) (f2k

£1595
£249
£1195

Zingali Prelude 2speakers ( 514001
ATCSCM-20A 5Towe -speakers, iralritre (£5177)
Merlin VSM MM in ext condeicei -0/ 10 (£8000)
Harbeth Compact 7ES, Eucalyptus(fimish (£ 1500)
REL 0400E subwoofar in prer-vuri maple (£ 12130)
Dynauclio Contour 1.3 mk11,in Deed- 1£1900i
Gershman Accoustics Avantoerde-speakers, finished in Piano 3Iack
Laquer, only few wedks old,;(17900)
Wilson Benesch ARCs w:th stancK Saver finish (£2.5k)
Living Voice Auditoriumllin Cherry 42195)
ATC SCM-50A5L, in Cherry, 4m-,
nt-is old (£7947)
Wilson Benesch Discovery, 3morcha-old (£ 5703)
GamuT L3, in Rosewood, boxed as new. (£3750)
ATC SCM-35, cherry, boxeo es new iii999)
Wilson Benesch Curve soeakers. 4nrehs old (£5000)
Dali Helicon 400, boxed as reep183300)
Ref 3a Dacapo i, as new, maple,,2 months ord. £2700
Triangle Heliade, Champacne .£595)
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R -niCF.erry
Quad 989 ESL Vintage, mew 55(000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cust new53750
Audio Physic Virgo HI, Cherry

5695
£1995
52595
5795
£695
£899
£2995

Bluenote Bellaria lefererem lonearm ( 81500)
Mark Levinson JC- 1phcric skge, very uery rare
SME 10a, boxed as new 9mn .hs old only(f3600)
Michelle Gyrodeck Or giro Live lonearm, -nchord Never Connected
PSU+DC motor, bcame, marquals, one owner, exceller-t. (£.2300+1

£895
£1495
£1995
£1095

Tom Evans Micro CrocvelPos Pico° Stage (£800)
Pro-Ject Perspective Ttmiaole, comed, exstem (£ 750)
Krell KPE Reference Phono Stace
SME 10, boxed AS NEW (£23300
SME 20/2a + SME Vtorneare- ttses!
Wilson Benesch Full Circle-elv Zarit(E2100)
Michell Orbe SE boxeo as reW
Nottingham Analogue Spaoe'...ec
Trichord Dino - silver front

£495
£450
£1395
£1895
f3695
£1495
£1595
£695
if199

lsotek Substation -lair's cistribriaan (£1200)
Musical Fidelity XCans v2, way adei to vl
Musical Fidelity X- -Ov3 Tube buffer stage
AM 52000 tuner, excellent
Purist Audio DominuslCri sDeaker cable (£7(X01!)
Cyrus PSXR boxed unrnarkedliniblack
Nordost THOR meins conditiorei ;£ 1799)
Nordost Brahma 2.0m Mains cable (£895)
Chord Anthem len interconnect ;5_299)
Nordost Red Dawn revu l10m interconnect, as new.
Vertex AQ Rorainsa PUs, mains leed + filter (£490)
PS Audio P6130 power ex. Mufriwave model
Nordost Vishnu 21-ri mains eac .es new (£450)
Townshend Super Tweetersin.Tiranium matt

£549
£149
£195
5149
£1495
£249
£1195
£595
£199
£150
£395
£1195
f349
£650

£395
£495
5299
£P0A
£695
£990
£849
51 595
£595
£195
£695
£695
£499
£2995
£2395
£395
£P0A
£P0A
£695
£450

£1699
£1495
£4895
53895
£2750
£1395
£3495
£1995
£1650
£395
£2895
£3600
£2999
£2895

brighton hi-fi exchange
E-mail

Telephone

dave@hifiguy.co.uk

01424 201

complete list of brands

Web

Mobile

stocked.

www.hifiguy.co.uk

07734 436 180

visit our web site for
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what's new at b:h:e
Acoustic Signature
Hand-crafted masterpieces of music making, which
are developed, produced and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell you about the ' Mambo'
model...

ASR
Have avery definite idea of how an amplifier
should sound. The musical reproduction should
be homogeneous and natura), combining the
harmony and musicality of asuperb tube amplifier
with the accuracy and power distribution
of modern transistor amplifiers.The perfect

Basis
The philosophies underlying Basis designs are
sound principles of physics; provable concepts
that result in the most accurate replay of records
possible. Did we mention that they look visually
stunning?

Kings Audio
We are the south coast main dealer for this
exciting new range of electrostatic speakers
from Kings Audio. If you love full-range
electrostatics you must audition these!

Luxman
A range of products are available and we lust have
509F Integrated model.
to mention the Ls. o o o o o o .••
ter

Falling in love with the sound of the L509F
Integrated Amplifier is easy but leaving our place
without one could prove rather more challenging!

Music First
David Price says,"The MF Audio pre is
extremely open and sophisticated musical
performer that betters a number of even
more expensive designs. - We definitely agree!

We have an extensive
range of used hi-f
equipment. Shown on
the right is just a small
sample of the prcducts
we have.

just a few of our latest
used bargains...
Alon Signature Speakers

£2750

Audio Artestry Dvorak Speakers

£2500

Audio reserch VT 150 Mono's

£2995

Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes daily.

Audio Research VT200

£5995

Audion Silver Knights with Border Patrol

£1800

Bryston 7BST mono's

£2000

Services include
collect your hi-fi
deliver your hi-fi
home installation

Cadence Arca Speakers

£2750

Clear Audio master reference

£5000

Conrad Johnson Premier 8A Mono

£6500

Kt -ell FPB25M

£4500

Musical Fidelity CDPRE

£1000

Nagra P- PL Pre

£4500

PMC BB5 Speakers

£5500

Resolution Audio CD55

£1200

trade-in
part- exchange
ommission sales

Ruark Accolade Speakers

£850

Sim Moon Eclipse

£2700

Sony SACD I

£1700

Sound LabAl speakers

£6000

Tannoy Canterbury

£4995

Torn Evans Groove

£1000

Transparent Ultra 8ft speaker table

£900
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Even the reviewers are tired of
the same old copper or silver
wires dressed up in new colours
and selling on the bais of hype.
Of course audio cabres do
make
ce.
To
te the point, we
assembled the Unico CD player
integrated amplifier, and Zngai
Prelude 1loudspeakers (
system
cost £3,295, wires thrown in
for "free"). Then we substituted
interconnect, loudspeaker
cable and two AC power cords
which doubled the system
cost. Did the all-JPS wire loom
double the sonic performance?
It completely redefined the
music system and promoted
the status of each component.
Undermined the logic of leaving
Much as!" 10% for cables.

cables that
boldly go
where none
have gone
before ...

IPS has been tried and trusted
by serious users and reviewers
far many years. Uniquely, the
starting point is AlumiloyTM is
the only metal designed and
patented as asignal conductor.
Through the full range of audo
interconnects, speaker cables,
digital and video links full details
of the individual technologies
employed can be learned from
our awardwinning website.
From the use of high-tech
kapton insulator material to the
aluminium particle technology,
nothing has been spared to
preserve the signal (detail and
ics) and exclude external
istortion and interference.
While most manufacturers are
satisfied with good or excellent
audio mains cords, ¡
PS applies
its in-house technologies as most
effective to each application.
One cord does not best fit any
one application until you reach
the state of the art products like
our Kaptovator and Aluminata
mains cords. Counter intuitivel),,
,
just one of our AC power
cords eliminates the need for
expensive and in some respects
counter-productive power
plants that many amplifier
manufacturers now advise
against using.

•
e

www.jpslabs.com

From our budget products to
our latest reference products, •
try one, and you will finally by
cunnected to your music.

Range of Finance facilities
available.

Call the Audio Salon on 0141 333 9700
jpeaudiosalon.co.uk Iwww.audiosalon.co.uk

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Wottord. Tel. 01923 245250 Adams & Jarrett, Lost Sussex. lel. 01 424 437165

Glasgow Audio. Glosgow, Tel. 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studio's. Doncostei. lot 013[12 725550

Holbum HI-FI Aberdeen. Tel. 01224 585713 - Midland Audio Exchange. Belbroughton. Tel. 01562 731100
New Audio Frontiers, 1oughborough. Tel. 01509 264002
398869

Practical

The

Phonography. Ringwood. Tel. 01425 461230

Warrington, Tel. 01925 63?I /1, ) R.J.F,

New

ît , 11 1..1 01 2
10 ,

Densen

I07 7

Mike Manning, Taunton, let. 01823 326688 - Mike Manning, Yeovil. Tel. 01935 479361

Practical HI-Fl. Lancaster, Tel. 01524 39657 - Practical HI-FI tylonchester. Tel. 01618

Sound Seduction, Sevenooks, Tel. 01732 456573 - VideoTech, I
Ir idderstield. lei. 01484 516670

B-110

The B-110 is the successor to the B-100, which became the most sold high-end amplifier ever from a Scandinavian audio manufacturer. The reviews have confirmed the quality of the "old" B-100 by awarding the B-100 a string of very favourable reviews: "You
just can't beat it", "rhythmic magic" and "build quality that should embarrass everyone fighting in this price category" - words that
tell you it is time to open your ears and listen! Even so the B-110 is in all aspects a giant step forward in terms of musicality, features,
user friendliness and upgradability.This completely new design is simply sonically superior because of the high-end details and features it inherits from its close relation to the B-150. The B-110 even comes with liftetirne warranty.
The B-110 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Denson use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator; this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay doiven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantially
downgrade sound quality. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise!
Features:
-Upgradeable with external power supply

IDIT011'I CHOICE

-Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
-Ready for remote control and phono stages
-Ready for multiroom systems
-Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
-Upgradeable with plug-in 7.1 pass-through surround board
B-110 2x6Ow 8ohms / 2x120w 4ohms - £ 1,000

The B-150 has already been awarded Best
Integrated Amp of the year in Portugal and
Editors Choice in UK. The B-110 is a down-scalled
version of the B-150, so it is a real High End killer!

B-150 2x100w 8ohms / 2x200w 4ohms - £ 3,000
Densen Audio Technologies - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
w w w.densen.c om

Excellence is our
only compromise
01101111111% &.;4-

KJ West One.
customers.

like any responsive business, is shaped to an extent by its

A distinction we appreciate, this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!
working hard to create an

With this in mind, we have bee h

aural declaration' of the absolute finest audio

components available today.

Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK's
most distinguished distributor

Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with ' State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations.

Right now we are seeing the

introduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. Ki West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an ' audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply call us on
020 7486 8262/3 or email us on info@kjwestone.com. we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Street.

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

hifisoun Cli

North East

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable,
Consonance, Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, lsotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hul and more!

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durtimm, 013 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

...what are you up for?
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Analogue

Speakers

Amplifiers

Digital
AH? Npoe iloeb 9991 men, boxed

Aeon/ AP4 Peon, Active/Passive

749

Acoustic Energy AEI ex. new boss driven

399

Acne,,,,,? bop Phono stage 0/0 Fawn. pa

249

Acauste Energy AEI Mk2 vgc

449

Aucle Research PH3SE nr me, boxed

499

Acoustic Energy AElmk3 ex clem

Arcarn CO821 as new

399

Arcorn A75 , Integrated. beck

Arcorn CD72T, black or sever

159

Arco., Alpha

Arcarn CD23T 10met boxed

519

Aeons Alp. 9 'Mega/tea

279

Acouste EnergY 002 ex black

799

Cleomuda Ernoten package, ex dem

Ncorn

779

Aeons Alpha FMI C30 Proarnp ex boxed

649

Acoustic Energy AE2 ex pa. black c/sy seeds

999

Densen DP Dnve ex boxed

649

Arcarn AVR203 ex boxed

399

ATC SCA120. Piano Pack vgc boxed stanm

899

fen Irocomponnet Phono stog, rnm/mc. Lynwood p/s

249

AVI Pcmtron, bun fn., ex

UBE SlateSerses 3/M66.774 roe css.

AVI NoNeutron Iv ex boxed cherry

Kensbow Percept., PhOnMege ore Pa

Arcom C1333t. or men' boxed
Aude Analogue Aloes. 192/24 ex dens

Col

Pie., and Power one ry mint boxed

Audio Analogue Pone Sen.. ex remote
Aude Innovations 200/51)0 pe and pOwar a, bOxee

AVII.a.rolcey Senes ex boxed

CON

Chord Phono stage ex bOxed

399
1249
9,9

399
349
419

AV? 2000 Relwence CO player

479

Audio,. 8.04 Intepolod n beck

249

BOW CD167N1. ex. box.

749

ten SP12, Leese 2. Aluto. Dynaveclor 13920. ex boxect

1499

AV1 2000 DAC very rare on loopd owl

349

AuctioNote OTO. ry mint a seal al

599

Kr, Reference I2 re me' boxed

5.

Linn SP12, Ingo. Ittok LVIL h/My n beck

II.

Cr Edo FOg mfll Sod upsompleg boord

749

Audio Research Vie° Power as new,boxed

1.9

Masao FRn3. booed in beech c/ve achve sobs mego?

Cyrus COO e, boxed

549

Aude Research LSO PrearnPilm as new boxed

2299

Monitor Aude BI new boxed

Cyrus C070. e, boxed

549

Audio Reseorch SP 10 Preomplrfm. ea I.,.

Coll

Monitor Audio 92 nevi boxed

Hams. Kcydon H.70

Col

AVI S20006A Integrated Iner

349

Mormon Kardon DV.. New

Cad

AV, 52.0 Peones ygc, eMemely Cone... Item

299

Len Cock, rO 0001 box.

629

AVI S2CCO Monoblocks vac. superb 11. monsters

Mamma CD63XISigreture. ex rernote

199

AV? Lab Sede, negeted. allono 11 °.• 00
Corn Edo Nanda pre and K1 snores new Leco now

Morena CDI7 KI ry mel

399

TP12/Von.a/ANto
79

Len 1.712/01 Advareed DC Kit

Cal

129

Linn 1.1.12/VanoMa. Mons& £9ex

799

knower Audo Raclisn 45 cube set of 5new - sole L200I

199

Len IltPr LVI Islyer c/w K9 longed. Me best we've Men

399

agar NX6 Starwenount

498

Lenin. 17'
SeMeN 0Chnomr 400led PP:ii.n
Me.. Gyro.. Expod/R8300/Goldring 1.2

5Par buy o £200 oNY

519

599
1199

Prooc Studio 125

17.

QUAD IIL Stondrn.M. boxed. REDUCED

QUAD ESS63 Feonlonder. Quad serviced .7005 REDUCED.

1199

Cam
879
649

249

Michell Reference Hydroukc/Fluid Prn

15.
Col

Mereen 200 Tronsport ex remote

209

Contact Johnson Sonographe SA250

599

QUAD 121. Sta./mount as new

4C0

Michell Or. SE. NC power sow,

Merornego Sege 1

179

Creek 43300,21 Integrated remote as new boxed

249

Ra Sedum 3Sob. ex

799

Melee Orbe Full von., ConCrged Pare
/gene« Sec... ex dem

479

leCnoarrn

349

Revolver R33 ex dem. wet reviewed bargarn

249

Meromego Opte borgon rneo lo lArcromega
Monarchy PP sigc

Cyrus XPA. ex boxed

229

RevoNer RW45 ex dens. reel reviewed teepees

899

149

Cyrus Power ex bps.

249

Roark Sabre ex blaCk

149

Mmbell150/Hera

Mused Fidelity 024K

249

Cyrus 3 Integrate3 ex boxed

I79

Sonos Faber Concerhno c/w Pores

499

IALLOn 114 original con

musecal Feelay XRoy ongeol
Musical Feely XIDACy3 CO boxed

399

Donon P0A6600 Mon.Wocks ex boxed

699

Sandberg Studio Monitor Large

3.

349

DNF.4 3lmn lemma

hang. Comae ES. ex dem

329

AtRIA Source ne.yrw.ron ,SasemnORIT
Nottrighorn AnolOgue The Foot lone..

Usher Audio X719. ex dem

549

Oracle Delpfu Y. 1. version lobo ps, as new

whoornego 1,1inve

Croft tnestoge Prearno

nr nwnl boxed

3000

',seal Feely Kw SACO as new REDUCED TO

2699

Grace WBS2 0,13

NA. CDX2

2099

111 MABO/MA1013/16A1C0 Pre/Power 02 kwely corn.•

1749

Linn Kam Pate and 1.1,100 pre power. ea boxed

me boxed 1/0 219ece

NVA transparent Statement. ex crated

719111000. cant., ex boxee

55,
1249
349
COU

Orion Live Ultra deck with off boOd p/s SME OC?
Onge tere Alrldra Gold ex dom

799

torney Reference 120 Monobecks mega bargain

Rakich Kandy el dem

449

menden 555 power

449

Rotel RC., Ie, remote

179

menclian 505 Moreblocks ex boxed

899

men.. 205 Monoblocks. ex

499

Chord Sole RCA Im
Chord Cobra 3RCA Im
Chord Chameleon giver 75.0 RCA 1m

Col

1.499

Sony CDP333ES cute topooder

329

Meromege Tempo 2

349

Sony SCD777ES. ex boxea

999

Musical Fidelity 30 Prearnp/P150 Pore, ex

299

TEAC 11 COMPolgnAode Deseo Coble
MAC DV5OS new, IOU warranty. THE BEST?
TEAC DV20 nem

besf cat its once

Wade 302 as new boxed

399
3399
149
2,99

Radio and recorders

Ahecol Peke/ ...file....
NAIM 72/1

Marked
7.

Project lobe Bo, ex

1.
49

160

Project Mono., SE

229

Rego Planar 3/0000. late sever model

.IPW 204/200/208 5 ISpeolren ex dafal. 010005
H Pardon 970 cd/ornp isee 119N review' Bee DAB tuner

3.

Rego Planar 3/083CO. von

Cyrus

89

PrOnICI RPAWX NEW. SAVE £330
80

PSXR, ex hosed hom

249
79

649

Rote 00970

H Keaton AVRI35/DV22 new save 100.

359

Graham Slee Rones cuslorner return

299
149

kotek

329

SME 3boxed

Oted 44 Rearnp. es and 405/2 POini, amps
Oood 77 elegroted ex mth 77 system remote

179

mower Aude Sound Deck new

Shorans ID? 60b 'mixed

199

349

MOSCO? Feeley XCany3

199

Morena /13125/SmE3009

349

379

Nam Heap

549

Peens 1131600/16.wore vgc

249

749

NO.051 Nue Heaven XLR 0 6m

449

Pure Elan bona., DAB. new

AC? 52063 Tuner vgC

299

Mood 909 SEALED BOX

Norman Kordon 11,970 DAB/FM New. save eces

Rokson Karely 3integral. ex clern. roi worronly

Masan. 514000 ex

Rokson Caspian Al Series Pre/Monos 5 Star rated at £34.
Rote ITCH'S superb PeomP wan sel 9 m lemMe
Sugclen Ail SE. as new
filanourn

COI
299
1199

ex boxed

1249

holek Nova cancelled order

199

o.kve

Col
249
179

Technscs St I10 soc

lownShend Rock Reference/Excalsbor

1449

Towns.. Elite Rock 1
1
6k2/Kinten 774LC

0E3 Sever Anniversary

3/m

Immolators Skeleton/Vestece

799

OED PrOMle 444

5/m

Tronscwators Hydraole Relerence

649

GRed Fe42 Me peat hyPe Quad sm.." 21)05

149

Unnon Reeech Mystery One 710091e, -BARGAIN

549

0.0 34/306 Pre/Power re rnnt grey
TEAC /131fil Amp/CD/Tuner

Good F/64 ex boxed

199

Unnon Rmeoch S6 Integrated

899

TFAC 1302,
50 DOD player and AG70 6

89

479

Project 1..12 n

399
479

Quad 606 606mI2 are 70/ Power. eenh horn

1.

379

rank Triangle MI

Ouse 50 Monobloc 01
0.e 34 Reams> and 306 Power amp. each from

I59

Pure 70IES ex boxed

PnIr ¡mange LP1/R8250 the best Pe seen

Prima. 020 7,102. lO mast integral.

MAIM 92/90 pe/power cOrnlog ex bOred

Arcorn 161 ni mint boxed

Nakonrch CO2 ex

25,

eo ,./oowe.

599

PrOMCI Debut 3in green? As new

Chord Chore RCA 1m

Musical Feletity NIA- 550 Mor,....ks

TAG Mciccen DPA32, mill DAB tuner module

Systems/Misc

499
2999

429

Cingin Live Silver cas new

Rokson Cospen M senor ex dern

Shonling CIDT3OPIK rore III edifenl 01090

149

Whorfeeksle 010m0nd series. various from ,11

Linn Poo. geeol bag., upgrade trom your 1.1(140s MC

0191 boxed

299

WAD.. Pt proles..? C NC Cobs

799

699

Proceed PC/12.

SpeC

349
449
arse 'set save £ 150

349

Tronscreers Sraera 080
lrehord Deo ex boxed
Wilson Benesch Act/Acl 2 arm ex

2499

... tel 0845 6019390 lo- call, or email news@2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash......

Call us before you trade in

Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR VVEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO SASH

turnta bleworici!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, VVhest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntableworlid! is

at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, 013 71E. Tel 01325 241888 or email newseturntableworld.co.uk
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Extraordinary Sound Systems
LU Loudspeakers 101dB - that's the sensitivity of every model in the
truly exciting new range of loudspeakers from lu.
For anyone who feels that 'hi-fi' reproduction
has become lifeless, tired, clinical, even dead please think again, lu speakers with valve
amplification can restore that 'shock of the real!'

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
high Mass Turntables
German precision engineering of the highest calibre
has elevated our own vinyl reference system very
cost-effectively. With aten (10) years weaponry on
the self-lubricating Tidorfodon bearing, this could be
your best ever investment in ahigh-end component.

Dynamic realism is olu characteristic, in every model
from the standmount 'Tone' through the
groundbreaking 'Druid MkIV' to the awesome
'Definition' with it's four active, rear- mounted
bass drryes, abandwidth of 16Hz - 25kHz and o
dynamic range of 130dB.

KINGSOUND
KS3000 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS

lu loudspeakers are likely to appeal to anyone
who's experienced the huge presence of horn
loaded designs but who haven't the room to
accept their compromises. More than this, lu
recreate musical subtleties that are often less
evident with either horn or 'orthodox' designs.

This elegant model from KingSound is o
32Hz-24KHz full range electrostatic
that's uncompromised by any need for
sub-woofers. It's also agreeably tolerant
of amplifier requirements as well as
room positioning.
And, at just 0,995, we like to think
that the KS3000 is also oreasonably
'affordable' true high-end speaker.

The best of all worlds? Well, be prepared for a
rare experience when you audition any lu
loudspeaker, you'll be hearing music again!

KR AUDIO VA340 Integrated Amplifier
o • 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

Internationally acclaimed, the KR Audio VA340 integrated amplifier employs KR 300BXLS volves to
deliver higher than average power for asingle ended amplifier of this type. If you're genuinely
sensitive to music (rather than hypefi) you'll appreciate the delicious subtlety and near
tangible presence of performances with this quite amazing, remote controlled amplifier.

LUXMAN
//7 Series Integrated Amplifiers

SHANLING

CD-T80

Unbelievable! Avalve output CD player
at only £650. Several happy customers
fully endorse its outstanding quality and
remarkable value. Yes, lust £ 650!!

HORN!NG Loudspeakers
"...lust what I've been searching for."
That's the relief so many customers express
when they audition Horning loudspeakers.
High sensitivity, valve friendly, deep
powerful bass and ethereal highs. Agraceful
recreation of music's dynamic contrasts and
emotional communication 'fiat's now so rare.
No '
etched' detail, nor tiresome 'ringing' highs,
just natural music reproduction. Could this be
dot you've been seedling br as well?

We've been taken aback by the powerful
musicality and exquisite subtlety of these new
integrated amplifiers from Lumen. Their brilliant
build quality, legendary reliability, comprehensive
facilities (including afabulous MC/MM phonostage)
and remote control, have already seen Luxman
reclaim their crown here in the UK.
On pemanent demonstration at Audiobncs.
Prices from £2,295 to £3,795.

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ACOUSTIC ZEN Silver Ref Interconnects RCA 2rntr (£ 1,285)
ACOUSTIC ZEN Hologram 2Spkr Ids 12ft Bi wire (£ 1,195)
ART St] loudspeakers. Black/slate tops (£2,500)
AUDION Sterling ( EL34) Integrated Valve Amplifier
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integrated Amplifier
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Loudspeakers in black (£ 5,000)
BAT VK-5i Pre- amp (£4,000)
BAT VK-1505[ Monoblocks (£ 15,500)
BAT VK-P5 Phono stage
B&W OM603 Mk2 Speakers Black Ash
CARDAS Golden Reference lmtr RCA
CARY 30013 SE Monoblok (£2,750+)
CAT SL] Ultimate Pre- amp with phono stage ( 0,000)
CONRAD JOHNSON EF1 Phonostage (£2000)
CONSONANCE Ref 1.2 Pre- amp (£ 2,995)
CYRUS CD6 CD player
DIAPASON Koris Bookshelf Speakers ( Beautiful in solid walnut)

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex-Demonstration Components
Mint £825
Mint £795
Superb £895
New Valves £645
New Valves £475
Mint, boxed £3295
Mint, boxed £ 1595
Mint, cases £8995
New, boxed £ 1395
As new, boxed £395
Net £595
Mint, boxed £ 1995
Mint, boxed £4195
Mint, boxed £ 795
Ex-dem, boxed £ 1995
Mint £495
Mint, boxed £595

GRAAF GM5OB Integrated Amp
HORNING ieus. Few hours only (£2,000)
KIMBER Babel Type Hag 1.6mtr Speaker cables (£ 3K)
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Frompolin) - row (Fein [he Iltra EX motor,
new origin Ine Conqueror arm. (Value (4,500)
MARANTZ CD6000 OSE CD Player
MELOS 402 Monoblocks. 400valve wpc!!! Sensational
MYRYAD MP100/M.A120 Pre/Pwr ( Black)
ORIGIN LIVE Aurora t/t with Silver Mk2 arm (( 1595)
QUAD ELS57 Electrostatics ( Black)
RED ROSE Model 5 (EL34) Integrated Amplifier (( 5,000)
SHANLING CD-T100 Latest spec
SPENDOR 59e Loudspeakers (Maple)
SME IV Tonearm ( Less than 12 hrs use)
SUMO Gold Valve Pre 8. 3008 Push/Pull monoblocks
TALON Raven Loudspeakers. Black Glass. ((6995)
XTC CDT] LE CD Transport Remote control.

As new, boxed £ 2795
Ex-den, mint £ 1395
Unfixed £895
Mint & New £2,995
Mint, boxed £ 125
Mint, boxed £2795
Mint, boxed £695
New £ 1295
Superb £475
Beautiful £ 1895
Mint, boxed £ 1195
Boxed as new £2395
Mint, boxed £895
Serviced £ 1995
Mint £ 2995
As new, boxed £495

www.ctudiolincs.com

PHONE:

GRANTHAM ( Al) LINCS

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

or

01476 591090

o

Award Winning Equipment

Audio Salon
If you've forgotten just how good a dedicated music
system can sound, don't worry: the following two
great value set-ups have musicality to die for. (And
you don't always have to look to China to get a bargain!)

•
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Valve Amplifiers for modern living: Powerful,
Musical, easy to live with and affordable!
Stereo 60
KT88 Integrated 2x 65w nus
UM au design
All TIMM Pash-pall Meer
Stag& Traub Bede ix *a
Wage rapelaraira
iamb MM. rear
Mama lam Maul INS
Ilige transformers ralimowl.
£1,499 Inc Russian valves
meereees avallablel
Designed to get me lies! trom me 1T88 the Sims N ateliver 65
WITS Of MAW POWtel at very low distornot Iran Marl MHz 1+011101 1110110 11011,0110 drive almost any Speaker with wannth
detail ma! only valves provide Beautiful build duality
Stereo 300
3018 Inteerated
HRsr
Fill 21 35w ruts
II lease UM kilt
Ilanala wirer
MIL AIM Meer stape
UM mum PSI
furliads gas UP Ma
Iraaslumars levetarale
Fram MOO
aissiou Valves

11111111.
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System
Unison Research Unico
CD 1250
Unison Research Unico
Integrated 950
System Audio ' 173o'
Loudspeakers 695
Cost (excl. JPS cables)
£2895
You won't believe the scale of
sound these 40 inch tall Danish
floorstanders are capable of
delivering. The Unico Integrated
won a ' Blue Moon' award, not
just for Amp of the Year but
overall Component of the Year.
"It's been awhile since a
component has elicited this type
of admiration. From wailing
e-guitar to Brahms' Clarinet
Quintet the Unico couldn't be
tripped into favouring one genre
over another. Count all the
money you saved tapping your
toes to your favourite tunes."
6moons.com

System 2
Ayre CX-7e CD Player 2195
Ayre AX- 7e Integrated 1995
ProAc Tablette Ref. Eight
Signature 799
Cost (excl. JPS cables)
£4990
This system causes jaws to
drop. Listeners can't believe
such compact components can
produce such aliving & breathing
three-dimensional sound.
Breathtaking.
"There's far more to the Ref Eights
than just apretty face...they
reward the listener with a
beautifully proportioned view of
the musical performance. The
result is extraordinarily satisfying,
the more so for the diminutive
dimensions of the speakers
producing it."
Roy Gregory
Hi Fi+ Awards Issue 2004

Stereo )0
,

Newman afford sired 300811op &lam Ditsigilsourar
efficient snakes! Sffirstts of MNpaveratI
NMIjuiveggivirldi lush
sumptuous musicattooes whether &lust«
t
1.4A
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
DC heaters
High and low level Meet
Stunning looks

From £699.95 complete
Stereo

-51-Cel CA.Eassic

5years old astill unbeatable
Upgraded design
Choke regulated PSIlisrm Clasecl
3inputs, plus tape loci
Triode switching [20 watts)
Orras warted? OEM version°

Still Fr

only £529.95

Also: Stereo 40i Sf £699.95. Stereo 40i tlassic £899.95
IPS 2 AJI YEtlire 1:31itozio Stage
Only all valves can bet the best from LPs
All valve. All triode. No feedback
Passive RIM. Custom British medal
cell Ti elan Choke regulated PSI1
Sm. payer supply. High output
WM Mu Best power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available
F
MB My £449.95 canticle
Features: Hand built Point to Point winng. No pnnted cgcuit board. ALPS Volume contrcd_ Gold
plated terminals Audiophile components by Solen. Rubicon Silver audio cat* Steel & alloy plate
construction Soft start Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change into

The Audio Salon,
The Townhouse, 4Park Circus Glasgow G3 6AX
014
1333 9700 / 9736
vvww.audiosalon.co.uk

www.ayre.com .•.ww.system-audio.com
www.proac-loudspeakers.com
www.unisonresearch.com

Buy with conlideneo. Estalishal II Compaq Pram rely.
advice £ back up service. Try Walden, retool if net diduktod*
For more into visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.0
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
e—Cri£ te411-ceo— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa arid MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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MANTRA

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

wvvw.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

HEADPHONE SECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£33

£28

GEX £24

SR-60

£75

1006

£76

£62

GEX

£52

SR-80

£90

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX

£67

SR- 125 £ 140

1022 GX

£ 124 £ 100

GEX

£86

SR- 225

1042

£ 143 £ 114

GEX £ 100

Eroica DOH

£ 133 £ 109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232 £ 190

GEX

N/A

Audio Technica
AT 95 E
AT 100 E
AT 0C9 MOI

£23

£ 16

£26

£ 17

£330 £295

Prestige Series

£ 175

SR- 325i £260
Reference Series

RS1

£635

RS2

£450

New Goldring Headphones
DR50

£35

DR100 £55

EX

DR150 £70

Denon
DL 103

£ 105 £95

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79

£69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

Sennheiser Headphones
HD415

£29

HD435 £38
HD465 £45
HD485

Grado
Prestige Black £40
Prestige Gold

£ 110

£27
£73

£54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

Lyra
Dorian

£495 £395

Argo

£795 £695

EX

N/A

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

Shure

£24

Mitty Pixall Il Roller plus Refill

M 97 XE

£98

V 15 VxMR

N/A

£58
£213

£60
£ 13

£ 16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235 £200

EX

Blackbird

EX

£585 £ 500

Over 500 replacement
styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price some make moving coil cartridge

VISA

1:1>

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

=I
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MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons. We use a Judicious selection of the
world's most artful and ingenious creations, including the beautiful, beguiling
Living Voice loudspeakers from England and Kondo KSL electronics from Japan.

New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.
head pho ries

Sale of part exchanged and ex -dem items

Sale

New

VOyd Reference turntable. Unique example of this benchmark design
Offered for sale on behalf of the designer - never previously sold. This
turntable has a huge specification including, 30mm Lexan platter. massive
Pepsi motor system: extreme power supply; beautiful satin rosewood plinth. £ 15000
Sale includes AudioNote wired Hell as Cyalene tonearm and ANUK 10limited field coil cartridge with PSU ( 15 hours use). Comes with
manufacturers warranty on turntable.

ha rd‘,+. are

Conrad Johnson Premier 140 - 2003 - very good condition

£4500 £ 7500

Living Voice Avatar Mk1 loudspeaker - cherry

£ 1500 £ 2700

Living Voice OBX-R2 loudspeaker - walnut

£ 3400 £ 4400

Sugden Bijou phono amp - new

£ 400

Pathos 2 box pre- amp with remote control - spotless

£ 600

£ 1700

Audion Golden Night 3000 monos - very good condition

£ 1750 £ 3200

Unison Simply 845 beefcake integrated amp
£ 2250 £ 3750
Cardas Neutral Reference speaker cable - 2 metres - very nearly new
£ 500
f780
Gerdes Neutral Reference interconnect - 1 metre - very nearly new
Vertex Monc.ayo speaker cable - 15' pair - one month old

£ 350

£ 500

£ 1000 £ 2000

Vertex Roraima standard mains lead ( silver) - one month old
Vertex Roraima high current silver mains lead - one month old
Vertex Solfonn interconnect cable silver - one month old

£ 317

£400

£ 811

£425

£985

£ 250

£ 585

£ 150

£ 295

Vertex Mini Moncayo speaker bndging wires - one month old
Vertex Jaya mains filter - one month old

£ 150

Border Patrol Control Unit 1 - fine pre- amp

£ 1000 £ 1700

Border Patrol Control Unit 2 - fine pre- amp

£ 2000 £ 3000

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type

£ 3000 £4000

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with RB300 8. Living Voice Mystic Mat

£ 700 £ 1100

Helios Model 1 CD player

£ 500

Audio Note Japan M7 pre- amp - line only

£ 1300

£ 3000

SJS Arcadia Model 2 line pre-amp - copper chassis - silver wiring - v good £ 750 £ 2000
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 CD player ( 2001) - as new condition - boxed £ 1600 £ 3000
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista MC integrated amp ( 2000) - as new - boxed

£ 1600 £ 3000

AVI S 2000 M1 integrated amp
£ 400 £ 1000
Border Patrol 5.20 power amp - mahogany - nearly new
£ 5000 £ 7000
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD transport
Sugden Masterclass integrated amp
Canary Audio 301 300B stereo push-pull power amp

ipswich ( 01473)
(3 1 4
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s

AudioNote UK CDT-Two

65517
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£ 3400 £ 5400

Canary Audio 303 > 11001 - new - fillet mignon
£ 3800 £ 7200
Audio Innovations Series 1000 monos - fully serviced class A classic £ 900

hi-fi for grown-ups

"3

£ 1000 £ 2500

£ 2200 £ 3300

£ 1400 £ 2250

B&W CDM
£ 250
Audio Innovations Series 500 integrated - classic - fully serviced
£ 800
Aloia pre-arrip - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK
E900

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

12800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

LAT

INTERNATIONAL -

IC 300, IC 200 IC 100 Analog and

USA

DI- 20 & 30 Digital, VI6

Video Interconnects, AC- 2 MKII Power cord, SS800 and
SS1000

MKII Speaker cables.

Silverfused wire technology.

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite technology cables - ahigh quality ferrite is extruded over the conductor
strands. Power Zords - GNLM
5/2.5 ( OSA 2.5) and GNLM 05/04.
Frcm £48 for a 1m
cord terminated with
an IEC and MK tough
plug. Also available
are the CMS Analog,
Digital and Video
Interconnects with
RCA, XLR or BNC
connectors

AUDUSA 00M

products in:lude

ceramic speaker cable isolators from the USA,
MK Tough plugs, IEC's, & VVattgate 320L IEC
with silver plated contacts. Locking banana and
RCA connectors with silver plated pins.

LAT International

Maintenance prod-

ucts - Contact Cleaner, Record Clealing solution,
CD/DVD disk cleaning solution Enhancement
products - Vibra Killers,
C Diamond, Once
& Done and Green Line

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at C5 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over (1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade Litz wire is also offered at an additional (70 and external
rewiring is also (70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can repare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4rimes_aç much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT HURT
AND1101.001

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdedc, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £. 199

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Advanced dc Motor Kit -£339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

by Rega) £ 124

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

l'pgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

IRL

www.originlive.com

L FIDELITY SOUND FROM ENGLAND

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

400 WATTS OF CROFT POWER

'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

• HARD-WIRI

TRANSVALVe m

• TROF 1 SILVER CAPACITORS
SEICHMANN

ABLE PODSTm

• ZER 0 OVERALL FEEDBAG(
• I7 COMPONENT CIRCUIT

ontact us now to see how w
an help you to reduce the
oise in your system:

Trzic hoRd REsEARch
;600F.o.

44.1 ( 0)1b84

salesq.Ptrichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com
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FROM

THE

MASTER

CRAF TSMAN

GLENN

CROFT

London enquiries:

4.

e.adrian@audioflainco.uk

tel: +41 (0)1746 716881/ 07792 420266 fax; + 44 (0) 121 681 8772
www.eminentaudio.co.uk •. audiognosisIteminentaudio.co.uk

74IN3Pnrauill•
weir

+44 (0)208 201 9286

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 1 1LD - 01634 880037

www.rochesterhi fi.co.uk

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

DEMONSTRATOR AND

USED

Digital
Accuphase DP55V CO Player a demo
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22 1311 Balanced S/H
Audio Synlhesis DAO Decade 22 Bit Single ended S/H
Mark Levinson 30 6 DAC S/H
Mark Levinson 31 Transport S/H
Meridian 206 CD Player S/H
Musical Fedelély Nu Vista CR 3D Player S/H
Musical Fidelity X1OD 03 S/H
Orpheus labs One D•C wilh anagram a-demo
Amhara VIO CD/DOD Player 0-demo
Rega Jupiler CD Playero -domo
Mega planer CD player a-demo
Sony CDP 0940 SACO Player S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/N
Theta Pro Basic II BAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Unison Research Unico Valve CD Player a-demo
Wadia 861B a-demo

ITEMS
Was

Now

2999
3500
2999
15500
9999
N/A
2999
300
3150
795

1799
1799
1499
5999
2999
379
1699
199
1799
499
749
379
299
1799
895
749
5299

998
498
549
6290
2990
1295
6500

Analogue
Audio Research PIA3 Phono Stage ', demo
Crown Jewel Ltd Edilion MC Canlredge 100hrs

1099
2650

999
1499

EAR•Toshino MC3 Step up Transformer 5/14
Kuzma Stab,/Slog, S Turntable New6 Bo•ed
Koelsti Red IL Signature 400hrs S/H

825
N/A
1645

499
1399
199

Rega RB300 Ionearm a-demo
Roksan Xerxes Alphason Xenon % PSI, S/H
Shun Mook Small record clamp a-demo
Triplanar VI Tonearrn IC box a-demo

188
NIA
600
3500

119
599
375
1999

625
4999
1299
2399
1100
4000
4999
449
2250
7600

449
3999
799
1750
699
1995
2499
199
799
4999

1050
NIA
9000
1999

724
1394
7494
911.

Preamplifiers

CHORD SPM 14000 ON DEMONSTRATION

AMPLICICATION

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AVI, BASE, CHORD, CAIRN
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, CYMBOL, DAL1, EPOS, JMLAB, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, HADCOCK, MERLIN,
NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE,
PARTINGTON, PEIGA, PURE, QUADRASPIRE, SENNHEISER, STELLO, STIRLING,
1S3 5/a,TIVOLI, TRANSFIGURATION, USHER, VINCENT, VIVID

Audio Analogue Begin, Remote Preamplifier 4 -demo
Audio research LS25MKII a-demo
Conrad Johnson PVIObL valve Preamplifier 0-demo
Conrad Johnson P0141 Remote controlled valve ii -demo
Densen 13200 Preamplifier 2 weeks old S/H
Groat GMI3.51411 valve Preamplifier S/H
Mark Levinson 90300 Preamplifier S/11
Roksan 054 Black PSU S/H
Roksan LI Line Pneamplolier Silver S/H
Spectral DMC 305 Reference Preamplifier S/H

Amplifiers
Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

Analogue Donizello Mono Power Amplifiers 8-demo
Research CL60
Re Built Sly
Research VM220 Valve mono Amplifiers x-demo
Research V760 Re Valved S/H

Conrad Johnson M1160 SE Value Amplifier SIN
Denson DMIO Power Amplifier S/1/
EAR•Yoshino 890 Power Amplifier ( serviced) S/H
ECS LAI Mono Amplifiers ( pair) S/H
Electrocompaniet AW120 Drnb Stereo Power Amplifier
Electrocompaniel AW220 Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Eleclrocompaniet ECI 1 Class
Integrated S/H
Graaf GM20 OTL Stereo Valve Power amplifier S/H
OCM 500 Soloist slereo power amp. awesome S/H

2500
1300
3075
6500
2499
1499
3289
3500
2700

S/14

e

Pathos
Pomos

Classic 1 A1k.1 Hybrid integrated
Logos valee Hybrid SIN

amplifier

S/H

Red Rose Sari, Integrated ir-derno
Rego Male Power amplifier Black 0-demo
Roksan SI Power Amplifier Silver S/H
Spectral DMA100s Amplillore-de mo

49,
1644
299,
1394
744
175n
894

1250
2750

744
1594

1000
548
. 99
4850

644
394
499
2250

Loudspeakers

SPEAKERS

ATC Active SCM10 SL ir -demo
OTC Active SCM5OASL Maple S/H
Audio Physic Virgo 3 Maple a-demo
Audio Physic Yarn Floorslander 0-demo
Audio Physic Tara Monitor Cherry ii•derno
Avalon Acoustics Symbol •- demo
-IM lab Diva Utopia Light wood S/H
JM lab Electra 927 be Annivensary last pair. New
.114 Lab Micro Utopia Anigre wilh Stands 5/11
.164 Lab Sib XL ati Grey SOH
Marren Logan Aeon I Oak BNIB
Marlin 10940 Clariry Cherry 4 months old S/H
Pen Audio Chars 0-demo
Pen Audio Charisma a.derno
Pen Audio Rebel 2 a-demo
Mega ELA Cherry X demo
Sonua Faber Leather Stands. filled height. ', demo

'ref: 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200
www.iansdespokefurniture.co.uk
The Off Chapel.
282 Skipton _Road

CABLES & TABLES

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

1650
7980
45010
9919
5419
290.0
7600
2800
3999
1000
3109
2498
1600
1995
905
749
310

1199
3999
2999
749
399
1999
4999
2400
1599
650
2500
1999
995
1199
699
499
199

Cables and Accessories
Atacama 50cm Sand filled stands 5/8
Gerdes Neutral Reference 1m.RCA.BNC S/H
Cogan Hall Intermezzo END 0.75m RCA S/H
Madrigal MOC1 lm AES/EBU 11006m Digital Cable new 'loaner
Nordost Valhalla 1m Balanced S/11
Nord°. Valhalla 1m Balanced Digiral AES.EBU SIN
Siltech FT12 G3 200 8m Silver Speaker cable 0-dentro
Sillech HFIO G5 Im AES/FOU Balanced Digolal BINH
Siltech HFIO G5 1m AES/EBU Balanced Cogilal BINH
Sillech HF9 G3 Ire AL SILBO Balanced Cligelal B1NB
Sillech HF9 GO 1m RCA 0191101 BINS
Sillech LSI88 Classic 203m Solver A Gold Speaker cable BNIB
Siltech SPO18M 1.501 Mains cable IEC-Shuko a-demo
SileCh SPX20 0.5m IEC-Shuko Mains cable ii.dem•
Sillech Oclopue 8 Way Shako 2.5M 50018M 0-demo
Sound Organisation Record Rack with CD insert S/H
Spectral 101330 trn RCA BINB
Speclral 001330 2m RCA BONO
Spectral 001330 MK I 4m S/H
Spectral 1A1330 61011m S/H
Spectral MI -350 2011 Interconect
n
FICA -RCA 0-demo10
Spectral 2 Chord Ill 2m mains cable 0-demo
Townshend Audio 20 5m lsolda Ba wired S/H
Transparenl Music Wave Br Wire 2•81I S/H
Transparent Music Wave Super 24 4.62m a-demo
nb.,e0 ej o-N ern o
CS- 12.22H.Y,
BR.ID
3
.r : peco: z ,
r0cood
Vv131.1.
.,
2.
p
20.3.7
sppaon.,
.

179
560
N/A

194
244

2419
20
5

1294
844

1680
540
3140
040
250
250
3950
295
199
499
N/A
940

194
194
164

21,
324
344

79,
494
694
244
1494

4
1
10: 0
0
:
999
1200
499
2419
172
48

Tuners 8, Tape decks, power supplies
Isotek Tilan Silver 3 monlhs old S/H
Magnum Dynal•b FTIOIA Etude FM Tuner SI .11
Magnum Dynalab FIR remote/Tuner for Etude SIN
Reaps radio 3 Sulver X•derno
Rotel SIT 950130 Am/FM T _
SIN
Tice Solo AV Power Conditioner S/11
Tice Solo Poarerline Enhancer 5/H
Midland

Audio

X•change

ere looking lor
Halm Audio.

Audio
SME.

911-1
944
19,
2/4
94

1495
1250
395
398
e4/A
IN/A
' N/A

Research.

Krell .

Mark

Levenson .

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

Harrogate, N Yorks
.7141 39-1E

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

t.01562 731100 f.01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD
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The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station
U Vinyl
Retad
Offer
£175 £ 148
£150 £75

ACOUSTIC Research EB101
ARISTON QDeck
CARVER M.C. Transformer
DUAL C5505-1 IGrado GT

£400 £ 145
£175 £55

GOLDRING LENCO 75 / Orado 01
LEHMANN Block Cube ( mmlmc phone stage)
ANN Axis Black
LINN Ralik Turntable
LOIN LP12/Val/Cir/Tram/Akito
(incl. Dynavetor cart.)
ANN 1.112/Aftliasic Plus Reran.
(incl. origin D.C. Ada PS)
LINN LP12 ( Rose) 1163k IV 11
LUXAUN PD282

£175
£315
£600
£450

£ 75
£ 198
£ 298
£ 115

£2,900 £ 1,998
£1,950 £ 798
£2,300 £995
£595 £ 245

MICHELL ORBE ( latest spec)
(incl. SME & RIGA boards)
ORACLE Alexandria
PS. AUDIO 118 ( phono stage)

£2,200 £ 1,495
£1,500 £375

ROKSAN TOURAJ Moghaddam Signature
ROTEL RP830 / Audio Tech on.
SME 10A Ex-Derno
SME 20125 Ex- Demo
SME30 / VArm Series 1
THORENS TD125/SME3009 ( incl. SME Plinth)
THORENS TDI50 Rote
THORENS TDI65 / Shure VIS Ill
THORENS T0280 Mk 11
TRICHORD Dina phono
WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

£250 £98
£5,000 £ 1,998
£175 £ 75
£3,581 £2,954
£5,531 £4,568
£14,000 £6,998
nio £495
£300 £ 145
£300 £ 118
£350 £115
£299 £225
£2,000 £ 1,496

www.hifitradingstation.COM

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components

Tel: 0870 608 8211

and systems.

ARUM Mph° 8
ARUM Alpha CD
ARCAM Alpha One

Retail
£ 450
£300
£300

Offer
£ 135
£ 68
£85

ARCAM ¡ Mi CD 36
£ 1,500 £895
ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX720
£ 250 £ 78
ART 02 CD Player

£ 2,600 £ 1,695

AUDIO GIRO 24/192
£ 4,000 £ 2,246
AUDIO ANALOGUE Paganini
£ 895 £ 375
AUDIOLAB ( DM CD Transpon
£ 1,700 £398
AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

£3,500 £ 1,996

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 Mk II
£5,000 £3,796
AVI 02000 MC
£ 1,200 £ 445
CALIFORNIA LABS Tempest Mir II
£ 2,995 £ 1,098
UNDEIAS PRO DAC
£ 3,000 £596
COPLAND CD4822
£ 1,600 £ 798
CYRUS Dod3Q
£ 600 £ 185
E.A.D. T8000 ' LD Transport £ 2,000 £ 698

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

Buy, sell, exchange. Commission Sales.

Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED•NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

HELIOS Siosate
KINSHAW Perception DAC

£2,500 f1,298
£800 £378

KRELL KAY 250 CD
LINN Korik
LINN Numeric

£3,500 £ 1,496
£1,850 £ 445
£1,500 £695
£3,350 £ 1,296

LINN Numeric / Kan
MARANTZ CD17 KiSig. ( Gold)
MARANTZ CD67
MARANTZ CD71 Trichord 2

£995
£300
£500
£595
£700

MERIDIAN 203 DAC
MERIDIAN 206 CD Player
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN

107
163
506
800
861

CD Player
DA(
24 Bit
Trans. Vet. Ill
Incl. FAN:MOO/0E12 Ver. Ill

£700 £ 228
£300 £ 185
£1,200 £598
£10,000 £5,498
£10,000 £5,498
£300 £ 145

MICROMEGA Logic CD
MICROMEGA Stage 1CD
MICROMEGA Stage 3CD
MICROMEGA ¡. DAC
MUSICAL FIDELITY 03.2 CD

£600
£750
£1,000
£1,000
£1,200

NAIM CD 3.5
NAIM CDX
PIONEER POR 04 CD Recorder
OUAD 66 CD
QUAD 77 CD
RIGA Jupiter
RIGA Planet

£ 226
£298
£375
£ 698
£598

£2,200 £ 1,098
£1,000 £ 296
£700 £ 298
£700 £ 298
£1,000 £ 695
£500 £ 215
£1,500 £695
£350 £ 148

ROKSAN Anean
ROTEL RC( 955 ( 5ploy)
RATEL RCD 965
SONY CDP 555 ES
THETA Carmen ( Sil)
THETA
THETA
THETA
THETA
THETA

£ 495
£ 125
£ 195
£ 198
£ 225

£300 £ 105
£600 £ 298
£3,500 £ 1,296
£3,500 £ 1,296
£795 £ 295

Carmen ( Black)
Cobalt 307 DAC
Data Basic II Trans.
David Trans.
Progeny DAC

£2,000 £ 898
£4,500 £ 1,998
£1,395 £566

THETA Pro Prime II
TRICHORD Pulsar 1

£1,500 £598
£2,000 £548

DONAN AVC-A10 SE
DENON AVP-A1 AV Pre.
DENON P00-TOO Power

£1,000 £295
£2,000 £ 256
£750 £225

DNM Pre
3PSU's
DAM Pre 1 ' PAI Pre & Power
ELECTOR NFL Pre.
JOHN SHEARNE Phase 3Power.

£2,000
£2,800
£500
£400

KRILL FPE1250M ( single mono)
KRILL KAVI 50A Power
KRELL KAV2504 Power
KRELL KSP-713 incl. MM/MC input
LINN Koirn Pm.

£3,500 £ 1,698
£2,500 £ 1,398
£3,750 £ 1,996
£3,000 £998
£1,750 £676
£750 £ 288

LINN 11000 Power
LINN LI(280 /Sporks RS.
LINN Malik int.
McINTOSH ( 200 ( 1box Pre.)
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN

101 Pre. ( classic)
541
555 Power
561Y/2
603 Pre.

MUSICAL FIDELITY 4308 Integrated
MUSICAL FIDELITY Akr Pre.
MUSICAL FIDELITY 43 Power
MUSICAL FIDELITY PI 70 Power
NAIM NA( 323 ( incl. 72 boards)
NAIM NA( 423 Pre.
NAIM NAPI80 Power
NYTECH CA302 int. ( classic)
PLINIUS 9200 Integrated
PRIMARE A30.I int.
PS. AUDIO 6.2/100 Pre./Power

£378
£ 678
£ 118
£ 228

£1,100 £ 468
£600 £ 228
£7,995 £3,998
£395 £ 76

CONRAD JOHNSON PVII Pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12 ( ind phono)
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2L
CONSONANCE M10000 Plus
COPLAND C7A-301
GRAFF GM20 OIL
KORA Exploro 90 Mt.
AUNLEY Ref 175 VIE Mono's
McINTOSH MC2IO2
PATHOS Twin Tower ( inpol) Int.
PM COMPONENTS 845 Mono's
QUAD 240 Monoblocks
TRILOGY Lai Integrated
TRILOGY 902 Pre

leR

£1,200 £378
£950 £ 496
£2,500 £646
£1,500 £395
£2,200 £ 1,298
£1,000 £596
£1,000 £596
£500 £ 175
£500 £ 195
£500 £ 105
£1,250 £695
N/A £ 148
£2,500 £ 1,196
£1,600
£2,500
£200
£175

£ 796
£998
£ 98
£ 78

QUAD 303 Power
QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
QUAD 77 Int.
SPHINX Project 12 mono's
SPHINX Project 2Pre Amplifier
TAG McCLARIN F3 Prom

f700 £298
£3,000 £ 1,128
£1,600 £598
£1,500 £ 488

TESSERA( Tora Pre.

£1,500

THETA unable., II Pre.

CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Mono's
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre

f378

£10,000 £ 3,498

Amplifiers solid state
Retail
Offer
ADVANTAGE A300 Power Amp
£2,699 £ 1,195
ARUM Alpha 8P Power
£350 £ 178
ARUM Alpha AV50 Avint.
£600 £ 185
ARCAM Diva FMI P252 Power
£900 £398

Amplifiers valve
Retail
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power

CHORD CPA1800 Pre.

£ 2,500 £ 1,298

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS Modulus 3A
AUDIONOTE M1 Pre. ( incl. Phono)
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60
AUDIO RESEARCH 112

CHORD CPA2800 Pre.
CHORD SPM 1200 Power
CHORD SPM900 Power

£ 4,000 £ 1,998
£3,750 £ 1,798
£ 1,500 £ 446

AUDIO RESEARCH 157 Silver
AUDIO RESEARCH V160
AUDION Silver Knight Pre.

00152000 MP Pre amp.
£ 1,000 £ 205
AVI 2000 Power
£ 1,000 £ 295
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks £ 2,500 £ 998

CYRUS 3Integrated
£400 £ 245
CYRUS 5Integrated
£600 £395
CYRUS AV Master
£ 1,000 £ 198
CROWN DC300A 11 Studio Pro Power ( 2available

NA £595

AUD1ON Sterling ET Se Mono's
BEARD 101 Monoblodu
BEARD 88100 Integrated
CONRAD JOHNSON MV605£ Power

Offer

£1,200 £448
£1,200 £518
£2,500 £ 998
£2,500 £ 1,245
£2,500 £ 995
£2,798 £ 995
£1,400 £ 898
£2,645 £ 1,195
£1,250 £395
£2,000 £ 1,295
£3,600 £995
£1,200 £515
£2,700 £ 1,895

£16,000 £6,996
£1,400 £475
£1,950 £ 748
£2,300 £ 1,295
£2,000 £ 1,196
N.A £995
£1,200
f598
N/A £ 2,298
£1,000 £ 495
£6,000 £ 2,698
£5,500 £3,296
£3,250 £ 1,998
£3,000 £ 1,275
£3,250 £ 1,998
£2,500 £948
£1,950 £896

• Loudspeakers
Retail
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100
ACOUSTIC ENERGY 41120
ANTHONY GALLO ( Suba/Seta) Red
ARISTON QNR Monitors
ATC SCM10
AUDIO PHYSIC Tempo's
AUDIO- STATIC DCI (White)
AUDIOPLAN Kontrost 11
Fi&W DM602 S3
B6W DMI400

DYNAUDIO Contour 5.4 ( Rose)
EGGLESTON WORKS Rosa
EPOS E522 ( cherry)
GUI 401 ( Chrome)
IMPULSE 117 ( horn- loaded)
INFINITY KAPPA 70
INFINITY KAPPA 8
JAMO Concert 11 ( mohogony)
REF 035
NEI 055
NEF
REF
KEF
KEF

085 ( Surrounds)
Ref 104.2
Model 1.2
Ref 3.1

LINN Kober ( passive)
LINN Kober ( active)
LINN Walls ( white)
LUMLEY Ref 2Signature
M&K 090 wall speakers
MAGNA PLANAR lc Imp
MAGNA PLANAR MG2.5

MAGNA PLANAR MG3R
MARTIN LOGAN SL Ill ( light oak)
MARTIN LOGAN Aeon (walnut)
MERIDIAN DSP33 ( 24'96)
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Mk1 ( 18 Bit)
MERIDIAN DSP5000C MkI
MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24.96)
MERIDIAN DOW 2500 ( 2496)
MIRAGE Mlai
MISSION 753 Freedom ( Black)
MISSION 774
MONITOR
MONITOR
MONITOR
MONITOR

AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

ASW100 ( sub)
R652MD
Studio 14
Studio 12

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 20
MORREL Bass Master
NAIM SAL
NEAT Petite 3
OPERA Mini / Stands incl. ( Mahogany)
PLATINUM Studio 1
PROAC 23 ( Cherry)
PROAC CCI centre
PROAC Studio 1
PROAC Super Towers
QUAD IIL
QUAD 7711 la (Dew)

r

CASTLE HARLECH
CHORD L.55/12A
DCM Time Windows ( classics)
DYWUDIO Audience 122

• Digital Sources

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
BY 25% - GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1LZ

Offer

£1,500
£600
£1,500
£1,200
£950
£2,500

£438
£ 225
£895
£ 275
£ 528
£ 598

£3,500
£3,000
f350
£300
£750
£1,995
£600

£ 995
£ 746
£ 198
£ 108
£ 348
£ E9E
£ 185

NIA
£795
£5,000 £ 3,498
£8,000 £ 2,998
£1,600
£750
£1,200
£700
£2,000

£ 775
£ 298
£ 295
£ 298
£ 895

£2,000
£350
£500
£300

£ 696
£ 198
£ 296
£ 176

£600 £ 295
£1,500 £598
£3,000 £ 1,396
£2,500 £ 695

£.3,00

£895
£300 £ 148
£4,000 £ 1,298
£1,200 £396
£1,400 £ 445
£2,950 £ 788

QUAD ESL57 ( Bronze)
QUAD ESL63 ( Rosewood)
RIGA XEL ( Black)
REL Stadium MU ( Sub)
REL Storm ( Sub)
REL Strata 5 ( Sub)
REVOX Elegance ( bookshelf)
ROGERS 1133.11333 ( Subs)
SNELL Type K
SOUNDLAB AI Eledrostoticcs ( Cherry)
TANNOY Buckingham ( Rare)
TANNOY DC2000
TANNOY M3
TOWNSEND RIBBON Speakers
TRIANGLI lore
WHARFEDALE Pacific Eno. 30
WILSON AUDIO 31 ( Block)
WILSON AUDIO 6.1
WILSON AUDIO Grand Slam Series 11

£3,950
£3,300
£3,300
£2,950

£ 1,296
£ 1,796
£ 2,296
£ 1,498

£2,950 £ 1,298
£1.950 £998
£11,000 £5,498
£2,950 £ 1,498
£2,000
£1,000
£500
£300
£500

£ 895
£ 425
£ 255
£ 145
£ 148

£900 £ 226
£1,200 £ 446
£2,500 £ 1,120
£1,600 £ 445
£1,800
E898
£1,200 £ 495
£795 £ 498
£1,500 £ 695
£2,800 £ 1,496
£600 £ 296
£950 £376
(1,000 £ 445
£380 £ 275
£600 £ 298
NiA £498
£3,500 £ 1,298
£1,000 £346
£700
£1,000
£1,000
£450
£895
£495

£395
(398
£ 95
£ 286
£395
£ 298

£16,000 £5,498
£5,000 £ 1,475
£200 £ 75
£200 £95
£1,295 £ 495
£1,200 £255
£1,000 £395
£18,000 £5,496
£22,000 £8997
£69,000 £ 24,998

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Alpha DE

£1,750 £847

CALIFORNIA AUDIO DXI

£850 £457

COPLAND ( DA 8/3 ( CD player)

£1,750 £ 1,197

COPLAND ( DA 822 ( CD player)

£1,600 £997

COPLAND CIA 301 ( Pre.)

PI A £787

COPLAND CIA 504 ( Power)

£2,000 £ 1,397

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6 ( Amplifier)

f2,950

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6B ( Pre.)

£2,500 £ 1,297

JADIS ORCHESTRA ( CD Player)

£1,295 £897

JADIS DLP 2 ( Pre.)

£1,799 £ 1,397

JADIS DA 5 ( Power)

£2,199 £ 1,897

KOETSU Black ( Can.)

£1,200 £997

KOETSU Red T ( Carl.)

£1,498 £ 1,257

KRILL KG ( Pre.)

£9,998 £ 6,997

KRELL KPE-PS ( Power supply)

f750 £497

KRILL KRC 3 ( Pre.)

£3,400 £ 2,547

LINN Akito (Toneorm)

£500 £ 264

LINN Clossik Marie Mk'

f1,995 £ 1,296

MARTIN LOGAN Ascent

£4,500 £3,297

MARTIN LOGAN Clarity

£2,198 £ 1,897

MARTIN LOGAN Depth ( Sub)

£1,800 £ 1,297

MARTIN LOGAN Script ( Black)

£2,500 £ 1,297

McINTOSH CRI6 ( Controller)

£4,000 £ 2,667

McINTOSH MC7I08 ( Bch. power)

£2,500 £ 1,496

McINTOSH MHT200 ( 1boa pre.)

£7300 £ 4,327

MICHELL

£1,060 £895

Ono SE ( without arm)

PATHOS In Control ( Pre.)

£3,650 £ 2,896

PATHOS In Power ( Power)

£7,000 £5,596

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES P-30 ( DAC)

£1,000 £596

PIONEER DVR7000 ( OVO recorder)

£1,200 £396

PIONEER PDP503HDE ( 50" Plasmo)

£5,000 £ 1,995

PIONEER SD-T5000 ( 50" bock pro). TV)

£4,000 £ 796

PS AUDIO DU

£795 £ 497

PS AUDIO Eel link pre ; dun

£4,750 £ 1,997

PS AUDIO Link 2HDCD ( DAC)

£2,750 £ 1,037

RONCO ( 1300 DLP projector

£5,000 £ 2,995

SONOS FABER Grand Piano (Walnut)

£1,695 £ 1,277

SONOS FABER Amati Anniversario

POI.

SONOS FABER Concerto (Walnul)
SONOS FABER Cremona Auditor

£995 £697
SIds.

SONOS FABER Elect°
SONOS FABER Wall

£548 £397

IDS Audio transformer

AERIAL ACOUSTICS Model 8Md, Oda
APOGEE Mini Grand G5 ( Ribbons)
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 5 ( DTOA)
AUDIO RESEARCH 1116 % II ( Pre)
AUDIO RESEARCH 1125 Mkll ( Pre)
AUDIO RESEARCH 40110 ( Power)
AUDIO RESEARCH VTIDO MkIll ( Power)
AUDIOGRAM MB1 ( int. amp)
AUDIOGRAM MB2 ( int. amp)

£5,679
£7,500
£2,500
£3,500

£5,000

Offer
£ 2,996
£3,997
£ 1,297
£ 2,497

£3,997
£4,000 £2,997
£6,400 £ 4,897
£495 £ 267
£595 £327

f2,165

£450 £347

TUA VIO ( int. amp)

Retail

£2,650

£1,795 £ 1,077

SONUS FABER Solo ( Centre)
SANDS FABER Stonewood Stands

• NEW Ex- Demonstration

f1,497

£499 £297
£4,000 £3,196
£399 £ 266

THETA Casanova ( Pre .' processor)

£4,995 £ 2,496

THETA Compli ( universal player)

£4,500 £3,467

THETA David 11 ( DVD / CD transport)

£5,800 £2,797

THETA ProgenY

£1,295 £557

THETA Pro Prime

£1,450 £677

THETA TLC Jitter Busler
TRIANGLE Celius ( Speakers)
TRIANGLE Titus 202 ( Speakers)

£250 £ 167
£1,300 £ 896
£400 £ 276

TRIANGLE Megellan

£9,995 £ 7,996

WILSON AUDIO Cub (Wilson gloss) WO

£6,750 £ 4,997

WILSON AUDIO Cub II (Wilson gloss)
WILSON AUDIO Sophia

£6,915 £3,287
£11,500 £8,996

WILSON BENESCH Centre / ind. stands

£1,775 £ 1,496

WILSON BENESCH Discovery ( Silver)

£5300 £3,996

Atacama
Audiolab

Awa

Winning North of England Retailers...

Castle
Chord

Ile'

Cyrus
KEF

e

All Chord Electronics available

Marantz
Meridian

with up to 3yrs 0% finance

01111.11
/ 11LILIL
.31Orr

Michell
Mission
MJ AcouSti,
Monitor Auchu
Mordaunt-Shorr
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos

e.,

Pickering
Primare

44

ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hul
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

Specialists in High, Fidelity Sound Reproduction - Since 1967

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component Ill
of 2004 award
"A

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
(C

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneatns from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

ou,q

Demonstrably better

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - 099
OL1 from - £124

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
ro make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

I

Full infirmation on web site

ORIGIN LIVE
+44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Tel/Fax:

www.origi'nlive.com
MAY 2006 •
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KLW

A LA.:loco servicing
specialists,
upgrades available.

High End Cable
call Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

Stereovox

Black Rhodium

van den Hul

Sale of pre- owned
equipment.

HIGHEST

PARTS

AND

ADVICE.

Skaanin g
Loudspeakers

Acoustic Zen

Custom equipment designed
8, built in house.

Fostex

DIEVUEM

morel'

Eccose
Stax earspeakers
Ortofon — Sumiko — Lyra
Previously owned.

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk

Premier
Room t

Room

2

Audio

plow demonstrating

Dcs Elgar. Purcell & Verdi Transpon, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, SiIlech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands

Audio Acro, Audio Synthisis, Kara Pte & Power, Pink
Tnangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, hotel Sub Station P/S
Audio Synth's',. - Audio Physics Audio Aero - Absolute Sound,.
DCS - Kara - Punas- Siltech - Arcici - BOA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/X wekome Ifeme bmonstration
oodseù,ction of Mgand
We are 10minsJ 39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
a
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045
Colin Grundy

QUALITY

ACOUSTIC PANELS

IsoTek

Tel: 01264 323573

SPEAKER

THE

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Nordost UK

Phase Linear 8. SAE
specialists.

PROVIDES

WITH

---------seas
-.
S

Cnord Company

British. Japanese
8. American hi-fi
catered for.

MADISOUND
BUILDERS

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.

.
fttrItss
VirTa c
MYRDOsT LPG

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0

0

Loud
Too Loud
Way too Loud
It's acommon problem.' The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now asimple and effective solution - the
Bothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of epee", gain and bring sonic
benefits, even wifelitelahost expensIve equipment.

o

The cott is only £ 39 per pair delivered To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, Fit Fi World.
HiFi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-aucho.com

taiNISIMIO

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit:

www.servicesound.com
or phone Geoff on:

01424 216245

udio Destinatio

Specialists in Valve and
reel to reel tape recorders

> devons audio specialists

HAWK
totem acoustic

Truly full range,
extremely compact and
aesthetically balanced, it
has incredible attributes
and strengths that
will guide you like no
other. Detail, continuity,
harmonic nuances,
timbre precision
and its self effacing
holography all point to
an experience that will
never cease to amaze
and involve you. HAWK
is asoul mover of the
highest caliber (£ 1995).

Soar to new heights
with this powerful Totem.

Call

01884 243 584

Open mon - sat : 9am - 5pm
328 Bampton Street, Trenton, Devon, EX16 6AH
info@audiodestination.co.uk Iswwaudiodesthalion.co.uk

CSOKING
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

www.soundcinergy.ce.uk
spereasts in home entertainment

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926
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Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim.
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers.
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

COMPONENTS
'ACCESSORIES
UT
UBE
S
Call, write, fax or mad for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871

sound cinergy

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
tà Near Norwich, Norfolk
le Tel: (01508) 570829

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

/-

Visit our we site at: .\
http://wwwiatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com 2

THE

comPsimp

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
l
e*
components and
-seeaccessories
o

el% Phone today for your FREE
- FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
check out our website

50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
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MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcarn • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonos Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

OPEN TUES - SAT

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road.
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBR1DGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner. Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

000 - 5.30

_ATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND
SOLIHULL WEDNESDA' UNTIL 6 30PM

We offer custom installation of
complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

home cinema, multi- room and

Writ:en details on request • Licensed credit broker

lighting. Home trials are available

018018

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

SPECIALISTS

I
t liZIP

60 Durham Road. London. SW20 OTVV
T 020 8946 1528/0331 E shopOobreenhiflcom
Free parking • Free minutes from A3 • Opar Tue

MUSIC
MATTERS

Sat 9 - 5.30

Somas Faber — Dom us

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
• Drearmision • Dynavector • Epos • Gutwire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • tieocri • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reno.. • Sonneteer
Somas Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unison Researd% • eelodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of es-dern gr display product

Chord - Cables
Vamoirecarriettly
dunamtratims Mr.
manning' stew product.

Sligtien -

Pluatoontext u• to
=amp • danogutratioa.

A21SE Anip & CD

Lockwood AudiW
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANIKYL Cones
Hotline at

atC

castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
5131e

spendor

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

'

4.46(0) 20 8579 77IS

or

Fax 4-46(0) 20 8579 7156

'
=7)1

mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk

11.1r,co

IpSWiC

Call for appointment to visit us at Hanwell on

HIGH END SALE

arCall

fax ( 01473)
w

W

W

.

KOETSU URUSHI GOLD £ 1800
PATHOS LOGOS
£ 1750
JADIS DA8 amp
CALL
ARC SP- 16 (w/ phono)
£1950
A/A MAESTRO 24/96 CD £ 1050
M/LOGAN MOSAIC £ 1100
COPLAND ( various)
CALL
TRANSPARENT ULTRA
CALL

signals
lijih ei rir
-., for grown-'
u

(01473)
≤-172

Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivPmac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

55171

erN,i'ssnals.uk

igna

k. c

Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter
to enjoy greater ambience, detail and rhythmic coherence.
"Improvements to the overall sense of realisni were quite startling..."
"Superb"

Hi -Fi News

Hi -Fi World

"Produces astonishing results"
"Extraordinarily convincing"

Hi -Fi +

Hi -Fi Choice

"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Japan

\lake the most of your LP's. CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
.

Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo

Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.

E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

Web: http://web.onetel.com/-dynavector

LISA]
111111lEtv,
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Heatherdale
*audio limited

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
by enthusiasts

DRIVERS:

ho

Below is just asmall selection of
some of the exating products we offer

> ATC

> ETON
ho

> FOSTEX

ho

> LPG

ho
h•-

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON

Planet. it reveals more information and places each instrument or voice in its own acoustic space which is a rare trait to
find on aplayer priced at just £498.
ShanlIng CDT-80 well
deserves the accolades its
already received in the
press, its valve output stage
imbues the sound with great

The £ 695 Consonance CD 120 Linear is the player
we've wished for for
many years. It uses

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER

a non oversampling tillerless design which always produces
athnllingly involving performance with exceptional speed and
realistic dynamic contrasts.

MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE

The £ 750 Heart CD6000
is structurally based
upon a Marantz CD

HOW TO BOOKS

player. Heart fit ahigh qua yva ve outpu stage an twee
many aspects of the design resulting in a fulsome sound with
making it a highly involving player to listen to.

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.
a

001

great scale

e

'

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
)

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450443.4949
Email. soleresolen.ca
Web. www.solen.ca

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'C ARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site:
Email:

The £ 1250 Unico
COP is ajoy to use
both for its valve
output/upsampling

-(4
z.,,

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgemangbtinternet.com

020 8688 6565
tockistsof:ARCANI.DENSEN.EPOS.LINN.LOEWE
•\
IICROMEGA.NAIMAUDIO.NEAT.REGA.ROTFI
TEAC.YAMAHA & MORE

n
tidelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

Ilampton Mick. Kingston upon ! Sarno.
'surres Kl t41)1 Tel: 020 89433530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm
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Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwbestereo.corn
Main dealer for
7ittomy Prestige Speakers
PIONEER REFERENCE SYSTEM
C-73 Pre-amp/M-90a Power amp/PD93
CD Player/ CT- 91a Cassette deck
Only £2495
SPIIA MERS

refinement and its build quality is quite astonishing for a
player costing just £850

> VOLT

&•

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BNI4 Olj

The Apollo is the
latest player to come
from British firm
Raga Building on
the strengths of its
predecessor. the

> AUDAX

ho

sound quality but also for ils superb build and finish quality.

Eltax Liberty 55 floor standers

£ 140

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Klipschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £ 5,700)
Mordant Short MS10 speakers
Mordaunt Short MS815 speakers
Origin Live OL speakers
Orchid LWO Speakers

£2,950
£ 60
£ 150
£250
£2,795

Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint. £9995
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
RE- AMPS
Audio Note M3 Pre Amps ( photo)

£2750

Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre-amp
Mark Levinson 326S Pre- amp

£ 1,495
£395
£P0A

Musical Fidelity 3A Pre Amp
Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90,3 Power Amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp

£ 175
£ 595
£ 1,395
£295

ifEaliPiLLIPIRRS
Advantage Integrated Amp

£ 1.295

Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.

The £ 1.250
Cairn Fog
V2.0 may
not yet be
that well
known in the
UK but if you're In the market for a player at this level then
you really must here this. It has superbly extended and well
defined frequency extremes combined with great imaging
The Consonance
CD2.2 Reference
Linear is similar in
approach to the CD120
linear featured above
and takes the design
many stages further. It
uses a6H30 triode output stage and has an air of refinement
above most players at Its £ 1,395 price tag whilst offering the
exceptional dynamics and energy this type of design allows.

ShanlIng

CDT- 100 is a
modern day classic. Not
only is it a work of art but
also produces a mid band
with superb delicacy: £ 1,850

If you're after the absolute best
performance from CD then we
strongly recommend auditioning
the Audio Note range of DAC's
These trend setting models use
aone times oversampling,
filterless design and in our opinion offer an unmatched musical

£ 15,000
£995
£ 175
£275

Mark Levinson 20.5 Reference Amps
Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp

£4495
POA
£ 1,095

Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp

£ 345

Quad II Power amp with 22 pre-amp & Tuner
£795
Rotel RC995 balanced remote control pre-amp with 200
watt RB 991 power amp
£650
Sirius ( Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec
£ 1,795
D PLAYERS IS TRANSPORTS
Audiophase DP75 CD Player
£2995
Denon DCD 590
£ 60
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC 8
Power Dumpty PSU
£ 3,995
Mark Levinson Ref. 31.5 -30.6 ( 27K new')
£12,000
Mark Levinson 390s
SA - ICD/SA CD player
Pioneer PD/S502 CD player
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with

£ P0A
£ 1950
£ 95

ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
Sonic Frontier Transport 3
Sony CD pm41 CD player

£895
£1995
£ 60

ISCELLANEOUS
Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated
Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

£3500
£ 125

Selection of AudioTekne Cables and accessories
at unbeatable prices..
Phone for details
Sony ST-SE570 Tuner
£ 60
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£ 25
Zerodust CO 8 lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) £ 17.50
,IIRSTAIELES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARMS

performance. with dynamics and energy that make the CD
become aseriously enjoyable format Prices range from just
£1.600 up to astate of the art £ 38300.
We also offer arange of suitable transports, lilarling with the
superb Talk Electronics Thunder (pictured top right) for
£1.000
For the best possible performance with any two box system.
we recommend using the £ 200 Chord Signature Digital
cable which we feel is one the finest digital cables available,

Come and visit us at the Heathrow High
Fidelity Show on the 1-2 April 2006
where we'll be demonstrating and
displaying awide variety of punst stereo
equipment.

Brand new ( retails £28,000)
Audio Research D130 power amp
Cyrus 2 integrated amp
Denon POA - 3ch

Marantz

The £ 2.850 Resolution Audio Opus
21 CD player is split into 2half width
boxes to separate the power supply
and noisy circuits from the audio
stages
This player has avey open and airy
presentation with quite stunning
speed and imaging capabilities.

£ 5.495

Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£ 2,995
Blue Pearl (the prototype) with gold plated SME V £ 9995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)
£ 375
RS Laboratory RS- A1 with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £ 850)
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

£ 595
£995

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucl.s, HP20 2Lt I
Open 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

01376 521132
07709 260221
Chelmsford, Essex

B&W
Nautilus
Pure
AVi
Grad
ImLa
Naim
Lutro
Rega
Sim "
Linn
Denon
M&K
Fujitsu
Nevo
Attacama
IsoTek
Chord co

E-MAIL:
soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PREJPOWEFVPS/PHONO STAGE £1295
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE £495
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£299
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN IKEMI CD PLAYER BLACK
£ 1295
LINN LK140 POWER AMPLIFIER LATE MODEL
£595
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £1295
LINN 'CAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LOEWE ACONDA 32" WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
£895
MARANTZ PM66SE KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£199
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
£399
NAIM CDX 1998 BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION
£ 1395
NAIM XPS 2000 POWER SUPPLY FOR CDX
£ 1695
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY
£2495
NAIM NAP 135 OLIVE POWER AMPS
£1895
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAIT 5i MINT AS NEW WITH BOX AND ALL ACCESSORIES
£595
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£399
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
NAIM NAPV 175 3 CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED £1495
NAIM NAC 92 PRE AMP
£229
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
£299
MAIM FLATCAP POWER SUPPLY
£299
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£1495
REGA PLANAR 2 RE3250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£199
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION £299
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£499
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD ..£ 1195
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEM s

www.sound-stage.co.uk

Live music with nail

audio.

• Amazing sound
• Designed to last
• Simple to use

Project

• Gadget free

Stax
Triad
Pioneer
Goldring
Svstemlinc
A:rcam Fmj
Vogel
Beyer
Mission
Quadrasp .
and "
More..

• Easy to upgrade
• 3 years warranty
• Made in the UK
Put emotion back into music
with a naim audio system.
Hear one today with the
new B&W CM1 speakers at..

Quali
Audio
Since
1985 •

SOUND GALLER

eel

65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks
www.soundgallery.co.uk
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HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST 6.f. PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
VINYL

MICHELL GYRO/R0250 BRAND NEW!'!
BRAND NEW/BOXED ... £895
MICHELL ORBE(DC)/RB250/TWEIGHT/DL103
MINT/BOXED .. £1895
ORIGINAL LP-12/BASIK LVV ARM/CART
EXCLT . £395
LP-12NALHALLA/AKITO
EXCLT . £495
LINN AXIS/BASIK+ ARM/NEW ATI1OE
MINT/BOXED . £275
ALPFLASON SONATA/PSU/HR-100S MCS/GRADO
BOXED .. £1150
NUITS ANA SPACE
PLAT.
MINT/BOXED . £950
CLEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV. 18 UNIFY ARM
(£2250 I.. £1595
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTVPSU/RB-300/CART
MINT/BOXED ... £795
SYSTEMDEK/REGA RB-300/CARTRIDGE
BOXED. . £275
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM £395
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650)
EXDIS.... £395

CD/SACD/DVD

ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT
MINT.
.
£2795
MINT/BOXED . £1295
LINN KARIK/NUMERIK III
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
BOXED. £895
MINT ... £795
DENON DVD A-1FLAGSHIP (£2500)
PERP.TECH P1 -A/P3-A/PSU SIG- 2 BRAND NEW/BOXED£1895
MINT/BOXED ... £395
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD
MINT/BOXED . £1250
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
MINT/BOXED
.
£1850
SONY SUD1
EXULT.. £1450
WADIA-8 TRANSPORT
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£1000) LAST ONE'!
EX MS./BOXED . £450
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
REDUCED .. £1595
FORSETTI DAC/REMOTE VOL
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
EXCLT. . £575
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED .. £2850
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS (£6800)
MINT/BOXED . £375
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MINT/BOXED ... £495
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLEFI (£1450)
MINT
.
.
£375
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£ 1000 TRICHORD MOOS) REDUCED . . £795
AX! S-2000 CD PLAYER
£325
EX.DEM £195
DENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER

SOLID STATE
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1/SCO-1
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
MUS.FID.MA-65 MONO'S & PRE-8 (CHROME)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100
AS S-2000 PRE 8SYS, REMOTE
THORENS 2000 PRE/POWER
AS S-200 MONOBLOCS 98
AS S2000 PRE 8MONO'S 94
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
'THE ALCHEMIST' PRE AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP

MINT/BOXED .. £6495
MINT/BOXED.. £1250
EXIT . £895
BOXED . . £275
PAINT/BOXED . £375
MINT/BOXED . £695
VGC. . £750
EXCLT/BOXED . £995
NEW/BOXED. £995
EXCLT .. £3750
EXCLT . . £2750

'THE ALCHEMIST'MONOBLOCS
CLASSE CF-60 2BOX REM.PRE
CI ARSE CA-400 POWER AMP
DPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5B
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
ROKSAN L-2 PRE AMP
MERIDIAN 565 PROCESSOR
MERIDIAN 562V PRE
PIONEER A-400 (CLASSIC)
MARANTZ PM-55SE (REMOTE)

EMT .
RING
MINT £1695
VGC
£3250
MINT/BOXED
£12513
MINT
£2795
EXCLT . £2495
MINT/BOXED.. £1795
EXCL.
!' ... £395
EXCLT ... £895
EXCLT . £495
MINT/BOXED ... £175
EXCLT/BOXED £95

VALVE AMPS

AUDIO RESEARCH VT-150SE (£17500)
EXCLT .. £4795
ROGUE MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1495
ROGUE MAGNUM STEREO 90 POWER AMP
MINT/BOXED .. £1295
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PIRE
MINT/BOXED ... £995
ROGUE 88 STEREO POWER AMP
MINT/BOXED ... £995
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM 1NT.(£2800)
EX.DEM £ 1895
EAR 834P MM/MCNOLUME
MINT . £395
EAR 834L PRE AMP
EXCLT . £450
GR/AP 50/50 POWER AMP
AS NEW £1395
AUDION REF, PRE/PHONO STAGE (£2500)
NEW OLD STOCK ... £995
CROFT MICRO A- II &MC. PHONO STAGE
EXCLT/BOXED ... £375
AUDIO INN 1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
MINT/BOXED £1250
LUMLEY M-120 MONOBLOCS (CHROME)
MINT/BOXED £1695
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED £1595
JADIS DEFY- 7POWER AMP
EXCLT £2995
UNISON RESEARCH C-5 REMOTE PRE/MM,MC
EXCLT . £595

LOUDSPEAKERS

PMC TB2+
MINT/BOXED . £395
KEF 5EGGS & STANDS/SUBWOOFEFI
MINT/BOXED ... £395
KEF CA'S SILVER (£400)
MINT/BOXED ... £275
LINN SARA'S
MINT/BOXED ... £495
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
GC. . £895
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS (RIBBON)
MINT . £750
CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
MINT/BOXED .. £1095
CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE (£1800)
MINT
£750
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED ... £695
CASTLE AVON
£375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
EXCLT £650
REGA BEL ROSEWOOD (£ 1275)
EXCLT . £475
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
EXCLT £275
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW) (£1500)
REDUCED . £895
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS RAVOOD
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1195
HORNING AGATHONS
LOVELY COND. £ 1995

SNELL TYPE All .
EXCLT/BOXED . £2750
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 (£9500) .
MUST GO!! ... RING
ALA JORDAN NOTE- 5BOBINAN WOOD (SUPERB)
EX.DEM .. £1250
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK.
MINT/BOXED .. £3250
MIRAGE Mis,
£2750
SNELL CMKN
UCCLE. . £1250
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD
£795
REL STORM
GC ... £395
A.ENERGY.ASW FB110 SUB
NEW/BOXED . . £350

I
NTERCONNECIS
NORDOST MOONGLO DIGITAL 1METRE
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 1METRE
INCA DESIGN 1METRE
HOVLAND GEN3 1M OLA
£275
MISSING LINK CRY() 0.5 METRE XL R
£125
JPS I
ARS SUPER CONDUCTOR 1METRE WBTS
£125
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 MF IRE XLR REDUCED £1195
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1METRE RCA
£650
XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUCII0OUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIOCIUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£395

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE

DPA BLACK 164 X4.5m LOCK/PLUGS £895
RAPPORT 5METRE PAIR (PACKAGED) EX.DIS
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG
BOXED/MINT £795
PS AUDIO 0-STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED .... BOXED AS NEW £450
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIR SILVER SPADES NEW £225
NORDOST FLATLINE BI-WIRE
QED XT-350 4.5 METRE PAIR/AIR LOGS
MIT 350 3METRE PAIR
DIAMOND -HI 2X3METRE PAIRS (NEW)
EACH £750
CHORD CO.RUMOUR 24 METRE EX.DIS
£80

STANDS
PARTINGTON DREADNOUGHT (FILLED)
TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275XFILLED)
SONUS ELITE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105
SOUNDSTYLE XS-100
SOUNDSTYLE ST-105
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100

MINT/BOXED...
REDUCED ...
REDUCED ...
MINT/BLACK ...
EACH ...
EX DEM ...
NEW. .
NEW. .
NEW. .
NEW. .

£ 125
£195
£ 195
£ 175
£295
£ 149
£199
£195
£275
£250
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessorie

For sate

interconnects 0.5m, RCA, as new, £ 45, El

amp, Krell KPS20i/iL CD player/pre-amp,

Dorado power cable, 1.5m CM, JR149

Wilson Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers, metallic

Linn Kairn pre- amp and Ktout power

speakers £ 280, Tel: 020 8661 5329 or email:

Ferrari grey, Cardas Golden Reference cables

amp, former top- of- the- range amplifier

zhuo_dengfahotmail.com 10E171

throughout, all mint and crated, £ 16995,

combination from Linn Products, Kairn has

Garrard 401 SME Mk 2 £ 450, Michell ISO Hera

new house forces sale, can demo, Tel: 07905

excellent m-m/m-c phono stage and original

£50, Leak Troughline 3 £ 70, Hitachi 5500

338232 IDF171

factory- fitted Brilliant SMPS, Klout built into

tuner £ 70, Valhalla PSU plus motor £ 100, NXT

Audio Research LS16 Mk 2pre- amp, black,

solid billet of alloy, both good condition with

cardboard speakers £ 100 ( unused), Tel: 01606

remote, 2003 model, absolute sounds, min

original boxes, manuals, remote and leads,

78 4767 [ DE14]

boxed, manuals € 3500) £ 1650, Target R2

£850 each ono, Tel: 07973 795608 ( South

Audio Research LS9 solid-state pre- amp, as

speaker stands, four- pillar, heavy € 380

London) [ X]

new, boxed, remote £ 600 ono, Audio Research

Tel: 07973 189538 [ DF17I

JMtab Micro Utopia Be, mint pair of Micro

LS2 Hybrid pre- amp, black, excellent £ 750

°retie CD100 Evo 2CD player, latest version,

Utopia Be speakers that are 6months old,1

ono, AV1S2000MC CD player, as new, remote,

just afew months old, as new condition with

am relocating so moving to asmaller place

£375 ono Tel: 01782 397971 1Staffs)[DF21]

original box, manuals, and remote £ 650

therefore selling some of my kit, please email:

Pair Lowther speakers, large Acousta teak

1£1300), Sonus Faber Grand Piano, original

zijafferjilayahoo.co.uk or call 07921 044254

cabinets, upgraded PM6 drive units, as new

bi-wire version, immaculate with box and

with offers EKE341

condition, original owner £ 850, Tel: 01752

packaging £ 1000, Tel:07791 361620 ( London)

Boulder 500AE stereo power amplifiers, two

362072 ) First to see will buy) EDE141

IDF171

for sale £ 1800 each, £ 3500 both, new £ 6000

Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace turntable

BAT 600SE power amp,1£9995), just one

each, boxed, instructions, immaculate, rare

with wave mechanic PSU, fitted with Hadcock

year old £ 4995, Pass Labs X600 monoblocks

opportunity, superb sound and condition,

242 arm plus MusicMaker Mk 3cartridge and

1£16500), mint £ 5950, Wilson Sophia speakers

TEAC P30 CD transport £ 1750, immaculate,

smoke grey uni -cover, cost £ 4000, accept

1£11995), mint with crates £ 6250, Tel: 07795

boxed. Tel: Bob on 01604 7201221EFOCI

£2950 less than 25 hours use, Tel: Steve on

1730 94 [ DE14]

Velodyne DO- 15, black, pristine (£ 2800)

07921 572823 WE191

Hatcro DM- 10 (
E119951,year old £ 5500, Halcro

£1600, Castle speakers ( all deluxe Yew),

Audio Synthesis DAX basic Discrete, 12

DM- 381£13995), year old £ 7250, EMM Labs

Harlech S2, mint [€ 1300) £ 700, Avon VGC

months old, £ 1600 ono, mint condition with box

CDSD/DCC2 (£ 13500), latest with USB £ 8995,

(£800)£350, Bastion mint [€ 330) £ 200, Sony

etc, Tel: 01793 490968 mobile: 07941 419196

BAT 150SE1E15500), valve monoblocks £ 6750,

TA-VA777ES audiophile surround (£ 1500)

EEG141

Tel: 07795 173094 EDE141

£500 Tel: 07747 093672 ICE171

Meridian 200 CD Transport, mint, boxed,

Chord SPM 600 power amp, black, mint,

Proceed AVP pre- amp processor E1200

instructions £ 275 ono, Philips 870 CD- R,

boxed, very clean lucid sound, 130W/ch, 30dB

(£5000) mint, Audio Synthesis DAX £ 499,

recorder, c/w remote, instructions, as new

gain, cost £ 2400 new, sell for £ 1050, Tel: 07725

Theta Dreadnaught 3channel x200W £ 2899

£150 ono, Tel: Mike on 01246 209578 ) day),

583743 [ 0F17]

(€5000) black, owned from new, mint, email:

01246 570556 ( eves) EDE141

Audio NoteAN-E/spe-HE speakers, lovely

ProAc Response 3.5 floorstanding speakers,

finish and stands £ 1495 (£ 4600 new), Tube

07961 53623210EFOCI

stunning yew finish, low use, very good

Technology Genesis valve monoblocks £ 1295,

Krell KSA200B £ 1800 (€ 5400) one of the best

condition, with plinths, spikes, manual, boxes,

Audio Research CD1, boxed with manual £ 795

power amplifiers, owned from new, mint, Krell

superb sound £ 1800, Tel: Kevin on 07989

Tel: Jonathan 01444 892157 or 07944 182376

KRXActive Crossover £ 599 upgraded with

507927 ( Bedford) [ 0E141

[DE14]

Black Gate capacitors byJon Cheadle, email:

NordostVishnul3m IEC) £ 500, asking £ 275,

Meridian 596 5Star DVD (+ Meridian service

harnfieldfahotmail.com Tel: 07961 536232

JPS Superconductor+ ( 5ft bi-wire) £ 800,

£600 upgrade) £ 1500, Quad 909 £ 750, Cyrus

[CEFOC]

asking £ 325, JPS power+[2m1ECI new £ 375,

pre- amp, black £ 400, EAR 8L6 50W rms

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 300 integrated amp,

asking £ 250, Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury,

£1950, Exposure 2010CD £ 300, Denon TU260

ha rnf ield ra hotmail.corn Tel:07961 536232Tel:

separate PSU, 156/500, m-m/m-c, excellent

Bucks) IDE14]

L11£60, free delivery, Tel: 01206 510392/07966

condition £ 20501£4000), Michell Gyrodec

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers, birch, one year

400745 [ DF17]

SE, 2years old, Rega RB300, Ortofon MC20,

old, mint condition (€ 2500) superb sound and

Mark Levinson 380s pre- amp £ 4000/ No 27.5

excellent condition £ 750, delivery possible

not fussyabout placement, abargain at £ 1250

power amp £ 2000 and Phonomena two- box

Tel: 01278 793886 evenings ( Somerset) ECE17]

see www.amphion.fi for reviews, Tel: 01633

battery phono stage £ 750, also Soundlab A3

Chord CPM 2600 integrated amp, silver, boxed

440190 ( South Wales) [ DE14]

panel speakers with upgraded power supplies

with remote, beautiful sound, additional

Tannoy Monitor gold speakers 12in, late 60s

£4000, all in excellent condition Tel: 020 8868

power amps can be added for bi-amping,

vintage, seek TLC and good home, offers,

0369 or 07711064480 [ please leave message)

bargain E1900, Tel: Dave 020 8641 3911 eves

enquiries 01353 723562 or email: roger.

[DE22]

(Sutton, Surrey)10E17]

colemanorca.ac.uk EDE141

Chord SPM1400E x2mono power amplifiers,

Shahinian Obelisk loudspeakers, beautiful

AudioSynthesis Desire Decade power amp

black, mint, £ 7250, Audio Synthesis DAX

cherry finish ) E4000 new) reluctant sale £ 1750

£1100, optimised for usewith CD digital

Discrete Variable DAC, mint, £ 2850, Nordost

ovno, Russ Andrews Purifier, black with 16

volume control £ 2995 new, immaculate,

Valhalla 1m XLR analogue interconnects,

amp Reference powercord1£567 new) £ 325

Loewe Aconda 9381, black 32in TV, excellent

mint, £ 1100. Contact: Ian 01789 261585/07941

inc delivery, Tel: 07795 552220 ( W Midlands)

condition £ 800 ono Tel: Martin on 07730

424322 ° remelt: idbruntraf2s.com[DE14]

[CE17]

912080 or 0207 684 0995, ( Central London)

Bryston 7B SST monoblocks, black,

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cables,

ED F17]

boxed, one year domestic use only, 19 year

5m, spades, new in box £ 390, Blue Heaven

Krett/Wilson system, Krell FPB600c power

transferable f
actory warranty remains,
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perfectly mint as new, save over £ 2000 off

E2400, Chord Odyssey 2x4m 1/2 price ATC

Manley Steethead Phonostage/pre-ampw/

RRP, accept £ 3950, also black TEAC VRDS25

SCM2OSL rosewood with 21in slate stands,

Siemans NOS Tubes £ 3950, Balanced Power

£500, email: bryston7brayahoo.co.uk or Tel:

good condition, genuine fair offers please,

Technologies 3.5 signature Power conditioner

Mobile 07917334780 [ EF14]

boxes, Tel: 02380470107 or mobile 07729

El 500, email: cohn_richardOhotmail.com

Icon Audio 40- SE valve integrated EL34 with

333748 LEF141

LEG171

KT77 option ( supplied) switchable triode, all

Musical Fidelity A3cr pre/power amps, A3

SME Model 10 turntable with IVarm, MCS150

factory upgrades ( E912) £ 595, EAR 834Lvalve

CD player, Michell Gyrodec with RB300 tone

wiring, fluid damper kit and Cardas Cross

pre- amp with Multard upgrade ( E650) £ 95,

arm, must sellas system with Henley Design

phono cable, boxes, manuals, tools, mint, only

both mint/boxed. Tel: 01243 863371

Rack & QED interconnects free, boxed as new,

one year old, £ 2500, Tel: 01590622573/email:

(VV. Sussex) IEEll

barely past running- in period. E1750 ono

clive.groomObtinternet.com [ E8]

dCS Purcell D- Dupsampler, this is the original

e-mail: ddrossia blueyonder.co.uk [ EF14]

Audio Innovations first audio special edition

audiophile 16/44.1- to- 24/192 upsampling

Linn 5103 pre- amp processor, DTS, full spec,

monobtocks, E650 ono, Tel: Derek on 07729

converter, DualAES output, superb £ 2000,

boxed as new, outstanding E1250, four Linn

065244/02087613501(SE London) lEG171

dCS Delius D- Aconverter, bettered only by the

LK 100s .Active Modules £ 850, Linn lsobarik,

Wadia 23 CD £ 50 ( E3200), Mark Levinson

dCS Elgar, 24/192- capable with dCS Ring DAC

active, stands cables, Aktiv crossover, PSU,

380 pre E1600 ( E4000), Chord 3200 pre

£3000, both units owned since new, near mint

boxed £ 450, Tel: 0035312954076 [ EF141

£1600 ( E4200), dCS Purcell up- sampler

condition, all original boxes, remote, manuals

High- end system , perfect condition, Revel

£950 ( E4000), dCS Delius DAC £ 1450

etc, Tel: 07973 795608 ( South London) [ X]

Ultima Salon speakers, gloss black w/walnut

IE5000), Classé CA201 power £ 1250 ( E3500),

Naim 135 Pair SN181016, mint condition

veneer E6950, VPI TNT HRX turntable £ 5500,

Hales Transcendence 8speakers E2500

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole_molloyfaipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399
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Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE

—I

insertions under the heading:

WANTED 'I

Marne
Address

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ._ ( pounds sterling) made payable to
IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisaMmex•

Card Number
Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Expires (Rate)

Signatum

•Please indicate which
M No reimbursements will be due lor cancellation of subsequent insertions
a We are not r
esponsrble for clerical errors

Hi-fi News magazine, published by WC Media, tell collect personal information to process your entry. Would you beet, recervee-mails from Iii Fi News magazine and IPC containing news.
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The Market
interconnects £ 125 (( 390), HFA-9 digital

1E100001, Audio Physic Virgo II £ 900 ( E3500),

92dB 20W- 350W, realwood cherry finish,

Transparent MusicLink Super XL version 1m

as new boxed retail E1900, will accept offers

interconnect ( lm), boxed as new £ 1251(250),

interconnect £ 2501E550), Acoustic Zen Matrix

around £ 1000, Tel: 07931 521545 [ E8]

Tel: 07815 810904 [ EG17]

Ref £ 150 (£ 4501, Acoustic Zen Mc2 digital £ 100

Maim CD1 player, 72 pre- amp, 140 amp, NAT

Acoustic Zen MC- 2digital interconnect,

(£250), Nordost Flatline gold speaker cable

3tuner, SBL speakers, Russ Andrews Kimber

balanced, 1metre. £ 125 (£ 3281, Pro Silway

£501E2001, Tel: Bill 01993 851508 ( Oxford)

power block, Sony MD, Alphason glass rack

2interconnects, 1metre pairs. RCA or XLR,

[EF34]

£1900 Tel: 07743 630656 [ E81

superlative cables ( and plugs!) £ 100 each

Musical FideUtyA270 muscle power amp

ProAcTablette Red 8, mahogany, perfect

1£2451, Tel: 07815 810904 [ EG17]

175W/ch 30kg, part Class A, Krell- like build

£400, Castle Isis, perfect £ 100, mahogany,

ChordSignature lm interconnect £ 300 (£ 5151,

and sound £ 395, Cyrus CD6 award- winning

Atacama stands, black £ 30 Tel: Stuart on

Chord Chorus 1m interconnect, boxed as new

CD player, boxed/mint (( 600)050, Tel: 01243

01977 618403 ( Pontefract) [ E8]

£150 (( 215), will deliver London area, Tel:

863371 ( W.Sussex) [ E8]

Pioneer Reference system M-73 power amp

Garry on 07944 447373 ( EG17)

Cyrus Pre XVS pre- amplifier plus PSX-R

C-73 pre- amp PD- 91 CD player, F-93 tuner,

SME Model 30Awith SME Vgold-plated

power supply, cost £ 1500, sell £ 600, Marantz

all items mint condition £ 700ono Tel: 01252

tonearm, silver wired and special LFD silver

CD- 17 Mk II KI CD player, mint, both unused

659058 ( after 6pm) [ E81

tonearm lead, crated, manuals, the best

£450, Yamaha KX-580 Special Edition cassette

SonusFaberAmati Homage, fantastic

£7500, SME Series V, hardly used, latest spec,

deck £ 50, Tel: 07766 415325 [ E8]

sounding speaker, beautiful to see, in perfect

mint, tools, boxed £ 1000, Michell Orbe SE

KimberSetect 1030 interconnect (( 1000)

condition with all original packaging, located

turntable DC spec, boxed, mint £ 975, Jadis

£650, 1020 ( E5001£300, Kimber monocle XL

in Maidenhead £ 7995 ono, Tel: 01628 672663

JA50 monoblocks, 50 hours use maximum,

8ft pair speaker cable £ 520, Orchid Digital

/07710 874894 [ EG17]

boxed, like new P.O.A.,Tannoy Dimension 12

interconnect 1/2 metre £ 120,1sotek mainline

SnellType A/2 with stands £ 800, Croft Vitale

loudspeakers, boxes, manuals £ 6500 new,

mains leads Furutech upgrades ) E250) £ 140

£300, Sumo Andromeda power amp £ 300.

accept £ 250,Tel: 01923 235423 [ EG3050]

each x3,Tel: 01772 314151 Mobile 07974

Adcom pre- amp GFP 555 Mk II £ 150, Pro-Ject

186026 [ EF141

with carbon arm £ 100, Thorens TD160 RB300

Nordost Ratline Gold Twice 9metre pair

Michell Tecno counterweight £ 250, Denon

speaker cable and Nordost Solar Wind, half

DL- 301 moving- coil cartridge £ 50, pop LPs £ 5

metre interconnect cable £ 480 plus New Take

each, lists, Tel: 02476 327948 [ EG17]

Wanted

£200 ono JVC HO scarlet 15ft £ 20, Tel: 07881

Conrad-Johnson PV12AL pre- amp, new

Ouadropod stands for the ESL- 63, these are

943785 [ EF14]

unused valves, perfect, boxed, includes

the stands that Quad produced themselves for

PMCFB1 speakers £ 800, Musical Fidelity

Rothwell input pair attenuators (£ 401(E20001

the ' 63s, will pay way over the market rate for

A3-2LR pre- amp unused £ 500, both items

£695, Polk LS50 speakers, black, big sound

mint condition ones, email: zijafferjifayahoo.

as newTel: Mike on 020 8363 8350 or 07973

(£800) £ 295, Tel: 01280 840823/07803 118566

co.uk or call on 07921044254 EKD341

671915 ( Enfield area) [ EF14]

email: agardenviewfUtiscali.co.uk ( EG171

EAR 802 pre- amp + 509 Mk II monobloc

KimberSetect 1030 metre Atten £ 800,

T+AV10 integrated amp £ 1800, Linn LP12,

power amplifiers. For sale 2metre pair

Russ Andrews Silver Reference PowerKord

Ittok LV11 arm, Karma cartridge £ 550, NHT

Nordost Solar Wind speaker cables, offers,

Wattgate 350i 4ft £ 750, silver powerblock

subwoofer system, Active crossover 250 watt

Tel: 01745 331681/ mobile: 07714 530889

silver Reference PowerKord 3ft Wattgate 350i

mono amp E600, NHT amplif iers 250watt

(Rhyl) [ XFOC]

HC together £ 1100, Tel: 01475 676287 ) EF14]

monoblocks £ 400, Audio Quattro Triode 845

Audio SynthesisDAX must be original version

Unison ResearchS6 £1200, JMlab 906

monoblocks amps, four boxes £ 1500, Tel: 020

with Ultra Analog chip, must be mint condition,

speakers £ 500, Pink Triangle LPT £ 300,

8531 5979 [ EG17]

prefer to have factory box, packaging manuals

Michell ISO £ 200, Audiolab DAC £ 150, house

Meridian 500CD Transport £ 300, Audio

etc, Tel: 07791 361620 ( London) EDF171

move forces sale, Tel: 01928 732546 [ EG17)

Synthesis Passion Ultimate £ 400, Boston

SonyCDP-555ESD compact disc player,

Ruark Swordsman 11 £ 1001(300), Marantz

Acoustics 90 sat If ront) 90c ( centre),VRS

email: grmsydfayahoo.com.au or Tel: Glen on

PM7200 £ 100 ( E2501, MarantzCD5400 E50

(rear) and wall brackets, REL 0150E, all in

+612 98082482 [ EFOC]

(£1201, Atacama stands £ 30, moving forces

black, boxed, hardly used, cost £ 1275, want

Anycondition, Syrinx PU1, PU2, Mission

sale, all mint, Tel: GWalker on 020 8352 0653

£400 Tel: Bob 01892 580945 ( Tunbridge Wells)

774, Decca London cartridges, 04E, all

(North London, Tottenham) [ E8]

[E F24]

arms cartridges considered, CD players

Pioneer 757i Universal DVD player with i
-Link

Musical FidelityNu-Vista M3 integrated

originalArcam Alpha, Alpha 5, 5+, Delta

£200, Arcam Alpha 10 DAB tuner E150 Tel:

amplifier and 3D CD player, mint, boxed

70, Blackbox, Marantz CD80, email:

Barrs 01889 585715 ( weekdays), 01924 381667

with all accessories £ 1450 each, also two

solderjunky2005fdyahoo.co.uk 01642644064

(weekends) [ E81

Quadraspire Q4 racks, cherry, silver uprights

[EG17]

PMC DB1 speakers, cherry E215 ( E5501,

180mm spacing £ 175 each Tel: Steve on 07921

GoodmansMagisterwill pay good price but

Something Solid black tubular stands £ 40

572823 ( South London) [ EF16]

must be working Tel: 01280 860221 ( Bucks)

(E80), Sugden CD21 £ 650 (( 1049), Panasonic

Quad ESL- 63 + stands + 2x405 in single

[EG17(

PTA 500 projector & screen £ 450 Tel: 01295

chassis with uprated power supply £ 1000,

Sonyor Technics Elcaset accessories, t

275983, Tel: 07908 850722 ( Banbury) [ EF14]

Pioneer VSA-E07 £ 250, EAR 859 part kit £ 250,

RM.30 remote, also Sony EL- D8 portable

Phase Technotogymodel PC9.1 floorstanding

Radford STA25 3 + SC22 unrestored £ 650. Tel:

Elcaset recorder with case and AC.26 main

speakers lin soft- dome tweeter, 11/2in

01243 576073 [ EG17]

adaptor- charger, also any Elcaset brochures

soft- dome midrange driver, 3x61/2in solid

Siltech pure silver cables with their top

and owners handbook. Tel: 01253 724263

flat piston drivers in cast aluminium baskets

gold WBT locking RCA plugs, pair of 4-56

[EF14]
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Insured Delivery
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www.choice-hifi.com
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We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

CO Players and DACs
Accuphase DP 55V
Accustic Arts DAC 1 skill
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
Arcam 5
Audia Flight CD1
Audio Aero Capitole 224/96
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 Mk°
Audiolab 8000 cd
Audiomeca/ Pierre Lurne Damnation
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192)
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 DAC
Cyrus CD70
Cyrus cd7q/psxr
Cyrus PSX-R
dCS Delius 24/192
dCS Elgar 24/192
FAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
EMM Labs DCC2 and CDSD
Gamut CD Imkt!
Goldmund Meta-Laser-II
kenwood DPF-J5010
Krell KA1/300CD
Krell KPS 20 iL
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Marantz CD12
Marantz SA- 11S1
Mark Levinson ML 3900
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player
Meridian Audio 203 DAC

£1500
£2795
£2250
£200
£3795
£2795
£1695
£3550
£290
£565
£3300
£6500
£1095
£650
£750
£390
£2500
£2650
£1495
£8250
£1495
£1650
£90
£1450
£4250
£9995
£5500
£1195
£1800
£3495
£180
£190
£1450
Naim Audio CDS 1CD PLAYER £595
Onkya A4S8-1HDD+CD MS8-1 HOD recorder £500
Pioneer PD-F1009
£120
Tag CDT2OR-T2L£675
Tear VRDS 20
£895
Theta Data II Transport £1395
Theta Data II Transport £400
Theta DS Pro Gen DI
£ 1195
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta PRO PRIME 20 DAC
£650
Theta Progeny
£495
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster £ 1785
Wadia 301
£2000
Wadia 830
£1595
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895
Complete Systems
EZO system
£2700
Linn active system
£4500
Naim Audio SBL System £6975
Naim Audio DBL Active System £ 19750
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
DVD Players
Arcam dv79
Lexicon RT10
Pioneer DVD656A

£225
£850
£1395
£150

HI Fl Other
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner £250
Nakamichi 682zx
£390
Ratel RT925 tuner
£75
Intermitted
Accuphase E
jffieri
£3250
Arcam A85
£450
Arcam A85 + P85
£725
Audio Valve Assistant 205 Integrated £995
Bel Canto Evo à integrated £1900
Chord Electronics CPM 26110 £ 1950
EAR 834
£ 1095
Krell KAV 300i
£ 1295
Krell KAV 400xi
£2250
McIntosh MC-275 mkIV tube amp £2000
McIntosh MC-275 SS
£2200
Musical Fidelity A1000
£895
Roksan rocksan kandy ka1
£450
Sonus Faber Musica integrated £995
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£495
Alun Vmk11
£995
Arcam One
£300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2 £ 10499
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2 £9999
Audio Acousbcs Fundamental K2 Titanium £ 10499
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TiC
£ 19999
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha £ 17999
Audio Physic Libra
£1695
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £2500
Audio Physic Padua
£1999
Audio Physic Spark 3
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£1595
Audio Physic Virgo III
£2750
Audiovector M3signature active £2100
Definitive Technology BP3000 £2500
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mk11
£600
Dynaudio Contour S5.4
£2950
Eggleston Worts Fontaine £2850
Elea Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry £225
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+ 2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£2200
Horning FIX
£1095
Infinity -Primus Centre speaker £60
JAS Qrsa
£995
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
£595
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands £3600
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands £450
KEF 105 mk1
£450
KEF 107.2 Ref + Oube
£ 1250
KEF Coda 80
£60
leema SPLX12 sub-woofer £650
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R £3600
Martin Logan Fresco
£ 1250
Martin Logan Quest
£2200
Martin Logan reQuest £1695
Martin Logan SL3
£1295
Mirage Fe 9
£600
Mission 780 SE Alder
£175
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £2995

PMC Loudspeakers 885
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes mkt
£250
£695
Quad ESL 57
REL Q200E
£350
REL Stadium Ill
£850
Revel bl 5a subwoofer
£1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Sonos Faber Concertos + I/W Stands
£795
SoundLab Al
£8990
Talon Kite Centre
£750
Triangle Australe 260 Stratos
£2100
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
wharfedale diamond 8.1
£70
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
£28990
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£5900
Wilson Audio System 7
£12995
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 5.1
£6495
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£3750
Wilson Audio Witt
£3495
Wilson Benesch ARC + Stands
£1800
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£ 1995
Bryston 98 ST
£ 1995
Denon AVC 10se
£600
Krell KAV 250 A3
£2250
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught 11
£3900
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre 1
£450
creative 7700
£150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 +LCR £3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £195
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1
£450
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson £2650
Power Ainpilliers
Accuphase P700
£4000
Accustic Arts Amp 2
£3495
Accustic Arts Power 1
£2150
Albarry 408
£395
Nola ST 13.01
£995
Aloia ST 15.01
£ 1095
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated £3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks £5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt £ 12995
Audio Research VT200 MK1
£3250
Audio Research VT200 MKII £6000
Audio Valve Baldur 70
£1795
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£785
Audiolab 8000a mk111
£300
BAT. 150SE
£6950
BAT. 600SE
£4950
BAT. VK 600se
£5995
£1900
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£1250
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Eva 2Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£2250
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
C.A.T JL2
£6995
Carver A-500x
£275
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Cary SLA 70
£895
Celt° Duet 350
£4995
NP100 (SA100)
£695
Cyrus Ilh
£275
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP-60 £1250
Dared -Vacuum Tee amp1P-20 + SL 2003 A1 £1850
Dual mono block-200w 23.5 £2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Monoblocks
Ervosure XVIII Power Amp
£475
EZD Kl((ace nord) Monoblocks £1100
Gamut D100 mk11
£ 1395
Gamut D200
£2000
Gamut D200 mkiii
£3395
£7365
Goldmund 18.4
GRAAF GM5OB
£2895
Gryphon Reference 1Monos
£8495
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£ 15500
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200 £395
Krell FPB 300
£3750
Krell FPB 600c
£5995
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded) £7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks £13550
Krell FPB-700CX £9995
Krell KSA 100S
£2000
Krell KSA 150
£1295
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced £1295
Lumley Reference M120
£1750
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks £4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
McC,ormak DNA 125
£1150
McIntosh MC352
£3250
Melos 402 Gold Monoblocks £2495
meracus Intrare 6
£850
Musical Fidelity 0300 CR
£ 1095
Musical Fidelity 0370 (ink11) £850
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Naim Audio Nac 62, Nap140 £595
Passlabs X350
£3395
Passlabs x600
£6495
Passlabs 0600
£6495
Tag Avantgarde 10004
£1295
Tesserac TAMP 60
£999
VERITAS P400
£999
XTC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks £6995
Pre Amplifiers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
£1495
Adyton Modus
£ 1295
Aloia PST 11,011
£ 1450
Aloia PST 11.01i
£995
Aragon aurum
£ 1150
Audia Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Nate M3
£1795
Audio Note M3 Ultimate £2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£395
Audio Research LS 2
£795
Audio Research LS9
£895
Audio Research SP8
£795
Audio Research SP9 MKIII £950

Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
Audio Valve Eklipse
B.A.T. VK3i
BAT. VK3I
Bonnec Timpano
Boulder 2010 Pre
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics 3200 E
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
DNM series 2/3
Exposure 17 MC Pre
EZO Nanda (face nord)
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell KCT CAST II
McCormak RLD
Meridian Audio 002
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Pathos In Control
Tact RCS 2.0DD
Tesserac TAU Pre
Tom Evans The Vibe
YBA 2Alpha
MA Passion Pre
Pro¡ecters
Madrigal MP 9CRT

£795
£1500
£1095
£1500
£3000
£9995
£2995
£5995
£2200
£595
£325
£395
£550
£5500
£3595
£5995
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£1795
£1995
£495
£1995
£995
£3995
£19990

Stands
Attacama Equinox
£ 175
Black Diamond Racing Shelf & Cones £400
Mana Acoustics reference sound table £250
Mana Acoustics Reference Table £250
Partington Dreadnought £90
Stands Unique chunky
£ 275
Turntables/Arms/Cartridges A Phonostages
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Antique Soundlab Phono
£300
Audio Note OTO Phono
£ 1195
Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £395
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate £2395
EAR The Head
£390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
Goldring 1012GX
£30
Graham Sloe Elevator EXP
£350
Graham Sine Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat. £3250
Kona Relererne + '
dine Ann + Jutdee Cat £4995
Linn 69
£40
Linn LP12/ARO/Arme edon £2495
Mark Levinson JC-1 DC
£1500
Ming Da M-Star Phono
£300
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortolan Jubilee
£1000
Ortolan Kontrapunkt B
£550
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Artemiz/Jubilee £3500
SME 20/20 Turntable and Arm £4250
SME 30/20 Turntable & Arm £ 10495
SME Sedes 10A
£2795
SME Series VArm
£ 1400
SME V- Counterweight £20
Systemdek 110E900
£350
Transfiguration Temper Supreme £400
VPI TNT 4 + Rokport Arm
£6500
TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
Panasonic TX 17 LX2
Accessories
AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo i300 Pod Docking+Sats
LP Record Boxes
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

£ 1495
£3000
£ 1495
£ 1995
£375
£90
£70
£0
£75
£150
£395

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Arcam AV8
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Linn 5103
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD

£2395
£2195
£3995
£9500
£3995
£4150
£1200
£695
£4500
£2995
£1995

AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-02011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

£450
£225

Cables
Arlo htre AN SPX Siker 2netts BM Banana £1450
Black Rhodium Requiem £695
Cerious Technologies 1.5 Meters )(LA £495
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15 £150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2 £160
Kimber 1130 interconnects £590
MIT Digital Reference Praline AES/EBU £395
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£750
Siltech Cables balanced £200
Tara Labs 0.8 ISM Onboard ( 10m) £1750
Transparent Audio Digilink £125
Transparent Audio Music Wave £ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10tt Bi Wire £350
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £12990
van den huh revelation £350

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
THE MIDLANDS BEST USED

BOUGHT, SOLD.

EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGED

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs

Fg Kzïqi

•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
3999.. 2795
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
2895.. 1995
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
2500.. 1495
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
3500.. 1295
ACCUPHASE DP55V
3000.. 1795
ACCUPHASE DP75V
7000.. 3995
ACCUPHASE E212
2200.. 1495
AVALON ASCENT MK11 BURR WALNUT
20000.. 6995
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED BUBINGA
7000.. 2595
BAT VKD5SE CD
5495.. 2695
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
7950.. 4495
BOULDER 1010 3 MONTHS OLD
9450 . 5495
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC NEW
12950.. 7995
BOULDER 1060
16500.. 9995
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
1800... 895
BURMESTER 935 PRE
4000.. 1595
DENON A1SR 7.1 HOME CINEMA BLACK
3000... 995
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
9500.. 4995
DCS VERONA
4000.. 2495
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
5000. 2495
EAR V20
3500.. 1795
EAR 834L
710... 395
ELECTROCOMPANIET EMC1-UP 24/192
3400.. 2195
FOCAL JMLABS 714
480... 295
FOCAL JMLABS 716
610... 395
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
180.... 95
HOVLAND HP100 MC PHONO
5750.. 2995
HOVLAND HP200 LINE ONLY
6450.. 3995
HOVLAND HP200 WITH PHONO NEW
7325.. 4995
JM LABS ALTO UTOPIA
11500.. 6995
KHARMA CERAMIQUE 3.1 PIANO BLACK EX OEM
5750.. 2995
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
24000.. 8995
LINN KLOUT 2001 2AVAILABLE
2400.. 1195
LINN 2250 AMP
1900... 995
LINN AKURATE 242 ACTIV CARDS
1250... 695
LINN SILVER INTERCONNECTS
200... 125
LINN KINOS
4500.. 2995
LINN C6100
2200.. 1495
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT 1
4333.. 2495
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT
4000.. 1995
MARANTZ MA9S1 MONO'S
12000.. 7495
MERIDIAN DSP 5000 24/96 ROSEWOOD
4500.. 1995
MICHELL ALECTO MONO'S MK1
2000... 895
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
999... 495
NAGRA DAC
7800.. 4995
NAGRA PL- L
5500.. 3795
NAGRA VPA MONO'S
11000.. 6995
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207xxx
1300... 895
NAIM HICAP s/n 178XXX
760... 495
NAIM CDX 2 s/n 191XXX
2800.. 1795
NAIM CDX s/n144xx
2500.. 1195
NAIM CD5 s/n 183xxx
1200... 695
NAIM C51 S/N 218XXX
825... 550
NAIM 150X s/n 214XXX
795... 495
NAIM 202 s/n 220XXX
1455... 950
NAIM 112X s/n 213XXX
705... 450
NAIM 250/2 s/n 213xxx
2400.. 1695
NAIM HICAP 2 s/N 215XXX
960... 695
NAIM NAPSC 2 s/n 219XXX
245... 175
NAIM HEADLINE 2s/n 212XXX
295... 210
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
2600.. 1495
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS OAK
5300.. 3495
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
4000.. 1495
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 MAPLE
700... 450
QUAD 22L BIRDS EYE MAPLE
900... 495
REL STAMPEDE BLACK
REGA EXON 3
1195... 695
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION 1900... 895
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
1000... 595
SPECTRAL DMC15
4700.. 2995
SPECTRAL DMA100S
4825.. 2995
SPECTRAL Z CORD 2AVAILABLE
340... 195
SPECTRAL MI330 2MTR PAIR
580... 345
SPECTRAL MH750 8FT PAIR
900... 545
SPECTRAL DMC3OS
7600
SPECTRAL DMA 150 ..... ........
6850.. 3995
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL- SS 1MIR XLR
3500.. 1795
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL XLR IMTR
1000... 595
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE PLUS BIWIRE 2X15 FT
1300... 450
WADIA 302 BLACK
4000.. 2595
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 3.2 BLACK
14000.. 3495
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42 JCN 4 MC

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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IN HAFtFtISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

NATIONWIDE

-SALE

DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RS I
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
GAMUT D200 MK3 DUAL MONO
GAMUT L3 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL TURNTABLES
E.A.R MASTER DISK
STAR HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
NORDOST CABLES

£175
E1900

£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

DELIVERY

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX. SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALCM&
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAE ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE .1AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL, SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA • - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Absolute Analogué'

For more information.
including special offers.
please see our website.

Address: PO lbs 30429, London, NW6 74,Y
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analoguert email.msn.com
Website: 66e.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

11 is not necessary to have great hi-fi
equipment in order to listen to music...

...but it helps.

Alegre

:1 1 (•4
,tt i. . e

Get it right!
THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57 \

LE 1

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbHgt-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

www.quadatelier.de

booseytones
Classical Ringtones
for the Discerning Phone

More than 300
vibrant ringtones
Original distinctive repertoire
Only £3.00 (or local equivalent). No subscription
ernstein • Britten • Copland • Hoist

Maxwell Davies • Kats-Chernin • Khachaturian • Prokofieff
Rachmaninoff • Reich • Sibelius • Stravinsky

www.booseytones.com

To hell with specifications, let's make

173.. '
1

To provide the most natural sounding reproduction
of music. Beauhorn has specialised in singledriver horn speakers since 1993.
Simple though they are, they stand comparison
with the finest modern technological wonders
costing up to £45,000, as reviewers have testified.
Some people pursue perfect specifications, but.
if it's the natural sound of live music that turns
you on. Beau horns are for you.
Does our approach work? We think so, and if you
visit our website you will see that many reviewers
have agreed. Or, contact us and we will send you
information and prices.
Oh, yes, prices. Did any other manufacturer
reduce prices this year?

Beauhorn
websile: www.beauhorn.com

email: infon@beauhom.com

I\ I

Hastings TN35 4NB England

EDITORIAL TEAM

WE LIVE AT...

MANAGEMENT TEAM

Editor • Steve Fairclough

Our editorial, advertisement and

Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges

Telephone: + 44 (0)1424 813888

Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

publishing offices are at: Hi Fi News,

Marketing Director • Angela O'Farrell

Production Editor • Patrick Fraser

IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,

Associate Publisher • Richard Marcroft

Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs

Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ, England.
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Tel • 020 8726 8311

Managing Director • Paul Williams
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Fax • 020 8726 8397
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MY TOP 10

FAVOURITE THINGS

Sensational CDs:
sound St music
Sometimes, argues Ken Kessler, great sound quality isn't
enough. Here are 10 of his favourite CDs that possess
both killer sound and fabulous music

ZZ Top

Various

GREATEST HITS

THE ROUGH GUIDE TO

Warner Bros 7599-26846-2

KLEZMER

If you re gonna abuse asystem, to see

World Music Network RGNET

how loud it goes before the police arrive,

1047 CD

then nothing tops this. Drum sound as

Klezmer, unless it's in your

4 „ iorY

Mickey Katz
GREATEST
SCHTICKS

Klezme

Koch KOC-CD-8 059

erjtage:
;

Yes, its mono. But

9

MICKEY
KATZ
tetEMEST

the sound here

precise as ajust -regulated Calatrava,

DNA, is an acquired taste,

guitar work that

and Iadmit to adoring it thanks to abit of minor

is Sinatra- grade:

sizzles, bass to

surgery at the age of eight- days- old, but, hell, this

break down walls.

eastern European hoe-down rocks. Here are its

silky yet crisp, and
so ' real' that it makes the last five

If you don't like

best modern-day practitioners. Think: classical

ZZ Top, then you

meets agallon of Manischewitz.

don't deserve to

decades' worth of ' progress' in the
studio seem like atotally irredeemable
wank. The sound of clarinet and violin
on this CD is rarely bettered.

Dean Martin

get laid. Ever.

THE ESSENTIAL DEAN

i
iJose Feliciano

MARTIN
Capitol 7243598487 -2-3

The Eagles
GREATEST HITS

FELICIANO

Everyone should have some

DCC GZS 1039
Sorry, but Ilove
the Eagles - their
harmonies, their
song writing, their
playing. And it's
nice to review with
music that people actually play. ' Lyin'
Eyes', ' Desperado and ' Take It To The
Limit' should send chills up your spine.
If they don't, then the system sucks. This
now- out- of -print gold CD is the one to
own. Unless you have the vinyl...

RCA 66595-2

Dino, and if you're only buying
one, this is it. Sorry, gang, but

A mind- blower when

Dino was the greatest singer
ever. That is, if you rate absolute vocal quality,

unplugged, Latino

it came out in 1968:

phrasing, taste and unlimited cool as highly as

,versions of songs by

you should. The pinnacle of Capitol sound.

.The Beatles, Doors, Mamas & Papas,
Fred Neil, Tom Paxton - what aset!
Soulful, fresh, heartfelt, this set still

Paolo Conte

sends those tingles that make music

THE BEST OF

magic. And this was prime RCA, so the

Nonesuch 7559-79512-2

sound is nothing short of exquisite.

You want to test your

Search out the gold CD reissue on eBay
if you have to!

midband? You want vocal
textures? If Italian Conte

Eddy Grant
GREATEST HITS

Lddy Grant

p.

didn't smoke 60 aday
for 40 years, then he must have gargled with

COLLECTION

gravel. This stuff is so evocative that, on the right

Castle NEDCD 449

system, you'll swear you can smell the exnaust
of athousand Vespas.

Even LS3/5A
users need to
know what real
bass is all about.
You just can't beat ' Electric Avenue',
'Can't Get Enough' or ' IDon't Wanna
Dance' for sheer finger-snappin',
booty-shakin' bottom octave action.
And this set's bonus CD has the 12in
mix of * Do You Feel My Love' Your
woofers will bleed.
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The
Persuasions

Keb' Mo'

SING U2

I

Chesky JD306
Nobody does a
cappella like the

PEACE ... BACK BY POPULAR

Persuasions. But
why would Ichoose

DEMAND

this, when Irate U2

Okeh/Epic EK92687
Who'd•ve thought that KM would
apply his brand of magic to re-

below
•somewhere
haemorrhoids,
PULAR
m ARID

lawyers and Gordon Brown? Because the

recorded so beautifully it makes most so-called

sound is so good and the performance
so seductive that it proves, truly, it's the

'audiophile discs' sound like iPod belching.

singer not the song. Simply gorgeous.

interpretations of folk hits? A disc

fully balanced, linear power supply audio designs.
Leading the way once again, Ayre will change the
way you listen to music with ThermalTrak, Equilock,
Isola and optoisolated AyreLink technologies.

PROVOnance

THE WILSON AUDIO

200

SYSTEM 7
HIGH- END PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Provo, CIill's

artisans, the speaker builders uf Wilson Audio, have

nos' been at the top of the high-end tree for three decades. Recent
recognition of their achievements tells us that complacency has yet to
affect David A. Wilson's enthusiasm. As if challenged by rave reviews
and countless awards, David has launched anew flagship to supplant
the legendary WAMM — surely the longest-running, true high-end
speaker design of all time. The Alexandria has , already been
acknowledged as the greatest cost-no-object speaker available today.
Its sister speakers in the WATCH range achieve the ultimate in ho.me
theatre sound playback.
As the Alexandria paves the way for new and exciting advances in music reproduction, so, too, does the Wilson WATT Puppy System 7
remain the benchmark for consumers who desire compact speakers
that demonstrate zero compromise. It is with.great pleasure we note
that the WATT Puppy, closing in on 20 years of production, was
awarded the honour of High End Product of the Year 2003 by HiFi
News. Now that's what we call provenance.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09
www.absolutesounds.corn

F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
info@absolutesounds.com

